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Eastern District of Pennsylvania,
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eig-hth year of the
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.

that on the twelfth

day of January, in the fortyIndependence of the United States of America, A. D. 1824,

John Mortimer, of the said District, hath deposited
Book, the right wliereof he claims as Proprietor,
wit

in this office the Title of a
in the words following, to

:

A careful and free inquiry into the true Nature and Tendency of the Religious
Principles of the Society of Friends,

commonly

called Quakers.

In

two

Parts.
I.
II.

The

History of their Opinions.

By William Craig Brownlee, A. M.
*•

The Rise and Progress

of the Society.

Dissertations on their Doctrinal Tenets, their Worship, Ministry, &c.
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Minister of the Gospel.

encore au coire du feu."

In conformity to the act of the Congress of the Ignited States, intituled, " An
for the Kncouragement of Learning, by securing the (Jopies of Maps,
Charts, and Books, to the Authors and Proprietors of such Copies, during the
times therein mentioned ;"
And also to the Act, entitled, "An Act supplementary to an Act, entitled, •' An ^ct for the Encouragement of Learning, by
securing the Copies of .Maps, Charts, and Books, to the Authors and Proprietors
of such Copies during the times therein mentioned," and extending the benefits thereof to the Arts of designing, engraving, and etching historical and
other prints.
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D.

CALDWELL,

Clerk of the Eastern District of Pennsylvania

TO lAMES JEFFRAir, ESQ. M.

D.

PROFESSOR OF ANATOMY IN THE UNIVERSITY OF GLASGOW.
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volume
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an uncle's
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was denied
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page.
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this public

Accept, very dear
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And
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reverence.
I

am your

obedient servant

and nephew,

WILLIAM CRAIG BROWNLEE,
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known whether
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ma-
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tations.

PART
historical dissertation

I.

on the origin,

rise,

progress,

4'C.

of the

society of Friends.

Section t. A general outline of the religious opinions of the
Friends two general classes of them -^/irst, respecting the
Deity second, respecting the human soul. The whole doctrine of their system seems to have been built upon their
opinions on these two.
Sect. 2. An historical inquiry how far these sentiments are
Platonic or Mystic
the outlines of the theology of Plato and

—

—
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history of these opinions
Moschus Pythagoras Plato diffusion of Platonism
the Eclectics
Ammonius Saccas
the revolution produced by him in the religious
or christiaa world.
Sect. 3.
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43
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Two

sects spring up out of this revolution. 1. The
masters of the scholastic theology Origeu 2. The Mystics
their process in christianizing Plato
they adopt his doctrines
Sect. 4.

—

—
—
and form of discipline — progress of the Mystics
the fourth
century — Dionysius the Areopagite —
Oriental Mystics
the Mystics of the West great difference
acters
— of these Mystics —Cenobites
— causes of —three classes
Hermits — Anchorites —a fresh impulse given
them
the
century two causes
century, by
which these opinions were more widely spread — the writings
of John of Scythopolis — the
of the Platonic schools under
the edict of the emperor Justinian — multitudes of the Platonics thence driven
the bosom of the church —
ninth
century opens a new era
the Mystics — translation of Dioin

the

in their chlii

this

to
oj)erating in the sixth

fifth

in

fall

into

tlie

to

-----

nysius the pretended Areopagite, by John Scot Erigena
stale of things in the dark ages.
Sect. 5. A fresh torrent of the Greek philosophy poured in,
through Italy, in the beginning of the fifteenth century causes
revi\ al of Greek letters
Pletho
Platonic academy at Florence triumph of Plato over Aristotle Ficino Leo X.
Nefo scholars from all quarters from England, in this aca-

—

—

—
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The

individuals who were most active in christianizing Plato
mere men of letters not so dangerous the theologians became the daring innovators
in the Syrian and Greek
churches, the Novatians and Cathari the followers of Montanus— Pepuzians female bishops Paulicians in the ninth
century the progress of these from the East into Europe
pilgrims of Hungary
Gerard and Dulcimus in England
their opinions
Lucopetros in the twelfth century Tantjuelmus, a Jirsf James Naylor the Amauri in the thirteenth century
their opinions
the brethren and sisters of the Free
Spirit
their opinions
their
their opinions
the AVhippers
practices
they attract men of all ranks to their standard
the cardinal of Lorraine and the king of France in their train
Taulerus, the Mystic, was himself a host his opinions
Sect. 6.
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—

—

—

—
—
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—
—
—

—
—

—

—

—
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Cologne
system of mysticism — he preached
— sermons published Dutch — translated English
A. D. 1657 — Paracelsus — Postello — Wigellius —David George
— Behmen — opinions and career— curious cause
mystic — Cressy —
trance —the English
continent of Europe there
Harry Vane — William Law — on
his the fullest

at

his

in

into

in

of his first
Sir

his

associates of this
the

— Kiel — Labadie the companion of Penn and Bar—Molinos, the Spanish
Spread of these
England
an early date — the
Procame
invidious question answered, "
church has originated
much fanaticism?^'' — causes of
these causes
the appearance of
many sectaries —
were Kotter
clay

priest.

Sect. 7.
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Tf'hence

testant

-

-

-

at

in

it

that the

so

so

all

in

full

operation in England in the middle of the seventeenth century
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of the clergy from the time of
—Cromwell —deplorable
treatment — the depression of their
Queen Elizabeth —
usefulness destroycharacter by many untoward causes —
w ithout a pastor — Brownism
eJ — thousands of parishes
which
tenets of
sect operated on the
the manner
church, &c. — gifted brethren — extemporaneous harangues
the days of Cromwell —
summit of extravagance
impulses
soldiers — mechanics — females — give vent
the Seekers — the Familists — the Behmenists.
historical

state

I.

their

their

left

in

this

tlie

officers

in

to their
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-

61

and wide spreadcharacter of this woning fanaticism, George Fox appeared
difficulty in drawing it
his character drawn by
derful man
his friends, Ficcles, Ellwood, Audland, Coale
by his foes,
Dr. Henry More, &c. the latest by Clarkson superficial and
defective
his character drawn from his journal and Sewel
Sect. 8. In this state of general confusion,

—
—

—

—
—

—

—

—

with otlicr approved authors of the society
criticism of a very
unguarded apology for George Fox, by Clarkson, note George
Fox's labours from the year 1G44 to the close of his life he
in bonds, and in
is indefatigable in health— and in sickness
imprisonments his early associates with the exception of
"VViliiam Penn and Rcbert Barclay, they are illiterate
that,
however, no barrier in the way of a specific eloquence, or, in

—

—

—

—

—

—

------

way

of writing/o/ios.
The manner of declaiming practised by the first
Friends their efl'ccts on the tnultitude not marvellous in the
state of things formerly noticed.
the

Sect. 9.

—

—

—

Their success in England and in Ireland causes
their zeal in forming a fund for the gratuitous distribution
of their books and tracts
the quantity of these thrown into
the public, almost incredible
they have kept Barclay afloat
by gratuitous distributions their booksellers labour in the city
(London) their distributions in the country, from county to
county, by agents, who transported their books on pack-horses.
Sect. 11. Other causes of their success
persecution
exemplified in their progress in Wales and Cornwall
the Saxons
managed things in a better style instance in the sentence on
Belunen by the electoral prince and the divines of Dresden
England slow in opening her eyes on her best interest, in giving full liberty of conscience
probable effects of mild measures on George Fox, and his system, and followers.
Sect. 12. Different reception of the Friends in the kingdom
of Scotland
causes
view of the genius and habits of the
Scottish people
not gloomy nor fanatical
they are stern and
severe in their manners
probable causes the remains of the
morcd hiflvcncc of feudalism tlie presbytery pastoral visits
and instructions a reading and rcilcctii;;^ people unlike the
uneducated population of England— bishop Burnet's views on
this snbjert
his character of the priests who succeeded <ho

—
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Sect. 10.
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exiled ministers after tlie restoration of Charles II. the character and manners of the ^ood old Whigs of the Covenant
distinguished from the canting hypocrites wlio unhappily crept
in among them, and injured the holy cause —the profligate
court of Charles II. its influence sent out from it, as from a
common centre, over all ranks tyrannical measures against
the christian patriots, the Whigs
broken and dispersed, they
retire into lurking places among tlie peasantry
they foster
civil and religious liberty in their retreats among the people
the issue of the twenty -eight years sutt'erings justice has not
been done to the memory of these patriots and martyrs the
infidel historian
the poet 'the novelist
throw out their unholy gibes and give most erroneous delineations of charac-

—

—
—

—

—

— even

—

—

—

—

—
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modern Presbyterian writers not just in this matter
late work noticed.
Sect. 13. It was during tliis excitement, and among such
people, that the Quaker missionaries in Scotland made their
iirstappearance hence theirfailure George Fox,in Glasgow,
could not prevail "on even one to come to hear him.'^
Sect. 14. Scotland assailed from another quarter, and by a
character very different from that of the first Quaker missionaries — the best writer of the society was given to them by
Scotland— Robert Barclay his character as a writer his
Latin Apology note Moslieim's remarkable accuracy in his
view of this writer, and of this sect the antagonist of Barclay
—John Brown of Wamphry Scotland has not yet done him
his character as a polemic
tlie victory gained by him
justice
and other writers over this sect in Scotland, complete
ter

—Dr. Cook's
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—
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—

—
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proof from facts.
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progress of the sect of Friends on the conti86
nent of Europe causes of this.
Sect. 16. Their introduction into America by the celebrated
"SVilliam Penn
the two points in which the American Friends
differ widely from those of Europe.
86
Sect. 17. Three periods in the history of the society -first^
the natural and necessary result of the docthe Foxonian
a specimen gleaned
trines which they held in that period
from history in the extravagance of Naylor of Toldervy
second
this period lasted from about the year 1644 to 1660
period more orderly maturing under Penn Keith Dr.
Owen's opinion of this stage of their history Penn a Sabelhis doctrinal tenets
he applauds Crellius the Socinian
lian
writer Penn's early labours watched and applauded by the
his book, " The Sandy Foundation
Socinians of London
Shaken,'" gives the christian public a decided view of his unveiled Socinianism
Penn confined in the Tower of London
on a charge of blasphemy he gradually matures his system
and he is liberated he declares
his explanations are accepted
that " he had not budged one jot" in doctrine
a medley of
Sect. IS.

—
—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
—

—

—

—
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—

impiety and of martyrdoni in this singular character the
i/iird period is the Barclayian
he has moulded the system of
mysticism into a new form has concealed the offensive dogmata of I^enn and the wild mysticism of Fox in some manner has impressed on the whole system the prominent features of the more popular Arminian and Pelagian ern)rs.
Sect. 18. A gradual combination and mixture of the different
sentiments of these three periods view of tiie gradual change*
of Penn's sentiments
tlie difference in his sentiments and
manner, fnim the year 1668 to 1692 and 1698 Barclay perfects the new model, and makes Saccas a respectable Arminian or Pelaa,ian
in Ireland the authors of the " Brief Jlpology," and Fuller have gone, perhaps, still farther than Barclay
in new modelling the system according to the reigning taste.
Sect. 19. Each of these periods produced its respective writers
each has had its partizans hence the diversity of doctrinal opinions among the Quakers
sketch of a comparison of
Fox of Penn with others Job Scott Clarkson Bristed.
Sect. 20. The quaking that characterized the first period
and gradually died away in the second, and the third account
of these bodily phenomena
BarPenn's defence of them
clay's mysticism on this affair
these phenomena purely Platonic
contrast of the ancient and modern Platonics on this
matter Svnesius Hilton, whose writinjis edified the mother
of king Henry VII. of England
these Platonic sentiments,
two sects agi'eeing in main, in doctrinal opinions, have successfully reduced to practice, and have produced results
strangely different
1. the dancing Quakers, 2. the trembling
Quakers ancient precedents of these among the pagans and
the modern Jews
anecdotes-— gradual departure of the spirit
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—

—
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—

—
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—

90
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—

—

—
—

—

of trembling.

—

91

Another peculiarity of the first period they
taught by signs
they walked mournfully in the streets in
sackcloth
Bare/ay leads a pi ocession modern Lupercalians
countenanced in the society these made naked processions
some remarkable specimens recorded by their own writers
of liccles
Simpson the point touching some of their females
doing this, investigated
tiiese naked processions traced to
the ancient Lupercalians, through a line of modern fanatics
on the continent of Europe notice of the defence of the QuaSect.

21.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

kers from this charge, in tlieir appendix to a late edition of
Mosheiin the writers of this defence shown to betray a culpable ignorance of those writings of the Friends, which are in

—

every Quaker's

hands

—Fox,

Penn, Sewel, not only admit

-----— —
—

the facts, but applaud the naked processions, and offer godly

commentaries thereon

On

!

no
the dress of the Friends
plainness taste
anecdote,
disputing about such matters of taste
broad brim
note
the sufferings of the ancient elders in the establishment
Sect. 22.

—

—

—

94

—

—

Contents.

xii

of their peculiar dress, manners, and the new tongue which
they spake as the s/iirit gave them utterance
the positive influence of their dress in helping to fix their public character
those founders of new sects who made a distinctive dress enter
into a part of their creed were shrewd observers of human nature
illustration of this.
9fi
Sect. 23. On oaths
review of the argument for civil oaths
—and against them Penn's opposition to civil oaths not founded, in reality, on any passage of holy writ supposed to bear
against them, as on a peculiar sentiment of Plato
the Platonic life beyond an oath the German divine's opinion of those
who will not take an oath.
loi
Sect. 24. On war
the society has never stated this question
fairly nor correctly
they confound offensive and defensive
war what has been advanced by their most rational defenders participates more of the nature of declamation than argument specimen of it arguments for defensive war precept
examples sanctioned by God defensive war began in heaven the principle of non-resistance shown to be of a dangerous tendency in a political view not reducible to practice by
the society, nor by any sect the principle shown to be of a
dangerous moral tendency, if carried into effect by any portion
of men it would hold out encouragement and facilities to the
robber and the murderer it would encrease crime and moral
pollution to an incalculable extent
the practice of the society
seems to do violence to their theory, note the leaders of the
society before the year 1660 do nut appear to have held this
colliprinciple as now professed to be held by the Quakers
sion between the principle and the practice of their ancient elders
their re-capture, vi et armis, of a sloop taken away by
pirates from the port of Philadelphia
re-capture of Friend
captain Pattison's ship, note
Penn's views and practice
Paxton boys only one thing has saved the existence of the
that is, their felsociety, and this principle in their system
104
low citizens have neither believed nor practised upon it.
their inSect. 25. The society has been a divided people
natural tendency of their grand doctrinal tenet
ternal state
their discipline
their Liberales
dissention on that head
the opposition charged the society with having abandoned the
instead of the light within each
original principle of the sect
individual, they made the light of the body, collectively taken, the
guide of the conscience hence the schism in the society their
dissentions about the ortliodox use of the hat hence a schism
a new sect springs up out of these two contending parties
Shackleton revived this sect lately
the Keithian controversy on a fundamental doctrine— anecdote of Penn and Keith
mutual denunciation dissention about the revision and correction of Friends' books
the majority in the society advocate every expression and item uttered and written by the an
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the free
tliey reasoneil a priori on the matter
cient elders
Quakers the jumping Quakers or Shakers uncle John's
113
opinion of this sect, established under Case their first leader.
Sect. 26. The pages of the Friends contain violent and illiberal charges against other sects for their persecuting spirit
the society shown to have manifested in the course of their
illustrated by
short career, instances of the same disposition
historical facts
by cases of discipline consequences of exEvan's case
pulsion from tlie society in our large cities

—

—

—

note.

—
—

—

—

-

-
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The

society has alv^'ays stood aloof from every
communion it has been against every sect every sect has
been against it the tide of the public opinion set in strongly
proofs
against them in the close of the seventeenth century
their antagonists
sketch of their writings against the Quakers
Hicks Dr. Owen Sir Matthew Hale Faldo Stalhani
Leslie
the
Scandrett twenty-one divines three rectors
Sect. 27.

—

—

—

—
—
—
— —
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
bishop of Cork — Keith — Bennet — act of toleration — Francis
Bugg—Dr.
—cause of the public suspicions that
Friends — George Fox's Latin
Jesuits were among the
works —
fiolyglot!
-119
28. The result of these able exposures — the feeble
explanations covered with
of the society
reply —
Stillingfleet

earliest

his

-

-

-

-

-

-

Sect.

ef-

forts

ambiguities,
writers.

their

to

and

full

of contradictions against their primitive

j^a

After some repose under Queen Anne and the first
Georges, the society is alarmed by the able and very temperate expositions of the bishop of Litchfield and Coventry
they throw themselves before the king and implore his protection, as if tlie good bishop had been going to devour them
they pledge to the public a full reply
it contained nothing
new it produced no favourable effect on the public mind.
123
Sect. 30. Incidents in the history of the later years of the
society uninteresting
their publications are confined to the
insipid journals of a few travelling prophets or prophetesses
and attacks and defences from disowned members these principles have been about 180 years in operation
their numbers
decrease in Great Britain
tiielr present numbers contrasted
witii their number stated in the close of the seventeenth century, note— they are supposed, on the whole, to be encreasing
in the U. States
they continue to stand aloof from all christian intercourse
as a body they decline aiding the Bible societies, and missionary eflbrts
the extent of their influence in
aiding to put down tiie most execrable trade in human flesh
and in meliorating the condition of some Indian tribes, and of
the African population, note.
124
Sect. 31. Conclusion
their prophets, though professionally
inspired, found to be ineifective polemics
the society seems
to have looked out for advocates from other quarters
the moSect. 29.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
—

—

—

:

—

—

—
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Contents.

(lern

mode -apparently

resorted to for the procuring defenders
funds have kept Barclay and a few other works afloat
have, from their rise, been in the habit of distributing
these standard works gratis
the latest writers not of the society—causes whicii probably led their two latest defenders
into the controversy
Bristed
Clarksoii
review of them
their doctrinal system brought forward by Clarkson
meagre
and unsatisfactory yet sufficient to show tliat the society adheres to the system of William Penn and of Job Scott.
12G
Sect. 32. On the whole, the society exhibits a singular phenomenon in the religious world proof an abstract of the
weak parts of the system, and inconsistencies interwoven
throughout tl'e whole if George Fox's principles be the standard of Quakerism, tlie society, it must be admitted, is fast degenerating and calls for the reforming of George Fox, could
he rise from tiie dead.
128

—
— they

tlieir
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PART

II.

Containing dissertations on their doctrines, ivorship, ministry,

Chap.

1.

Of

their

S,-c.

grand religious tenet, immediate revelaa free and

tions wliicii tliey exalt above the iioly scriptures
full inquiry into tliis.

—

135
Chap. 2. On the character of their silent worship. Section 1.
Their silent meetings movements by the spirit phenomena
tlieir freedom of speech
discourses
their leading topics
counter u^iOtions. Section 2. On public prayers. Seceffects
170
tion 5. On siniring of psalms.
Chap. S. Of the ministry apolop;y for the ministry of tlie
Lord .lesus Christ the society of Friends has always distinguished itself for its d<'ep rooted hostility against the ministry
Barnot from personal feelings, so mucli as from principle
a review of the
clay's disclosure of this singular principle
anomalous ollice which the Friends have instituted instead of
180
the ministry.
Chap. 4. On tlie maintenance of the ministry— review of
it is shown
the excessive severity of the society's invectives
that they have not condemned this, either in theory or in practhe effects which the avaricious principle of the society
tice
190
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The

materials of this volume were gleaned from various
;
and during that period in which the society of
Friends struggled into existence.

sources

* * * * In that extraordiuary period, when death
had removed the head of that party which had been flung
into power by the whirlwind of faction, the British nation
replaced

its

native prince on the throne of his fathers.

* * * * *

*****

But Charles II. was an unprincipled man.
God, nor regarded man. He was a
Jesuit in politics, a Judas in religion, a Nero on the
throne. Irreclaimable even by the lessons which the uaUon had given his family, in the reigns of his father and
grandfather; and deplorably and culpably ignorant of the
duty and the art of ruling and in a great degree a stranger to the character and disposition of that high-minded
people, over whom he was placed as chief magistrate, he
came to the throne with all the errors of a Stuart, if possible, tenfold increased.
His reign, under the tutorship
of Lauderdale, exhibited little else than misrule, and tyranny and cruelty.
The kingdom he claimed as his inheritance by birthright.
The treasure, and the bodies, and the consciences
of the people he considered as his property and as much

He

neither feared

;

;

at his disposal as his moveables, or the tenants of his
stables.
By the act of supremacy of A. I). 1669, pro-

cured by the most corrupt influence, he received power
over all matters and persons, ecclesiastical and civil. He
modelled the form of worship and government in the
churcli according to his will. He denied to the people the
right of electing their ministers, or of thinking for themeelveSf or of taking cave of their own souls.
3

!
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The
tlie

Avliii;s

whom

of Scotland,

lord Belhaven styled

true bhie presbyteiiaos/'* did not understand this.

They had

once recalled tlie kins;, and had set the crown
They expected a different return. They remonstrated. They called this an impious stretch of power.
Tlie conscience, they told him, is left as free as the wind
on their mountains. This was, moreover, trenching on

on

his head.

Scotchmen and it was a laying
on the shoulders of an erring mortal what could be borne
by no man. Tt was the prerogative of the Lord Jesus
Christ that he was usurping.
To this bold declaration of a very brave and loyal people, Charles II replied .by an edict, which drove four
hundred of Scotland's best and most faithful ministers
and he placed their floclts uninto prison, or into exile
der bishops and curates, most unhappily selected for,
according to bishop Huroet, they were without religion^
and many of them without morals.
Scotchman's conscience is not to be dictated to in
The mass of the people instantly
matters of religion.
turned away from those temples in which they had formerly worshipped with delight; but which were now pol-

their chartered rights as

;

;

—

A

luted by the slaves of tyranny.

They

invited their pas-

—

meet them in their private houses for their churches were taken from them. These houses were soon found
to be too small for the mass of population which crowded
forward around their much loved pastors. They betook
themselves to the fields. Hence the origin of conventicles

tors to

9,nd field meetings.

To put down these, and to regain the consciences of
his subjects, Charles II. had recourse to cruel means.
His sanguinary laws made it penal in any person even to
he present at a conventicle and high treason in a clergyman to officiate in any way at it. A price was set on the
heads of the ministers who refused to abandon their flocks,
and become traitors to religion. The soldiery were turned loose on the country and they butchered pastor and
:

:

people

The

people, after long submission and suffering, goad-

* In his speech in the Scottish parliament,
the whigs of the covenant, of course.

1706.—I mean here

;

T/ie

ed on

to despair,

began, at

Proem.
Icnj^tli, to

3
assert the lawfulness

of self-defence against these lawless and bru*tal soldiers,
let loose agjiinst them by those who had sworn to protect
Hence the origin of the practice of coming armed
them.
to the conventicles.

It was no sooner known tliat they had assumed this atand without
titude than they were denounced as rebels
an examination of their grievances, they were put out of

—

Am\ what was the character
the protection of the law.
Tiiey were no rebels. Oppression liad
of these men?
driven them to desperate measures of defence. There was
some few indivinot a moral stain on their character
duals, of fierce spirit, only excepted. They were devout
and pious men ; they possessed an ardent love of civil

—

and

which no force nor inquisitorial cruIn fine, the only crime that the tyrant

religious liberty,

elty could subdue.

could allege against them, was that of self-defence against
Their sole crime was their determination
to be free ; and to secure their religion against those prelates who were, in a manner so unbefitting their office,
dragooning a nation to their religion and ceremonies.
In the dreadful hour of oppression this band of Christian patriots raised the standard of self-defence.
In the
oath of their covenant they pledged support to each other,
and fidelity to their God. They appealed to the Almighty
for the justness of their cause and proclaimed war against
his tyranny.

:

the tyrant and his bloody council.

All their elforts failed to rouse the sleeping energies of
the nation.
The patriot's voice was drowned in the clamours of the spies and court parasites. The body of the
nation left this band to their fate for twenty and eight

Pentland witnessed their melancholy overthrow
and Scottish liberty wailed on her mountains while the
brave covenanters fell. Drumclog saw them rally and
gain a battle. But BothwelFs bloody field saw them broken irrecoverably. The Christian patriots were driven
to their mountains and fastnesses. They wandered in the
deep morasses and hid themselves in the caves. The
bloody tyrant, as if infuriate Avith success, had recourse
to means so shocking to every feeling heart, that they
seem almost the fables of romance to our ears. In addition to oii^awvy; aud the confiscation of property; lug zeal
years

!

;
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revived the s])irit of the old Norman law Avhich
hanged
the husband if his wife committed theft." His law made
the head of each family answer for all his inmates, if they
had ventured to a conventicle and the land proprietors
were made accountable for their tenants.* And to crown
the Avhole, he employed such ferocious assassins as Graham of Clavers, and Dalziel ; with a complement of the
body guards, eachof Avhom threw into the shade the fiercest Indians that ever yelled in the Avilds of America.
These English soldiers occasionally employed the sagacity of blood hounds to hunt up the retreats of the suf:

ferers !t

In this period of civil war, when tyranny struck a blow
every dissenter, armed bands of peasantry, with their
the pious and
chiefs, associated with the fugitive pastor
orthodox were brought into collision with the sectary and
fanatic.
In their secret haunts, in caves and morasses,
the resolutioner met the protester ; and the presbyterian
Yet their common danger never could prethe quaker.
vail on them to sacrifice their peculiar opinions, or even to
at

:

soften

down

their asperities.

It rather, indeed,

seemed

endear them to each sect. The sombre hours of the
"Wanderer on the lonely mountains, were often enlivened
by the free exchange of sentiment, or the fierce sallies of
passion, which characterized the polemicks of that day.
And often the midnignt lamp was seen to illumine the
dreary and damp cave of tlie exiles, while they pursued
the argument, or collected the materials of a M'ell digested
to

refutation.

Among these polemicks who wielded the pen against
the sectary, and his sword against the enemies of his
country, was the laird of Torfoot.
He was of an ancient
rather than a rich family. His small estate (now in possession of tAVo individuals of the fifth generation from
him,) lies in the shire of Lanerk, and in Avendale, at the
conflux of the beautiful streams of the Aven and the GeeL
* Crookshank's Hist. vol. i. ch. 12 &: 14.
f See Laing's Hist, of Scotland during this period, in vol. ii. It is to
this bloody king that Barclay has dedicated his Apology, in a bold and
" God had restored him to his throne by a singular step,
flattering style
which generations will admire." " God had done great things for him."
" God had signally visited him with his love," &c. How could the amiable Barclay say so of such a person as Charles 11. ^
:
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On the east are stretched the mountains of Dungavcl ; on
the south, ami hordcring the (iicat Valley, are Cairnsaigh
and Distinkhorn; the romantic Loudon hill raises its
conical summit on the west ; and looks over a wide plain,
terminated on the west by a heathy wild, which spreads

over the mountains of Drumclog. On the north opens the
delightful vale through which the Aven pours its broad
stream, and hastens to mingle with the Clyde at Hamilton.

From

this situation of his estate,

and the

facilities

it

af-

forded of concealing the wanderers, laird Thomas's
house was the haunt of many distinguished personages of
that day.

Mr. John Kid, and Mr. John King, two eminent
preachers, and who were martyred in Edinburg, A. D.
1679, were frequent inmates. The last was a polished
juan and an .accomplished scholar. Mr. Hugh M^Kail^
another minister, who fell a martyr in A. D. 1662, in the
full expansion of genius and learning, also honoured the
He had spent several years in trahalls of my fathers.
velling on the continent, and in foreign universities. His
name was never mentioned by my ancestor without a tear
stealing down his manly cheek. The immortal William
Guthrie, minister of Fenwick, was a favourite at Torfoot.
He was eminent as a theologian; he was a powerful
preacher ; and excelled in gaining men from the delusions
of error. Tlie early quakers had drawn away great multitudes of his parishoners, and it is well known that he
regained them all.* He died in A. D. 1655, and left the
laird to lament an invaluable friend of his youth.
The venerable Dickson, of Rutherglen, was occasionally seen in the group; and Mr. Shields enlivened the
company by his sallies of wit, or roused their languor by
his impetuous manner.

The

celebrated Fleming, and John Welsh tlie youngwere sometimes of the party. But not even the high
character of Fleming's piety and learning, nor the fire of
young Welsh, could prevent the invectives of uncle John,
who missed no opportunity of running down as fair game
" the fushionless doctrines and awfu^ apostacie'^ of those
er,

* Scot's Worth, p.

25ir,

iEdit.

of 1813.
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who

favoiire4.1

the indulged.

He

insisted that they Avere

and eraptians.
Richard Cameron, the minister and the hero, stood
high in the aft'ections of this interesting group. His learning was considerable. He had gleaned his knowledge in
the seminaries of Scotland and of Holland.
He was a
fluent orator; and what was unusual then, he used the
English more generally than tbe Dorick dialect of the
north.
No good man can slander this character. As a
minister he was faithful and truly laborious ; as a man of
talents and acquirements, he might, if he had pleased,
nothins; short of tories

among

risen high

But

as a patriot

the licensed oppbsers of his country.

belaboured during

his

life;

and died

fighting for that liberty w'hich the patriots of the revolu-

some rtieasure, secured. In that day which tried
the christian patriot's soul, he had made himself master
of the military exercise ; and he could match laird Thomas as readily in handling a carbine, or playing w ith the
small sword, as he could loose the knots of a syllogism,
or twist tlie horns of a dilemma! This patriot fell in the
skirmish at Ayrsmoss ; and his eulogium was pronounced
by the bloody enemy, as he rolled out the head and the
limbs of Cameron from the sack, before the council at
Edinburg " There are the head and the limbs of a man
" who lived praying and preaching, aud who died pray-

tion, in

:

" ing and

fighting."

was seen that singular man of God, Mr.
Alexander Peden. He had a strong, but uncultivated
mind ; his features were of the bold Roman cast ; his
brow was high, Iiis nose aquiline, his eyebrows shaggy,
He was distinguished among
his hair long and bushy.
the ministers by his natti'al " head pieceJ' He despised
a hat. He wore the large blue bonnet. His manners
were plain, and his appearance rustic; but his manly
sense, and most ardent piety, made ample amends for the
exterior.
In the sombre hours which rolled heavy over
the wanderers, he was equally prepared to pray like an
apostle, or to argue on any point, or to detail anecdote,
gleaned in his travels. In his tour homeward, through
England;* he had met with George Fox ; aud the laird
In

this circle

f Scot's Worth, p. 412.
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conld equal the character which
drew
of this far-famed man, and of
person
this shrewd
disciples.
It was edifying and interestand
his (h)ctrines,
detailed in his hroadliis
anecdote,
occasionally
and
ing,
est Scotch, with liis strong Galloway tone, would set the

used

to say, tliat nothins;

gravest of them in a roar.
The venerahle Daniel Cargil made the Torfoot one of
His thcoli>gical learning was profound ; his
liis retreats.

though latterly stern and severe.
manners dignified
There was something unusually interesting in his counthere was that in it which struck awe into the
tenance
behcdder, and at the same time something so lovely and
sweet, that lie gained the affection of all. Nothing could
equal his fine face, when lighted up hy the excitement of
;

:

His deep toned and musical voice
the pulpit exercise.
was in perfect unison with this set of features; and then
his singular pathos, which revealed the sensihilities of his
soul, as it put forth its powerful energies over the hearts
He did
of his audience, produced extraordinary effects.
not terrify; he did not strike the mind dumb with amazement ; the audience became oppressed with sorrow as he
spoke, and their labouring hearts vented their feelings in
He was connected with the first families
floods of tears.
near Glasgow, and had moved in the first circles ; being
minister of the high church of that city, he had been th&
leading man in that section of the church.
He sacrificed
all worldly honours and emoluments for the love of religion and liberty ; and placed himself by the side of the
patriots, and persecuted ministry of Christ. Tlie liberties
of his country, and tlie honour of his master's crown,
were dearer to him than riches, than friends, than relations, than life itself.
It

was he who performed the most heroic ministerial
recorded in church history.
At the great

action that is

Torwood he pronounced the formal sentence
of ecclesiastical excommunication on the proudest and

meeting in

highest heads in the land.
He excommunicated king
Charles II. and his royal brother, James, duke of York,
and the counsellors and officers of the tyrant. If we admit that there is a discipline appointed in the church to
reclaim offenders if this discipline is to be impartially
|xecuted j if the rich members as well as the poor, if ma.
;
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as well as subjects are, as church members,
amenable to the rulers of the church, who guard the laws
of God from brutal insults; if the courts of Christ's house
know neither father nor mother, king nor beggar, then
this action can be defended.
The king and these counsellors had voluntarily put themselves under the ecclesiThey had been received into the commuastical law.
nion of the church neither wealth nor civil offices ought
Cargil did what every
to screen uotorions delinquents.
lionest minister was bound by the solemn vows of ordig;istrates

;

nation to do.*
And let the tory writers, who slander such
Cargil, accept of the challenge which he threw

There was"

his enemies.
tion,

and

too

much

learning,

men as
down to

and devohim to

solid intellect in Cargil's soul to allow

It is true he was actuated by a glorious enthusiasm in the greatest of causes. This enthusiastic
lover of liberty appealed to the Almighty he laid down
" If these persons whom I have excomthis challenge
municated, do not themselves feel and acknowledge this
sentence in their last moments, then God shall not have
countenanced this common exercise of the discipline of
his house. But if " This was perfectly accordant with
our Lord's words, " Whatsoever ye shall bind on earth
The fact is on record, that
shall be bound in heaven."
some of them did acknowledge, with anguish, the justness of that sentence ; and, perhaps, no annals have recorded seven similar instances of such unmingled wretchedness and terror in the last moments of life, as these all

be a fanatic.

—

:

—

did.f
It is impossible not to contrast with this the last moments of father Cargil. He was ordered for execution by
He met death with unaltered countenance,
the council.

and with a smile at the violence of the council who ordered the drums to beat one continued roll, that his last
speech and prayer might not reach the ears of the spec;

* In these days of loose and degenerate discipline, nobody is surprised
at the unhandsome manner in which Cook has expressed the sentiments
of modern divines on this subject. Cook's Hist. Church of Scotland, vol.
Compare the ancient discipline, M'Crie's Knox, note NN, p.
iii. ch. 26.
491.

t Scottish Worthies, Life of Cargil, p. 353. Edin. edit, of 1812.
Cruikshank's Hist, of the Church of Scotland, vol. ii. ch. 4.

;
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The last words of this venerable minister and
were " Farewell all relatives and frieridn ; fare^' ivell reading and preuchbt!^
; prnyivs; and beUevins;
I forgive all
wanderins^s, reproaches, and sufferings
men their wrongs JS^ow welcome hather, Son, and
Hub/ Ghost into thy hands J commend mij spirit^
And Renwick, too, was one of the group. His small
stahire and blooming connteiiaiice, seemed ill to comjiort
uiiois.

patriot

:

—

—

—

with that masculine, inisubducd soul, with wliich he l)raved the thunders of tyranny ; and fearlessly supported the
falling standard of liberty and truth. Laird Thomas was
tenderly attached to hira, and lost no o|)portiinity of profiting by his instructive co- versation.
He lived also to
see hira ascend, on a " fiery wheel," to the martyr's
crown, amidst an universal burst of anguish from the
public.

Among the distinguished laymen who took an active
part in the conversations of this group, my manuscript
mentions sir Robert Hamilton ; a man of noble descent,
and of liberal education, (iut the suflVriugs of his bleeding country had preyed on his fine mind, and iiad rendered his manners too severe for the ideas of those who never knew the feelings of the patriot, or the pangs of the
martyr.
also general Hackstoue, of Rathillet, a man
frame, and reserved manners.
He had been accused of the murder of archbishop Sharpe l)ut it is a fact
well known among those fiery spirits, who never thought
that action culpable, that he was entirely innocent
He
opposed it from the first with warmth. He had not physical power to prevent it; but he kept aloof from the company, and implored the party to spai'e ^' those grayhairs."

There was

of

tall

:

There was also, sometimes, seen laird Balfour, of
Burly, a military character of great skill and enterprise.
He had made great sacrifices to the idol of his country's
independence and the liberties of the church He was the
leader of the party who slew the archbishop.
Laird
Thomas never admitted him into his protecti(»n or hospitality after this " accursed deed," as he always termed it.
But uncle John insisted on comforting him he called it a
inilitary execution j and sternly defended him on the \9,w
:
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of retaliation, ami military reprisals in open war. " It is
to be deeply regretted that such things t)ecome 7iecessary,'^^
said the covenanter, " but it is icell known that war has
been j^ublicbj carried on by us, according to our decfaraThiit pviest had been merged in the civil officer.
tion.
" We called him one of Charles's executioners. It is certain that his hands have been dipped in human gore up
^' to the icrists.
*N'ow theij shoot down our men in the

The most likely way to
fields icithout form of trial.
sanguinary
is to let them see that
executions,
stay those
our troops shall do the same, if they stop not."
Burly went to Holland, and became a favourite at the
He was
court of the prince, afterwards Icing William.
leturnius;, charged with a commission, but he died on
board of the vessel, before he reached the shores of his
country.*
Besides, I see the names of captain Nesbitof the horse,
the gallant colonel Hall, and captain Paton, who served
in the wars against CrowAvell, in England and in Scotland ; w ho were intimately acquainted with the state of
the religions parties of the day.
In fine, from principal Bailey, and from John, earl of
Loudon, with whose conversations he had been honoured,
he received many valuable communications.
naturally Avish to know something of an author
whose works we are reading ; Ave Avant to kuoAV not only
his character, but his features and appearance.
The laird's studies had been interrupted by the horrid
din of civil Avar. He had been a bookworm ; but he had
throAvn by his pen for his sword. He Avas enrolled among
His figure Avas tall and
the horse of the covenanters.
martial; his face was long and full; his nose Avas formed
on the Roman model ; his full lips disclosed through a
smile a roAv of douI)le teeth in front, as Avhite as ivory
his broAV rose high oA er a pair of nobly arched eyebrows,
as black as jet ; his eyes Avere of a bright chesnut colour,

We

* In the inimitable " Old Mortality," that enchanting writer has prac-

He

has dressed
tised tlie ingenious barbarit}' of the ancient persecutors.
Burly in the skin of a wild beast, and has let slip the furious dogs on him.
The fact is, he mistook Burley's character. He was no fanatic; he never
•was reckoned religious ; he had no cant of it- He was ambitious only of
the character of a romantic and daring military chieftain, on the weak
^de. See Burley's Life, in the Scots' Worthies.

:
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nncomnion lustre; he wore his dark

w ith a lil)erul c()ires[)oiideiice of whiskers.
lorii:;,
wore a high steel liead piece, surinouiited by a black
feather.
His large chest and square shoulders were enHis armour was a short carbine,
veloped ill a buff" coat.
and a massy andro-ferrara ; his jackl)oots, made in the
terrible lashi»)n of the «lay, came over his knees: a gray
and l)orne along
cloak was thrown carelessly around him
on his gray steed, he felt as much at home on a field of
battle, as at an aigument in the parlour, or a dissertation
heard

He

—

in the cave of the wanderers.

His temper was impetuous in argument, and more so in
and soujetimes when reason and remonstrance

the field

;

could not prevail in putting a stop to cruelty, his strong
arm would interpose with his fcrrara. There was an instance of this after the battle of Hrumclog. When I3urley
and two other officers moved the host to put the prisoners
(soldiers of Clavers) to death, by way of reprisals for
the murder of some of their men: and when the ministers
(Douglas and King) and laird Thomas could not succeed in putting down the clamour of Burley, by any argument from usage and from holy w rit, the laird drcAV his
sword, and declared that if Burley should dare to touch a
hair of their heads, his sword should sever his head from
his shoulders.*
The MS. proceeds to detail the personal adventures
and escapes of the laird and his brother. The following
are specimens

The laird and his benevolent spouse were OTie daj- entertaining their guests, in the best manner that their house,
so often pillaged by the licensed freebooters of Clavers,
could afford, when the herd callan came running in.
Speak quickly," said the laird, " what you have to
say with that gaping mouth. " Thefoemen are drivin'
heevy sceevy doon the Snube Craft," said the stammering
lad, "and thei/U be here in a gijf'y
rin, sirs."
The throwing on of their cloaks and hats was the work

—

*

The poor

who were

witnesses of this dehate, were dismissed.
said the laird, " You come to murder
*' us.
See, we return you good for evil
Your hands arc stained with
"blood Go wash them, live and repent." They gave three cheers to

"

fellows

We met here to worship

God,"

!

—

their deliverers,

and

fled like Indians.

The Proem.
of a moment; they made towards the willow tliicket ia
the adjacent marsh, and the cautious dame hastened toremove all traces of si;uests having been at her board. John
led the way ; the laird, in his eagerness to help on th(i
venerable Cargil and Feden, was tiie last who approached the covert. They were all safely in shelter, when the
laird discovered, by a shout from the neighbouring height,
that he was seen.
trooper, who acted as sentinel, liad
taketi his station on a knoll above the old mansion house,
and his keen eyes fell on the laird struggling through the
s\A auip.
'J^ have gone forward would have detected all.
" Better lose one life,"" said he, " than saci'ifice all
" keep close in your retreat; your host is the scajpe-goat;

A

—

to my fate.''
He had instantly formed his
stretched his course, at a slow pace, toward the
southern extremity of the swamp. The trooper coursed
around on the highlands to receive him. He had rode a
semicircle of about a mile.
The laird gained his object.

" leave me
plan.

He

Before he came within reach of the life-guard's carbine, he
faced about, and made a swift retreat to the plains on the
lower part of his dairy lands, at the junction of the Aven
and the Geel. The intrepid soldier saw, and took a
course which would have carried him directly through the
bushes where the sufferers were uttering a prayer for
He plunged forward : but after a few vain
their host.
struggles, the horse and his rider sunk beneath the green
swardj and rose no more. The laird, mX supposing thai;
the soldier would attempt the marsh, had calculated that
he would return by the same course ; and he was sure
that he could gain a covert before his pursuer could overOn seeing his fate, he was returning, with a
take him.
speedy step, to the retreat of his friends ; but before he
could gain it, the other troopers, having by this time finished their search in the house, perceived him, and set out
in full chase after him. " That icild bugle note, that roused
^' to the
fierce chase, rung on my ear,'' the laird often repeated, " as my death note." He instantly turned about
again ; he had gained the plain ; he had waded the dark
stream of the Aven ; he was struggling up a steep defile,
when a trooper came up with him. Unfortunately the
laird was unarmed.
He faced about to meet his fate.
" I have at least s^ved my friends" said he, " and Jam

Tlie
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« at peace with my God." The dragoon, in turning an
he was too tiear him t«
angle, was siulilenly on liim
he felled him with his carbine to the ground. At
shoot
;

;

the loud shouts of his comrades,
a conventicle, at that moment, dismissing; or some of the wanderers fleeing to the mountaius on the opposite side of the Aven, in consequence of
the ap|)roach of the dragoons. His speedy retreat to join
that

moment he heard

who had

discoveretl

his companioivs saved the laird's life, for the blow was not
repeated.
The next adventure represents the laird and his brother
John taken prisoners, but not by the life-guards ; it was

by some of Inglis' troops. They were marched on Kilmarnock. As tljey passed the defiles near Lochgate, and
were approaching Loudon hill, in a dark evening, they
effected their escape from the dragoons who had the
charge of them. It was in consequence of the laird's exciting an interest in the bosoms of these more humane fellows in behalf of their prisoners. " Jlly ]wor lady and
" my babes will bless you for the favour" said the laird,
grasping his hand, and enforcing his petition.
Can a
man a soldier, refuse me my life? You have no more
" to do than slip us offfrom this bandage, and f re a pistol
" over our heads ; we shell give you no further trouble.''^
A tear fell from the eyes of the dragoon, as he made the
appeal in behalf of his wife and babes ; and a smile lighted up his face at the conclusion of the laird's speech.

—

You are

go before the council,"
companion (who had fallen into
secretly unbuckled the belt l)y which they had
too clever a fellow to

said he, while he and his

the rear)
lashed their prisoners to their bodies. They slipped off,
and rushed down from the narrow path into a steej) defile.
The dragoons gave the instant alarm, and fired over their
heads ; the place, and darkness of the night, rendered all
search vain.
JVever doubt my powers of argument after
this" said the laird ;
if i can reach the heart of one of
" Charlie's dragoons, I surely can touch Fox's con" science." The laird often told this anecdote w hile he
sat beside his dame, with a babe on each of his knees,
and he delighted to add how his andro-ferrara saved the
life of this same dragoon, at the battle of Bothwell, from
the sword of Hurley, which was descending on his head.
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" Itims
hira to the teeth.
moment amid the carnage of a battle/' he
used to saj. " .4! loo fc from the brave fellow, at the moment
^' when he
felt himself brought back from the verge ofeterand which would have cloven

"

a delicious

" nitjf, told me that he icas more than repaid for all that he
" had done for me."
After many adventures, laird Thomas was taken prisoner at the i)atLlc of !k)th\ve]l.
Hy some unaccountable
act of clemency, he was doomed only to banishment.
The vessel sailed for Virj^inia, with two hundred and
fifty victims of religious tyranny; hut the ship was not
destined to cross the Atlantic.
It struck on the Mule
head of Darness, near the Orkneys, and two hundred of
the wanderers were drowned. Fifty escaped
the laird
was one of them. He was thrown on the waves a surge
carried him over a high peak, and laid him on the top of
a cliff; he was washed I)ack another, and a greater billow, threw him battered and bruised on a rock, whence
he was taken by some humane people; and in spite of
Clavers and council, and winds and waves, he returned
once more, by the grace of God, to bless his desolate and

—

;

;

afflicted

The

family.*

had fought in different battles against the
enemies of his country and of the kirk. Of BothM'ell he
never was heard to say much ; of Ayrsmoor he never made
mention without shedding tears over the memories of
Kichard Cameron, and the gallant general Hackstone ;
the first fell by liis side, the latter was taken captive, and
literally butchered, and his limbs suspended on the
shambles of the council ; of Drumclog he spoke with milaird

litary enthusiasm.

The following is the laird's account of the battle the
spelling and style have, of course, undergone some correction.
I have profited also by family tradition, parti:

cularly from two aunts, the last of whom died lately in
She was the grandPennsylvania, aged nearly ninety.
daughter of the laird's second son, and being of the genuine " covenanting branch of the family," her mind was
rich in the traditions, or 1 should say history of the whigs.
* See his name, Thomas
nesses," p. 334, Lond. edit.

Brownlee of Avenclale, " Cloud of Witis mimbered among the lost.
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THE BAriLE OF DRUMCLOG.
"

Ew9oi/VTO, «*««;^o»TOj aTriKTfiiar

,

«ti

9»)i

7*o»."

Xenoph.

On a fail- Sabbath raoriiiiig in June, of A. IJ. 1679, aa
assembly of covenanters sut down on the heathy !i)ounW e had assemlded nt»t to fii;;ht, but
tains of Di-uniclog.
to worship the God of our fathers. We were far from tlie
The lon^dark heath waved around us,
tumult of cities.
and we disturbed no liviui^' creatures saving tiie peesAs usual we had come
Aveep,* and the heather-cock.
armed. It was for self-defence. For desperate and ferocious bands made bloody raids through the country.
And pretending to put down treason, they waged war
They spread ruin and haagainst religion and morals.
voc over the face of bleeding Scotland.
The venerable Douglas had commenced the solemnities of the day.
He was expatiating on the execrable
evils of tyranny.
Our souls were on fire at the remembrance of our country's sulferings, and the wrongs of the
church.
In this moment of intense feeling, our Avatchman posted on tlie neighbouring height, fired his carbine,
and ran toward the congregation. He announced the approach of the enemy.
raised our eyes to the minister.

We

"

I have done," said Douglas, with his usual firmness.
You have got the theory, now for the practice ; you
know you duty ; self-defence is always lawful. But the
enemy approaches." He raised his eyes to heaven, and
uttered a prayer, brief and emphatic, like the prayer of
Richard Cameron. " Lord spare the green, and take
the ripe."

The officers collected their men, and placed themselves
each at the head of those of his own district. Sir Robert
Hamilton placed the foot in the centre, in three ranks.
company of horse, well armed and mounted, was placed
on the left; and a small squadron also on the left. These
were drawn back, and they occupied the more solid
ground ; as well with a view to have a more firm footing,
as to arrest any flanking party that might take them on
the wings. A deep morass lay between us and the ground
of the enemy.
Our aged men, our females and children

A

* Anglicp, Teewit, or lapwing;.
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But they retired slowly. They had the hearts
the courage of the females and children in those days
of intense religious feeling, and of suffering. Tliey mani-

retired.

and

—

more concern for the fate of relatives for the fate
of the church, than f<n' tlieir own personal safety.
As
Claverhouse descended the opposite mountains, they retired to the rising ground in the rear of our host.
The
aged men walked with their honnets in hand. Their long
gray locks waved in t!ie hreeze. They sang a cheering
psalm. The music was that of the well known tune of
the " iiartyrs;" and the sentiment hreathed defiance.
The music floated down on tlie wind. Our men gave
them three cheers as they fell into their ranks, Never
*lid I witness such animation in the looks of men.
For
me, my spouse, and my little children wert" in the rear.
native plains, and the halls of my father, far helnw,
in the dale of Aven, were full in view, from tlie heigbts
Avhich we occupied.
country seemed to raise her
A'oice
the bleeding church seemed to wail aloud. " And
these," 1 said, as Clavers and his troops winded slowly
down the dark mountain's side, " these are the unworthy
slaves, and bloody executioners, by which the tyrant
fested

My

My

—

completes our miseries."
Hamilton here displayed the hero. His portly figure
was seen hastening from rank to rank. He inspired
courage into our raw and undisciplined troops. The
brave Hackstone, and Hall, of Haugh-head, stood at the
head of the foot, and re-echoed the sentiments of their
chief Burley and Cleland had inflamed the minds of the
small
horsemen on tlie lef;, to a noble enthusiasm.
were a
troop on the right, needed no exhortation.
band of brothers, resolved to conquer or fall.
The trumpet of Clavers sounded a loud note of defiance. The kettle-drum mixed its tumultuous roll They
halted. They made a long pause.
could see an officer with four file, conducting fifteen persons from the
ranks, to a knoll on their left.
1 could perceive one in
black.
It was my friend King, the chaplain of lord Cardross, who had been taken prisoner by Clavers, at Ha" Let them be shot through the head," said
milton.
Clavers, with his usual dry way, " if they should offer
could see him view our position with
to run aAvay,"

My
We

We

We

;
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We

soon
great care.
His officers came around him.
He never helearned that he wished to treat with us.
trayed symptoms of mercy or of justice, nor offered terms
of reconciliation, unless when lie dreaded that he had met
And even then it was only a manoeuvre to
his match.
His flag approached the edge
gain time, or to deceive.
Sir Robert held a flag sacred ; had it been
of the hog.
He deborne by Claveis himself, he had honoured it.

" I came,"
the purpose for which he came.
" in the name of his sacred majesty, and of col.
Grahame, to offer you a pardon, on condition that you lay
down your arms, and deliver up your ringleaders."
"Tell your officer," said sir Kobert,
that we are fully
aware of the deception he practises. He is not clothed
with any powers to treat, nor was he sent out to treat with
us, and attempt a reconciliation. The government against

manded

said he,

whom we

redress our grievances, or
the tyrant wished to render us justice, he had not sent by the hands of such a ferocious assassin as Claverhouse. Let him, however, show
his powers, and we refuse not to treat. And we shall lay
down our arms to treat, provided that he also lay down
" It is a hopeless cause,"
his. Thou hast my answer."
said Burley, while he called after the flag. " Let me add
one word, by your leave, general Get thee up to that
bloody dragoon, Clavers, and tell him that we will spare
his life, and the lives of his troops, on condition that he,
your Clavers, lay down his arms, and the arms of these
troops.
will do more; as we have no prisons on
these wild mountains, we will even let him go on his parole, on condition that he swear never to lift arms against
the religion and the liberties of his country."
loud burst
of applause re-echoed from the ranks; and after a long-

have risen, refuses

to restore us our liberties.

to

Had

—

We

A

pause

in

deep

silence, the

army sang the psalm yet sung

in the Scottish churches.
" These arrows of the bow he break,

The shield, the sword, the war
More glorious thou than hills of prey,
More excellent art far.
Those that are stout of heart are

spoil'd,

They slept their sleep outright,
And none of them their hands did find,
That were the men of miglit." &c.
.5

—

:
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When the

report was made to Claverhousc, he gave the
" Their blood be on their
a savage ferocity.
own heads. Be no quarters the word this day."* His
fierce dragoons raised a yell, and no quarters re-echoed
from rank to rank, while they galloped down the mountain's side.
It is stated that Burley was heard to say,
Then be it so even let there be no quarters at least
in my wing of the host.
So God send me a meeting,"
cried he aloud, " with that chief under the white plume.
country would bless my memory, could ray sword
give his villanous carcase to the crows."
Our raw troops beheld, with firmness, the approach of
the foemen ; and at the moment when the enemy halted to
fire, the whole of our foot dropton the lieath.
Not a man
was seen to remain down, when the order was given to
rise, and return the fire. The first rank fired, then kneeled
down, while the second fired. They made each bullet
tell.
As often as the lazy rolling smoke was carried over
the enemy's heads, a shower of bullets fell on his ranks.
Many a gallant man tumbled on the heath. The fire was
incessant.
It resembled one blazing sheet of flame, for
several minutes along the line of the covenanters. Clavers
attempted to cross the morass, and break our centre.
Spearmen to the front," I could hear the deep-toned
voice of Hamilton say, " Kneel, and place your spears to
receive the enemy's cavalry ; and you, my gallant fellows,

word with

—

—

My

!

God and our Country, is our word." Our officers
flew from rank to rank. Not a peasant gave way that day.
As the smoke rolled off, we could see Clavers urging on
his men with the violence of despair.
His troops fell la
heaps around him, and still the gaps were filled up.
galled trooper would occasionally flinch ; but ere he could
turn or flee, the sword of Clavers was waving over his
liead.
I could see him in his fury strike both man and
horse. In the fearful carnage he himself sometimes reelHe would stop short in the midst of a movement
ed.
then contradict his own orders, and strike the man befire

A

cause he could not comprehend his meaning.
He ordered flanking parties to take us on our right and
" In the name of God," cried he, " cross the bog,
left.
* This fact I find stated also in the " Scots Worthies," p. 408. Edinb.
Edit, of 1812.
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If this fail, we are lost."
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we get over

this

morass.

Hitherto we
It now fell to my lot to come into action.
had fired only some distant shot. A gallant officer led his
band down on the borders of the swamp, in search of a
We threw ourselves before him.
proper place to cross.
commenced.
firing
My gallant men fired with
A severe

We

could see many tumbling from their
great steadiness.
saddles. Not content with repelling the foemeu, we found
our opportunity to cross, and attacked them sword in
band. The captain, whose name I afterwards ascertained
to be Arrol, threw himself in my path. In the first shock

my

His sudden start in his saddle
them had taken eifect. With one of
the tremendous oaths of Charles II. he closed with me.
He fired his steel pistol I was in front of him. My
sword glanced on the weapon, and gave a direction to the
bullet which saved my life.
By this time ray men had
driven the enemy before them, and had left the ground

I discharged
told

me

pistols.

that one of

—

As he made a lounge at my
sword aside, by one of those sweeping blows, which are rather the dictate of a kind of instict of self-defence, than a movement of art.
As our
strokes redoubled, my antagonist's dark features put on a
look of deep and settled ferocity. No man, who has not
clear for the single comhat.
breast, I turned his

encountered the steel of his enemy in the field of battle,
can conceive the looks, and the manner of the warrior in
the moments of his intense feelings. May I never witness
them again.
fought in silence.
stroke fell on
his left shoulder
it cut the belt of his carbine, which fell
to the ground. His blow cut me to the rib, glanced along
the bone, and rid me also of the weight of ray carbine. He
had now advanced too near me to be struck with the
sword I grasped him by the collar; I pushed him backward, and with an entangled blow of my ferrara I struck
him across his throat. It cut only the strap of his headpiece, and it fell oif. With a sudden spring he seized me
by the sword belt our horses reared, and we both came
to the ground.
rolled on the heath in deadly conflict. It was in this situation of matters that ray brave fellows had returned from the rout of the flanking party, to
look after their commander.
One of them was actually

We

—

—

—

We
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rushing on

We

tire.*

We

my

when I called to him to reEach grasped his sword.

antagonist,

started to our feet.

closed in conflict again.

After parrying strokes of

mine enemy, which indicated a hellish ferocity, I told him
my object was to take him prisoner ; that sooner than kill
" Sooner let
liim, I should order my men to seize him.
my soul be brandered on my ribs in hell," said he, " than
be captured by a whigamore. JVo quarter is the word of
my colonel, and my word. Have at thee whig 1 dare
" Leave the madman
the whole of yon to the combat."

—

to

me

—leave

the field instantly," said I to my party,
1 could hardly restrain.
sword fell on his

My

whom

His sword dropt from his hand. I lowered my sword, and oifered him his life. " JVo quai'ter,^^
said he with a shriek of despair. He snatched his sword,
which 1 held in my hand, and made a plunge at my breast.
I parried his blows, till he was nearly exhausted. But
gathering up his huge limbs, he put forth all his energy
right shoulder.

in a thrust at

my

heart.

My

andro-ferrara received

it

so

weaken its deadly force ; but it made a deep cut.
Though I was faint with loss of blood, I left him no
as to

My

time for another blow.
sword glanced on his shoulder, cut through his buif coat, and skin, and flesh ; swept
through his jaw, and laid open his throat from ear to ear.
The fire of his ferocious eye was quenched in a moment.
He reeled and falling with a terrible clash, he poured
I sunk
out his soul with a torrent of blood on the heath.
faithful men, who
down insensible for a moment.
never lost sight of me, raised me up. In the fierce combat
the soldier sulfers most from thirst. I stooped down to fill
my helmet with the water vi hich oozed through the morass.
It was deeply tinged with human blood, which
flowed in the conflict above me. I started back with horror ; and Gawn Witherspoon bringing up my steed, we
set forward into the tumult of the battle.
All this while the storm of war had raged on our left.
Cleland, and the fierce Burley, had charged the strong
company sent to flank them. These oflicers permitted
them to cross the swamp; then charged them with a ter-

—

My

* It

was on

this occasion that

tlie

your officer settle this
foe, be he even a life-guard.''
Allison

!

let

words: " Bauldy
never take odds to combat a

laird used these

trifle

—

I

;
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quarter," cried the dragoons. « Be no
quarter to you, then, ye murderous loons," cried Burley,
and at one blow he cut their leader through the steel cap
and scattered his brains on his followers. His every blow

rible shout.

"

No

overthrew a foeman. Their whole forces were now
brought up, and they drove the dragoons of Clavers into
the swamp. They rolled over each other. All stuck fast.
The covenanters dismounted, and fought on foot. They
left not one man to bear the tidings to their colonel.
The firing of the platoons had long ago ceased ; and
the dreadful work of death was carried on by the sword.
At this moment a trumpet was heard in the rear of our
army. There was an awful pause. All looked up. It
was only the gallant capt. Nesbit, and his guide Woodburn of Mains. He had no reinforcement for us but
With a loud huzza and flourish of
himself was a host.
his sword^ he placed himself by the side of Burley, and
He
cried, " jump the ditch, and charge the enemy."
and Burley struggled through the marsh the men followed as they could. They formed and marched on the
enemy's right flank.
At this instant Hamilton and Hackstone brought forward the whole line of infantry in front. " God and our
No quarters,"
country," re-echoed from all the ranks.
said the fierce squadrons of Clavers. Here commenced a
bloody scene.
I seized the opportunity this moment offered to me, of
making a movement on the left of the enemy, to save my
came in time
friend King, and the other prisoners.
Our swords speedily severed the ropes
to save them.
which tyranny had bound on the arms of the men. The
weapons of the fallen foe supplied what was lacking of
arms ; and with great vigour we moved forward to charge
Claverhouse formed a holthe enemy on the left flank.
low square himself in the centre. His men fought galThey did all that soldiers could do in their situlantly.
Wherever a gap was made, Clavers thrust the
ation.
men forward, and speedily filled it up. Three times he
rolled headlong on the heath, as he hastened from rank to
rank, and as often he remounted. My little band thinned
his ranks. He paid us a visit. Here I distinctly saw the
features and shape of this far-famed m^n. He was small

—

—

We

—
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of stature, and not well formed ; his arms were long in
He had a complexion unusually
proportion to his legs.
dark.
His features were not lighted up with sprightliness, as some fabulously reported. They seemed gloomy
as hell.
His cheeks were lank and deeply furrowed.
His eye-brows were drawn down, and gathered into a
kind of knot at their junctions, and thrown up at their
They had, in short, the strong expression
extremities.
given by our painters to the face of Judas Iscariot. His
eyes were hollow ; they had not the lustre of genius, nor
They were lighted up by that dark
the five of vivacity.
which is kindled and fanned by an
fire of wrath,
eternal anxiety, and consciousness of criminal deeds.
His irregular and large teeth were presented through a
smile which was very unnatural on his set of features.
His mouth seemed to be unusually large, from the extremities being drawn backward and downward
as if
in the intense application to something cruel and digustIn short, his upper teeth projected over his under
ing.
lip ; and on the whole, presented to my view the mouth
on the image of the emperor Julian Apostate. In one of
his rapid courses past us, my sword could only shear
off his white plume and a fragment of his buff coat.
In
a moment he was at the other side of his square. Our
" He has
officers eagerly sought a meeting with him.
^' Take the
the proof of lead," cried some of our men.
cold steel or a piece of silver.'"' " No," cried Burley, " it
is his rapid movement on that fine charger, that bids defiance to any thing like an aim, in the tumult of the
bloody fray. I could sooner shoot ten heather-cocks on
At that moment,
the wing, than one flying Clavers."

—

Burley, whose eye watched his antagonist, rushed into
But Burley was too impatient. His
the hollow square.
blow was levelled at him before he came within its
reach.
His heavy sword descended on the head of ClaBurley's men
vers' horse and felled him to the ground.
But his faithful
rushed pell mell on the fallen Clavers.
dragoons threw themselves upon them, and by their
overpowering force drove Burley back. Clavers was in
an instant on a fresh steed. His bugleman recalled the
party who were driving bacii the flanking pari^ of Burley.

He

collected his

whole troops

to

make

his last

and des-
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perate attack.
that they

began

He charged
to reel.

It

our infantry with such force

was only

for a

moment.

The

gallant Hamiltou snatched the white flag of the covciiaut
and placed himself in the fore front of the battle. Our
men shouted, " God and our country," and rallied un-

der their

flag.

They

fought like heroes. Clavers fought

no less bi-avely. His blows were aimed at our oflicers.
His steel fell on the helmet of Hackstone, whose sword
was entangled in the body of a fierce dragoon, who had
He was borne by his men into the
just wounded him.
rear.
I directed my men on Clavers. " Victory or
Clavers received us.
death," was their reply to me.
He struck a desperate blow, as he raised himself with all
steel cap resisted it.
his force in the saddle.
The
second stroke I received on my ferrara, and his steel was
rushed headlong on each other.
shivered to pieces.
His pistol missed fire. It had been soaked in bhiod.
Mine took effect. But the wound was not deadly. Our
horses reared.
rolled on the ground.
In vain we
sought to grasp each other. In the melee men and horse
were for a few moments buried untumbled on us.
der our men, whose eagerness to save their respective
oflBcers, brought them in multitudes upon us.
By the
aid of my faithful man Gaun, I had extricated myself
from my fallen horse : and we were rushing on the bloody
Clavers, when we were again literally buried under a

My

We

We

We

mass of men. For Hamilton had by this time, lu'ought
up his whole line, and he had planted his standard
where we and Clavers were rolling on the heath. Our
men gave three cheers, and drove in the troops of Clavers.
Here I was borne along by the moving mass of
men. And almost suffocated, and faint with the loss of
blood
I knew nothing more till I optned my eyes on
my faithful attendant. He had dragged me from the very
grasp of the enemy, and had borne me into the rear
and was bathing my temples with water.
We speedily
regained our friends. And what a spectacle presented
itself. It seemed that I beheld an immense moving mass
heaped up together in the greatest confusion. Some
shrieked ; some groaned ; some shouted
horses neighed
and pranced; swords rung on the steel helmets. I placed
around me a few of my hardy men, and we rushed into

—

;
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the thickest of the

was

At

enemy

in search of Clavers.

But

it

sounded the
loud note of retreat and we saw on a knoll Clavers
borne away by his men. He threw himself on a horse,
and without sword, without helmet, he fled in the first
ranks of the retreating host. His troops galloped up
in

vain.

instant his trumpet

that
;

—

My

the hill in the utmost confusion.
little line closed
with that of Builey's and took a number of prisoners.
Our main body pursued the enemy two miles, and strewed the ground with men and horses. I could see the

bare-headed Clavers in front of his men, kicking and
struggling up the steep sides of Calder hill.
He halted
only a moment on the top to look behind him ; then
plunged his rowels inta his horse and darted forward.
Nor did he recover from his panit till he found jiimself

Glasgow."
" And, my children," the laird would say, after he
had told the adventures of this bloody day,
1 visited
in the city of

the field of battle next day.
1 shall never forget the
Men and horses lay on their gory beds. I turned
away from the horrible spectacle. 1 passed by the spot,
where God saved my life in the single combat ; and
where the unhappy captain Arrol fell.
1 observed that
in the subsequent fray, the body had been trampled upon
by a horse ; and his bowels were poured out.* Thus,
my children, the defence of our lives and the regaining
of liberty and religion, has subjected us to severe trials.
And how great must be the love of liberty, when it
carries men forward, under the impulse of self-defence,
to witness the most disgusting spectacles and to encounter
the most cruel hardships of war."
u After the ranks of the patriotic whigs
sight.

—

*****

were broken by overwhelming forces and while Dalzell and Clavers swept the south and west of Scotland
like the blast of the desert, breathing pestilence and
;

—

death the individual wanderers betook themselves to
This
the caves and fastnesses of their rugged country.
was their situation, chiefly from A. D. 1680, to the
revolution.
The laird spent his days in seclusion
but

still

he fearlessly attended the weekly assemblies, in

* I find this fact

recorded

in

Crookshank's Hist.

the author does not mention the

name

vol. I.

of the laird by

chap. 13.

whom

Arrol

But

fell.
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worship of Almighty God. What
Whiit
more could he loose? His estate
had he to fear?
liad heen confiscated: his wife and hahes stript, hy the
life guards, of the last remnant of earthly comfort, which
and liimself doomed, as an outthey could take away
law, to he executed hy these military assassins, when
taken. He became reckless of the world. " I have lived,*'
said he in anguish, " to see a prince twice, of his own
the fields,

for the

:

choice, take the oath of the covenants to support religion,

and the fundamental laws of the land.

I have lived to
see that prince turn traitor to his country
and with unblushing impiety, order these covenants to he burnt by
the hands of tiie executioner.
1 have seen him subvert
the liberty of my country, both civil and religious ; 1 have
seen him erect a bloody inquisition. The priests, imposed on us by tyranny, instead of wooing us over by the
loveliness of religion, have thrown off the bowels of mercy.
They occupy seats in the bloody council. They
stimulate the cruelties of Lauderdale, M'Kenzie and
York. Their hands are dipt in blood to the wrists. This
council will not permit us to live in peace. Our property
they confiscate.
Our houses they convert into barracks.
They drag free men into chains. They bring no witnesses of our guilt.
They invent new tortures to convert
us.
They employ the thumbscrews and bootkins. If
we are silent, they condemn us. If we confess our christian creed, they doom us to the gibbet. If we offer a defence, a judge rises from the bench, and with his naked
sword wounds us.* Not only our sentence, but the manner of our execution are fixed before our trial.
In our
last moments they command the kettle drum to beat one
continued roll.
And when a strong sense of injustice
extorts a complaint against our barbarous treatment, a
military servant of the council, strikes the dying man iu
his last moments.!
And as if this sanguinary process
were too slow in extirpating us I have seen Charles
Stewart let loose a brutal soldiery on us ... on us who
recalled him from exile ; and who placed the crown on
his head.
He has murdered our men, our wives, and
:

—

.

See an instance recorded in Scots' Worthies, p. 378, Edin. 1812.
t See an instance in Crookshank's Hist, vol, II. chap. 7, p. 127. Editof 181^,
*
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have indeed formally renoii need this
our chiklrcn.
tyrant by dedariti^ war against l.'im.
But we have
bitherto failed in tlie attempt to rouse the energies of our
slc<^>ping country.
It is sunk into a deadly slumber.
It
has hitherto perniittcd the tyrant to keep us under mav('layers is our jmlge.
tial law.
dragoons are the
executioners.
And these savages do still continue to

employ even

My

the sagucitij

soul turns

They have

()f

away from

bloodhounds to hint us doivn.
these loathsome sp^ectacles.

and companions of
M^Kail, and Kid, and King, are no more.
Cameron fell Ijleeding at my side. Hackstone they have
cut in pieces the friends

iny youth.

—

My

cruelly bntchered.
father Cargil
tl'.cy eouhl not
snare even thee! Nov thee, dear young Kenwick! Brown
fell by the bloody Clavers, at the feet of his wife and
crying babes.
I have seen my friends and those in
whose veins my blood runs, fall in the ranks on bloody
Bothwell, as the golden flowers of the meadow Leneath
the mower's hand. 1 have seen the greedy axe of the inhuman executioner mangle the limbs of ray dearest
friends. I have seen the minions of tyranny perform their
disgusting service of transporting and suspending, as on
shaml)les, the bleeding limbs of the martyrs.
I have
seen the hammer of the barbarians fix the head of my
companions on thy walls, O bloody Edinburgh And Oh
disgusting spectacle \ I have seen these forms, once dear to
my soul as the light of heaven, become naked and bleached bones, unrler tne rain and sun. I have lived to see the
dreaxiful effects of civil war.
The frequent butchery in
fields, and on the scaffolds, has rendered men callous.
The giiastly heads, and mangled quarters are set up before the mob.
Mothers and children daily feast their
eyes with the spectacle. Even delicate females roll their
eyes over them without a shudder. Our sufferings are not
felt
for the hninan bosom has lost its feelings.
O God
of my fathers
bend in mercy thine eyes on my bleeding
country.
and on thy weeping kirk Shall these men
spread havoc witliout bounds shall our blood stream in
torrents
shall the Stewarts and their slaves bind these
chains on the neck of our country and of thy kirk forever ?"
The laird; while he was uttering these words, had
;

!

.

.

.

!

!
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ihrown himself on his kiu'cs. His arms were stretched
ay,
not l)y age,
Ills loiia; hair,
foi uaid and in)ward.
l)ut by labours and sorrow, descended on bis sboulders.
JJis eyes, lii:;hted nj) by ho[ie, in tlie midst of despondency, were fixed on heaven. And tbc tears streaming over

—

.i!;i

his snnburned cheeks,

on

fell, in

large drops from his beard

his girdle.

At tbis moment his brother John entered with looks
which betrayed nnusual anxiety. " My brother," said
he, "you must resume these weapons, which your studious habils bave thrown into tbe corner.
Praying
must give way to fighting now. A trooper advances at
full speed.
And be is followed by a dark column.
have not even time to fly."' The mind of the laird, like
those of tbe rest of the wanderers, always brightened up
at the approach of danger. " I guessed some such tidings
" Our perils
from that tragedy face of yours," said he
are so great tiiat tbey do not allow us time to vent our
complaints," added be, as he girded on his sword, and
" Let us reconnoitre." What do I
put on bis helmet.
see? But one trooper? And that motley cloud is a rab-

We

:

—not a

troop.
That trooper is not of Clavers' band.
does he belong to Douglas nor to Inglis
nor to
Straclian's dragoons. He waves a small flag
I can discover the scarlet and blue colour of the covenanter's flag.
Ha welcome you, John Howie of Lochgoin .... But
what news ?
Lives our country ?
Lives " the good
" Glorious news !" exclaimed Howie,
old cause ?"
Scotland forever
She is free. The tyrant James has
abdicated.
The Stewarts are banished by an indignant
Orange triumphs. Our wounds are binding up.
nation.
Huzza Scotland and king William and the covenant

ble

Nor

:

—

—

!

.

.

.

.

!

!

forever."

Tbe laird made no reply. He laid his steel cap on the
ground; and threw himself on his knees. He uttered a
brief prayer
of which this was the close. " My bleeding country, and thy wailing kirk, and my brethren in the
furnace bave come in rememl)rance before thee
For
" Hastcji to the meeting at
ever lauded be thy name."
Lesmebago. Our friends, behind me you see, liave already set out," said Howie.
And he set off with enthusiastic ardour to spread the news.

—

—
;
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"These news,"

sairl the laivd, after a long pause, while
the courser over the plains of Aven
followed
his eyes
these news are to me as life from the dead
Our martial
Nor has our blood been
toils have not been unprofitable.
shed in vain. S\'e have at last roused our sleeping counhave saved lier.
have gained our civil and
try.
religious liberties. I feel a fresh vigour poured into my
I feel already the full glow of liberty.
nerves.
1 feel
and no tyrant's slave. The
that I am a free man
parliament and the assembly will, 1 trust, set all things
right again.
forfeiture shall be restored.
And my
wife and babes shall surround me in the domestic circle.
And brother John, what is no small aifair, ... I shall now
have a respite
far from the horrid din of war
quietly to finish that work, over Avhich 1 have literally trimmed the midnight lamp ; with my sword and musketooa
lying before me. Gaun Witherspoou," said the laird in a
higlier tone, "call my moss headed ostler, and let us
have our horses. I have a mind to meet my old friends
at Lesmehago.
And, then, when serious business is dispatched, we can take Bothwell field on our return. It
will yield me at least a melancholy pleasure to visit the
spot where we fought, I trust, our last battle against the
enemies of our country and of the good old cause."
Serious matters of church and state having been discussed at the public meeting, the brothers found themselves, on the fourth day, on the battle ground of Both:

We

We

—

My

—

—

well.

" On

that moor,*' said the laird, after a long silence

and without being conscious of it, he had, by a kind of
instinct natural enough to a soldier, drawn his sword, and
was pointing with it " On that moor the enemy first formed under Monmouth. There on the right, Clavers led on
the life guards, breathing fury, and resolute to wipe off
the disgrace of the affair of Drumclog.
Dalzell formed
liis men on that knoll.
Lord Livingstone led his van of
the foemen. We had taken care to have Bothwell Bridge
strongly secured by a barricade.
And our little battery
of cannon was planted on that sp(»t below us, in order to
sweep the bridge. And we did rake it. The foemen's
blood streamed there. Again and again, the troops of
the tyrant marched on and our cannon annihilated theiv

—

:

—
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Sir Robert Hamilton was our commander in
The gallant general Hackstone stood on that spot
chief.
Along the river, and above the
brave men.
his
with
bridge, Barley's foot, and capt. Nesbit's dragoons were
For one hour we kept the enemy in check.
stationed.
They were defeated in every attempt to cross the Clyde.

columns.

Livingstone sent another strong column to storm the
bridge. I shall never forget the effect of one fire from our
saw the line of the foe
battery, where my men stood.
brave and beautiful
military
glory
of
the
advance in all

We

The

—

the armour gleamed. In on&
horses pranced
seen but a shocking mass of mortalHuman limbs, and the bodies and limbs of horses,
ity.
were mingled in one huge heap ; or blown to a great disAnother column attempted to cross above the
tance.
bridge.
Some threw themselves into the current. One
well directed fire from Burley's troops threw them into
Meantime, while we
disorder, and drove them back.
were thus warmly engaged, Hamilton was labouring to
bring down the different divisions of our main body into
But in vain he called on col. Cleland's troop
action.
in vain he
in vain he ordered Hendersoti's to fall in
Hackstone flew from troop to
called on col. Fleming's.
In vain he besought, he enAll was confusion.
troop.
Your disputes, and fiery mistreated, he threatened.
guided zeal, my brother, contracted a deep and deadly
guilt that day. The whig turned his arms, in fierce hate,
that day against his own vitals.
Our chaplains Cargil,
and King, and Kid, and Douglas, interposed again and
Cargil mounted the pulpit ; he preached peace ;
again.
he called aloud for mutual forbearance. " Behold the banners of the enemy," cried he ; " hear ye not the fire of the
foe, and of our own brethren ? Our brothers and fathers
are falling beneath their sword. Hasten to their aid. See
the flag of the covenant. See the motto in letters of gold.
" Christ's crown and covenant." Hear the voice of your
weeping country. Hear the waitings of the bleeding kirk.
Banish discord ; and let us, as a band of brothers, present a bold front to the foemen.
Follow me, all ye who
love their country and the covenant.
I go to die in the
fore front of the battle."
All the ministers and oflBcers
followed him, amidst a flourish of trunipets ; but the great

men.

moment nothing was

—
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body remained
tious.

We

men were

to listen to the harangues of the facsent a2;ain and again for ammunition.

My

at the last round.

Treachery, or a fatal error, had sent a barrel of raisins instead of powder.
heart sunk within me, wiiile 1 hab.eld the desj)air on the
faces of my brave fellows, as I struck out the head of the

My

We

llackstone called his ofBcers to him.
vessel,
tlirew
" What must be done
ourselves around him.
said he
" Conquer, or die !" we said as
in an agony of despair.
if with one voice ;
we have our swords yet. Lead back
the men, tiien, to their places, and let the ensigns bear
down tiic white and scarlet colours. Our God and our
country be the word." iiackstone rushed forward.
We
ran to our respective corps
we cSieered our men, l)utthey
were languid and dispirited. Their ammunition was
nearly expended, and they seemed anxious to husband
what remained. They fought only with their carbines.
The cannons could no more be loaded. Tlie enemy soon
perceived this.
saw a troop of horse approach the
Ijridge.
It was that of the life guards.
I recognised the
plume of Clavers. They approached in rapid march. A.
solid column of infantry followed.
1 sent a request to
He was in an incapt. ]\ esbit to join his troop to mine.
charged the life guards. Our swords
stant with us.
rung on their steel caps. Many of my brave lads fell on
But we hewed down the foe. They
all sides of me.
began to reel. Fhe whole column was kept stationary on
the bridge. Clavers' dreadful voice was heard, more like
the yell of a savage, than the commanding voice of a soldier. He pushed forw ard his men ; and again we hewed
third mass was pushed up. Our exhaustthem down.
ed dragoons fled. Unsupported, I found myself by the

—

We

We

A

We
We

looked for
brave Nesbit and Paton, and Hackstone.
galloj)ed
a moment's space in silence on each other.
rallied them.
in front of our retreating men.
pointed to the
pointed to the general almost alone.
Avhile and to the scarlet colours iloating near him.
cried " God and our country.'' They faced about.
charged Clavers once more. " Torfoot," cried Nesbit,
" I dare you to the fore front of the battle."
rushed
up at full gallop. Our men seeing this, followed also at
full speed.
broke the enemy's line, bearing down

We

We

We

We
We

We

We
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Piicoiintered.

cut

om-

way

But they had now k'ni.';theiie(! their
lhi-(ni£;"h their ninks.
Sujierior niinil)crs drove us in. They had £;ained
front.
the entire possession of the hridsje. Livingstone and l)albaud had got
zell were actually takini:; us on the flank.

A

between us and Hurh\v's infantry. " My friends," said
Hackstone to his oiRcers, " we are the last on the field.
AV'e can do no more. We must retreat. Let us attempt, at
Tliey
least, to bring aid to the dehided men behind us.
have lirought ruin on themselves and on us. Not Monmouth, l)ut our divisions have scattered us."
At this momiMit one of the life-guards aimed a blow at
Hackstone.
sword received it and a stroke from
Nesl)it laid the toeman's hand and sword in the dust. He
reined our
fainted, and tumbled from hi.s saddle.
But what a
horses, and galloped to our main body.
These misguided men had
scene presente<l itself here
The
their eyes now fully opened on their fatal errors.
enemy were bringing up their whole force against
;

We

!

them. 1 was not long a near spectator of it; for a ball
He plunged and reared: then shot
grazed my courser.
Several of our officers drew to the same
t)ft' like an arrow.
place.
On a knoll we faced about. The battle raged
beheld our commander doing every
below us.
thing that a brave soldier could do with factious men,
against an overpoweriiig foe. Builey and his troops were
in close conflict wiih Clavers' dragoons.
saw him
dismount tliree troopers with his own hand. He could
not turn the tide of battle; but he was covering the reBefore we could rejoiu
treat of these misguided men.
him, a party threw themselves in our way.
formed,
and received them. Kennoway, one of Clavers' officers,

We

We

We

Would

to God that this were Grahame
comrades ejaculated aloud.
He
falls to my share," said I, " whoever the officer be."
I
advanced he met me. I parried several thrusts. He
received a cut on the left arm and the sword by the same
stroke, shore ofl* one of his horse's ears ; it plunged and

led them on.
himself,*^

some of

my

;

;

We

closed again, I received a severe stroke on
the left shoulder.
blow fell on his sword arm. He

reared.

My

reined his horse around, retreated a few pates, then returned at full gallop.
courser reared instlQctively as

My
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I received his stroke on the back of m
j
and by a back stroke I gave him a deep cut on
the cheek ; and before he could recover a position of defence, my sword fell, with a terrible blow, on his steel
cap. Stunned by the blow, he bent himself forward, and
grasping the mane, he tumbled from his saddle; and his
his approached.

ferrara,

steed galloped over the field.

His

1 did not repeat the blow.

hand presented his sword; his right arm was disabled his life was given to him. My companions having
disposed of their antagonists (and some of them had two
a-piece) we paused to see the fate of the battle.
Dalzell
and Livingstone were riding over the field like furies,
cutting down all in their way. Monmouth was galloping
from rank to rank, and calling on his men to give quarters. Clavers, to wipe ofi" the disgrace of Drumclog, was
committing fearful havoc. " Can we not find Clavers,-'
" No," said capt. Paton, ''the gallant
said 'Hal head.
colonel takes care to have a solid guard of his rogues
about him. I have sought him over the field, but I found
him, as 1 now perceive him, with a mass of his guards
about him." At tiiis instant we saw our general, at some
distance, disentangling himself from the men who had
tumbled over him in the mele. His face, and hands, and
clothes were covered with gore. He had been dismounted,
and was fighting on foot; we rushed to the spot, and
cheered him ; our party drove back the scattered bands of
Dalzell.
My friends," said sir Robert, as we mounted
the day is lost
but you, Paton,
him on a stray horse,
you, Browulee of Torfoot, and you, Halhead, let not that
flag fall into the hands of these incarnate devils.
have lost the battle but, by the grace of God, neither
left
:

!

We

;

Dalzell nor Clavers shall say that he took our colours.
ensign has done his duty. He is down. This sword
has saved it twice I leave it to your care ; you see its
He pointed with his sword to the
perilous situation."
spot, we collected some of our scattered troops, and flew
to the place. The standard bearer was down, but he was
still fearlessly grasping the flag-stafi" ; while it was borne
upright by the mass of men who had thrown themselves,
in fierce contest, around it. Its well-knovyn blue and scar-

My

let colours,

in brilliant

—

and its motto, '* Chrisfs crown and covenaiit,^^
gold letters^ inspired us with a sacred enthii-

Tlie
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the

wounded

eiisic;n,

and

rushed into the combat. Tlie redemption of that ilaii; cc^t
the foe many a gallant man. They fell Ijei.catii our hroad
SM'ords, and witli horrible execrations dying on their lips,
they gave up their souls to their .lodge.
Here I met in front that ferocious dragoon of Clavers,
named Tarn llalliday, who had more than once, in his
raids, plundered my halls ; and had snatched tiie bread
He had just seized the white
from my weeping babes.
stuflfof the flag, but his tremendous oath of exultation (u e
of the covenant never swear) had scarcely passed its
polluted threshold, when this andro ferrara fell on the
guard of his steel, and shivered it to pieces. " Uecreant
loon !" said I, " thou shalt this day remember thy evil
deeds." Another blow on his helmet laid hira at his huge
In the mele that
length, and made hira bite the dust.
fought like lions,
followed, I lost sight of him.
While my gallant
but with the hearts of Chrisiians.
companions stemmed the tide of battle, the standard, rent
to tatters, fell across my breast.
I tore it from the staff,
and wrapt it round my body.
cut our way through
the enemy, and carried our general off the field.
Having gained a small knoll, we beheld once more the
dreadful spectacle below.
Thick volumes of smoke and
dust rolled in a lazy cloud over the dark bands mingled
in deadly fray. It was no longer a battle, but a massacre.
In the struggle of my feelings, 1 turned my eyes on the
general and Paton ; I saw in the face of the latter an indescribable conflict of passions.
His long and shaggy
eyebrows were drawn over his eyes. His hand gras[)ed
" 1 cannot yet leave the field," said the unhis sword.
daunted Paton. " With the general's permission, I shall
try to save some of our wretched men, beset by these hell

We

We

hounds.

Who will go?

men, and

At Kilsyth

1

saw

service.

When

my

troop, I cut ray way through Montrose's
reached the spot w here colonels Ha( ket and

deserted by

We

Strachan were.
Fifteen draleft the field together.
goons attacked us, we cut down thirteen, and two fled;
thirteen next assailed us, we left ten on the field, and
th^e fled ; eleven highlanders next met us ; we paused,
and cheered each other. " Now, Johnny," cried Hacket
to me, " put fort^i your mettle, else we are gone." Nine

7
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others

who

we

sent after their comrades, aucl two tied.*

"

raid?"

Now?

be your leader,"' said
sir Robert, as we fell into the ranks.
marched on
" Yonder is Clavcrs," said Paton,
the enemy's flank.
while he directed his coarser on him. The bloody man
was at that moment, nearly alone, hacking to pieces some
poor fellows already on their knees, and disarmed, and
imploring him by the common feelings of humanity to
spare their lives.
He had just finished his usual oath
against their ^'feelings of hiimanitij," when Paton presented himself.
He instantly let go his prey, and slunk
back into the midst of his troopers. Having formed them,
he advanced.
formed, and made a furious onset. At
our first charge his troop-reeled. Clavers was dismounted ;
but at that moment Dalzell assailed us on the flank and
rear. Our men fell around us like grass before the mower.
The bugleman sounded a retreat. Once more in the mele
were covered
I fell in with the general and Paton.
directed our flight in the rear of our
with wounds.
broken troops. By the direction of the general, I had unIt was borne off the field, flying at
furled the standard.
1 was
the sword's point but that honor cost me much.
assailed by three fierce dragoons, five followed close in
their rear ; I called to Paton ; iu a moment he was by my
side
I threw the standard to the general, and we rushed
on the foe. They fell beneath our swords; but my faithful
steed, which had carried me through all my dangers, was
mortally wounded
he fell. 1 was thrown in among the
fallen enemy ; I fainted.
I opened my eyes on misery
I found myself in the presence of Monmouth, a prisoner,
with other wretched creatures, waiting, in awful suspense,
their ultimate destiny."
" Bloody Bothwell field on thee fell a host of my brave
companions. On thee twelve hundred prisoners were
stript, and laid on the cold ground ; till driven, like
sheep, to the shambles of the council. On thee flourished
the bloody conspiracy against the liberty of my country,
will join this

I will

We

We

We

We

—

—
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* This chivalrous defence
in the " Scots'

is

recorded, I find, in the

life

of capt. Paton,

Worthies," Edinb. edit, of 1812. This celebrated officer
was trained up to warfare in the army of Charles Gustavus, king of Sweden, This is a specimen of those heroic whigs, who brought about th,e
revolution of A. I>. 1688.
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Bloody Botliwell

field

!

shall never hehold thee moio."

The laird reined his steed, and they set oil", at full
gallop, on the way which led them to Strathaven. " Had
the deil been a hint him, and Jamie Clavers afore him, he
could nae hae gaen faster,^' uncle John used to say ; nor
(his mind was so full of his suhject) did he stop till he
reached the plains where the crystal Geel mixes its torrent with the dark Aven.
The sun was pouring the last heams of day over tlie
heights of Druraclog, and far below, in the peaceful and
lovely tlale uf Aven, the smoke of the evening fires was
rising in lazy volumes over the mansion and the cottages.
" Now lauded be his name," said the laird, as he stopt
short, aud felt the visions of Bothwell and Ayresmoi-e
passing away from before his eyes ; " the storm of war is
blown over; sweet peace has spread her wings over our
fields and in our halls
nor shall the joyful day be soon
forgotten ; a sheep^s head and a rich haggis, our national
dishes, shall annually smoke on my board, on the (lay
that commemorates the return of peace
and welcome,
and a God's speed to every guest wlio hails the day!
Tradition says that a sheep's head and liaggis, with
the other solidities of a feast, were served up to all the
surviving companions of his toils ; and that he dismissed
them with presents, answering to the poverty of his
means ; then, indeed, but small, in conseqnence of the
that after he had comforted his family,
raids of Clavers:
and put things in their usual train, as in peaceful times,
he called Ills attendant, Gawen Witherspoon, " put my
chamber in order," said he, " and set forth my writing
utensils.
Bring out my three-legged table Jamie Grahame has left me no better for a writing desk it is
hruckh gear, to be sure, but it will serve my purpose.
Then, Gawen, you may bring out my doublet and hose
from my peace wardrobe ; a polemic should not have
weapons of war about hira, nor any thing that might remind him of violence. I shall exclmnge my buff coat for
the velvets, the steel cap shall give place to the velvet
cap, and these huge jack-boots, which have weathered
all storms, shall he displaced for the broad-toed slippers,
and the gray goose quill shall take the place of this

—
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now hang up my weapons,
It is enough
dilisjontly
scoured tliem ; my sword
sltall
have
yon
aftiMand musquetoon iirc, by (xod's grace, never to be again
but, Gawen, they must not rust.
Let
put lit requisition
them tell my chihlren, and my children's children, what
was done and suffered by ihciv forebears, to restore the
reign of law and of liberty. And, Gawen, you may hand
andro-ferrara.

;

me

out these manuscripts.

Those

are the three indices.
index.
The outlines of
philosophy
are
painfully
Platonic
chalked
out here.
the
That is my doctrinal, and that my historical index.
These loose sheets arc th<> papers of the two Barclays
The col. was a gallant solthe col. and his son, Robert.
t\'wr, and an honest mair; but the son is, with all his

That

—

let

me

aiiiiableness,

think,

of

it.

see

an

—

is

my pagan

incorrigi!)le sophist.

Gawen, has been
i'he gallant col.

Tlie callan,

polluted by papistrie.

would not believe me

monk

;

I

do

am

sure
but the lad
1

uncle of Paris. That heavy
book it's heavy in mair senses than ane, Gawen ay,
that is his ^ .ijwlogy for the True Christian Divinity :*
' Puh-hu!'
as Clavers used to interject, when out of pa
tience ; the lad, tliough fresh from a monk's cell, absolutely defies all the learning and divinity of Europe. The
col. was always a n\odest mar), 1 wish I could say the
same of the son. Lay these loose papers on the bujfet
He
stool; they are precious specimens of George Fox.
w as an extraordinary head-piece, that same George Fox.
There's no accounting for things we are scarcely free
agents in these matters.
Had even brother John told me
tliat I was born to be a polemic, 1 should have laughed
liim to scorn ; 1 was led into this quaker controversy by
frequent, l)ut the most perfect good-natured debates with
Sanders Hamilton in tiie caves, and in the Darn-houm of
Loudon liill. He was a kind of outre, muddy-headed
child, led infinitely more by a dreamy fancy than a clear
intellect ; though 1 used to give him credit that he was, in

was

in fhe talons of his

—

—

—

one respect, like Mr. William Penn. In speech and
writing he never failed in having the last word ; and his
vociferations riing on our ears like a volley from the lifeguards.
This Sanders Hamilton had actually the honor
of setting up the first quaker meetings in Scotland.
He
set

them up at

my

very lug^ in

my

neighbour Drumboy's

—
!

house.*
worthies
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We (I always include my

associates, the gallant

honoured my hall in ihekilling times) have
nearly of the pest.
Why, Gawen, of
county
cleared this
their once large meetings, there are now no remains but
the melancholy remnant of mortality their graves
though I knew not of one who died for his religion.
There, for instance, at Glassford, are nothing but the
the youth have been converted.
graves of the fathers
You can easily know their graves, my son, [the young
laird had put in a question on this subject] for as they
differed from all men when living, so they seemed determined to differ from all men when dead. All the world,
you know, place the head respectfully to the west they
But Scotland, as
inter always with the head to the east.
well as the county of Lanark and of Ayr, must be purged
so let me
of them
that is, if decent treatment can do it
proceed, for

—

;

;

—

—

Hxc

coutentio utilis est mortalbus.i

*
*
*
as Longinus quotes out of Hesiod.
Gawen shut the door, with a low bow, and leading
away the children, he left the laird to his lucubrations.
* * * * This venerable man lived to a good old

He died
When

age.

in the early part of the reign of the

First

drawing
nigh, he summoned his spouse and children around his
couch, and delivered solemn instructions and admonitions
George.

he

felt

the hour of his dissolution

He

took an affectionate leave of his
to his lip, then placed it in
the hand of the young laird, while he whispered forth
these words
Now I go the way of all the earth ; I
leave off converse with all temporal things
I have fought
a good fight I have finished my course I have kept the
faith
henceforth there is laid up for me a crown of
righteousness." He paused in a long and deep silence
a beam of joy lighted up his face ; he added in a low
whisper, " Now lettest thou thy servant depart in peace,
for mine eyes have seen thy salvation."
He stretched
himself out on his couch, and raising his quivering hands
to each individual.

spouse

;

he raised her hand
:

—

—
—

:

* This corresponds with the statement of Sewel. Hist, of the Quakers,
i. p. in.
Edit, of A. D. 1821.

vol.
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he closed his eyes with his own hands, and
was gathered unto his fathers.
to his head,

I have not translated the following note of the laird,
The reader may easily peras I have his other pieces.
ceive the reason.
" I pretermit quhat micht bee sayd anent the menny
difficultys quhilk I hae met wi,in colloctin thae materials,
quhilk ye sail tin in the muckle linen frock, containin the
perchments and uther instruments o' writin belongin to
this lairdship. In this hludy laun, for mony a lang yeer,
the logic o' the sword hais bin mair rcsonrted till, than

ony
ony

argumentationes or, weel I wait, than
skulemen. Coonsel and arguements hae
brocht on sair dauds.
Baith gentlemen, an simple men
harle, in npo a' occasions, the bludy maxiraes o' papistrie.
They enlichten and convert myndes by hard knockes.
And they hae stuck dourly and dreichly tiil't. The best
champion aniang us liaes been sairly forefochen ; not by
spritely raisons, but by blauds."
o' Aristotle's

:

ither o' the

******

I hae had muckle tyme, T grant, and mony gude opfBut, oicij me kintry Scotland's no the richt
plaice for finishing sic works. In a laun vvhare toleration
is gifted free to ilka ane, the deevers seeks wull ay put
oot their horns, like snails at eese on their moist and mossy
An' they'll beek on the bonny sinny
braes, fearlessly.
knows. And they'll streek themselves out, a' their fu'
They ken nae enemy. They
lenthis in the sheelins.
hae nae dreed o' violence. They fear nocht for themsels.
They knaw nae weak side they hae. Their hale bonks
are rouled out, at their greusome lenthis, butt dreed, or
To get mine een on this new seek,
fear, into the licht.
amang the lave, beeking at its full lenthis, butt fear or
But I might
dreed, was what I did graitly desiderate.
not see it. It was na God's gude wull. Althocht I was
ains richt neer it, after the cooncel bannished me.
^' But I hae, noo, nae doot that sum o' me bairns, or
my bairns' bairns, wull migrate to that
aiblins, sum

portunities.

!

!

Tlie

!
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Proem.

Tvva raisons liae suggested the
laun o' free toleration.
l*^.
of
love
liberty, wliilk I inheerited frae
The
thocht
qubilk
I
liae ay lauboured, butt rusing
an'
ine forbears;
ony o' my ain feckless sarvices, to empreint stedfastlike
on your myndes, that will urge ye to seek that laun. 2^.

—

Thae grawin
nation.

colonies

An' they

sail

wuU, sum daie, become a graite
be ane asylum to the oppressit o'

a' nations."

"

I deposite, thairfoir, in the sayd linen froct, all

haill o' the mateerials collected.

and

Let them gae doon as

ane heir-loom in the feemily ; till sum ane o' me bairns,
under God, compleet the wark ; out o' the rich materials to be had in the toon of that singulair and graite
mann, Maister William Penn, in the province of Pennsylvania ; and in the province of Caesarea, (New Jersey)
over quhilk Robert Barclay, the sunne of my maist worthie auld frien' col. Barclay, was sum tyme governor ia
chief.
There, gif the bruit be treuth, there are mony o'
* * * *
freends o' the genuine auld stamp."
sail,

Torfoot, July 19, A. I). 1718.
me chree score an' eleventh year.
O Lord when wilt thoo deleever

In

Cum, Lord Jesus

;

TO THE READER.

The polemic

is often viewed with distrust and jealousy.
remote from the impulse of a Reformation to
feel a just interest in theological discussions. In this age of
divisions, we have ceased to wonder, even at daring innovations ; and Mammon has I)reathed a withering blast over

We live too

us,

which

chills

the spirit of investigation.

Each

sec-

and, too often,
tary urges the clamorous plea for charity
around the most deformed systems, its mantle has been
thrown by the hand of ignorance and religious indifference. The charity which " rejoices in the truth," blooms
not in its wonted loveliness. It has been degraded, by the
crowd, into a wild and hackneyed thing, whose smiles
are bestowed, promiscuously, on error and on truth.
Religious inquiry, and even controversy, is perfectly
consistent with the loveliest exercise of charity.
It may
be so gracefully conducted, as to be made to bear along
with it the best proofs of its being the offspring of charity.
The spirit that disgraced the polemic of ancient
times is no longer countenanced.
The religious public
will soon frown into oblivion the volume which offers violence to the grace of brotherly love.
It demands that
politeness and courtesy should preside over religious
debates.
Polemics have been taught to distinguish between the principles and the man to recognise the man
as a brother, while they frankly expose his heresy. They
have arrived at a higher distinction they have set out on
this ground
that the salvation of the soul is, with all its
importance, something subordinate to the glory of God
and that, therefore, in choosing a system of religion,
there is a higher motive to be kept in view than the attainment of salvation. To glorify the Deity is the first;
to reach heaven in safety is the second motive that gives
the impulse.
Hence, in fixing our religious system, the
question is not " Who shall arrive in heaven ?" On that
;

:

:

—

S

—
Maxims.
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" All who love onr Lord Jeinfallihly."
But the object of
saved
he
sus Christ shall
In journeying to heaven, by what reliinquir;y is this
gious system shall we promote, in the highest degree,
all christians are agreed.

:

Undoubtedly by that in
the glory of Almighty God ?
which the perfect purity of Christ's doctrines, and the entire number of his ordinances, put forth their energies
over the

human mind.

The man who

does rest on Jesus Christ as the only
foundation, but who, unhappily, in the hour of tempta" hay or stubble"
tion, builds on it inferior materials
shall, indeed, be saved ; but he shall " suifer loss," in
that day of joy, when the different degrees of glory shall
be assigned to each by the Great Judge of us all.*
It is, therefore, charity in one of its loveliest movements,
that prompts the christian to raise his voice and to expose
to his fellow men the dangers and tlie losses which necessarily arise out of error.

—

MAXIMS.
The following Maxims

are submitted to the Society of
who will follow me through
the discussion of this subject. I trust that the reader will
yield to them as to first principles, or Axioms.
J'riends,

and

to all those

PART

I.

That is

not charity which yields up, through friendor courtesy, doctrines obviously revealed ; which
pays court to error ; which makes error and truth indifferent ; which separates sound sentiments from sound
1.

ship

morals.

To

expose the defects and errors of a system does
imply that we render no homage to the virtues and worth of its authors and followers. It is not persecution. The conscience of man can not be justly under
any huinan restraint. All ought to have an unshackled
toleration 5 but let the press be free to expose errors •
2.

not, surely,

*

See

1

Cor.

iii.

89, 8cc.

Maxims.
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And

as the investigation and exponever lias been deeme persecuTo teach
tion, why should it l)e <leemed so in religion?
and convince by arguments, a man of his errors, can no
mure trench on his rights than to teach and convince him
of the truth.
3. To form an estimate of the tiiith and importance of
radical doctrines, from the amiable characters merely of
those with whom one associates, and whom one loves, is
surely no proof of a sound or an accomplished mind. It
can be nothing else than sheer prejudice.
4. Human opinions cannot be the standard of divine
truth
much less opinions formed through the partialities
of friendship, or of men of influence.
5. Amiable manners and decent morals cannot be the
test of orthodoxy, or the standard of divine truth.
The
young and accomplished moralist, whom Jesus looked
on with approbation of his morals so far as they went,
did yet " lack" the most necessary part of the character
of the good man and of a sound mind ; and he confirmed
the proof of this fatal lack, by turning his back on the
tins is all

sure of errors

claim.

in politics

'

—

Lor^i Jesus.

The morals of the christian, and the morals of the
amiable and refined man may appear, to the superficial,
and to the patrons of morality without a christian principle, to resemble each other, and even to be the same.
In the judgment of the church they are radically different.
Those are always founded in truth and in faith as
their basis, and are warm from the heart. These are the

—

mere extenial polish the creatures of circumstance.
Those are the fruits which a vital principle of grace sends
forth into light in all their richness and flavour.
These
are the fortuitous efiects of a mind bland and polished*
but a stranger to the doctrines of the Lord Jesus, and
to the theory and experience of the
new birth."
6. Sincerity is not the test of orthodoxy, nor the stand'
ard of divine truth. The ignorant and fatally erroneous
are as capable of sincerity as the enlightened philosopher
have no reason to quesand the intelligent christian.
tion the sincerity of the Unitarian, of the Jew, of the
Moslem yet who would say that they are all right, or
orthodox, because they are sincere ?

We

:

—
Maxims,
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To pronounce on the truth of religious opi-r
from their influence merely on the face of society,
has involved men in a series of errors. It is a presumptuous agitating of the question, whether the doctrines of
Revelation have an intrinsic worth and importance.
It is a deciding, by the puny intellect of man, that they
have only an extrinsic worth. It is a keeping out of view,
during the whole investigation, the bearing which these
doctrines have on the truth and perfections of Deity. It
is a declaring that the orthodoxy of opinions, and systems, is to be determined from tlieir benefiting society
or at least from their not injuring it;
while the lie may
be given by these systems to tiie sacred truth of Deity,
and the holiest of his perfections may be dishonoured.
Lastly.

iiions,

—

I'ART
1.

God only has a right
The law which God

II.

to dictate to

man's conscience.

has dictated is ihe perfect and
only standard of doctrine, through the influence of the
Holy Grhost. And such is the clearness, and abundant
fulness of the Holy Word, that every essential doctrine,
and the true meaning of every passage, may, by the aids
of the Holy Spirit, be determined from the parallel pasThe shallow and the indolent alone will exclaim,
sages.
*'The heretic, as the church calls him, may be as correct
he has a conscience and a mind to investigate as
as she
well as she." This is the stale objection of the old Ca2.

:

Holy Scriptures, and it involves two
predicated on the supposition that the human mind is the arbiter of the truth ; and that the scriptures are so obscure that we cannot determine from them
any definite truth that error, as easily as truth, may be
sustained from the pure word of God.
3. Almighty God has set the seal of his authority on
every item of doctrine, as well as everj' item of law in his
sacred word. He has dictated to our intellectual powers
as well as to our moral powers.* He enjoins on us the
duty of believing every truth which he has uttered, as
much as of obeying every law w hich he has sanctioned.
He has as truly said. All these doctrines of my word are
tholics against the

errors

:

—

it is

—

*

Stapferi Theol. Polem. vol.

iv. sect. 1.

p. 335.

Maxims.
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and thou

lias said,

shall believe

Thou
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them with

shall love the

Lord

all thy soul

thy

— as he

God and him only

shall thou serve.

Man

is boiinfl to yield to Grod the entire services of
-t.
Lis intellectual and moral powers. To assert that a man
may mean well, and he immoral or that he may he a
good moralist, and yet revolt against God in the moral

—

—

or that he may please by his good
exercise of his heart
and yet deny with his lips, an<l disbelieve in his
lieart those doctrines which his Creatorhas dictated to
him, and enjoined on him to believe, are surely the most
•work,

glaring contradictions.
Hence 5. In a moral agent, who owes the entire allegiance of his soul and conduct, the best deportment and
morals cannot compensate for the want of a right faith,
nor atone for the rebellion of the heart against its God.
Hence 6.
man may be a rebel against his C3reator as
much by his sincere, yet erroneous belief, as by his immoral conduct. The first is as much opposed to God's truth
as the last is opposed to his justice. By the first he ^^ives

A

the lie to God^s truth,

and persists

in

making God a

By

the last he oiFers violence to the laws of his
Creator. 15y the first the corrupt mind puts forth its malice with as much malignity as by the last.
The only
liar."

difference

is,

that the

first is

not so evident before the eyes

of men. But that does not toach the question of their being equally "open and naked before the eyes of Him
>vith whom we have to do."

PART

nr.

In the christian system there are certain doctrines iii^
terwoven with its very existence. All christians believe,
them " they are the sayings of the faithful." And while
:

they respect the entire liberty of conscience, all christians turn aside from those who deny them, and refuse
them communion. The following are of this class:

He is in his essence undivided
possesses every perfection.
The
manner of his existence is as necessary as his existence
itself; or, he is as necessarily what he is, as he necessarily is. "Hear, 0 Israel, the Lord our God is one Lord."
1.

and

There

is

one God.

indivisible.

And God

He

said, let

us

make man in our image." " God

Maxims.
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sent

Son."

liis

Words

wei*e

This is

my beloved Son" — and

uttered, the

as these

" Holy Ghost descended on

liim." Thus in the essence there is a plurality. Sometimes
" There are
Ihese are even more distinctly specified.
Ihreethat bear record in heaven
the Father, the Word,
and the Holy Ghost, and these three are one." The FaHier is very God; the Word is very God; the Holy

—

Ohost

me

in

very God.
another sense.
is

2.

Man's

3.

The
The

They

are three in one sense,

total depravity.
Rom. v. 12. &c.
necessity of regeneration.
John iii. 3.
4.
reality and perfection of the atonement
Ijord Jesus Christ.
5. Justification

Gal.

ii.

and

by our

before God, throufi;h faith in Christ.

16.

6. Justification

before the

Church and the world, by

good works.
7.

James, ii. 24.
Sanctification by the Holy

8.

The resurrection

Spirit.

of the body from the grave.

John

28, 29.
9. ^'Eternal life," and "eternal punishment." Matth.
XXV. 46.
V.

See the Confessions, Articles, and Creeds of the
of the christian church
American, EnScottish, Dutch, Frencli, Irish, &c.

—

diflferent sections
glisli,

PART

IV.

A

polemic has not to enter the lists with the private
opinions of the individuals of a sect, nor with the loose
and vague ideas that float in society. The true opinions
of every society lie before the public in their approved
writings. These are fairly open to discussion ; their publication of them has in it the nature of an open challenge
and who can blame the man that takes up tlie gauntlet? They are the assailants
I am the defendant.

—

—

AN

HISTORICAL VIEW
O; THE

©P1NI0N9,

AND OF THE OKIGIN,

RISE, PROGRESS, &C.

Of THE

COMMONLY CALLED QUAKERS.

" Mihi

Galba> Otho Vitellius nec beneficio nec injuria cogniti."

Tacitus.

"

We are just considered as

a

good sort of people in the main

" to fight, and to swear, and to pay tythes

;

who

refuse

and while the impro%'ed manners
" of the age allow that for these, and other singularities, we ought not to be
" molested, the public, in general, cares little further about us, and seldom
;

" inquiresa reason of the hope in us."....Quak. of A. D. 1811. Mosh.
New York edit, of 1821.

p. 294.

4

vol. iv.

AN HISTORICAL DISSERTATION
ON THE

ORIGIN, RISE,

&LC.

OF TBE

SOCIETY OF FRIENDS.

"

We

do not wish

their expressions."

to

meddle with those called Mystics, or to adopt many of

— Religious Society called Quakers, 1799.

All systems of

§ 1.

christian doctrine,

consistency, have certain
sis,

first

which lay claims

to

principles, on which, as their ba-

the whole superstructure rests.

The

first

principles of the religious system of the Friends are

The

reducible to two classes.

Deity

;

respects the character of

first

the second, the nature of the

human

soul.

On

their opi-

nions respecting these two subjects, rests the peculiarity of all
their religious sentiments

—complicated

may seem to be at first view.
I. On the first of these articles

there

and mysterious as they

is,

unquestionably, some-

thing like a very serious defect in their system.
their

According

to

approved writers, the Deity does, indeed, possess the per-

fection of justice.

atonement by the

But

it

is

not that justice which does

real sufferings

mediator, indispensably necessary.

pardon

sin

and

real

The

Deity, they teach, can

without such shedding of blood.*

* Penn, vol.

ii.

make aa

death of an outward

They admit

pp. 13, 529, 530, folio edition of his works, A. D.

9

that

17'26.
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" there arc

Word, and

bear record

that

tlircc

rity of their opinions,

low the bare theory of
tions of this
is

by

Plato''s triad

the variety,

and the obscu-

ascertain whether they

diflicult to

it is

heaven, the Father, the

in

Holy Ghost." But from

the

j

fol-

or embrace the modifica-

But their

Sabellius, or those of Socinus.

They admit

not the trinity of the holy scriptures.

trinity

of no dis-

between the sacred persons of the most Holy Trinity.
They deny, in the most decided terms, that there are three distinct divine"persons, equal in power and glory, united in the one
tinction

The word and

Godhead.

same thing; and these
the word person from
II.

Of the

On

soul.

the spirit are, in their system, the

moreover,

arc,

their

the

— and

Father

they reject

system as altogether improper.*

this subject

they discover more clearly

those opinions which distinguish them from every other sect of
" The soul," say they, " came out of God, and is of
christians.

The soul of man, simply as such, is not
God.
But as God " breathed into man the
the very essence of
breath of life, and he became a living soul," it is of God, it is of
him-,

and

is

and that which comes out of God is a part of God-l
meaning, Penn quotes a Jewish expositor on

his being;

And

part of him.'" \

to illustrate his

Genesis

ii.

17,

and embodies

man mth

inspired

soinethinsr

" a part of God,"

is

again into God, whence

6wn
is

it

taken—into

God

;

is,

came, whereby

at death, the soul

being with

The

He

of his own divinity on him.

Holy Ghost."
The soul, which
Hence,

his idea into their system.

He

something of his own substance.

and

and
this

spirit

of

inspired

by
they

man

"God

bestowed

him with the

Christ, brought

came
is

up

to be onesoul.\\

centred into

form of person returns whence

its
it

the essence and being of God.§

soul being of this divine origin, possesses a

the spirit of God.

" This divine principle

is

measure of

a divine light in

*See a more full inquiry into this subject in chap. 7, part ii, following,
t Fox's Great Mystery, pp. 29, 91, 273, 5cc. ancient edit. Penn, vol. ii.
See also the "Snake in the Grass," sec. 2.
p. 521.
Penn, vol. ii. p 521.
Fox's Great Myst. pp. 91, 100, 229, ancient edit
and their rabbi,
Fisher, who treated Doctor Owen as an illiterate rustic, has exp.essed
the same opinion. Sec his " Velata quxdam revelata," p. 13, and Penn's
Defence of it, in vol. ii. p. 296.
§ Burroughs's Dying Words— See pref. to his works, fol. 1672, and Fox
:|:

II

ut supra.
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This internal guide every

man.

Man

him.
his

is

from

fallen

body there

an

is

man

brings into

his primitive dignity

and presses down the holy seed within. But

violence,

proper means, does cultivate the holy seed,
illumines

pers

and

it

:

all

within

the Christ in us

it is

:

teaches us

if

man, by
up

will spring

it

who

:

it

speaks in whis-

necessary to salvation

all that is

In

This op])Oses with

seed or principle.

evil

world with

tlie

and excellence.

it

:

purifies

These means are not labour,
nor study. Learning is useless and even hurtful. The means
are solitude, silence, contemplation, and introversion.
This last
includes the suspension of carnal reason.^ and of wisdom, and of
judgment and thence the bending of the whole soul inward to
the dictates of the holy light.
During this mental labour the
elevates the soul to divinity.

:

holy seed struggles with the
doubtful

:

at last

This they

up a

it

God

corrupt nature

God.

or

In the

is

by

its

Its

same manner

out of the soul,
it

sanctifies

This victory

for a time,

is,

is,

in

opposition.

them

offers

success in rising over the

Christ's resurrection.
it

success

Christ— for Christ

for them.*

hurling

less perfection.

:

power of God, over all

call the sufferings of

sacrifice to

evil seed,

evil seed

rises, in the

By
it

binding

justifies

down

the

us before

and elevates man

to sin-

however, not easily obtained.

The opposition created by the evil seed is oftCH most violent.
Hence the soul is filled with horror, and the body quakes and
Finally, the human body,
trembles as the leaf before the wind.
composed of the gross materials of flesh and blood, is the prison
of the soul in this world. But it is dissolved at death, and crumbles into dust.

The

etherial body, in
is

soul then receives a subtle

which

it

shall exist forever

:

and luciform and
and hence there

no resurrection of the same body from the gravc.f
§ 2. Notwithstanding the assertions of the Friends to the con-

trary,

it

has been constantly maintained by the learned, that the

peculiar tenets of the Society are Platonic, or mystic.

It is

justice to the Society to set the proofs before them, that

may judge

if it

be

fairly

made

but

they

out.|

Smith's Catech.and Penn. ii.410. Barcl. Quak. Confut. sec. 4.
f Penn, vol.ii. 298. 544, 896, &c. &c.
i And no Friend can be displeased with the tracing of
their tenets to

:
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The

I.

Platonic

system recognised the one supreme God;

and it is probable that their inferior deities held the same rank
and place in their system as the angels in their different orders

The

hold in the system of divine truth.

brought against Plato that his doctrine
of his divine attributes.

made

out.

The

accusation has been

stript the

Deity of some

This charge, however, has not been

sentiment of Plato respecting the invincible ma-

Supreme Deity

lignity of matter, which, according to him, the

could not conquer, did certainly derogate from the glory of his

omnipotence

from
full

:

but he certainly did not remove that perfection

his idea of the divine nature

extent of this error,

and did we even admit the

;

we should

find that Plato's injury to that

natural perfection of Deity is not to be placed on a level with
that outrage

which the leaders of the Society have offered to one
Their sentiments on the atonement de-

of the moral perfections.

rogate from the glory of his justice.

They deny

that the claims

of justice against the sinner, are so righteous that they never
can, without a
dictive justice.

man

equity.

be set aside. They do deny vinThey reduce its terrific nature to the level of huThey shut their eyes against the breadth and
full satisfaction,

length, the depth

and height of that guilt that aims its malignant
and purity. They keep out of view

force against infinite holiness

those infinite obligations which
violation of

man

which he has contracted

has violated

;

and by the

guilt of infinite malignity

and with a maudlin sentimentalism they aver,

that if

man

can,

without criminality, pardon an offence without a satisfaction, so

may

Divine Justice pardon ; and so has Divine Justice pardoned

human

guilt

without a satisfaction

!*

With these exceptions the sentiments of the Society har^,
monize with those of Plato on this article. The unity of theuPlato held that
sentiments is more striking on that of the triad.
there were three principles, or hypostases.
first

;

cond

he
is

is

the one,t or

the Logos, or

this source, after the

God

The Father is the
The seworld. The third is

himself, strictly speaking.

Word, who made the

encomium passed on the Mystics by the Society

in

1811. Seethe Vindication of the Quakers, Mosh. vol. iv. p. 293,
edit, of 1821.
* Whitehead's Div. of Christ, p. 62, 63. Pepn, li. 13, 529, &c.

A. D.
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;
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The

the Spirit, or Soul of the World.

first is

the father of the

second; and the second produced the third.*

The Word and

were considered by them as

Spirit

persons.

or

— Kothing
them

three

this

be any difference, the So-

If there

doctrine of Plato, as modified

by

Sabellius,

Socinus.t

The

II.

by Penn.

in

embrace

by

in

a melancholy fact that the same idea was adopted

It is

and persisted
ciety

He

inferior to the Father.

never understood, he never taught the unity of essence

it

:

maxim

ancient

of the philosophers, " Z)c w7ii7o

can come from nothing

— was

was with them an axiom

:

it

Plato had not a scruple on the subject.
fore, not

made

the great

out of nothing.

first

forming the

cause

in

n//it7,"

never controverted by

needed no proof.

Human

Even

souls, wei-e, there-

Plato, in his Timaeus, represents

conjunction with the inferior deities,

The immortal

inhabitants of the spheres.

soul,

which they called the divine seed,l the seat of knowledge and
wisdom, was an emanation of God, and was as pure as his own
cssence.§ He gave it in charge to the inferior gods to give man
a spii-it, or mortal soul the seat of the passions and the desires.
Heraclitus held that the Deity was a methodical fire, pervading
;

the universe

universe

;||

:

and that souls of men were parts taken out of the

and

whatever manner expressed,

in

the grand tenets of Platonism

was

this

was one

of

that the divine essence or nature

;

diffused through every soul, so as to

make them

constituent

parts of itself.H

Plato taught that the Great

He

once.

One created

all

human

put them into light and subtile bodies.

souls

Besides

at

this

they have also luciform and etherial bodies.** These souls were
placed, at

first, in

the spheres that roll in space. In that state of

pre-existence each
to

be

in future its

soul chose

its

companion and

guardian demon,

guide.|:!:

These

who was

souls while ex-

Opera. 1011, 1012, and his 5 and 6 Lett, ad Dionys. ad Hermiain.
book i. chap. 4. and Grot. De Veritate Lib. 4. sec. 12.
f Penn's Sandy Found, and vol. ii. ad initium.
j Virg. Mn. vi. ver. 731.
^ Plat. Tim. and Ogilvy's Theol. Plat. p. 105.
Plat.

Cudw.

II

Intel. Syst.

Cudw.

Intel. Syst.

i.

51. 4to. mihi.

t " Animas que nostras partem esse coeli." Plin.Lib ii.cap. 26,
•* Proclus in Timxum and Plato in his Epinomis. Cudw. Int. Syst.
p.
788. Virg. iEn.vi. v. 702.
Plato
in Tim so. & Phsd. and Virg. lEn. vi. ver. 730.
iX

;'
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were actuated by opposing desires
Supreme One conducts the inferior gods to the

isting in their airy vehicle

and when

the

highest celestial elevation, he
like himself.

is

followed, with ease,

Not so with others. By means of

conflicting desires,

their wings, while mounting to the source of felicity,

paired and broken.

They

fall

by beings

became im-

from their superior regions and

enter into gross bodies on the earth.t This

is

the Platonic fall of

man.
Into these bodies the souls enter with their luciform bodies, or

This

vehicles.

light

shut up in these dark terrestrial bodies

is

like a light in a

dark lantern.J This internal

some of them a

spirit

:1|

Seneca makes

it

light

a sacred

was called
spirit.

by-

" Sacer

Lucan confers divine honours upon it.
shuts up this god in the human
breast.lT Hence the demon of Socrates, which directed his mind
which prescribed the measures that he
in the search of truth
pursued which dictated what he ought to say or sealed his
which lifted the curtain of futurity and
lips in dutiful silence
inter nos sedet spiritus."

" Est deus

And Ovid

in nobis."§

;

;

;

;

blessed

votary with visions and predictions.**

its

An j, hence, the

attendant god of Plotinus, to v/hom " the divine eye of his soul

was continually
In
to

elevated."tt

present debased state the soul is urged on to re-ascend
original. The " deily within''' utters soft voices ; but these

its

its

cannot be heard

until a dream, or a rapture, or the slumbers of
and the retirement of the soul into itself shall still the clamours of reason and of sense. Nothing is more hostile to this divine enthusiasm than mortal wisdom and bodily desires.JJ To
detach the soul from these was the grand art taught by this phi-

silence

losophy.

Hence

Socrates and Plato prescribed rules for purging

fthe rational soul,

and clarifying the luciform vehicle

in

which

j Plat, Oper. 1223. and Ogil. Theol. Plat. p. 160, 161.
% Suidas, Isidore, Hierocles used this language. Cudw Intel. Syst. 4to.
p. 790. The ancient Quakers were, by the wags of that age, called " dark
lantern men." The " light within" was the beginning, the middle, and the

end of

their

Pletho
§ Phars.
II

II

•*

extemporaneous

in

effusions.

Oracul, Chald. Cud. In. Sys.

lib. 9. v.

i.

791, 4to.

568.

Metaph. ii. Fab. 10. Et de arte Amandi, lib. iii. ver. 549.
Xenoph. Memor. Socrat. & Pluta. de genio Socr. and W. Penn,

ii.

583.

ft Taylor's Plat. Philos. ii. p. 238,
Plutar. De Defect. Orac. Spencer on Vulg. Prophecies, p. 32

:|::|:

—

—

—
:
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the soul
gree,

it

was enveloped.* For, being attenuafed to a certain deit mounts aloft as the thin
becomes " light and wingy

gas to the summit of perfection.

hence their corporal

Hence

afflictions.

By

down the carnal mind, that the light
" Let
Hence this mode of address
whence the soul came look Avithin
:

:

within

you

:

will

:

be wise

if

their cathartic virtues

these

means they chained

within might spring up.
us hasten to

the

light

the fountain of good

you behold yourselves

in

is

the Deity

;

which alone is capable of teaching you. If you look
which is without, you will only do the works of dark-

in that light

into that

sess.t

And

this

specimen of a Platonic address

what scrupulous fidehty the
"

O

Friends

cure

:

The

turn

!

tnrn in

in,

disciples
:

there you want Christ,
soul,

:

rays of celestial

They

is

eleva-

arc surrounded

light are

extended

by

to their

they speak, they write, from the inspirations of Deity.§

At death the body
from that
of whom
the

masters

to their

being purified, according to the Platonists,

divine splendours
:

show with

where is the poison, there is the
and there you must find him."f

ted to a union with the Supreme God.

eyes

adhere

will

dissolved for

is

it

came, and

body was

again placed

is

absorbed

into him.jj

the soul, bursting

body,

The

to

God, out

resurrection of
" To be

a subject of derision to these sophists.
in the

same body,"

better than a second sleep."
trine, the

ever— and

vile prison, returns, in its luciform

hope of

all

said Plotinus, "

would be no

And Celaus reproached

good men, as "

doc-

this

<^x^»^1xa»^x7r/c"—"the

hope

of worms."^

These doctrines have been handed down from a remote
antiquity. Plato has not the honour of discovering them he was
not even the first whose genius illustrated them: he was in§ 3.

:

De Myst. Egypt, sec. 3. cap. 7. Lampe Theol. Dissert. De
Theopneust, sec. 37.
• Bar. Apology, orig. Lat. edit. On the light, called it " Vehiculum
Compared with Taylor's Plat. PhiDei." Engl, copy, p. 152. ed. Phil
losophy, vol. ii.p. 236, 4to. Lond. ed.
t Sybil. Orac. ii. 79. Ogil. Theol. Plat. 188. and Plat. Dial, of Soc. and
lamblicus

—

Alcib.

—

Comp. Bar. Apol.
X Penn in his pref. to Fox's Jour. p. 57. mihi
prop. 586. sec. 13.
§ Taylor's works of Plat. ii. 237, and 238, 4to. A. D. 1792Taylor's works of Plat. ii. p. 268.
^ Orig. contra Cels. lib. v. 240.
II
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the philosophy of Egypt, and especially to

This philosopher was a native of

the school of Pythagoras.

don

was

it

:

the disciples of Moschus, or Mochus,

who

supposed,

is

of the learned, to have been the Moses of the Jews
rate,

was a Phenician

;

Si-

Pythagoras met with some of

in his native city that

:*

by some
at any

who,

and had, undoubtedly, borrowed from

the Mosaic writings, or the traditions of the Jews.

Moschus

taught that, besides matter, there are immortal souls, and a deity
j

distinct fi'om the

corporal

world.t

grievously from the hands into which

This

fair

it fell

:

system suffered

the atheistic school

of Democritus and Epicurus formed their system from his doc-

corporal world, and denied the existence of

trine of ithe

and of
filled

posite

Pythagoras, and

spirits.

God

especially Plato and Aristotle,

with prejudices against this philosophism, went into an op-

extreme.

They

rejected his opinions on the corporal

world, and confined their system to the spiritual part.

Giving

loose reins to their glowing imaginations, they formed a sublime

theology, in which the character of their deity, and the pre-exist-

ence and limmortality of souls form the only conspicuous part.

But matter
only object

is

to

invincibly malignant

be kept

in

:

the

view with

it

body
is

is

a vile prison

to get quit of

it,

:

the

as the

prisoner longs and labours after emancipation from bondage.
Plato

was the most laborious and successful of the Socratic

school in propagating these doctrines.
fore Christ three hundred and

He

died in the year be-

forty-eight.J

B. C. 270, to B. C. 246.~The philosophy of Plato was widely
spread through Asia by the patronage of the kings of Egypt and
of Syria.

Ptolemy, surnamed Lagus, caused a library

erected at Alexandria, and

which he could procure.

he collected into

His son continued

it

to

be

every book

his patronage,

and

The Syrian monarchy also formed an exwritings of Plato were too valuable, and
The
tensive library.§
occupy
a conspicuous place in them. The
too well known not to
schools of Egypt and of Syria became the resort of men of
enlarged

its stores.||

Cudw Intel. Syst. chap.i. sec 10t Cudworth, book i. ch. i. sec. 41. p. 50.
X Lemp. Class. Diet.
Justin. 17. c. 2, &c. Lemp. Classical Diet.§Le Cierc'sLife of Euseb. p. 69.
*
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From thence

learning and taste.

were

the sentiments of Plato

spread widely abroad. Thus, two hundred years before Christ,
Asia was

The
before

with the disciples of Plato.*

filled

Platonic philosophy underwent various transformations
it

reached the humble pages of the founder of the society.

Fathers and bishops, and heretics, united their
tianize the sentiments of Plato.

The

efforts to chris-

appear

result, as will

in

our

progress, was, that instead of bringing the sophism of that sage

were invariably drawn

into a christian form, they

pure fountain of truth,

off

from the

streams of Egypt and

to the polluted

Greece.
Splendid as the language of Plato

charmed every

scholar,)

extremely obscure

The
lor,

;

it

is,

(and

its

beauties have

must be admitted that

and many of them altogether

his ideas

proofs of this appear strikingly, even on the pages of

who has

arc

unintelligible.!

Tay-

given us, perhaps, the purest system of Platonism,

and certainly the

least obscure,

from the hand of a disciple.

;[:

But the commentators on that philosophy brought with them

much knowledge from
have illumined
tic

Toward

form.

and brought

his opinions to a

They adopted

in

of Plato, respecting the Deity, and the
to his opinions the rich gleanings

This sect arose
ences.

down
its

It

in

before

it

all

general the doctrines

human

soul

:

but they

from other systems.

Alexandria, at that time the seat of the

spread rapidly through the

opinions.

systema-

the close of the second century, the sect of

the Eclectics appeared.

added

They

the Jewish and Christian doctors.

his pages,

other sects.

Even

Roman

sci-

empire; bearing

christian fathers

embraced

At the head of these was Clemens Alexandrinus.

This christian father was

in

the habit of teaching his pupils a

system of Platonic philosophy, before he led them to the knowledge of the holy scriptures

Near

!§

the close of the second century flourished Araraonius

* Le Clerc's Life of Euseb. p. 69.
f Loiigiuus speaking of him and his commentator Plotinus, says " The
greatest part of the matters of which they treat, is incomprehensible."
Madame Dacier's Plato, vol. i. p. 162, Lend. Edit. 1720.
X See his works of Plato, 2d vol. quarto, London, A. D. 1792. " Hen
prisca jacet pietas,'' was the motto of Taylor as he gave tip the Lord Jesus Christ for Plato, p. "2.
§ Le Clerc's life of Cltni. Al.
:

!0
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He affected a change in the Platonic system which produced the most extensive and serious consequences. He held,
that the groat principles of religioiLs truth, were to be found
Saccas.*

equally
the

:

in

the opinions of all sects; that they differed only in

manner of expressing themselves;

that all religions, both

Gentile and Christian, are to be explained
the universal philosophy

Hermes
Plato

in

Egypt;

that

it

;

was preserved

that, therefore, all religions, in

;

by

that this philosophy
in

the principles of

was taught by
manner by

the purest

order to their being re-

stored to their original purity, must be reduced to this standard,

which was called the philosophy of the East that
;

in the ac-

complishment of this reformation, the historical fables of the
heathen gods must be turned into allegory and modelled after
;

Plato

and

;

that,

by

the

same process, the mysteries

of the holy

scriptures are to be reconciled to the theology of Plato.

The

rules of his moral discipline,

were conformed

to these te-

They embraced all the catholic virtues and forms prescribed by the Platonic doctors, for purifying the soul, and separating it, as much as possible, from the trammels of the bodily
nets.

sensations, that

might be elevated

it

to

its

Sac-

original source.

cas had been educated in the faith of the gospel.t
In

expounding

his

ing and insinuating.

novel doctrines, his

He made

manner was

pleas-

a free use of the language of the

holy scriptures, and his followers profiting by his example, seemed to clothe Plato entirely

in the

garb of a christian, and

out-

stripped even the fathers of the church in the profusion of scrip-

This suited the taste of the age. Plato was not
and the badge of Christianity was at least put on.
Saccas met the prejudices of his audiences, as the Jesuits did
He met them more than half way in their
those of the Chinese.
superstition.
He did not ask them to change their idols. He

ture questions.
sacrificed;

asked them only

to

adopt a

new nomenclature.

He

brings for-

ward a creature of his brain. The body is weak. The name
and language resembles that of Christ. The multitude shouted
Their opinions were eagerly embraced. The
their applause.
sect spreads

its

doctrines with rapidity into all quarters.

i. cent. ii. p. 2. ch. 1. Or according to others, A. D. 232. Lempr.
Diet.
t Aliiuer's ch. hist. vol. i. ch. 9, cent. 2, Mosh. cent, ii, part 2, ch. 1.

* Mosh.

Ei'^T.

4h
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gave

the church.

biilii to

two extraordinary sects

The mode of

;

explaining

by

in

allegory,

Clemens Alexandrinus, and by the celebrated
Origen.
The last was passionately devoted to this philosophy.
These fathers took for the model of their expositions, the rhapsodies of the Elastern })hiiosophers, who made godly comments
was adopted

l)y

on the wretched fables and absurdities of their ghostly histories.

Taught by these sophists, they supposed that the inspired wrihad concealed their true meaning under different forms of
speech.
The plainest doctrines, and even historical details were
found out to be nothing more tlian allegories, containing in their
ters

They

bowels wonderful mysteries.

set

much

themselves with

solemnity, to penetrate those figures; and they brought to view,

had before pretended

doctrines which no mortal

to

discover

and which certainly no inspired writer ever meant to
To pave the way for this knight-

there;

convey by these statements.

in divinity, Origen laid down this dangerous maxim,
which he never would have adopted, had he been able, by a fair

errantry

and natural course,

to find

favourite Plato within the pre-

his

"Many

cincts of the bible:

adhering

evils lie in

letter,

or carnal part of the scriptures.

spirit

of the word,

which

scriptures are of

little

are wrUten."'*

It is

is

hidden and mysterious."

" I'he

who understand them

as they

use to those

from

to the external

Let us seek after the

this

we trace the origin of that schomuch distraction in the church

theology which caused so

lastic

in after ages.

The
tics.

other sect w as more notorious

They

:

perfected the works begun

it

was

by

that of the

mys-

their master.

By

new nomenclature, Plato was
His conducting demon A\as ingeniously metachristianized.
morphosed he became in their lips the spirit from the confusion in his pages respecting the luciform body or vehicle of the
the help of scripture phrases and a

;

;

and the demon, arose their confounding of the xtiord and the
These in process of time, among the peculiarities of cerspirit.
The " dry splendour''
tain heresies, became one and the same.
soul,

Porphyry! became,

of

the rising

up of the

in

their system, a divine illumination

light within

;

this re-union

* Orig. Strom, lib. 10. Mosh. i. cent.
Tay lor's Platonic Theol ii. p. 271.

f

3.

p. 2. ch. 3.

of the soul to

by
God

;
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in the fund of the soul, so as to

became

partake of the essence of God,

hands the union

their

in

obtain emancipation from

sin,

His struggles of the soul

tion.*

obedience

in its

lofty

honours of perfec-

descent

the whispers of the god within

to

whence they

to Christ within,

and the

to

hs original, in

it,

became, with

Some-

these christians, the sufferings of Christ in their flesh.
times his

demon sunk beneath unruly

sin

became, with them, the crucifying of Christ

this

;

and a

falling finally

away from

Death

only a prison of the soul.
enthralled

there

is

by

a union to

grace.t

it

;

passions or the force of
in

them,

He made the body

to

be

never again

to

be

sets us free,

hence they drew the inference that

not a resurrection of the same body which

laid in the

is

grave.

They adopted

also his austere disciphne.

maxim, that the soul
" of his essence
and that it

tonic

is

Acting on the Pla-

an emanation from

God and

is

" comprehends in itself the elements of

tmth, human and divine
they rejected all the aid of learning
and study, and indeed of every external means, to excite the
hidden flame in the soul. Nothing, they taught, but solitude and
all

the stillness of repose, can effect this

;

reason and wisdom must be checked

and hermits.

the
:

body must be

In a short time the deserts

inactive

;

their glowing

and the dens of wild

The

beasts were peopled with these fanatics.

greatly conduced to this

mortified

hence the origin of monks
eastern climate

atmosphere creates the

and melancholy habits which distinguish the languid

minds of the East.J
Ammonius Saccas committed nothing
fourth century, his mystic doctrine

to

writing; but in the

was reduced

to a

more regu-

This was effected by that fanatic who assumed the

lar system.

name of Dionysius the Areopagite. His writings being spread
among the Greeks and Syrians, produced an incredible number
of disciples

:

these espoused the cause of mysticism with a de-

gree of enthusiasm bordering on madness.§
sect passed into Italy,

In this century, this

and the islands bordering on

it,

thence into Gaul, and the rest of Europe.
*

Bir. Thes. on perfection.
t See Bar. Thes on falling fronii grace.
X Mosh. cein.ii. p. 2. c. 1. cent, iii- p.
^

Mosh.

vol.

i.

cent. 4. p. 2. c. 3.

2. C. 3.

..,

and from

An
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But the ofifntal mystics dilfprcd widely from those
West.

In mortifying the

and

influence,

its

ed the

in exciting the internal light, (lie

former

imitat-

and sometimes those of the maniac.
solitudes, whence occasionally they would

till

of perfect nudity, and run with ferocious

nature was exhausted.

Some

where they remained motionless, and

of

in

them retired

in

caves,

i/ito

awful silence, or edified

themselves by lacerating their miserable bodies.

hours

the

niaiuiers of the idiot,

They withdrew into
make sallies in a state
Jocks,

body, and

'of

in disengaging the soul from

Some

sat for

a bending position, with their eyes fixed on some parti-

cular object; son:e threw themselves
tain postures until

they

fell into

down and remained

a trance

;

in cer-

some squinting

their

eyes inward, fixed an earnest look on the tops of their noses;
others, (and hence the Umbilicani of famous

memory,) kept

their

eyes eagerly and immoveably fixed on the middle region of their
belly, or the navel, until the pure light
souls,

and the

The

heard.*

they owed

and

still

it

beamed

from their

forth

voice of their divine teacher within was distinctly

mystics of the west did not go

all

these lengths

:

not to principle, but to the effects of a rigid climate,

their national habits, that they

were

less frantic,

and more

indulgent to their health and comfort.!

There were three
Cenobites lived
later times called

in

different classes of these

one community, under one

Abbot.

remote from the haunts of

The
who was in

fanatics.

chief,

The hermits lived in cottages or caves,
men or social comfort. The anchor-

ites frequented the wildest deserts without the shelter of a cave
or a cottage; and whenever night found them, they threw them-

selves

down and

dered into
to repent,

sion

by

cities,

slept

on the ground.

This last class often wanand mingling with society they called on all

and pretended

their miracles.

but were supported
In the

fifth

by

to

confirm their claims to a divine mis-

They had no

regular means of support,

the hands of charity.J

century, this sect received a fresh impulse

west by the translation of Plato into Latin.

*

t

I

\

Mosh. cent. 4- part 2. ch. 3.
Mosh. cent. 14. part 3. c. .5.

Greek was

in

the

little

sec. 14.

Niceph. Eccles. Hist. Tom. i. cap. 15. 16. p.
t Mosli. do. sec. 15
ror. Milner ch. hist. vol. ii. cent. 4. chap. v. Spanhem, Sac. et
Eccl.
Hist. p. 934. fol.
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known
book.

in the

west

:

even

to the

This translation put

it

Dissertation.

men

of letters, Plato

into

happened, said an ancient writer, that

it

had any

was a sealed

every body's hands.; hence

inclination to study the truth,

all

those Latins

who

into the notions of

fell

Plato.*
In the sixth century, two events

Recessions to

its

fell out,

which procured fresh

The one was

numbers.

the

more extensive

circulation bf the writings of the fictitious Dionysius, explain-

ed and enforced by the annotations of John of Scythopolis.t
The other was the overthrow of the Platonic schools under

From

the care of the pagan philosophers.

the age of

Animo-

nius Saccas, these schools had been in a flourishing state. In the

fourth century they produced
their turn, raised

some distinguished men, who,

higher, the forms of these schools.

still

in

Of

was the most eminent; he taught the Plaand in the west as far as Rome. His
successors were Amelius, Porphyry, and Jamblicus and in the
fifth century, Syrianus and Proclus flourished.
Seven philosothese pupils, Plotinus

tonic system in Persia,

;

phers of smaller name

succeeded Proclus

;

but the glory of

these once famous schools of Athens and Alexandria,
ing to depart.
ally

drew

The fame

was hasten-

of the Platonic christian doctors gradu-

off their pupils,

and the edict of Justinian completed

their ruin in the beginning of the sixth

From

century

this

time the Platonic philosophers began to lake shelter under the
christian

name.

They

carried with them into the

bosom of
These
century was a new

the church, a vast accession of strength to the mystics.
flourished chiefly in the east.

era to them

in the

But the ninth

western empire.

Michael Balbus, the emperor of the Greeks, presented a copy
works of Dionysius to Louis the Meek, emperor of the

of the

west;

by

his orders

Another and a more

it

was carefully

elegant translation

translated into Latin.§

was executed by John

Scot Erigena, under the patronage of the emperor Charles the

Bald.

That learned Irishman was not content with

the pages of the pretended Dionysius
*

ch.

;

Sidon. Appolinaiius Epist. Lib. 9. Ep. 9. 5cc. Mosh.
1.

translating

he incorporated the mys-

sec. 3.

Mosh. ii. cenl. vi. p. 2. c. 3. sec 6.
I
X Mosh. ii. cent. vi. part2. ch. 1. sec. 4.
§ Ab. Hilduini Aveopagetica p. 66. Edit, of 1563.

ii.

cent. v. p. 2.

;
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By means of his
doctrine into his system of philosophy.
extensive patronwritings, which were much read, and under the
lie

age of the emperors, the sect of the mystics carried
into

Germany, and France and

its

triumphs

llaly.*

The eleventh and twelfth centuries, present a melancholy picof learning.
ture of the condiUon of the church, and of the state
dozed on her throne, and shed her baleful
In the thirteenth and fourteenth
influence on the minds of men.
writers these gave forth
several
centuries, the mystics produced
sentiments they were
their
expositions of the scriptures in all

Gloomy

superstition

;

:

guided by their gloomy philosophy, and they forced the pure
doctrines of the gospel into an odious conformity with their visionary scheme.
struggling for the
§ 5. "While mysticism and superstition Avere
superiority in the dark ages of catholic Europe, a fresh torrent

of the eastern philosophy was poiwcd in through Italy. Various
From the beginning of the
causes combined to produce this.
eleventh century, the thirst for knowledge had been encreasing
the progress

made

in

the succeeding centuries,

was, seemed to add a fresh stimulus to the

little

human mind

though
to

it

throw

yoke of darkness. In the beginning of the fifteenth century, the works of the ancients were sought after with extraordinary avidity. " The discovery of an ancient manuscript was

off the

to the conquest of a kingdom." Among
who distinguished themselves in the collection
we find the names of Poggio and Arispa. The

regarded as almost equal
the

men

of letters,

of manuscripts,
last

having travelled into the East, returned

238 manuscripts
tinus

;

among

and Proclus.t

at Ferrara,
in dispute

by

In A.

age

;

were

all

the

in A. D. 1423, with
works of Plato, Plo-

D. 1438, a general council was held

the order of Pope Eugenius IV, to settle the points

between the Roman church and the Greek church.

In the retinue of the
council,

these

was

emperor of the East, who attended

the-

Pletho, one of the most distinguished scholars of the

and one who was passionately devoted

to the Platonic phi-

losophy.J During his residence at Ferrara, and afterwards at
• Mosh. ii. cent. 9. p. 2. ch. 3. sec. 12.
t Roscoe's Lor De Med. vol. i. p. 33. &c.
t Fabricii Bibl. Grace, torn. X. p. 739, 7J6. Gibbon's
ch. 66.
;

Rome,

vol. Viii-
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Florence, whither the council had been removed, he was assidu-

ous

in

Among

propagating his sentiments.

aii4 influence,

he allured from Aristotle

the

men

of learning

to the faith of Plato,

was

Cosmo De Medici. This zealous convert founded the Platonic
Academy at Florence. He selected Ficino, one of his domestics,

and had

up with the utmost care,

hira trained

in the

new

system, that he might be the ornament of the new academy and
the champion of Plato.
Under the patronage of the family of
the Medici, and by the enthusiastic labours of Ficino, the sys-

tem gained a complete triumph over
dained in honoui- of Plato,
of that philosopher; and

comments on
of Plato

by

it

was

all in

Aristotle.

At the

the assembly were invited to

Aretino, those of Ficino appeared hrst at Florence,

sion of Plotinus

was published

He

in 1492.

ments of theology by Proclus, and wrote

Deum

make

"Besides the more early translations

the passages.

without date, and afterwards at Venice in A. D. 1491.

circa

feast or-

the custom to read or recite out

et

"

animam.''''

De

His ver-

translated the ele-

tracts "

divino furore

De opinionibus
" De lumine."*

This laborious Platonist gave us a practical proof of the natural
tendency of his principles he became a warm disciple and ad;

vocate of mysticism.t

This academy flourished under Lorenzo the son of Cosmo, and

under Pope Leo X. the son of Lorenzo, a most eminent patron of

end of learned men. From Italy, as a centre, the Platowere difTused through Europe by the zeal of the
difl'erent orders of monks and priests.
Among these missionaries of Plato, was Nefo of Padua, who distinguished himself in the
cause by his treatise " De intellectu et Demonibus." He held
Plato,

nic doctrines

the unity of spiritual existence, and taught that one soul animated

all

nature.^

Among

the pupils

who

frequented the Platonic

Academy, we find some from England the most distinguished
were Grocin, who afterwards filled a Greek chair in Oxford, and
Linacer, who bears the honour of being the founder of the college of physicians of London, and its first president.
;

Roscoe's Life of Lor.

De

Medici,

i.

p. 33, 33, 50, 77, 224, 22G,

293, &c.

f Mosh. iii. cent. 15. part 2. c. 3. sec. 11.
t Roscoe's Lite of Leo X. vol. IV. 123. 131.

iii.
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§ 6.

While

attached

rank.

to its

The

standard,

It

was the

much

attention

il

to

the

disciples of Saccas
:

:

what

effect

they drew out his principles

lowered the holy truth and

They soon

They borrowed

they were the zealous and enthusiastic

they carried into

:

and danger-

the bold

better instructed in the Platonism

the pure doctrines of Christ.

in

name of our Lord

had begun

became

latter class that

They were

of Saccas than

standard.

for ages,

of letters and theologians of every

former, not having devoted

ous innovators.

the

men

march

its

theology, were satisfied merely with speculations on

christian
Plato.

philosophy maintained

this

57

their master

to their full extent,

institutions of Christ to that

and

impious

discovered that their favourite sentiments

superseded the doctrines which the church had regarded as fundamental.

The

rules for the contemplative

virtues for clarifying the

i5oul,

life,

and the cathartic

superseded the extei'nal ordinances

of the church. Their sacrilegious hands spared not even the

most solemn ordinances of Baptism and the Lord's Supper.

who had the resolution to
and though evidently guided by different motives, and combining in their motley system conflicting sentiments,
and pursuing forms of argument the most contradictory they alIn different ages individuals arose,

avow

their opinions,

;

ways contrived

to arrive at the

same height of

folly

and mysti-

cism.
In the early ages

Greek churches.
tians, or Cathari.

some of them appeared

in the

Syrian and

The most conspicuous of these were the NovaThey placed religion in internal prayer and
:

they rejected external forms, and both sacraments. In the days
of Tertullian a female preacher declaimed at Carthage against

I

the sacraments.* In the second century the followers of Monta-

nus yielded themselves up
i

noured with the

title

to the

demon

of inspiration

;

within, which they hoand they substituted some-

thing like the Platonic triad for the christian doctrine of the Trinity.

The

Pepurians,

among other extravagances,
among

bishops, under aid of divine impulses, from
orators.t

The

Paulicians,

who appeared

in

elected their
their

female

the East in the

ninth century, formed a numerous class of the Mystic Theolo-

* Tcrtul. lib. de Bapt.
t Broughton's Diet, of

anfl

Wall

in his Hist, of

all Relig.ii.

551.

11

Baptism,

An
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passed out of Asia Minor info Thrace

:

from Greece

and by the pilgrims of Huntheir return from Jerusalem, they were ushered into Gerand at the close of this century a band of them, headed

they passed
gary, in

and Venice

into Sicily

;

many :*
by Gerard and Dulcimus, disseminated their opinions irt England.! They rejected the external means of grace, and particularly the holy sacraments.J The followers of Lucopetros, in the
twelfth century, were their associates in

holy

institutions of Christ.

Xanquelmus.

If

violence against the

In this century appeared the fanatic

ever there was a transmigration of souls, his

soul must have passed, in the seventeenth century, into Fox, or
into the notorious

Naylor

:

for, like

the latter, and from the

same

gross conceptions respecting the demon, the light, or the Christ

he fancied himself

tLHthiii,

to

be the very Son of God

;

and

re-

jected, Avith scorn, the ordinances of the church of Christ.

In

He

era-

Amauri published

the thirteenth century

braced

his reveries.

the fanatical views of Christ in us.

He

taught, that as

there are three in the Godhead, there were to be three grand

epochs

in the

government of the world

the

:

first

was the empire

of the Father— that expired with the Jewish law.

was the empire of
year
der

1

260.

this the

Son— that ceased

the

Then commenced

means of worship took

The
and
is

the empire of the Spirit—and un-

of the sacraments, and of

abolition

sisters of the
in

True

every

This

of creation.

is

all

external

place.§

repose of ignorance was disturbed also

something

The second

with the gospel, about the

Spirit.

man

by

the brethren

Their leading tenet was

that

is

this

;

there

neither created nor susceptible

the logos, or reason, or word.

man was

They

advo-

Having
this lofty privilege, they felt no need of sacraments, or of any external means of Worship. They were also distinguished by " their

cated perfection, and every perfect

singular

The

and

a Christ.

fantastic apparel."||

sect of

Whippcrs excited

violent tumults in this century.

Gibbon's Rome, vii. chap. 54.
t Wall's Hist. Bap. by Fuller, p. 120, &.c.
X iVIosh. ii. c. ix. p. 2. chap. 5. and cent. xi. p. 2. c. 5. sec. 4.
§ \Tosh iii. cent. xiii. p. 2. ch. 1. sec. 7. Lemp. Biog. Diet. art. Amauri.
rh<; Jo ichimites held the same.
Mosh.iii. cent. xiii. part 2. ch. 2. sec. 9, 10, 11.
*

_
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They had adopted

the Platonic rules for purifying the soul

by

mortifying the body, and carried them into a most rigorous ^execution.

Thoy

put on sackcloth

looks: they laid aside

all

they assumed melancholy

:

music and musical instruments: they

avoided pleasures, and even innocent amusements, as hostile to
piety: they held that bodily mortifications possessed equal me-

and efficacy as baptism, or any other christian

rit

fury over Germany, France, and Italy.

its

The king

kings palaces.

cessions, half naked,

year 1601.

vine,

and

is

5

wholly

or the most inward

He lies
Son

;

there hid.

this

Son

is

man

following

there are three

God

like

men

and there

is

host in ex-

the

sum

the fund of the soul,

is

has founded himself.

there that he begets his only begotten

When

the light within.

outward powers

and reading, and other good works

;

one

is

moved

to introvert

he must lay aside singing
he must sink down into the
;

dimmigs with
the power of God, the Father

fund, and follow the divine

all his

soon

his spirit will

feel

;

formed by God's

God pours

spirit, that

ed

in

him that

essence of

he

heart.

will take the right

He

will

be so

re-

and pure way.

and he is filled with light
There is such a union formhe cannot discern between the created and the un-

himself forth into his

as the air with the

created spirit

of hi^

which
which " becomes dithe outward,

:

God

In this fund

spirit.

his

into

History traces

was himself a

The

the inward, or the soul,

It is

he must lay aside

way

t

In the fourteenth century Taulerus

must be mortified

its

one of their pro-

while under the whip.*

as far as the

In every

found

in
;

tending the power of mysticism.
doctrine.

and they

!

in his undress,

them down

It

marched

:

and armed with his whip and the cardinal
gave up the ghost, in consequence of cold

of Loiiraine, pious soul

caught

of France

rite

This sect spread

subjected their bodies to severe macerations.

;

God

beams of the

his soul
;

it

is

loses

made

itself,

spirits,

sun.

perfect

;

and swims

it is

in

swallowed up

him as

in

in the

an abyss.J

His sermons contain perhaps the most complete system extant of the Platonism of Saccas. They were preached at Cologne
in

A. D. 1346, and poured forth a deluge of fanaticism among the
•

f

Boileau's Hist, of Flagellantes, chap. 23,
De Thou's Hist, of liis own times.

X Tauler's Sermons, passim, and Browne's ' Quakerism," p. 431,
A. D. 1678.

4to.edit.

8cc.
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Common

They were

people.

published

A. D. 1647; and Cressy, a Catholic

their sentiments into his " Sancta Sophia,"
lation of

them

in

England,

Dutch, at Antwerp, in

in

priest of England,

embodied

and published a

trans-

A. D. 1657.*

in

Paracelsus, the fine philosopher

the fifteenth century, and

in

same cause. To this
names of Wigelius, and D. George, and the
family of Love; but the most active at this period was Behmen,
ofGorlitz.
This fanatic commenced his career in 1600. Like
Fox, he was a cordwainer, and possessed a mind gloomy and illiPostcllo,t in the sixteenth, laboured in the
list

we may add

the

He claimed

terate.

entranced,"

and the

(1

He was

the honours of inspiration.

"

astral spint

•,

on a bright pewter plate." This

and roused up the

first

own account of it,) " by the light of God
of his soul by the sudden glance of his eye

use his

flash entered the fund of his soul,

light within to

such a degree, that " he could

look into the heart, and the intimate nature of

all

creatures."|

Being thus constituted a prophet, by the help "of a pewter
plate," he laboured, after the manner of Taulerus, to bring the
degenerate world back

Taulerus and

to the

Behmen

paths of m3'sti>cism.

are not a

little indebted to their EngThese have scattered some rays of light over a
system enveloped in Egyptian darkness. To Cressy, and to Sir
Harry Vane, and, long after them, to William Law, the modern

lish disciples.

mystics owe their sincere gratitude.

These, with others of

infe-

rior name, certainly reduced the system to something of a tangi-

ble form, and put

it

into extensive circulation in

Europe they had
They had Kotter and Hiel and,
the continent of

;

latter stood

years

high

among

lowship.

blame

if

priest.

Barclay and Penn,

By

On

The
many
England did, by

Germany, Labadie.
Friends in

offer

And in this list of their
we omitted the name of

After

him the Tight hand of fel-

authors
Molinos.

we should deserve

He was

his boolc, the " Spiritu Alguide,".§ he did

• Stillingfleet's Idol,

285,

in

his visionary compatriots.

faithful services, the Society of

their deputies,

England.

also distinguished advocates.

a Spanish

much

and Superst. of the Roman Church, 2d

to suL-

edit. p.

SiC.

dued. Phi!. Library.
f Post. Absenditosum. See. No. 642,
% Memoirs of Behmen, translated by Okely, p. 8, Sec.
§ Published in Spanish and other languages. Lempr. Biog. Diet-

6t
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serve the cause of Quietism, before the cruel talons of the Inquisition

had pounced upon him with

§ 7.

The

their

writings of these mystics

deadly violence.

had been widely spread" in

England in the commencement of the seventeenth century. They
had been industriously circulated in small tracts and pamphlets:
they had been made accessible to the poorest cottager they had
sown the seed of mysticism in the hearts of great multitudes, and
:

it

was preparing

first

to shoot

up

in

every irregular form, under the

favourable opportunity.

The

Protestant church rendered every facility to this; ajid the

Whence came

question has been invidiously put—"

it

that she has

originated this fanaticism ?"
It is

very evident that these

sects,

mentioned above, did exist

most obnoxious forms within the pale of the Romish
church.* But it is frankly admitted that they appeared neither so
their

in

numerous, nor so daring, as
the Protestant churches.
dit

at the

The

Reformation, and among the

fact is this

:

they

lost all their cre-

with the Romish church at that trying period

;

they had not

the ability nor the disposition to defend that church in her

pous external

rites

they were driven out of her pale.

;

ed their eyes on that

liberty,

pom-

They turn-

and perfect freedom of sentiment

hat was permitted in the Protestant church.

They saw

that'sen-

timents and practices which would have brought them under the

maternal care of the Catholic church, to the stake, were, in gene-

or at least attacked only

ral, tolerated,

learned, which brought no bodily pains.

by

the argument of the

They,

therefore, eagerly

pressed into the liberty of the Protestant church
toxicated

by

their prophetic fury,

and the

spirit

;

and being

in-

of their newly

acquired liberty, they were prepared to rush into every extra-

and

vagance

;

agitated

by

in

civil

proportion as a nation and a church

and

become

religious broils, the fury of fanaticism rages

for in these gloomy periods the human mind
becomes more easily a prey to superstition. In such times, also,
it frequently happens that the ministry, the guardians of truth

long and fiercely

;

and good order, have their attention districted by other objects,
or are wholly thrown off their guard or they have been actu;

Stillingfleet's Idol,

and Superst. of the Church of Rome, ut supra.
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Then

ally hurried into prisons or into exile.

and devour the unguarded

were

All these causes

when

venteenth century,

thel\'olves enter

m

flock.

in full

operation in the middle of the se-

The

the Society of Friends arose.

infa-

and cruelty of James I. and the fanatical *tyranny of
Charles I. had spread a wide desolation in the church. The

tuation

minds of the people had,

in the

meantime, received a powerful

impulse, from the haughty encroachments
ties.

Bold and daring, and fond of

made on

their liber-

liberty, the English rose in-

dignant against the folly and wickedness of their princes. Their

vengeance

fell

" royal martyr

on the head of Charles
:"

I,

who

died, literally, a

but a martyr in the holy cause of the absolute

supremacy of kings by divine right and in the more holy cause
The
the divine right of a bloody and persecuting hierarchy.!
interregnum of Cromwell succeeded. There lived in that age
some of England's greatest divines and civilians; but all the infhJence of these persons, their sensible and rational piety., their
love of good order, their zeal for the purity of truth, and the best
,•

of

interests of the

turn out of

its

church and kingdom, could not stem, nor even
phrenzy which de-

course, that torrent of religious

solated England.
terians rose,

Episcopalians, and Independents, and Presby-

and triumphed, and

fell in

succession.

The mighty

combat too frequently raged about outward forms and customs,
and priests'' dresses! They persecuted, and they wei'e persecuted
in their turn
Whilst these three great bodies, united and led on
by the best men in the land, were struggling for existence and
!

liberty, the

church beheld, arising before her astonished eyes, a

new sect, and unheard of before in England.
The dreadful blow given to the faithful ministry, in the reigns
of Elizabeth, James, and Charles, by crushing their influence,
prepared the way for this sect. Such was the degree of oppression by the high court of com.missions, under Elizabeth, that no
honest man could safely come forward into the sacred office.
Hence the deplorable state of the ministry in that period. Of
one hundred and forty ministers
preach a sermon.

*

He believed

fSee

Many

in

Cornwall, not one could

of them were non-residenters

:

many

of

and acted on the principle of the divhie right of kings'!
ti'ia!, vol. v. and Neal Hist, partiii.ch. .-f

I[um(''s accQuut of his
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them were

iiiuiioral

:

i>3

some of hem branded felons
t

:

and some Pa-

were not permitted to preach,
submitting to terms at which their

pists in disguise.* Faithful ministers

nor even

teach, witiiout

to

consciences revoked.

Hence

it

was no uncommon thing

to see

learned and pious ministers actually reduced to beg their daily

By

bread. 1

archbishop,

the tyranny of the court, seconded

many thousand

by

that of the

parishes were deprived of their pas-

tors,

and the people were

The

court clergy were in the habit of declaring baptism to be re-

generation.

a prey to ignorance

Midwives were formally

tize infants.

This had a tendency

into contempt with

The

left

licensed

to

by

and fanaticism.
bishops to bap-

bring this holy institution

many.

creatures of Elizabeth,

who

filled

the highest places in

the church, to roll off themselves the public odium, had trans-

ferred the prosecution of the non-conforming clergy to the civil

Hence

courts.

ministers in the church

were

tried at the

common

to mingle at the bar with
;J and being thus compelled
rogues and felons, neither venerable years, nor learning, nor
piety, could protect them from insults. Though called to answer

assizes

merely

to the

charge of not conforming

dresses, not even pretended

to

be

religion of Christ, the vulgar,

to th

to certain

essential,

customs and

nor even necessaj-y

who judge often fi'om
men reproaches and

pearances, heaped on these venerable

apin-

which ought to be spared even against the vilest criminals.
This gave a deep wound to the character of the ministry.
Another cause of their depression is to be sought for in the cir-

sults,

cumstances attending the progress of the tenets of Brow^nism. So
early as the close of the reign of queen Elizabeth, that sect could
count twenty thousand adherents scattered over the kingdom.

They were in the

habit of declaiming against the Episcopal church
as not a true church ; against her ministry as not a Christian ministry

;

against her form of administering the holy sacraments as
Without intending it, or at least without anticipa-

unscriptural.il

ting all the consequences, their loose declamation led the people,

insensibly, to despise the church, the ministry,

and the holy

craments.

Remonstrance of the Lords of the Council. Neal
Mr. Paget. Neal ch. 7"
INeali.ch. 8.
Neal i». ch. i.

*

See

tlie

t See the case of the learned

i.

||

i.

ch.

A

sa-

J
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peculiar tenets of this sect operated another way it was
every " gifted brother" should be at liberty
:

their sentiment that

The

to spealf freely in the church.

proof of their
the mass of

gifts to

mankind are

world was soon
places,

and

every one who

in

Society seemed to leave the
laid claims to them-,

not unwilling to admit their

and as

gifts,

the

and overwhelmed with cxhorters. In market

filled

churches after the ministers had closed the

vices, the " gifted brothers"

pour forth their indigested

ser-

would seize every opportunity

effusions.

to

These exhibitions increased

with the increasing liberty of that age.

They

received a fresh

Cromwell and his dependants:
they carried them to the summit of extravagance. In his new
model of the army, Cromwell had appointed no chaplains and
after the battle of Naseby, the chaplains, who had lill this time reimpulse from

the fanaticism of

;

From

tained their stations, returned to their cures.

thusiasm spread through the

The

this time en-

army
Wherever they came they

with a sweeping desolation.*

officers acted as chaplains.

seized

They poured out in rapturous
style their cru^le and extravagant opinions.
They mistook the
Even the common
passion of speaking for
inspirations.
They spent
soldiers were carried away by the same spirit.
on the pulpits and preached.

their leisure hours in preaching to the people. Mechanics, and, at
last,

the womeji could no longer restrain the spirit

:

they assem-

bled their audiences, and preached and prayed with marvellous
fluency .t

The

ministry,

was

Among

voice of reason, and of the scriptures, and of the

lost in the

general tumult.

the sectarians

who

figured at that time,

we

find the

Seekers, the Familists and the Behmenites, particularly specified.

They had propagated

their tenets

industriously scattered

among

by means of humble pamphlets,
They were in the habit

the people.

of entering cTiurches, and interrupting the ministry during divine
service.

They

taught

streets in sackcloth,

rish

denouncing

avocs.

:

;

A. D. 1645. See

Hume,

Warner's Eccl. Hist.
t KUward's CJangrena.

t

the

;

candle as he named the different articles.
*

They walked

Six soldiers entered a pa-

one of them had five candles he declared that
were now abolished and he proceeded to extinguish a

church

five things

by word and by signs.

ii.

Of

these five things

vol. v. ch. 57. Nealiii. ch. 7.

p. 569.

.

;

An
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abolished, three worC| the Sabbath, the ininislry, and the holy

Bible*
§ 8.

bi this general confusion of things in

church and

state,

and when the harvest of fana icism was ready for an enterprising
reaper, George Fox appeared in his public character this was
about the year 1G44.
As in evTry other case, where the founder of a new sect
:

is

brought into view, the most opposite characters are given

of

this

man. His converts have canonized him. Eccles styled him

" the friend of God, and the great apostle of Christ."!

who

professed never to give vain

titles

;

who would

And
not

Penn,
his

lift

hat to his father, nor even to his king; honours him with the tiEltle of " a man of God, a true prophet, and a true apostle."^

wood,§ after having tacked together,

in his

character, almost

all

tho adjectives of the English language, seems to deplore the bar-

renness of

its

The

epithets.

Society did an honour to his Journal

which they have not yet vouchsafed
introduced
jiited it in

it

meeting

into their

to the holiest

in the

volume

:

they

Savoy, London, and depo-

a box, there to be at hand, as their text book

;

and

in

their famous school at Bansworth, select passages were enjoined
to be read every day by the pupils.
Some of his converts have
||

Audland addressed him in the style
Cole called him the " father of many nations."
of prayer.lT
" Fox's power," he said, " had reached through his children to
the isles afar off."—" His being and habitation was in the power
of the highest, by whose power he ruled and reigned his kingdom was established in peace, and the increase thereof is without
gone greater lengths

:

;

Nor was this the language of obscurity and ignorance
Penn actually justifies and applauds this homage paid to Fox.**
It was from this testimony of loyalty that the wits of that age styled
him "King George Fox:" his attending ministers were "his
court:" his dogmatical epistles were "royal cdicts."tt
end."

Hume's History, vol.
tBus^g. p. ir7. '
II

v. aiul

note pp.

tV0l.ii.2n.

§ Prcf. to

Fox. Jour.

Leslie " Snake," &c. p. 14', 148. ed. of 1696.

i See his letter, in itsorig. form, in the " Snake," p. ^&9. third ed. and
Pict. p. 67. A. U. 1714.
Rome, p. 33, 34, and these words of Cole defended
See Biigg's
by Penn, vol. ii. 215, 216. and 443.
ft " Spirit of the Hat," p. 11, and Penn, ii. 204.

Bugg

New

12
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On
of a

Henry More,

the other hand, Dr.

up Fox

pubUc resentment,

to

the friend of Penn, held

as a melancholy fanatic, and possessed

devil.*

The

last

Clarkson
party

;

character

who has attempted

and though

spirit,

it

is

the character of

Fox

is

was done long after the subsiding of
as partial, and as wide of sober history, as
it

Without examining the composition

those of his compatriots.

in

Fox's public character, he has contented himself with some declamation on his courage, zeal, and similar quahties.

But such

had Nei-o such had Mahpmmed and a Mary, queen of England,
was so conscientious, and so zealous, that she could not retain the
;

;

Romish church, " because she valued the
salvation of her soul more than ten kingdoms,"t It is not the possession merely of these qualities, it is the cause in which they are
called forth, and the good motives which regulate them, that determine the true character of the asent. There have been martyrs for every heresy.
It is the holy cause which n^akes the
Christian martyr. Martyrdom merely demonstrates the sincerity
lands wrested from the

of the sufferer.
In drawing the character of Fox, I shall
him " a devil :" neither shall I deify him

charged with

injustice if

I

shall take

Journal, and Sewell's History, for

not, with

and

;

I

More,

no other book than

my

guides.

his

shall not

I

call

cannot be

own
even

take the advantage of quotations from his earliest writings, nor the
first

editions of his

lic,

after

book

I

:

Avill

take

it

as

it

lies

before the pub-

having undergone the severest castigations of modern

have proofs before me that they have expunged
and expressions which no modern ear could endure.
G. Fox was of an obscure birth. He was in early youth appren-

critics :J for I

ideas

ticed to a cordwainer.

He

was so

illiterate that

write a legible hand, or even spell.

Zion college library, and

his will,

His

he could scarcely

were adduced

could not write a sentence of correct English.§

guished in youth for his sullen silence

•

Theol. works,

Dial. V. sec.

folio,

Myst. of Godl. book

5.

Warner's Ch. Hist. ii. 371. folio.
tPhil.ed. 2 vols. 8vo. A. D. 1808.
4 EUwood wrote his Journal.
t

;

in

deposited in

letters,

his

to

prove that he

He was

distin-

advanced years

10, ch. 13,

and Schol^

m

-

—
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He possessed uncommon
He

extreme volubility of his speech.

for the

sensibility of
felt religious

mind

he had a tender and benevolent heart.

:

impressions at an early ago

of the love of God.

Had

he sjx>ke with ardour

:

he been placed

in

proper hands

at that

have become a useful citizen, and of
but he was seduced by the ignorance and

interesting crisis, he might

service to the church

;

He was

fanaticism of the age.

men

and breeches of

In his doublet,

i-elii"ement.
in

a mj^stic after the

manner of Bell-

he came, like him, through the ordeal of silence and jdeep

:

leather,

and girded,

a primitive manner, with his leathern girdle, he strolled over

the country, spending whole

days

in

hollow trees and lonesome

He

and Kve-long nights in painful watchings.*
from food sometimes for several days.t

dells,

"

Was shatter'd
He

;

The web

abstained

of thought

burst into a thousand threads.

loathed and sickened at the

name

of knowledge."

Goethe's Faustus.

" Qui miser
Ipse

in

campis moerens errabat

suum cor edens hominum

This induced a disease

:

when

no blood could be found.

this

to

bleed him,

Avas so entranced,

was supposed that he was dead.
body seemed to be
bible; but he had read Behmen
it

trance he arose so altered, that his

new moulded.^
more.§

Horn, by Cic

made

attempts were

At another time he

or carried out of himself, that

Out of

aleis,

vestigia vitans."

He

According

read his

to the doctrine of his master, the result of this

mental agony was, that " the

spirit of darkness was chained:"
power of God was over all :" " the pure fire appeared in
him."|| The sensorium was so purified that he could discern spirits :

" the

for he too claimed this high prerogative

;

or, in the

words of Hu-

dibras, he

Jour.
.

t Sec.

i.

i.

p. 90,
165.

1-58.

<

^

tSec.

i.

99.

§ Compare Taylor's Platonic Operation on the Mind by the Catholic
'virtues, the first part of Fox's Journal. Tayl. ii. 277.
That the Platonic writings were familiar and accessible to all, appears from these

.

facts.

Penn praises the Platonic

studies of Keith. Penn's Let. to

See " Snake," &c. p. 333. Behmen's A vera, or
lished in 1650; and Okely states, that some of
through four editions before A/* new translation
I|

Sec. 1.94.

Turner.

Day

Spring, was pub-

B.'s

works had ^one

An
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"

Had lights where other eyes were
As pigs are said to see the wind."

Like Behmcn, he carried
of plants and creatures

his spirit of discerning into the virtues

but he played

:*

He

on the human heart.

larly successful in this line

"Thou

Thou

it

grander

off to

among

u-ord.''']

He

effect

who were

discerned w ho Avero saints,

devils, or apostates, " without speaking a

his audience. "

blind,

was

particu-

members

the fair and frail

of

hast been a harlot," said this oracle to one

hast an unclean spirit," said he to another, with an

:

ef-

frontery which would have appalled an Amazon.J

This singular character began
train of thinking,

"

Christ,''''

that

this

by

to discover,

the most natural

inward "/re," or "

being

He

superseded the use of external means.

went no

more

to the church, except only to reprove priest and people ; he
conceived a strange antipathy to " steeple houses ;" the sight of

them "

struck at his ///e."§

He was

ushered into his public ministry by his precursor
Brown. This precursor had " great prophecies and sights of him
on his death bed."|| It was at the death of this man that Fox had

and

his greatest Platonic purification,

his spirit of discerning per-

fected.

He

was highly favoured with

visions

:

he saw an angel of the

Lord standing with a glittering sword :1 he saw a rent
earth,

and smoke coming out of

By

it.**

''''felt

As he

the seed

set his

of God

heavens opened

to

to

missionary foot on the
sparkle about

him

in the

tm

book of

life.||

%<ti /ui^«(^;^<>A<x»

•

Sewel.

f

Fox Great Myst.

How

true

armTnttiwut

is

to

to

soil

him

in

white

He

saw the

into the paradise of

that his

the saying " aaa?

'e.^f<c

him

of Scotland he

like y/re."tt

him; he was caught up

God, and heard the intimation made

the

a sort of second sight

he saw the visions of vast multitudes coming
clothing.

in

«

name was
i

^v<ri( aox.os

i(U9i !"§§

p. 4S, edit, of 1811.
p. 89. Penn vindicates his claims. See his " Winding Sheet," sec. 2. In this treatise Penn advocates his claims of infallivol.

i

bility :

There are five instances recorded there of
p. 220.
agaist females by this oracle.
§Sec., i. 149.
liSec.i. 99.
*• Jour. vol. i. 180.
1 Sewel, vol. m. p. 91.
It Journal.]. 448.
J^: S*-c. i. 109, 241.
§§ Aristotle e Div. " Men that are of a talkative and melancholy temper see any kind of visions,"
X Journal, sec.

i.

dooms pronounced

—

dn
The system
Christ

of his doctrine was simple.

within,^''
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It

was

built

on the

His sufferings were within: his resurrection

within: the rule and guide were within

and a heaven but

that

which

:

is within.'*'

In his whole line of conduct he professed to be guided
pulses from the oracle within

was

nay none has a glory

;

by

these dictated the nature, the

ner, the time of his services.

Moved by

these,

im-

man-

he made, during

divine service, an irruption into the great church at Nottingham,

and roared out against the doctrines of the preacher !t Wherever
he travelled, it '• was in the motion of Code's power.":}: It was by
the same " power" he was prohibited from taking off his hat, or
It dictated to him the orthodox
bozving or scraping to any man.
use of " thee and thou."
'xith

which they spoke cs

ting

down

obeyed.

him

to

II

go

would say "

eat

not,''"'

nezv tongue,

When

On

sit-

and he instantly

In one of his apostolical journeys, the spirit

moved

and forthwith he scaled its
the summit of another hill he was thrown into a

to the top of

in the

:

gave them utterance.^

the spirit

to eat, the spirit

lofty cliffs.lf

trance

This the Society called the

Pcndle

hill,

extacy of his visions he could not contain himself,

young Ciceronian, who pronounced his maiden
the cabbages in his mother's garden, Fox poured forth

but like the

speech
with

to

all

the energies of inspiration, ' the notable

winds and the barren heath.**

marches

He

was moved,

day,''''

in

to the

one of his

to Litchfield, in the middle of winter, to

shoes, and to

throw oft' his
walk barefooted through that cit}^, while he made the

streets re-echo with the lugubrious shouts of " wo, wo,

hloody city of Litchfield

When

he returned

wo

to his shoes,

to the

he

felt

• See Fox's Great Mystery, anct. edit. p. 214. Snake, &c. p. 164.
f See more specimens of this zeal. Jewel, vol. i. p. 51, 55, edit. 1811.
The Society has leferred to this zeal of F^ix with evident approbation.
See Vind. of Quak, Mosh. vol. iv.9, edit, of 1821. Mr. Chirlcson has ventured to state, that " Fox disafifirox'cd of his own conduct, in having interrufited the fiublic /tervice in the church of A'ottingharn." Portrait, vol.
i. p, xi. But the Society will not thank him for this stretch of charity. Fox
acted this whole scene ^ifwemay helieve himself ) Ijy an immediate revelation
as he came within sight of the churcli, " /he Lord naid unto him,
go and cry against yonder idoi, mid the -J)Qr,<Jiififiers in it." Journal. vqI.
To ha\e disapproved of lus own conduv:t would ha\c been to
i. p. 115.
condemn his inspirations, and to give up his divine commission Clarkson
was not aware of this. He has ventured to teach before he learned the
priu-jipies of the Society.
-1
^ Sec. i. p. 241.
§ Burroughs's works, fol. p. 2r3, ed. 1672.
i|Sec.i.ir2.
1 Vol. i. p. 17.1.
Sec. j. p. 36.
:

.
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ihc

'"'•fire

of GotV so in his

feet,

and

over him, that he was

all

dutifully constrained to wait for a divine

on

signal to put

After some suspense, with his bare feet

shoes.

in

his

the snow, the

oracle permitted him to put them on.*

He

possessed invincible courage

:

was bottomed on the

this

conviction that his commission was equal to that of the apostles.t
He went further " He knew notJiing but purenass and innocence :
:

he

was renewed up

state

into the

of Adam before

sinless perfection,

image of

he came forth

was come himself to teach

G

d,

With such

the fal^'X

and had arrived into the
a commission, and such
world "

to tell a guilty

the people ;"§ that all their

sacraments were done away

:

and

that all

God

that

ordinances and

must turn

to the

pure

Wherever he came, " the
power of God was over all.'''' Strangers bowed before him priestes
were struck dumb great doctors melted away " some of them
it was only necessary to
ran and hid themselves under hedges
say that " the man in the leather breeches was come,'''' and the power
every one of themselves.

light in

:

:

:

of

God

fell

on them.||

mad and hanged

His accusers went

themselves.il

So marvellous were

his ministrations in " steeple houses,''^

ef episodes to the services, that a great
lells us,

woman,

by way

as he modestl}''

took him, as he slunk away, for " an angel," or at least

So dreadful was the power of God accompanying
his labours, that " the people Jiew like chaff before him into their
/iouses."tt As he prayed the people trembled, and the house was
shaken. He healed the sick he cured the lame restored a man
who had his neck broken cast out spirits.JJ Distressed souls, he
tells us, were sent out of the church by a revelation, to seek his
presence and to receive from him light and comfort. §§ And the

" a spirit."**

—
—

—

plague of London, and the Dutch war came

Quaker prophecy,

to

avenge the

injuries

done

in

fulfilment of

to that

a.

sect.||||

Nihil est, quod credere de se,

Non possit, quum

laudatur dis xquapotestas."

He had his share of vanity
man, he affected to write letters
* Vol.
4 Vol.

i.

i.

169.
169.

:

t'- 111i. 158.
II

though

to kings,

Juv. Sat.

literally

iv. 71.

an ignorant

and princes, and maP- 104
,

,

.

t Sec. 167.

•Vol.

i. 152.
It '-P- 186.
See Journal index, at the word " Miracles."
Vol. i. p. 139
H Sewel, vol. ii. book

viii.

p. 148.

—
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He

gistratcs.

and even

dictated

to the

some

emperor of

Grand Turk,

the Pope, lo the

to

China.* And

as a sovereign displays

himself, from his balcony, to his admiring subjects, G.

that at a great meeting, " he

and

liat,

was moved hy the Lord

Fox

to

tells us,

take off his

some

to stand awliile, to lot the people look at him, for

And

thousands were there."!

that having Christ in him, he

to crown the climax, he declared,
was cqval with God, and was the

judge of the world !\

From A. D. 1644
Avith

Fox went on

to the close of his life.

a bold hand, the standard of mysticism.

associates

armed with

He

to plan'.,

soon found

own. Naylor, Jarns-

zeal equal to his

worth, Howgill, Burroughs, Penn, and Whitehead, are enrolled

among their
Avcre men of

first

elders.

These, with the exception of Penn,

the lowest education, and of superficial minds, bui

They had the misfortune to be seduced in
youth by the doctrines of the mystics, which had hurled
reason from her throne in no weak minds.
In them it met no
of great sensibility.
their

barrier from the scriptures or from science
fore, the

same

;

they shared, there-

fate.

This however, was no bar

in their

way. Folios can be written

without the aid of learning, and without even the weight of brains,
or the solidity of intellect.

And

there

which a mind labouring under a

is

a height of eloquence to

derangement can alone
and passions are lashed into fury. They
are titled with the holy and much injured name of inspiration
they set reason and judgment at defiance the sober argument of
science, and the habit of profound research would only extinTheir motto was from the oracle
guish its flame.

ascend.

The

specific

feelings

;

;

:

"

Cedamus Phoebo,

et

moniti meliora sequamur.^^

Virg.

§ 9. Such were these men. Believing themselves inspired, and
armed with apostolic powers, they issued from their obscurity

•

Catal. of

Quak. books quoted by the grand jury of Norfolk, 1599, and

Pict. p, 334.
t Vol. i.p. 369.

Bugg.

Fox's Great Myst. p. 282, 248, and his Saul's Errand to Damas. p.
Howgill's works, A. D. 1676. p. 232, and Penn, in his Invaliditv of
Faldo, admits Fox's words, and expl .ins ; and this doctrine of equality
with God is taught by Taulerus, the mystic, whom Barclay applauds
(Apol. p. 363.) See the Sermons of Taulerus, quoted by Brown, Quaker+

8.

ism, p, 434, 435, &r.

—

;

:;
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lo turn the

world

They used

to righteousness.

scripture with a convenient ambiguity
in

the

the language of
Christ was the " light with-

blood was within; the spirit was the same; the cross
power of God within they had an appearance of piety

his

was

:

;

to excess, a zeal that

approached almost

ance

patience to apathy

presumjnion

to

;

madness

to

an assur-

;

a perseverance to the

;

neglect of even self-preservation.*

They had no

difficulty in

adapting themselves to the lowest

class of the people. Their declaration against tythes,

They

imposing.

offered

their followers liberty

was

just

and

from church

power, from hireling

priests, and from the grievous burden of
supporting the ministry. Their eloquence was of the most frantic
nature ; to a perpetual and monotonous flow of verbiage, they

united

all their

they nodded

;

peculiarity of gestm-cs

dangled by their
tures

their

;

they shook the head
;

their

frames shook

bellow as ihcy'd burst the
toils

;

;

by a

singular quavering, they

heavens.''''^

an.d fastings,

Then

sufferings

Stole from the mystics

all (heir

And gifted mortified groans;
"Made children with their tones
"

As bad

would

and

from an

and made

effect,

on the superstitious and young.

Tliey

" Denounceil and praved with fierce devotion
^'

"•

their looks wild

and cruel

unrighteous magistracy, added fearfully to the
av/ful impressions

brawny arms

assumed the njo/t threatenmg postheir mouths foamed then with deep

sides, or

intonations, ushered forth

haggard,^ from

;

they shrugged the shoulders

;—

tones,

to

run for't

and Lunford !"

as bloody bones,

HUDIBRAS.

The
on

to

forth,

natural disposition of these

attempt their innovations

and

their zeal excited to

impressions Avhich they had

;

men

had, at

first,

urged them

but their energies were called

an amazing degree, by the visible

made on

the illiterate multitude

much by the hosannahs with which their disciples cheered
fhem in their singular career.§ They struggled, they suffered,
and

as

• See.Iournal, vol. i. Passion.
Lancaster, (E.) in Leslie's Snake,
f See the petition of the county of

&c.

sec. 3.

Fox's Jour. i. 502.
§ " O blessed be the day in which thou wast born"
go on conquering and to conquer," &c. See Sew. vol.
i

!

—" O
ii.

!

book

dear heart,
viii.

p. 104.

t
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they wrote, they published, and industriously scattered about

every item of their inspirations.

Their success

§ 10.

in

England and

in Ireland,

was considera-

Fanaticism had poured out her intoxicating influence on

ble.

The tj'ranny
men from her

the multitude.

of a bloody hierarchy

ing to drive

protec|ion.

more zealous and

often

was continu-

Error and heresy are

active than truth.

They

seized with

them of joining the
fifTected
more converthey

avidity on the opportunities presented to

wandering multitude
sions to

their declamations

When

into their folds

Quakerism by the
;

;

distribution of their books, than

by

they devoted extensive funds.

to this object

was organized, the respective meetings were
Out of these a fund was formed to defray the expense of printing and publishing the works
of their authors. Every facility was thus offered to those who
chose to enter the lists. This, as might justly be expected, called forth hosts of writers. The expenses were promptly met
and effectual means were taken to distribute their works without trouble on the part of the authors.
The quantity of Quaker
laid

the society

under heavy contributions.

:

by

books,
ble.

means, poured from the press,

this

is

almost incredi-

Whiting's catalogue of their books alone, consists of two

hundred and thirty-two pages.

It

contains a

sand six hundred and eleven books.
other volumes were added

;

list

Upwards

of three thouof six hundred

Each im-

making 4269 volumes.

pression of these contained about a thousand copies on an average.

Thus

the societj^, previous to A.

D. 1715, had sent forth

four million two hundred and sixtj'-nine thousand volumes and

From

tracts.*

They

the

same funds they have kept Barclay

afloat.

published an edition of twelve thousand; of these, ten

thousand copies were distributed

London who were

gratis.

They had

their

actively engaged in selling

book-

and distributing their works. In the country, men were employed to
carry them on pack horses, in all directions; and they have
been known to scatter their books and tracts along the highways
sellers in

and in the

streets.

•

Bugg's Pict. of Quak. part

I

Do.

3,

p

101.

p. 103.
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But of

§ 11.

Society,

all

the causes

persecution

was,

which operated

perhaps, the

hi

favour of this

Man,
prompted by his feelings, will always take the part of the oppressed and if the oppressed manifest the courage of a man
under his suflcriiigs, and the forgiving spirit of a christian, let
most

efficient.

:

cause be bad or good, the people will always laud his cause
bless the martyr. Persecution will make the most ordinary
character become popular. It is true of every sectarian, and of
his

and

every society,

Had

church.

that the blood of their

the

Welch

let

Fox

martyrs

is

the seed of their

and then peace-

talk his day,

ably take himself away, their churches had not heard his name.
his imprisonment, and-subseq<ient sufferuigs in Cornwall,
spread his name, and Quakerism, in that region widely.* The

But

Saxons managed things better: the severest stroke that fell on
their fanatic Behmen, was the sentence of the electoral prince,
and the learned divines at Dresden, who dismissed him with
these Avords:

derstand

Why

''•Wt Cannot

condemn

has England been So slow

common

thcc,

because

we cannot vn-

</iee."t

feelings of humanity,

and

in

listening to reason, to the

to the

mild religion of Jesus,

which breathes the spirit of liberty to the conscience? Her distinguished divines and civilians had been long raising their entreating voice
they had made the most feeling appeals to her
misguided government they had implored her, but in vain, to
;

;

arrest, or at

priests

as

least to soften

Bancroft,

down

the fiery persecutions of such

and Laud, and Sheldon

— men

stained the mitre with the best blood of the nation.

who had
Her Welch

Roger Williams, had ably advocated the doctrine of toHer learned Owen had once and asrain,
leration to all sects.
divine,

amid the ragings of the most unnatural persecutions, presented
Her illushis appeals in behalf of toleration and indulgence.
trious Milton

had followed him with luminous arguments.

bishop Taylor, and her Locke, had brought
piety and talent into the

field.

all

Yet Williams, and the Baltimores,

and Pcnn, were the first who could carry the thing
but it was on the shores of America !|
* Gough's Hist. p. 217

t
i

Her

the weight of

into effect-

Neal's Hist, vol.iv. p. 306. Bost. edit.

Okely. Edit, of &. D. 1780.
Gibbon, with an iiisiduous sneer, remarks, " I am sorry to observe

Memoirs

of

Behmen,

I)y
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the English magistracy taken Fox, and

entreated

him

had they sent liim home, fed and clothed, to his troubled
relatives, (for he had not, like the Arabian impostor, taken care
to convert his relations first,) and had the wits attacked his motley system with the couplets of Hudibras, they had dispersed his
followers and, perhaps, have spared the church of God the existence of modern mysticism!
kindly

;

;

§ 12.

The

though he
Scottish

reception of

left

Fox

in

Scotland was very different:

England with a prophecy, and

set his foot

on

ground with a marvellous vision of the seed of God
him* which betokened countless hosts 'flocking to

sparkling about
his

standard there, he failed almost totally

in

the object of his

pilgrimage.

This was owing

to the genius

and habits of

author of" Modern Europe," liket

many

that people.

other theorists,

who

The
the-

and prejudge, instead of collecting facts and reasoning
from them, has formed a very erroneous view of the religious
orise,

The Presbytery has not, as he
and
gloomy
fanatical spirit among them.
supposes, breathed a
That people has ever been characterized by a bold and un-

character of the Scottish nation.

that the three writers by whom the rights of toleration"-— {to have writhave heen so nobly deten inteUigibly he should have si\k[ conscience )
fended, Hayle, Leibnitz, -And Locke, are all laymen.'" Dec. and Fall of
Rome, vii. ch. 34, :»d fin. Note. Mr. Williams first led the way, in A. D.
1643 or 1644. with his book. The Bloody Tenant, or a Dialogue between
Truth ayid Peace. In this book his strong mind urges those arguments
which, at the distance of fifty years, the great Locke jjursued with greater energy and success. See Verplaiik's Histor. Disc, delivered before the
New York Histor. Soc. 1818, and the Analectic Magaz. Feb. 1819, p.
142. Williams reduced to practice his theory in Rhode Island, wlien the
Quakers disturbed his peaceful province. Though he had the power, he
attacked them only by his invectives, syllogvims, and fiiins. He \Trote a
book against Fox and Burroughs, which he named The Fox digged out
his Burro\us. Dr. Owen's first /'/ea appeared in A. D. 1647 ; Milton's in A. D. 1658 ; then bishop Jerenty Taylor ; Penn, in \. D. 1G81;

of

and Fenelon, and then Locke, in A. D. 1689. See Dr. Owen's Two Pleas
for Indulgence and Toleratio7i, a.nd Neal's Hist. Purit. vol. iv. 309, 3iO.
i\ost. edit, of 1817. Bayle began to publish his works in A. D J 611, after
he had accepted a professor's chair at Rotterdam. For Leibnitz, he
was an infant, '* mewling and finking in his Tiurse's arrns," when the immortal Owen published his first Plea. Leibnitz was born A. D 1646.--These Independent Clergymen, were unquestionably the first teachers of
religious liberty.
See Orme's Memoirs of Dr. Owen. Lond 1820, p. 99
&c Edinb. Review, No. 71, p. 229.
* Jour. vol.

i.

p. 448.

j Vol.

iii.

p. 196.

;
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daunted

mind

in its texture,

patient of control
far

The

religion, as well as in politics.

spirit in

;

Scottish

naturally firm and independent, fierce and im-

and, moreover, trained up under a discipline

from being indulgent, but on the contrary severe, and even

gorous, as well in the domestic as in the public application of

has been gradually brought into

this national

There are two which seem

causes.

to

riit,

habit under various

have exerted no small

in-

fluence over this natural firmness and independence in religion.

First—Before the accession of James VI.

to the

English throne,

had been in great force the vassals of the two rival parties (the king and the nobles) were much
caressed by their respective feudal lords, in order to secure and
the feudal aristocratical system

;

strengthen their attachment. This
fact the

Second
ders,

body of .the

—The ministers,

meet

in

made

the vassals

mind

and the laymen,

to vigorous exertion

ajid

energy

and

in

in the

character of

el-

:

it

This equality rouses

creates a boldness of inquiry,

deciding on matters of the greatest importance

in

proportion as a nation

is

enlightened, the spirit of inquiry in

show

religion,

even more than

restraint

from the highest human influence.

Nor should

in

the assemblies for government on the same floor,

on a footing of the most perfect equality.
the

who were

people, feel their weight and importance.

I

in politics, will

itself

impatient of

omit the influence on the public mind of that un-

questionable right of every free christian

man

to

have a voice

in

much as any
up the high tone of the people's independence and
and in times to which I refer, the
firmness in religious matters
The act of A. D.
Scottish Presbyterians exercised that right.
1711 had not paralj^zed the people's energies, nor had the act of

the choice of his spiritual guide. This, perhaps, as
other, keeps

;

A. D. 1784 completed the mischief.*
This equality of Presbytery has diffused this spirit among all
ranks in that country ; and the manner in which the pastor's duties

are discharged necessarily keeps up the excitement.

The

* It is rather a singular fact, that the General Assembly of the Cluirch
of Scotland, from the year 1711 to 1784, professed to consider the law of
patronai;e a grievance. Hence Ihcy gave annually their instructions to
tb'iir cora>nission to seek every opjiortunity of getting that law abolished
by parliament ; but in A. D. 1784 they gave this up, and tamely submitted, and wish'id " no innovations in seltling vacant churches."

:
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parish minister docs not stand at that awful distance from his
flock

which

is

every family

:

is

visits

he exhorts and prays with his humblest cottagers

he carries home his instructions

They

He

constantly witnessed in the hierarchy.

in this

manner

to their fire sides.

reason, they judge, they decide for themselves

the genius of that metaphysical

and daring people,

once made their decision, no earthly power ~-or

to

:

and such

that having

use a proverb

—

which I allude " neither the
de'il nor Claverhouse" could shake them from their purpose.
Hence from an early period they have been a sober and grave
which originated

in the

days

to

people. Their firmness in religion displays not the stubbornness

of the bigot, but the energy of the soul that has examined and

decided for
the fanatic
tion

;

itself.
it is

Their reserve and gravity

the habit of a

The

and daily devotion.

is

mind addicted

not the gloom of

to

anxious reflec-

Scottish population, with

all

their

are equally removed from the gloom of the fanatic and the

faults,

madness of the

enthusiast, as

they are from the frigid

indiffer-

ence, "the fat contented ignorance" of the uneducated population of

England, which frames

its

creed, too often, to the views of

who comes

the present incumbent,

without their

call,

and who

goes without their regrets!

Such

is

a rude outline of the religious character of the Scottish

nation, during the religious

England.

phrcnzy

Bishop Burnet has given a

in

the

commonwealth of

it.
The old
Scotch ministry, before the Restoration, says the good bishop.
Were a brave and solemn people their spirits were eager, their

fair picture of

;

by universal sufferings; but their appearance
created respect. They visited their parishes much they were
full of the scriptures; they could speak extempore on any doctempers soured

;

trine, and with fluency
they were ready at prayer it was the
custom of the people, after dinner and supper, to read the scriptures, and the minister, when present, would expound them to
:

the family.

piety

was

By

this

diffused

;

means, such a degree of knowledge and

among

the people, that the

poor cottagers

could pray extempore, and discourse with accuracy on the leading doctrines of the gospel.*

When

these ministers were driven from their churches, at the

* Burnet's Hist, of his

own Times,

p. 84, 226. Edinb. edit.
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Restoration, they were succeeded by bishops and priests.
" These," says the bishop, " were ignorant to a reproach, and

openly vicious."* The principal nobility and the priests were the
creatures of the court and of Charles II. Through these fit channels the court poured its pestilential influence over the unhappy
land.

Ignorance and impiety, and boisterous profligacy, spread

their desolations

among

the higher circles.

their desolating ravages to these

:

Nor did they

confine

they swept before them the

great mass of the population.!

National crimes are like raging torrents:
the barriers they sweep

by

the very

means of

all

when they

burst

before them, with a fury encreased

The Presbyterians and
by which the public

their restraint.

Independents, under that religious

spirit,

mind had received such an impulse

in

that age,

had manifested

a laudable zeal for the prosperity of the church of God. Much
impressed with religious matters, much exercised in secret devotions,

they did not shake

of their minds

;

ner, into active

ofl'

the deep formed habits and temper

they brought these forth,

in a

most natural man-

Their common conversation, their

life.

political

measures, their every employment, bewrayed often unconsciously, minds deeply engaged in religious matters

;

the

afl^airs

of

the church were deemed, to say the least, fully as important as

those of the state.

Reformation in the former was of equal im-

portance at least with that of the latter; hence among these
christian patriots the

news of the day had yielded

telligence, or theological discussion.

The

to religious in-

retailing of family se-

and scandal was displaced by statements of cases of conriot and mirth had been disthe music that lent its
prayer;
meetings
and
social
placed by
crets

science and christian experience

;

chai'ms to a pitiful ballad, or an indecorous song, had yielded to
the rustic notes of psalmody flowing
field,

warm from

the heart.

The

the desert, the street, rung morning and evening with these

wild unmeasured notes.

They were above

criticism
for on
Almighty God, from the bosoms of a
simple and pious people. Every thing earthly has its drawback.
These good men were not without their blemishes, and many

them

;

floated the praises of

• Burnet's Hist, of his own Times, p. 229.
Neal's Hist, of the Purit
vol. iv. p. 383. Best. edit.
t Cook's Hist, of the Church of Scotland, vol. iii. ch. 23.
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had mingled with them who yielded to the ungovernable spirit
these too often formed a strange medley of things
earthly and things spiritual. They often made sudden and rude

of enthusiasm

;

and from religion

translations from earthly thnigs to religion;

They
common conversation. They

trifles.

into

to

carried on their profane lips the most sacred things

used indecent freedom

common names

in their

renounced the

conversational prayers to the Almighty; they

of ancestry, and with ridiculous gravity assumed

names appropriated

and the elect

to the saints

;

and as the no-

blazon a sentence on the scroll of their arms, they adopted

bility

member

occasionally a whole text, or the

name.

in the house, in the field, in the conventicle,

Charles

II,

and

and

in the

their measures.

men

camp.

his licentious courtiers identified religion

men men and

these

of a text, for a sur-

Their disgusting cant rung eternally on the ears of

Unable, or unwilling

with

to dis-

tinguish the hj'pocrite from the pious, accustomed to associate in

minds the profanity and

their

irreligion of the cavalier with his

and the very name of religion, because it was so much on the lips of those who had put them
down.* Of course when Charles II, and his creatures gained fhe
ascendancy, their zeal burned with equal fury against religion as
loyalty, they hated religion,

To

against the treason of their enemies.

only

to palliate, but to

feature in the

came

glory

manners of

in

offxes.

became

be vicious was

the contrary,

or

by

the

rencontres, and in

steel of the
tlie

mock

life

trials

and not

to

be

in the

a devout

abhorrence of crime, brought honest men
gibbet,

;

the prominent

Impiety and profligacy be-

that age.

On

slaves to vice

crime, soon

identified with loyalty; to

of honours and

scoff at religion, to bur-

become

lesque the most sacred truths, to

to

death on

And

guards.

path

life,

an
the

in military

before a military jury, or

before the council, there was no surer

way

for the victim to

escape the fangs of the military assassins, the Grahams, the Dalziels,the

Yorks of

that day, than to

make proof by imprecations

he was no psalm-singer, nor a covenanter, nor
and
but
only a very wicked man
The bowels of
even a christian—
the inquisitors were moved marvellously in them at the well
riotings, that

!

known

voice of brotherhood and loyalty.

•See the interesting " Memoirs of Col. Hutchinson," by his
plished Lady, p. 358. 4to.

accom-

1
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and morals there was an lineither small in numbers nor

In this deplorable state of religion
lustrious

of

little

band of christian

influence,

patriots,

who presented

ror and profligacy.

a bold front against invading er-

Among these the persecuted ministers

lurked,

and held their assemblies by stealth on the moors or in the morasses. These martyrs kept alive the spark of vital religion, and
truth, and liberty in that degenerate age.
Their influence was
secret, but extensive

a Roble enthusiasm

their

;

in

ardour inspired their followers with

the cause of truth

;

they were prepared

defend the holy cause of religion and their

lives,

force of argument and

sword

by

the edge of the

by

equally
;

to

the

and they ac-

tually did so.*

Through

the storm of persecution,

which raged

eight years,! these christian patriots maintained

for

twenty and
righteous

theii'

By

an overwhelnung power they
were at last broken down, and driven to the wilds and fastnesses
of their rugged country.
Even thither the tyrant's vengeance
cause with various success.

pursued them
on

by such

:

he turned loose on them a brutal soldiery

ferocious assassins as

Graham

;

urged

of Claverhouse, and

DaJziel, they swept the land like the pestilential blast of the de-

breathing out death and destruction nhey spared neither
men, women, nor children they employed, in some instances,

sert,

;

;

the sagacity of the

blood-hounds

hunt them down.J

At

last the

rows, and pitied their agonies.
of their country
their fathers,

;

and

to discover their retreats,

Almighty looked upon

He

and

their sor-

roused the sleeping energies

he hurled the Stewarts from the throne of
their

bloody oppressors

in the dust.

He

put

the reins of government into hands which conferred a portion,

her rights on bleeding Scodand.
days of the national settlement, justice was not renderthese brave and pious men, who, with all their failings,

at least, of

In the

ed

to

(and they were not great,) had secured
civil

and

religious liberty

to

their

country

all

the

which she enioys.§ That country has

*\\'odrow's Church Hist, and Cruikshank's Hist, of that period;
Cook's Hist, of the Kiikof Scotland, \ ol. iii. ch. 24, &c. See Hume's
Hist. vol. iii. ch. 40. p. 58. Ed. of A. D. 1822, and Quart. Review, No.
S5. on Charles I. Char.
t From the Restoration of Charles II. A. D. 1660, to the Revolution,

A.

D

1688.

X Laing's Hist, of Scotland, vol.
^ Edinb. Rev. No. 54, p. 258.
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not paid yet the debt of gratitude; that country has not protected their memory from insult; she permits, without a burst of

pubUc indignation, the

infidel historian to follow the partial

absurd details of those royalists who

and

confounded the virtuous

struggles of a people to regain their liberties with the crime of

treason.

the

She permits him

memory

cious Clavers

The

to

confound virtue and vice

of her best patriots

to

;

laud the

name

to

;

asperse

of the atro-

!*

poet and the novelist have lent their bewitching aid in

At one time they laud, with mawkish senand Scottish bishops,
whose hands were dipt in human blood to the wrists. At another time they worship, in sublime style, and hardly without
tears, the gallant deeds of the muscovegran savage Dalziel, and

work of

the

slander.

timentalism, the piety of English inquisitors

who

the vandal Clavers,

son

;

the mother

and

butchered, in cold blood, the father and

infant,

and blooming maid

!

who

shot down,

as the deer of the forest, free born citizens, without a trial,
their

own

land,

and

own

at their

fire sides

!

on

— At one time we see

them throwing themselves into theatrical attitudes at the fictirusticity and ferocious habits of the men of the conventi-

eious

At other times with imperturbable impudence they disturb the awful repose of the sainted martyrs, and drag them
from their bed of glory to hold them up, in the rusticity and fa-cles.

naticism which they have
the vulgar,

at the victory

ed
to

and the

gained over

dragoon a nation
*

made

to clothe

scoff of the profane.t

into

its

its

them,

The

to 'the

laugh of

hierarchy, gall-

tyrannical and bloody purpose,

religion

and ceremonies, has impo-

See Hume's well known partial history of
&c.

this period, vol. iv.

chap.

66, 67,

"
f The inimitable beauties of Old Mortality," can never atone to the
church for that studied concealment of much of the character of the
bloody Graham, vvhicti the mind cannot contemplate in real history, without deep oppression for that generosity and heroism witli which her
deadliest enemy is invested; (Edinburgh Rev iew, No. 54, p. 259.) for the
studied coticealnient of cool-blooded personal murders ; for that outrage
offered to sacred doctrines and worthy ministers, by the <ictitious preachments pilt into the lips of its orators and conventicle men and for its
slanderous, or to say the least, thoughtless ciiarges of murder brought
against good men. Nothing can be more outrageous to historical fact,
than the fictitious death of cornet Graham at Drumclog, or that horrible fiction of intended murder on the evening of the battle of Bothwell
;

;

Bridge.
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tently and ungenerously

their virtuous struggle with the

branded

name of the ''grand rebelUon.^^ Nay, they have
been wounded by their degenerate sons. " T« quoque rnijili,
Brufc.^''
Not contented with that outrageous length of Erastianism into which they have gone; a moderate share of which we
opprobrious

Americans could have forgiven

to

men

in their circumstances

not content with their unblushing testimony of perfect indiffer-

ence

form of church government, while they cling to the

to the

civil establishment,

which damns

all

other but

own; not con-

its

tented with telling us Americans that the presbytery of Scotland

was the mere

effect of fortuitous circumstances,*

the sacred

to violate

for

we two

are

:

cover the face of that

man who

yields the honour of his native

popular sentiment of a foreign kingdom : and who
so cowardly, or so venal as to court popularity by surrender-

country
is

of our martyrs

they have dared
;

and to represent the calm and christian peace ot
moments as the effects of enthusiasm.! But let shame

Presbyterians
their last

memory

to the

ing the glory of his native patriots to the form of the hierarchy;
to the sneer of profligates, or to the ridicule of the infidel

My

martyred ancestors

prowess

by

in the

!

liberty, than

if

feel

more pride

in the

ranks of those patriotic christians

pen and the sword,

the

I

mob

deeds of your

who contended

for the illustrious prize of religion

you had worn

the fairest coronet in

and

the ranks of

the licensed oppressors of their country and of the church!
§ 13.

It

v/-as

during the excitement of

people strongly marked
kers

fell

in

by

this

this period,

and among

character, that the early Qua-

their first missionary tours into Scotland.

found the tempers of the people soured, but not gloomy.
found them enthusiastically attached

which

their fathers

had delivered

to

to that

They
They

system of truth

them, and sealed with their

But they soon discovered that they were not fanatics.
The sacred scriptures they invariably and most scrupulously

blood.

made

the rule of their faith, and of their severe morals.

Though

firm believers in the holy and constant interpositions of Provi* See Cook's History of the Kirk of Scotland from. the Establishment
of the Refonn.ition to the Revohition, vol. iii. chap. 22, ad fin. Edin. Edit.
f See this display of modern biijotry in the remarks on the cliaracter
and writings of that illustrious martyr James Guthrie. Cook. do. vol.
iii. ch. 22. p. 240, 241.

;
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dence, they were avowed and implacable enemies to the doctrines
of the new revelations and impulses, which the Quakers brought.

Hence they opposed

lu the city

George Fox's innovations.

prevail " on even one of the tozvn

The fact

is,

and piety to
he could not
Glasgow
of

firm phalanx of reason

a

to

come

to his meeting.''''*

the higher circles, and the populace despised

them

and the middling and lower classes of the community were too
well informed, and had their minds too intensely fixed on the
religious scenes before their eyes, to be seduced by such weak
and ill-informed missionaries.

That country was afterwards assailed from another
Though the Scotquarter, and by a very different character.
§ 14.

tish

nation never

gave countenance

to

the principles of the

it has, nevertheless, given the European and the AmeQuakers their best and most accompHshed writer. This
was Robert Barclay. Colonel Barclay, his father, a most amiable and polished gentleman, had, when abroad, imbibed the

Friends,
rican

doctrines of the

new

into the youthful

mind of

sect.t

Scottish college of Paris.

and a good education
tainted

by

He

his son,

instilled

them, with

much

whom he had recalled

R. Barclay possessed superior

for that age

;

zeal,

from the
talents,

but he had certainly been

the Catholic doctrines, under the influence of his un-

cle of the Scots college^.

Barclay had no disposition

to imitate the leaders of the

So-

would the genius of his nation have permitted him.
While Fox and Penn came forward with all the naked deformities of mysticism, Barclay presented himself as an apologist. He
appeared mild, candid, learned: he anxiously kept out of view

ciety, nor

those parts of the system which would shock the pious, and lay

them open

to the successful attacks of the learned.

He

touched

not on their doctrine of the Trinity, nor on the proper divinity of
Christ, nor on the true idea of the Atonement.

on

•

all their peculiarities

which

will not

He

bear a

passed lightly

strict

scrutiny

{

Jour. vi. i. 442.
f It is certain, however, that he was fully initiated into its mysteries during his imprisonment in Edinburgh, by a fellow prisoner who had imported them from England. See Barclay's Life, duod. p. 10, 11t Bar. Life, p. 18. He admits this.

—
:
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he selected those
which, by an

that

bear a near resemblance

strong claims on the feelings of mankind.

truth,

to

imposing air of benevolence and

and

utility, prefei

He made

a dexterous

among some of

use of the increasing attachment to Arminianism

the learned, and gave a powerful bias of his mystic system to that

mode
ed

as-

He employed much

of thinking.

eloquence

;

much

art,

and some degree of

he avoided the cant of his companions, yet he retainof their "luscious tedious way," as made the most

acknowledge him as a true heir of the spirit of the Society.*
We admire Barclay more as an amiable man and a scholar,
than as a Quaker. His eminence, in this respect, is conspicuous,
as he stands alone. The writers of his Society, with the exception

rigid

of Penn,

(I

do not except Fisher,) were wild and rustic. We look
good modern Latin, and his flowing style, rather as

into Barclay's

a literary curiosity and a proof of

Quakerism.

It is,

or perspicuity.

talent,

than as a defence of

indeed, not calculated to please

We

by consistency

can allow him only the merit (and

it is

no

small merit) of writing good modern Latin, and of making a judicious arrangement of all

cause.
is

The

tedious

that an

apologist can say in

a bad

English copy Avants the elegance of the original

and

one sentence.

dull.

He

thrusts, occasionally,

;t

it

an octavo page into

His ambiguities and defects are numei'ous and

glaring.

But the Scottish
yet done

nation, or rather the religious world, has not

justice to that distinguished

against Barclay, and helped to

man who

mean John Brown of Wamphry, who reviewed

I

in his

book

entitled "

entered the

Quakerism

the

Pathzcay

the Latin

ivith

the easy elegance of an old Parisian

caution, shrewdness,

a Catholic college

and cunning.

among

Jesuits

Apology

to Paganism.''''X

Barclay, as an apologist, appears with good grace.

forward

lists

clear Scotland of this pestilence

;

He

comes

he possesses

He shows a mind trained in
and men of taste. He had his

* See the jndirions note of Mosh. vol. v cent. 17, sec. 2, on Barclay.
F^ w writers have tormed a more just idea of the sentiments of the Society
liian tltls accurate bistorian. He who has had the courage and patience to
V. ade through the Quaker folios, and who next turns to Mosheim, will adire the accuracy and the lenity of that histo)'ian.
1 See the Latin copy in the Philad. Puljlic Library, No. 1167, 8vo.
% A small 4to. pp. 569. Edinburgh, A. D. 1678. See Note A. Appen!i

dix
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but the laird of the barpny of Uryt enjoyed

afflictions ;*

ence and domestic comfort.

Tiiis

had

its

afflu-

influence on the style

of the Apology.

Wamphry came

But Bi'own of

into the midst of his nation,

rushing down, like Laocoon,

and gives the alarm

to his hesitating

Without troubling himself about consequences, he
spear into the Grecian monster he rouses the energy

countrymen.
hurls his

:

he thought, clearly on
the value of the glorious gospel, for which he

The

of ministers and people.

He

his side.
li/id

felt

sutlercd even to bonds

truth

la}-,

and cruel imprisonnicnt

sake of which, he was, at

and

;

this

for the

his native

time, banished from

country, and the secret and soothing comforts of the domestic
circle.

His

was

spirit

He was

irritated.

not very nice in the se-

kction of his weapons. Like the hardy and brave Highlander in
the dress and rude weapons of his ancestors
the jaw bone

with

or respect

duce

to

of an ass, he clears the

nice feelings.

;

or like Sampson,

without any ceremony

Every circumstance conspired

excitement in Brown.

this

field

The church

to pro-

lay bleeding under a

persecution which had spread desolation over Scotland for

many

years.^ Truth had fallen in the street under the steel of the hier-

Browi) saw, with anguish, Barclay

archy.

and a deep wound.
ings of the hero

His

He

who

feelings defy the

entered the single

spreads his shield over his

curb of

bids defiance to error only.

revenge.

strict

has put

The

propriety.

He was

Saccas

down

;

He

a fresh

fallen

feel-

friend.

His scowling eye

not actuated

Grief and sorrow are uppermost

bends over the bleeding victim.
trines of

inflicting

combat with the

by personal

in his breast,

while he

hurls into the dust the doc-

and the raging hero leaves not the

field, till

he

the foe, and scattered their ruins.§

victory in Scotland was complete.

The

society docs in-

deed pretend that Barclay's answer silenced Brown but " Qua;

•

Five months imprisonment by an unrighteous magistracy,

f In the

North

of Scotland.

X During the tyrannical power of Charles

The

Brown
age. The

IT.

and James

II.

partakes, in a liigh degree, of the tone of conpartial author of tlie " Life of Barclay," at^d
troversy of that
the ill-informed author of llie article Barclay, in Brewster's Encyclopedia, have not done justice to Brown.
'l"hc polemic of that age should not
be compared with the moderns, but with his own contemporaries. I can
produce, cut of Penn and other leading Quaker authors, much that is
equal to the wur^t in Brown, and much that is worse.
§

preface of

An
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Not
is a bare repetition of former assertions.
an argument of Brown has been weakened. Besides, Brown's
keristn confirmed"

quarto was published in the close of the year 1678.

Barclay's

reply (which has sunk into oblivion,) must have been posterior to
this.

by Brown

could not have been seen

It

was admitted

Charles

into the presence of

ing favours for his sect,*

Brown perished

lingering disease, on a foreign shore

;

;

II,

in

for while

whither the cruelty of that

persecuting tyrant and his brother, had pursued him.t
result determines

were defeated

;

on whose side the victory

and even

at this

Barclay

and was even gainA. D. 1679, by a
But the

The Quakers

lies.

day, while they form a respect-

able portion of the population of England and America, there are

only a few in the kingdom of Scotland, and even these few are
decreasing.^
§ 15.

On

the continent of Europe, the society gained, at an

early day, a firm footing

among

Two

the Protestants.

causes

was there that the sect of the
Mystics had widely diffused itself and Pope Innocent XI, shortly after A. D. 1676, had issued his bull against Molinists and

operated greatly

in its

favour.

It

;

and as the thunder of the Vatican had always a fiery
accompanying it, many of these people were driven from the

Quietists

bolt

;

Catholic countries, to take shelter under the liberty enjoyed by
Protestant Europe.

Quaker principles.
plentiful harvest in

§ 16.

by

ca

These carried with them the seeds of the
Combining their efforts, these sects reaped a
Holland and Germany.§

The Friends were

introduced on the continent of Ameri-

the celebrated William Penn.

Under

his fostering care

and wise policy, they have grown up to be a powerful body.
These differ considerably from the European Quakers. There
are two prominent parts in their character, in which this differ*

Bar.

life p. 33, ?ic. edition

of A. D. 1805.

and preface
Mr. Wai-d's preface to Brown's book, " the Swan Song
Brown on the Romans. Also Cruikshank's hist. vol. ch- IV. and XI.
" Of the society of Quakers in Scotland," says Sir John Carr, in A.D.

f
to

i

1808, " there are only between one hundred and one hundred and fifty,
above seventeen years of age." Caledonian sketches, ch. 8, ad finem.
been the most fertile in enthusiasm.
§ Germany has, of all countries,
Sleidan asserts that, to his knowledge, there had appeared forty thousand
pretenders to prophecy. Comment, lib. v.

An
ence

marked.

is

many
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First,

They

are not

of those indecencies and

known

have exhibited

to

which the cru-

frantic follies, into

And
elty of persecution drove their early English brethren.
distance
their
second, Availing themselves of their liberty, and
from the opposition carried on against their sect

in

Europe, they

have propagated the early opinions of the society, with a
in

license,

which no European Quaker could persuade himself to indulge.*
§ 17.

There are three periods

in

the

Quaker

history.

The

This period is distinguished by the obscuand the outrageous disorders of their public
conduct.!
Their doctrines were not di-awn from the Scriptures
they were not tangible to reason.^ Their " Christ withiri" was
first is

the Foxonian,

rity of their ideas,

;

taken

by some

of them, in a

within them literally.
in practices.

It

manner natural enough,

This led them

became

for Christ

and
deny the

into excesses in speech,

a favourite topic with them, to

necessity of the gospel history of the sufferings and death of our

Lord.

They

affirmed,

as well as those

tTiat

those

who do have

it.

who had

it

not,

may

be saved,

Others even denied that there

was any other Christ, and any other sufl'erings of Christ than
those which are within ;§ nor were their excesses in practice less
frantic.
Toldervy and Naylor, and Milner are melancholy instances of what befel not a few.
Believing that Christ dwelt in
them as he did in him who was crucijied on Calvai-y, Naylor accepted
of divine homage, and was led into Bristol on horseback, (in the

while they shouted hosannahs to that Son of
God. Toldervy having put himself through a form of crucifixion,

absence of an

ass),||

in a paper winding sheet lay three quarters of
an hour (a quarter for a day,) and having risen " by the mighty

covered himself

;

power of God," he ran over fields and ditches into a Quaker meeting, and proclaimed that Christ was risen, and was now come to

commission twelve of them

What

to

preach the gospel

to

the dark

these opinions are, we shall see presently. See Keith's " Deand the life of Custer, who was an eye-witness, in
iam of W. Penn
Philadelphia, of this Keithian controversy. And Mosh. Eccl. Hist. vol.
V. cent. 17, part 2, sect. 2, ch. 4.
\ See a pamphlet, entitled " Hell broke loose ," and Hongill's reply,
and Penn ii. 75.
the mo7(th of the ftit stopped
*
X Dr. Owen on Trinity, Ed. 1798, p. 78.
§ See Smith's Primer for Quaker children, p. 8, and Mosh. vol. v. c
17, part ii. sect. 2.
From the " difficulty,'' Hume thinks, " of Ending an ass in Bristol I"
•

II
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marked by scenes of disorder.
about, and burst into churches du-

This whole period

is

leading Quakers strolled

ring the divine service

and of

tures,

;

interrupting the worship, and insulting

They spoke contemptuously

the ministry.

all

the divine ordinances.!

from about A. D. 1645

to

of the

Holy

Scrip-

This period extends

A. D. 16G0.

more advantage.
more orderly, and their tenets begin to be redua system. This was the fruit of the labours of Penn, Keith,

In the second period, the society appears to

Their conduct
ced

to

is

and other distinguished leaders and being reduced to the form
of a system, they appeared in their true light. " The Quakers,"
said a cotcmporary of Penn, " who have for a long season hover;

ed about

swarm of flies, begin now
by them declared for."J

to settle

say the

He

like a

opinions lately

Penn was,

to

least,

a Sabellian.

is

a Father, a Son, and a

He
He

these are the same.
spirit

of a Socinian.
" that the

Holy

Spirit

;

in the

rejected the holy

doctrine of three distinct persons in the Godhead.
that there

down

He

admitted

but he taught that

appears, at other times, to breathe the
quotes and applauds the idea of Crel-

power and efficacy of God
which enters into man, and is the same thing as divine inspiration§.
In his " sandy /(nindotion,'''' Penn has engrafted on his mystic system, these tenets in their most virulent forms. Even Priestley's zeal meets a rival here. Even Hume, and the poet of Ferney
His
are not more violent against the atonement of our Lord.||
belief on these fundamental articles was suspected at an early
The suspicion was excited at a public dispute at the
period.
Spital in London. He there opposed, for the first time, the docThis drew the attention of the Socinians.
trine of the Trinity.
sect
applauded his labours, and courted hi^^
that
leader
of
A
lius,

friendship.

Holy

When

Spirit

is

the

his " sandy foundation''' appeared, the fears

* Toldervy 'shook, " Foot

of

of the Snare." See this curious producSee Eesse, Hist. ii. 2,3,
tion in Phil. Library, ?tliscell. 4to. No. 927.
Sewel Hist. i. p. 246. Fox's Great Myst. p. 298, edit, of 1659.
t Fox in vol. i. Jour, gives a detail ot instances. Snake in the Grass,
This author challenj^ed the society to produce a genuine
edit. 3, p. 104.
passage from their writings, previous to the year 1660 which speaks with
reverence of the Holy Scriptures. No one, so far as I can discover, has
ventured to take up the glove.
ozit

;

X Dr. Owen on the Trinity, edit. 1798, p. 78.
§ See Crellius " of the One God;' p. 197, and
See Poet ii. ch. vii. following.
j)

Penn

ii.

pp. 109; 110.

An

the christian public were confirmed

;

and

its

turned against the Quakers as a Socinian sect.
their alHes
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was increased
Qualcers and

;

was

indignation

The warmth

of

they were preparing the bonds of

were about to gird on ihcir
armour in the common cause. But Penn was a Mystic and his
system was not yet completed. Wliilc counncd in the Tower,
and awaiting his trial under the charge of blasphemy, he con-

The

union.

Sociniaiis

;

tinued to make additions to it. He wrote his " innocence with open
facef an apology for the sentiments of his first piece. He avows
that "

dy

he had not budged one

foundation."

He

jot,"

from the opinions of the

applauds Socinus, as one

who had

prospects of the truth than the most of his cotemporaries

approaching the point

He

in dispute,

he confesses "

'"'

san-

clearer
;*

then

the divinity

of

admits that there are three in the Godhead.

His
Socinian allies viewed him with amazement.
They accused him
of gross contradiction. He denied the persons of the trinity, and
yet advocated their divinity. They turned from him with disChrist.''''

gust; they refused their fellowship to his sect; but this

meagre

explanation gained Penn his liberty, and his assertion was true.
He had not " budged one jot.'''' That Christy whose divinity he advocates,

God
in

their " light

is

It is

luilhin.^''

enlightening

in his

power

;

divine,

and the

because

it is

merely

third, the spirit,

is

God

another of his functions.t

What

inconsistencies are

crowded

into

human character Penn
!

had, with daring hand, impugned the holiest doctrines of Christi-

he had even engrafted on his mystic principles the deism
of Lord Herbert.| The church, and all good men are in tears.
anity

They

;

bewail the impiety of

this

man

;

while he, in his

cell,

under

the accusation of blasphemy, consoles himself in his sufferings
for Christ

martyrs

;

;

and with great humility, enrols himself in the list of
writes his " no Cross, no Crown ! /"
The christian

and

world asks, what
•

Penn,

vol.

i.

is

that cross of Penn, without

which there

is

no

p. 268.

t Compare his '^sanely foundations" and his " innocency with open
face," in vol. i. of his works.
i This writer, in his treatise " De Religione Gentilum," lays down five
articles, which he supposes to embrace all that is necessary to salvation.
He excludes the peculiar doctrines of the bible. His articles are, he says,
of universal application. This deism Penn embodies into his system. See
his " Christ. Quak." ch. 7, 8, 10, 11
See Keith's deism of
Penn, and
Vincent's review of the " Sandy Foundation," written by Penn.

—

W.
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crowii

?

a cross of suftering, from the indignation of the

It Is

christian public, levelled against

deep aggravation
it

was

Yes.

!

blasphemy of a peculiar and

Let the christian world remember, that

in these circumstances, in this

tyrdom, that

this

medley of impiety and marbook was composed, by this most singular and

most deluded man

!*

The third period is that of Barclay. He appeared at a time
when the keenest opposition was carried on against the society.
The principles of Penn, which his influence had spread widely
in the society,

had kindled a furious llame against them

Barclay undertakes

in

Eng-

world the most correct
picture of their tenets. He. moulded the system of mysticism into
land.

a

new form and drawing
;

to give the

a veil over the Socinianism of his com-

patriots, he has compressed over the whole, the prominent

tures of the Ai-miniau
§ 18.

fea-

and the Pelagian heresy.t

There was a gradual amalgamation of

the heterogenous

sentiments of these three periods. This process took place under
the strong pressure of the public opinion against them ; excited
and strengthened by very able writers. The society, led on by
Penn and Barclay, certainly did recede from the more mystic
sentiments of Fox yet it was a retreat, conducted with the face
towards the enemy. This needs little proof. We have only to
look into Penn's first works, which appeared about the year 1668.
especially his " sandy fmndullon^'' and compare them with the
wonderful concessions in his pieces, written between the years
;

1692 and 1698; particularly his " ATe?/," and his '^ Reply to the
bishop of Cork.'''' There is as great a difterence between the opinions of these

two periods, as there

is

between the young Penn, the

dashing and thoughtless son of admiral Penn, and William Penn,
in the full flowing uniform of the society ; advancing with cautious
steps,

and a suspicious eye thrown on

all

around him, and bowing

beneath the storm of public opinion. Barclay's talents, enriched
with the knowledge of the
a near

Roman

fathers,

which certainly bear

affinity to the modifications of Arminius,

Quaker system

still

more.

The

reformed the

authors of the " Brief Apology"!

* It is obvious that I speak of Penn as a sectarian leader, and a polemic
Hiulhe confined himself to politics, his fame had been entire,
t See his Theses, and the Prop, of the Apol.
t Dublin ed. of 1727.

—

.
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are even more liberal, and more Pelagian

and

;

S.

Fuller has

any man can venture, in mingling the system of
Saccas with that of Pelagius, and of Arminius, to suit the modtM-n

gone as

far as

taste.*

§19. Each of these periods has produced
has

its

Hence

partizans.

its

authors.

Each

the great diversity of sentiment, even

to this day, in the society.
We meet with the imdefinable dogmata of Fox, the Sabellianism of Penn, the niystico-Arminianism

of Barclay.

In later times^,

Job

Scottt advances the Sabellian-

At a still later date, we find the mystico-Sociniano-Arminianism of the society, on the dull pages of Clarkson, and
ism of Penno

Hence

the silly pages of Bristed,

the society can, with a clear

conscience, adhere to the declaration which they

year 1699

;

"

cient elders."

We
>

made

in

the

have not flinched from the tenets of our an-

.

Under the first of these periods, though not confined to
appeared those bodily phenomena, which imposed on them the

§ 20.
it,

name of Quakers. Their speakers " had hideous contortions, and
violent motions of their limbs." They whined and hummed their
discourses in a confused imitation of singing

;

and occasionally,

with uplifted face, " they bellowed as they'd burst the heavens,"

down in an ecstacy,| These bodily aftections are thus
described by an eye-witness
They fell down, they heaved
and

fell

:

their breasts as if they
at their

mouth

thrown

into pieces."§

—

would burst

they quaked, they foamed

;

they were convulsed as

if their limbs would be
Penn accounts thus for these " holy tremblings :"
" The Quakers were overtaken by the mighty hand of
God great were their pangs, under the terrors of the Lord."
;

—

;

" Being redeemed through judgment, they

became

ministers of

« Serious Reply" to Boyce
Dublin A D. 1 r28
1 1792. See Rathbone's Narrative, and Job Scott's Journal.
X Faldo's Quakerism, 8cc. p. 11, 12.
4 " Stablishing against quaking'^ published in 1656. See the " Petition
of a county Against the Quakers," in the " Snake in the Grass," p. 21, No.
1474, dtiod. Phil. Lib. See Fox's
Saul's Errand to Damascus," p. 5,
ancient ed. Warner's Eccles. Hist, ii p. 581, ed. Lond. 1756, fol. Clarkson and others, in the usual penury of their views, gravely tell us, that the
society were called Quakers, because Fox called upon the Justice Bennet
to tremUle at the word of the Lord!
On this supposition, Mr. Justice
Bennet should have been the Quaker.

,

.

\

t
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judgment

The

lo others.

terrors of

devils roar

The

struck thousands.

it

and —" did

and all flesh was as grass
not the
and tremble, when about to be cast out by a stronger

devils trembled,

than themselves."*

Barclay also ni^kes honourable mention of these spasmodic
He ascribes them to the violent coUisions between

affections.

" the good seed and the bad seed."
the one, and the spirit sttives,

by

When

Satan strives to excite

a counter influence, to raise the

combat is carried on with varied success. The frail
which contains the fierce combatants, trembles, and is convulsed and it is not till after fearful quakings, that the song of

other, the

vessel

;

victory bursts forth.

These bodily phenomena are purely
sect held, that the soul, in

and

intellect,

ter of the

clay calls

struggles to ascend

And what

sure of such an evil ?"§

pure

is

insinuated into the place

under the presThose theologians, who modelled this

The

first is

made

To

three sorts or de-

purely intellectual ; the

confined exclusively to the affections

pound of the other two.

;

the third

in

grace of devotion, speaks to God, as

which, " a
it

says he, " and wasting to the body.

body move here and

and could have no

On

se-

a com-

man

feeling the

were, bodily in his pre-

sence, with words suiting his inward stirrings." " This
to the spirit,"

is

the second class, says Hilton,||

belongs a peculiar " vocal prayer,"

the

light

will not the soul suffer

Platonic principle into a christian form,

grees of contemplation.
is

its

" During these struggles, an evil spirit" (Bar-

" the spirit of darkness^'l) "

of the Divine.

cond

to

meets with violent opposition from the corrupt mat-

body.
it

its

That ancient

Platonic.

there, as

if

the

For

is
it

painful

makes

man were mad or drunk,

rest."ir

these principles of the Platonics, are engrafted the very

* Faldo wittily remarked, that " people having taken the Quakers to
be possessed of the devil, when so behaving, Mr. Penn h^s here confessed
that they are not mistaken ; and more than this too, that they themselves
are devils- For it was they only that roared-" Penn calls this a "frothy

refily" vol.

ii.

322, 334.

A.pol. Prop. x. sect. 7.
f Apology, Prop. xi. sect. 8.
§ Synesius, a Platonic Phil, and a prof. Christian. See Taylor's Plat,
i,

ii.

p. 276.
H

A

Carthusian, in his " scale of perfection," written for the mother of

King Henry VII. of England.
1 See Dr. Wettenhall's " Gifts and Offices, &c." p. 167, No. 1650,
duod. Phil. Libr.
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modern

opposite practices of two

whom

dancers;

They sung, they
vivacity.
They threw

tures in devotion.

unparalleled

sect of dissenting

Quakers

that of the tremblers.

is

The

"

Jews

;

pretending

to

The

the agitations " of the

They raved and

a

other sect

God

with-

in the

They drew their

sighed.

down

in a

spirit of the

god-

At length, they

be replete with the

fell

bodily affections were observed

Rome, and other

at

The

fit

The same

dess."*

by

perpetuated

Syrian priests, mentioned

breath from their very bowels.
phrenetic

is

those of the priestess of Apollo,

to those of the ancient

pages of Apuleius.

that of the

merriest ges-

convulsive agonies in their worship

in all respects, similar to

and

is

the ancient revels of Bac-

United States.

in the

when thrown from her tripod by
in ;"

one

danced, they jumped with

This sect

chus completely into the shade.

were,

The

sects.

this principle carried forth into the

among

the

places, in the year 1613.t

convulsions of Apollo lasted with various fame, during the

At

glory of the Delphic oracle.

The quakings

last,

that spirit left his shrine.

of the Syrian priests also ceased.

So these " holy

trembhngs," which commenced about the year 1650, went on
briskly

till

1660.

These ancient tremblings were completely

by them. Those of the priestess could bear no comparison.
Here were the spasms of the delicate female. But in the
society, not only little children^ and women, but robust men
outdone

were thrown

into " hideous contortions."

In the former case, a

solitary person filled the temple of the idol with groans

In the latter, prostrate

shrieks.

and

hundreds covered the place, as

day of slaughter. And if any credit can be given to an auwho was an eye-witness of what he relates, so great was
the combat between " the good seed and the bad seed," and so
in a

thor,

hideous were the groans and the yellings, that
to

a meeting, the herds of

as

if

mad and each joining
:

in a field

adjacent

and swine, and dogs, ran about
the notes which Nature has given

cattle,
in

them, they swelled the chorus into something super-human.§
' Totus autem simul bacchatus

est mons.^''

* Boileau's Hist, of the Flagellantes, ch. 6, 86, No, 3117, octavo, Phil.
Library.
t By Sir E. Sandy's " View of Relig. in the West," p. 241.
X Bar. Apol. Prop. XI. sect. 8, p. 374. And " Snake, &c." p. 24. Fox
••

Saul's Errand," p. 5.
And Besse, vol. ii. p. 2. No. 270, folio, Phil. Libr.
§ " Snake, &«."p. 300, No. 1474, duod. Phil. Library.
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But, as in

From

its

ancient precedent, this spirit began to evaporate.

the year 1660

gradually declined; and about 1697,

it

it

almost entirely disappeared.*

And in subsequent periods, and even until lately, the preachers
had some dregs of this turbulent spirit. They quaked, they
shuddered, and heaved up words with hollow groans from the
" fund of the soul

but

still

they kept on their

And

feet.

in

our

Philadelphia, there have been specimens of violent

times, in

shruggings of the shoulders, and brachial twitches, and prodi-

wry

faces,

and thumpings on the pews.

are not so

much

the effects of the Delphic spirit, as the unna-

gious

tural efforts of a

mind

in travail,

when

it

These, however,

has nothing

to

bring

forth!

" Vixque tenet lacrymas, quia
§ 2i.

During the

first

Ovid.

lacrymabile cermt.*'t

period, and also the second, the zeal of

them

their prophets carried

nil

into

extravagances of another kind.

To

give a brilliancy to their denunciations, and to rouse the pub-

lic

attention,

they taught by

Some

signs.

of them went into

churches, during service, clothed in sackcloth, and their hair

Two females entered the protestant church

sprinkled with ashes.
in

Dieppe,

in

France, took their station in a conspicuous place,

and turning round

in

solemn silence

to

every quarter of the

church, exhibited their clothing in sackcloth, and their heads co-

vered with ashes.f

was not a match

man

actually

fell into

ed through the

Barclay, with

for the

sweeping

all

spirit

and

his learning

talents^

of fanaticism. This great

the rank of the raving fanatics, and march-

sti'eets

of Aberdeen in sackcloth.§

A

female in

sackcloth and ashes denounced woes against the wicked town of
Kendal-il

Huntington, robed in a linen sheet, surmounted with

a halter, round his neck, instead of a cravat, stood as a spectacle
to the

gaping audience of Carlisle church.1T

A female

in the

garb

Snake,

Sic. p. 295.
In the island of Formosa priestesses officiate in the pagan rites of the
During their devotional services, they exhibit all the trances,
altar.
tremblings, and convulsions of ancient Delphi. See Rech'teren's Voyage
Brought. Diet, of all Relig. ii. p. 359.
to the E. Indies.
*

|-

Sewel, vol. ii. p. 176. They made a pilgrimage from England for
purpose alone.
§ Biog. Brit. art. Barclay, and his Life, p. 25:
J Fox, Jour. ii. 65.
1 Do. i.p.-531'.

i
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of sackcloth, and having her streaming hair covered with ashes,

passed to the different gates of Bristol

with courage peculiar to

;

prophetesses, she stood during half an hour at the centre of the

mob, however, pelted her, and she
retreated.* Anne Wright, having in the same garb made her debut, into St. Patrick's in Dublin, entered on a pilgrimage to Lonmarket place

the graceless

;

don, and went in these weeds through the chief streets, as a sign

But

of approaching judgments.!

crown the whole, these proDuring the Com-

to

phets appeared in public in a state of nudity.

monwealth, and

don.J:

A

in the reign of

went

the society

Charles

II.

several individuals of

naked processions through the

in

streets of

Lon-

female came, in a state of perfect nudity, into Whitehall

The most

ghapel, before the Protector.§

distinguished of these

Luptrcalian heroes were Eccles and Simpson.

former appeared naked

in the fair

and denunciations against /o%,

men made him seek

safety in

till

:

In

and held on

London

the

in his lectures

the loud whips of the coach-

At another

flight.

time, he threw

a catholic chapel in Ireland, into a scene of confusion.

In the

midst of mass, this lupercus entered naked from the waist up-

wards, with a chafing dish on his head, containing coals and
and he cried with a doleful voice, " wo, wo,

burning brimstone
to the idols

in

and

a church

in

its

;

.'"||
His third fete was performed
During divine service he came in stark
arms besmeared with filth, he denounced

worshippers

London.

naked; and raising

his

the woes of heaven on the worshippers.TT Simpson continued his

naked processions, from time
years

The

society are not original in

doctrinal or practical system.

had

to time,

during the space of three

!**

their precedents.

The

any prominent part of

their

In this licentious practice they

east

had

its

gumnosophists.

Antony, as well as others, acted the lupercus

at

Marc:

Rome.tt Greece

Bcsse's SufF. of the Quakers, i. p. 41.
^ Fox, Jour. ii. p. 65.
f Penn, ii.p. 77,78, &c.
§ Neal's Hist, of the Puritans, vol. iv. ch. 3. p. 175. Bost. edit. Mosli.
Hist, of the Quakers.
vol. V. cent. IT.
Sewel has omitted this fact for
obvious reasons. I cannot with the Christ. Obser. (vol. xiii. p. 101.) give
this up.
It is stated by Neal, who was conversant with the men of that
period ; and though stated publicly by him, it never was questioned till
•

can discover.
Sewel, ii. 226.
H Leslie, Snake, p. 104, or p. 101 cd. 2d.
Fox's Jour. i. 531. See also Tompkin's Piety Promoted, p. 217. 21R
tt Liv. Hist. lib. i. Plutarch in Anton. Scr.

lately, so far as I
II

;

!
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had, among her cynics, a Diogenes and a Menedemus
Bohemia and Germany had their Beghards; France had her Turlepins

Italy her friar Junipcr.J

;t

to the

The
ed,

All these professed an aversion

shackles of clothing in their holy processions
society have lately told the world, that they have search-

and can

find

no evidence that any of their females were

guilty of these disorders.^

This betrays an inexcusable ignorance of the history and of the sentiments of their fathers. Fox,
and Penn, and Scwel, do not only admit the facts, but applaud
the acts of these immodest lupercalians.||

§

22. Dress.

anxiety

to

—The

society have always

be plain and simple.

shown the

greatest

In the attainment of this, they

changed the ancient names of days and months, as heathenish
though their reforming hands have
equally heathenish

in origin.

left

words

They changed

in

our language

the familiar

mode

of speech, which custom, from time immemorial, had sanctioned.

They became martyrs and

confessors for the honour of the pro-

how weak are even martyrs!
wounds and blood, for thee and
thou in the singular they have for more than a hundred years
been committing grammatical murder on the case and person.
nouns

thee

and

Though they

Yet, alack!

thou.

suffered,

even

to

;

They have all along been guilty of saying " how does thee do ?"
They carried their plainness, in a rigid manner, in ancient times,
Some of them, when sending their
to their houses and furniture.
* Menedemus made his processions in the street as a fury come fresh
from Tartarus, to note down the Incorrigibly wicked. W. Anderson's
Philosophy of Greece, p. 368, Scc. foho.
2t Mosh. vol. iii. cent. 13, p. 2, ch.
Flas^cllrintes, cli. 23.
I See Boilcau'sHist. of the
§ In their remarks on Mosheim's History, in an appendix to the American editions of that work, they are careful to say only " their females."
But the note seems to convey a denial of these naked processions. Mosh.

New York edit. vol. iv. p. 287.
These c^:travagances should not have been noticed, had they not
grown out of their principles, and been advocated by their writers. See
Fox's Jour. vol. i. pp. 208, 499, 531 ; ii. p. 65, 79. Sewel, ii. p. 226. See
Eccl. Hist.
II

Penn, ii. p. 80, 836, and partiarticle Signs, in their respective indices.
culuily the eighth chapter of his " Serious Jfiology.'" Works, vol. ii.
" For his saying that some of our women went naked, 'tis aflFirmed
" with lightness; tho'' some feiv of our Friends ivent naked for a sign "
&c Penn then proceeds to a godly comment on the scandalous practice.
See also Farnswortli's defence of these luperci, in his " Pure Language
of the Spirit," printed A. D., 1656.

:

;
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eflusions

from the press, w ould not permit a proud capital

any of

to stand in

their

letter

modest pages. And one removed from

his fire side the luxury of tongs, and substituted the primitive
implement of a cloven stick!* But the pride of plainness distin-

guishes the society from

all

other sects,

They

in their dress.

wear the broad brim,t the Hewing coat and breeches. The oral
law respecting the make of the hat and the coat, has been like
the laws of the Medes and Persians or the laws of China when
;

they received the signature of the red pencil. But, as
of the
is

a

last article,

sine

on the

quanon

—

I

mean

that

fine statue

it

the small clothes,

1

to the

make

cannot find that

should exactly resemble the

it

mode of that

of Pcnn, in the hospital yard of Philadelphia.

This has got a convenience, or else a singular decoration

in front

the absence of which, in the moderns, records, with melancholy
evidence,

how much they have degenerated

fi-om that great leader

of the ton. According to the oral canons, which
their costume, the most orthodox colour

brown, are tolerated.

Black is,
For red, the use of

heterodox.
scribed

by

is

fix

and regulate

drab; sober gray and

for obvious reasons, absolutely
it

is

prohibited, and even pro-

the oral law, in terms approaching the rigour of the

law of Menii, who prohibits the Brahmins of India from even

The gay Quakers, however, it must
freedom with the oral canons of
much
be observed, use nearly as
the society, on this article, as many of the clergy do with the
canons of the church, in a better cause. They make them suit
their own way of thinking.
trafficking in red garments. |:

It

has been justly observed, that there

ing about matters of taste.
'

t

Sewel, vol.

i.

is little

nation has

its

profit in disput-

own customs and

p. 242.

The broad brim
"

Each

has exercised the wit of poets and actors

—

broad brims sometimes like umbrellas.''' Hudibras.
The prof;ine wit, Nokes, appeared on the stage under a tremendous hat.
But this was only as the first fruits to the harvest. Dryden brought one
of his personages forward, under a hat made af er the dimensions of the
hind wheel of a carriage. See DunscombS. Anriq. of Herefoi-d Edit, of
1804. But the irresistible courage, and impertufbable gravity of tlie society, in defence of the broad brim, have secured them the peaceable and
IVit/i

triuniph^int possession of it.
% Sir William Jones's Disc, on the Relation of the Chinese to the Hindus ; and Life, p. 393.

16

)

:
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standard of propriety.

arguments of a Turk

Which
in

of us would pretend to refute the

defence of his beard or his turban

?

So

is the Chinese of his customs, that solemn embassies
have been refused an audience, because the haughty European
would not prostrate himself, or beat his forehead, a given num-

tenacious

ber of times on the
feelings or taste.

floor,

Were

before the presence
it

that the broad brim should give

could

tell

theirs.

!

We

cannot refute

not even folly to persuade the society,

way

to the

narrow brim? They

you, that the Chinese wear brims even broader than

That blue or black

is

a finer colour than drab?

They

could quote against us the custom of the Asiatic nations, where

That they should banish the flowing skirts ?
where they derived their opinions,
are clearly in their favour.
That modern manners make it a
mark of respect to uncover the head in the presence of a superior?
They could tell you, that the orientals do not uncover their heads
" that the Jews at Rome, and the west, do not stir their bonnets
" in their synagogues to any man, but remain still covered."* And
if this were too modern to render it venerable authority, they
could call in, to their aid, the ancient Romans, who certainly remained covered in their temples, when they drew near the shrine
of their idols.
And what is more, they have the authority of Tacitus and of Plutarch, to prove that it was an especial privilege
light colours prevail.

The

flowing robes of the east,

of the priesthood

and

in their

among the

heathens, in their public intercourse,

solemn services, while others were uncovered, never

to lay aside their hats.t
It is

us, for

very certain, therefore, that many customs prevail among
which we cannot produce such ancient and classic authori-

However, there

ty.

is,

unhappily for them, one circumstance

which operates rather against their system. The common feelings and sense of the west are clearly against them.
Their attempts to bring in upon us the customs of the east, and its fashions
in dress, are about as anomalous and extraordinary, as would be
the zeal of a Turk, to induce the citizens of Constantinople to ex
•

Sir E. Sandy's

"

View

i.

Anno. 1613 p. 242,
Baronius de Donat. Constant, and

of Religion in the west.

Nunquam pileum deponebant."
Valer. Max.
1 and 4.
f

\

—

An
ohange

!
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their pantaloons for the

Quaker breeches, and yield up

ihe red turban to the broad brim of black beaver

The charge

of affectation, in ushering in singular customs and

forms of dress under covert of religion, has not been the severest

which the

to

trial

No

times.

by

faith of the

Friends was subjected

in

older

small portion of their bodily sufferings was originated

adherence

their zealous

monies connected with

to

an item of their religious cere-

their dress.

was a part of their anhead to a mortal

It

cient religious ceremonies, not to uncover the

Hence

man.

their conscientious

and most scrupulous refusal

uncover their heads before magistrates and courts of

They

resisted the order

to their religious

and practice

faith

They would

wound

to uncover, as

an insult

on a tender part of
Hence they would not be driven from their

creed

their conscience.

from the bench

to

justice.

;

as a

inflicted

by bonds and imprisonments.

in this particular,

sooner have consented to lose their heads than to

uncover them

!*

But the society has derived benefits from the peculiarity of
their dress, sufficient to out balance the pains of
it.

The

circumstance, trivial as

christians,

than to

who devote

it

may

appear

martyrdom
to the

for

most of

their time rather to the cultivation of mind,

the arrangements of distinctive dress, has been one

strongly operating cause of fixing the public character of this
sect.

By

the colour and shape of their vestments, they proclaim

their religion

They

more loudly than by

the trumpet of the Pharisee.

exhibit their confession of faith, in their front and in their

In the cut and colour of the coat, they carry their relidogmata into the street, and into the counting house. They
hold them up to every eye, and tell them in every ear. They
and the world does fix
invite, they challenge a rigid scrutiny
rear.

gious

;

a keen and scrutinizing eye on them.

It

searches out, with an

* See an account of the tragic farce of Penn and Mead, respecting the
Penn's works, vol. i. ad
duties of the hat, before a very tyrannical court.
nitium : and Sewel, vol. ii. p. 244. The late king. George III. when he
gave audience to the Friends, took care to save their honour, and spare
his own feelings, by stationing an extra groom of the chamber at the door
of the levet , whose duty it was to take off each of their beavers as they

approached the presence.

Clarkson.
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This pro-

eagle-eye, the spots on their consecrated garments.

duces a deep and permanent

known

rates on a well

on their members.

effect

principle of

human

The

nature.

It

ope-

deport-

ment of the student arranged in his well known garb and liadge,
and of the soldier when bearing the uniform and arms of his
country, when among strangers, is rigid and virtuous; while the
eye of the public

is

intensely fixed on them.

relaxes, as the public notice withdraws

its

And

it

gradually

virtuous stimulant.

And it frequently becomes dissipated as they merge in the crowd
of common dress, and ordinary men. Every member, conscious
that he has

made

scious that he

his challenge

is,

stantly watched,

is

Hence

defence.

on the public attention, and con-

to the tenor of this challenge, con-

according

on his guard.

He

is

a strict eye on each

common enemy may

well as their own, that the

with to reproach the

always

Hence

faith.

in

an attitude of

other's deportment, as

not find where-

their coldness

and

distrust,

and distance, and jealousy in the presence of strangers. Hence
Hence the
the indirect and ambiguous style in conversation.
sly and cautious manner, bordering on cunning, which have

marked their public character in all countries; especially, where
And hence, as the result, Under all
their numbers are small.*
the feelings of the pride of part}', ingeniously created and kept
alive

by

themselves fairly separated
of course, devoted to iheir

The

keep
and strongly,

the shibboleth of speech and fraternal livery, they
U-O'.n

own

the whole world

;

sect.

singularity of their dress operates another

way.

The

Friends have been long known by the appellation of good mo-

Nay,

.ralists.

morality.

all

if

the good Clarkson be correct, they monopolize

Their dress and manners bring them forth from

the retired walk, in Avhich other christians are seen to pursue
the journey of

eye

lic

*

life.

in contrast,

The

Hence, they are presented before the pubnot with the religious world, who,

by

their

German and Scottish Quaker, is very different
The latter feehng his power, anci trusts, lets down much of the stern manners
The former, especially the Scotch Quaker, who stands

character of the

Q

laker.
fi-om the Phiuulclphian
ing to the number of his a xiiiarii

of

okkn

times.

almost single handed, in a country where metaphysics drive fanatacism
over Its southern border, has retained the ancient public character most
strongly marked.

;
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are merged

flrcss,

of

in the

And

civil society.

common crowd,

great mass of mankind, bear

and much of moral

but with the whole mass

as the principles, and the morals of the

of the impress of Christianity,

little

pollution, the society, in the result of the

com-

parison, has stood high in morals with the superficial observer.

Those founders of new
observers of

were unquestionably shrewd

sects*

human nature

;

who,

lytes to their systems,

have called

devising auxiliaries to

in

strengthen their society, and to attach,

more

operate on the propensities and vanity of the

Mohammed

ell'ected

by

sand, and

by

closely, their prose-

into their aid, principles that

human mind. What

the trivial rites of ablutions of water, or

Mecca, and by pilgrimages
and that Fox and Penn did, in their way,

prostrations toward

that Eustathius did

;

and speech, and manners. They aspired
same lofty origin, the special command of heaven* They
had the same object in view. It is certain they do have the same
tendency. The devout Arab performs his ablutions, and prostrates himself toward Mecca ; and rises with unmeasurable feelings of pride in his sect-, and damns the whole of the human

by

a distinctive dress,

to the

family

who

are not moslem.

and speech of

The

and separates himself from every other

Persians,

christian world

;

and throws barriers

with them, never to be removed

§

23.

On

hristians

'

oaths.

by

hand, by the

highest authority.

—The

society

a section of the moral law.

Thou

in the

way

of

the

communion

is

distinguished

from other

The members

to give testimony,

of the Re-

swear, with up-

name of God. They are guided in this by the
" Thou shall swear by his name."t
This is

and perpetual obligations
"

Medes and
sect in

by him.

their rejection of oaths.

formed chui'ches when called
lifted

pious Friend looks at the dress

his sect, unalterable as the lav/s of the

shalt fear the Lord,

For there are three
set

down by

and serve him

it
:

in

duties of

the

moral

same verse.

and cleave unto him,

• Fox and Penn were not the first who made a distinctive dress a
necessary part of their creed. Among others, I find Eustathius of Scbastia,
the leader of a sect, who clothed himself and his followers in a new and
fantastic dress.
Socrat Hist. lib. iii. cap. :>.
See also in Niceph. Cal.
Eccles. Hist, vol.i.p. 796. folio.
t Deut. X. 20.
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"and swear by

his

The

name."

patriarchs gave their practical

law by their use of oaths.*

exposition of this

an ancient prophet, that the

It

was foretold by

faithful should, in the

new

testa-

ment church, " swear by the name of the Lord."t We have the
highest examples set before us.
Almighty God sware by himself.
An " angel raised his hand and sware by him that liveth
Paul used

for ever."|;

Ghost

"

;

God

take

I

this

form

in writings dictated

my soul."§

record on

to

An

by

Holy

the

oath

of es-

is

most interesting cases, both civil and
means by which truth can be drawn out.
And in every case that comes before a court, it goes farther than
any other means to separate truth from falsehood, and educe evisential importance.

criminal,

it is

In the

the only

dence.

Nor

are

we dragged

tian considers

we approach
age

we

to

The

an oath with reluctance.

as a solemn act of worship.

it

with deep solemnity and reverence,

to the divine omniscience,

and power, and

we

chris-

which

In an oath,

hom-

offer

justice.

In fine,

lay these two precepts together, and act on the necessary
" An oath of the Lord shall be

conclusion drawn out of them.

''between them both that he hath not, &c."

"swear by

the greater;

" an end of

all strife."||

The
states by

and an oath

The

first

"For men

verily

for confirmation's sake

is

of these texts puts a case of

recognizes " an oath" as a well

known

necessity.

last

And

divine authority, the beneficial influence of an

it

eath on

The
" at

all,

some

duty.

civil society.

prohibition of our Lord, and that of James, " swear not

neither

by heaven, nor by
Nay,

as a serious objection.

positive repeal of oaths.

It

the earth,"
it

is

is

supposed

certainly does not.

exposition of the third precept of the law

:

"

considered
to

It is

Thou

amount

by
to

a

an emphatic

shalt not take

It prohibits all profane
the name of the Lord thy God in vain."
oaths
made
by other objects than
oaths in conversation, and all
God.lT And, finally, we put this question with emphasis Does
:

—

—

* Gen. xiv. 22. Josh. xiv. 9.
t Isaiah, six. IS. and )x 16.
% Heb. vi. 13 Revel, x. 5, 6.
§ 1 Corinth, i. 23.

1

Sam. xx.

3.

— 2 Kings,

ii.

2.

—

II

Exod.

xxii. 11.

— Heb.

vi. 16.

4 See Ber. de Moor, peipet.
sect. 12.

Com.

in

Markii. Comp.

vol. v. cap. 12.
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the prohibition of an abuse of a law, abrogate that law

we

refuse obedience to the

command, " thou

Must

?

shall serve the

Lord,"

because others abuse their mercies, and act the part of rebels?
Must we refuse to " swear by the Lord our God," because some

do swear prolanely, and because that profaneness
If

we

act on this principle of extermination,

hilate the authority of all laws, civil

we

is

forbidden

?

shall soon anni-

and divine.

These arguments have no weight with the society. They denounce all oaths. They simply affirm.* The ancient Friends
bequeathed them

this antipathy,

From

from their ancestors.

which was handed down

to

them

the time of queen Elizabeth, great

cruelty had been exercised under the arbitrary measures of the
bishops. In trials they were authorized to tender oaths, ex
to the

suspected persons. This tyrannical procedure was

opposed

:

the citizens

officio,

warmly

and puritan ministers opposed these oaths
pulpit.
Much was written against

from the press and from the

them during

this

and the succeeding

reigns.

The

people, as

might naturally have been expected, gradually transferred the

arguments from particulars
kinds of oaths.

By

of the Friends, (such

generals

to

;

they argued against

all

the time the arguments reached the hands
is

the propensity to generalize on almost

every theory) they were not allowed

to

except even the oath au-

" the oath for confirmation's sake

thorized

by

" which

an end of all strife.'''' To support this novel doctrine,
in our Saviour's prohibition of profane oaths.t

is

divine authority

:

they dragged

Some enlarged their proof by appealing to Plato, who advocates
"a life beyond an oalh.''''\ And they ought to have added, that it
was the peculiar prerogative of the priests, among the pagans, to
• The primitive Quakers admitted the substance of an oath.
See tlie
Quaker's Dialogue with Charles II. Sewel, vol. i, p. 435. Penn's Oath,
Burroughs, p. 622.
vol. ii. p 74.
" Swear not
ofmtino, at all, or by any
f Matth. V. 34. James v. 12.
means. Itis an adverb of confirming" says Schleusner, not oi extent.
That is, let nothing induce you to swear. What ? namely, those oaths of
which he is speaking ; " by heaven, by the earth."
Oatlis to which the
politest pagans were excessively prone in conversation, and in their grav-

—

est writings.

X Penn.
Laert.

ii.

513.

who quotes

Val.

Maxim.

2. 10.

and also Cicero pro

Bal,

—

;
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be exempted from an oath.*

They had

management

the

of the

divine things: they had free access to the holy inspirations of the

gods
fore,

:

a distrust of their

word was inadmissible

they were, there-

:

allowed a simple affirmation.

It is certain,

that

Penn has grafted

above.

Plato's "

life

beyond an

oath,'^

to

thartic virtues.

or Christ,

:

to sin in

no room

To

cannot swear.

of their perfection
like others.

;

an end

to put

not

them

to sin

;

he

urge an oath on them,

and

to insinuate that

is

oath

the light,

:t

is

in

them

In perfec-

they are perfect.

;

An

lie.

Hence, they

for "distrust of honesty."

will not conceal,

I

spent under the

life

Penn models the argument thus

he has put an end
tion there is

have referred

I

pure flame by the ca-

its

The man being perfect, could

come he came

is

which

was a

entire guidance of the light excited in

was unnecessary.

immunity

his doctrine of

from oaths, on the principle of Plato,

to question the fact

they are

weak

sinners

however, that a German divine,

quoted by a writer of the society ,|

is

at perfect antipodes with

Penn, on this article. " Those heretics,'''' says he, " who wiU not
" swear, are like the devil. He is not known to have ever used an oath."

And he never
of

homage
§ 24.

to

will.

Swearing

to the truth

On war. On

a solemn public act

the subject of offensive war, there

one opinion among christians.
tian principles;

it

It

There

exhibits on a wide field

is

only

what the robber and

this difference, that

in the ratio of the violence,
in its train.

to

resistance.

No

justify offensive war-

Defensive war

murders, and

christian, nor

even pagan,

But the Society, through

to the exti-emity of
is,

is

the atrocities of

rapines which follow

an excess of zeal, proceed

only

Their moral turpitude

war are aggravated
can pretend

is

cannot be advocated on chris-

the assassin does on a limited scale.
the same.

is

Almighty God.

advocating non-

in their opinion, in all

cases un-

lawful.

All that the society has

advanced on

this topic,

hardly amounts

Plutarch quoted by Baronius, (De Donatione Constantini Magiii.)
iiuni 79, and Durham on Revel, vol. ii p. 425.
t Vol. ii. 130, 488, 489, 796. and Bar prop, on this article.
± Stubbs,p. 167. of " Light shining," ike.
*

Anno. 324

;
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and whatever force it has, it operates
only on one branch of the subject, and wholly in favour of our
opinion.
War is cruel it is horrible. Man warring against
man exhibits a brutal ferocity the deeds are disgraceful even
to elegant declamation

:

:

:

to the

savage

they outstrip the ferocious deeds of the lions of

:

the forest.

These

the greatest

enemy

horror

no violence

offer

mankind

of

presented on a

is

What

field

own

to their

What

man.

is

of battle, and

But

species.

a spectacle of

sacking of a

in the

What man
Can a christian advocate war
which fills the world with so much misery All this is very true
and every sentiment is clearly supported by the passages of holy
city!

shudder

feeling heart does not

of principle docs not abhor

it

at

it

!

!

!

writ usually quoted for authority.* But

it is

not touch the question under discussion.

mation against

offensive

who

The

It

bring

it.

own heads and
must

must certainly
ofl"

does

in

human form

rest

somewhere.

the execrable evil from their

the heads of those under their protection.

who bring the war.
am willing to go all the

It

only on those

rest

While, therefore,
ciety, in

who ward

it

;

merely a decla-

is

war; and those demons

guilt of this

cannot rest on those

It

not in point

I

denouncing offensive war,

I

length of the so-

ask them,

in return, to fol-

me in the arguments in favour of defensive war.
The Almighty has written a law on our hearts, which

low

us to self-defence.

This

is

something

distinct

from the

revenge, or a criminal indulgence of the passions.
sal principle

;

it

It is

impels

spirit

of

a univer-

cannot be eradicated from the bosom, until reason

and judgment be hurled from their seat, and their influence over
us is lost. To oppose defensive measures, is to oppose a law of our
nature, impressed on every heart by the hand of Omnipotence.

The precept

that determines the morality of an action,

changeable as the throne of Deity, whence
divine
it

command, war was made

must be lawful now.

fight against

*

James

Who

it

comes.

If,

is

un-

by

a

lawful four thousand years ago,

gave the

command

Amalek, when he brought war against

to

Moses

to

his

people

?t

iv. 1, 8ic.

f Exori. xvii. 16.

It

cannot be pretended that this

ceremonial law.

17

is

a part of the

!
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was the " captain of the Lord's host," under whom Joshua
carried on war in Canaan, against the nations who had rebelled
against God ? Are we prepared to accuse a prophet of the Lord,

Who

who, under divine
If the

?*

God has

law of

arms against

inspiration, roused his country's

the encroaching foe

man

declared that the

" who provides not

for his own house, has denied the faith and is worse than an inf.del,''^
what, according to that law, must be the aggravation of that man's
guilt,

who, on the theory of non-resistance, declares that he

Avill

not defend the property of his family from the robber, nor their

from the violence of the murderer

lives

worse than

Are we prepared

He

our apology?
at the

Something greatly

?

infidel

head of

to

say that the

has fought

arts of the

he does

;

fight

his angels, against the assaults

dares to invade his church, and

King of Zion need
and he will fight,
of the dragon who

;

carry violence into his sanc-

to

tuary.!

Defensive war began
rebelled, the

in

government.

He

When

heaven.

Almighty vindicated

his

Such high authority have we

for defensive war.

necessary

Laws

have been

are necessary not only to the well

to a law.

Remove the

the ineffective form of a petition.

A penaltj'^ is

essentially

penalty, and the law sinks into

A

penalty ought to be of suf-

weight: the evil falling on the head of the offender, should

be greater than the good which he could promise
*

still

principle of non-resistance, taken in a political view, has

being, but the very existence of a state.

Jerem.

torical

six

!

a dangerous tendency.

ficient

his

church against the

on the principle of non-resistance, Satan would

The

During

chains of darkness.

in

thousand years, he has been defending

But
in heaven

and supported

hurled the rebels from the battlements of

heaven, and he retains them

assaults of hell.

Satan and his angels

his honour,

xlviii

10-

to

himself from

hive taken place on these hisHoly Scriptures, among the leading

Sei'ious discussions

and doctrinal passages

of the

Friends, particularly in Ireland and the opinion openly avowed tiiat they
ought to be expunged. See a specimen of these discussions in Rathbone's
Narrative, p. 50, 53. and his appendix, No. 2.
;

—

t

Rev.xii. 7.

;;
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the breach of the law.

out to crime

and

rigid.

If

he not

his

then temptation

being set aside, a high temptation

magistracy must have every
enforcing the penalty

arm of power

;

held

is

not invested

a possibility of the penalty

is
is

is

be imperious

to

does appear that the magistrate

it

with sulFicient power, or that there

the

so,

of the penalty ought

the infliction

;

If

i

held out to crime

facility of

hence the

:

executing the law, and

and, hence, they must be supported

against

any combination

are not, what security have

we

for

life,

of criminals.

If

liberty or property

?

by

they

The

means
it denies him weapons ; it
of compulsion
it denies him guards
but he must go on
bids him go on in the execution of the laws
peaceably.
Well but what if the criminals may not permit him
to go on peaceably ? What if they combine and resist ? They tear
themselves from the grasp of those who would lecture them into
obedience and who are beseeching them to be so good as to
submit to the sentence of the law. They arm themselves they
ofler violence a whole neighbourhood of Quakers is brought in
the question is emphatically put to them
you see the tumult
what must be done? The criminals are violent; they are deaf
Must the laws be insulted ? must the
to all reason or persuasion.
principle of non-resistance denies to the magistrate all the
:

;

;

!

;

;

;

5

:

bench retreat? must the court be dispersed? must the citizens
perish by the weapons in the hands of these unprincipled men ?
Yes say the stern advocates of non-resistance all this must be :
we will not try to prevent it. Nothing then can save the state
!

from

;

ruin, unless

one of two things shall take place.

criminals being struck with pity, will throw

up the court,
ners,

receive the sentence of the law, from pure

love of good order, or the judge, accompanied
ficers, will

Such

is

arm

his guards,

It

the proper ofto

obedience.

tends directly to produce anarchy and ruin

Holy Providence seldom

world, without sending after
to

by

and reduce the criminals

the dangerous tendency of this tenet of the society, in

a political view.
but

Either the

their arms, set

and with a sudden docility of man-

recall the judges,

bow down and

down

paralyze

its

arm,

or to

to its native violence, to

permits an error to creep into the

it

some powerful guardian of

check

bend

its

its

bow

influence
till it

;

truth,

or he leaves

breaks.

And

it

thus
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the intended victim escapes.
this principle

This

emphatically the case with

is

destructive tendency

its

;

ufterly defeated itself;

is

it

is so glaring, that it has
incapable of any general practical

Hence, even the society cannot act on it, but in so
manner, that they cannot be said to adhere to their
They do admit of laws and penalties they do admit of

application.
partial a
)

!

theory.

;

magistrates, and sentences, and punishments; they do admit of

chains and dungeons

;

they do admit of force and arms in our

state prisons.

But

'"

if our principles

of n,on-resi stance were Imown, we should not
This advances the extravagant idea, that the mur-

be attacked.^''

derer

will not injure the

good man, nor the weak; nor him who

has no intention of dcfending-himself that he will attack only the
brave and the fighting man. " But Holy Providence interferes, in
:

a special manner, in our behalf; and wards off the violence of the wick-

Providence brings

erf."

pect them without the use of means,
there

no necessity for them.

is

Quaker

to

;

is

violent

and we

Besides,

if

God

support of

it

he

;

The man

saulted by a robber.

brawny

by

a tragedy: "I will not offer violence to thy

but /

tvill

hold thee in

be incapable of doing any violence

The
cy.

It

when

to

this

;

him

as-

in

body; nor

will

I

pond, until thee shall

an innocent

man !"

principle of non-resistance has a dangerous moral tendenhas, indeed, the aspect of virtue,

violence
sive

or his gold

and closed the farce

his

:

this prin-

of non-resistance caught

arms, and thus harangued him

shed thy blood

life

English Quaker did

will act as the

for a

in defend-

has written on his

heart, as the guarantee that he never will risk his
in

when

be wrong

it

men? But no Quaker ever acted on

pledge that law, which

will

to ex-

;

expect miracles

to

defend himself, /lozo can he justify Providence

ing him from
ciple

by means

to pass his polyposes

;

and

war. But try

and of abhorrence of

a holy princij)le, so far as

it is

it,

it is

applied to

all

offen-

on the true question of defensive war; bring

the arguments and declamation of the society to bear upon those

who defend their lives, liberty and property. It contradicts the
common sense of mankind it resists the impulse of the first law
;

of our nature
that violence

;

it

contradicts the holy laws of morality;

may

not be repelled

;

it

it

pleads

pleads for the removal of

.:
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every barrier before the march of crime, when

men

formidable array of armed
to
if

go the

full

;

it

length of their violence.

If

that

own

carcases beside your

your shores
dear

to

the robber assail

in

a

them
you ;

;

your wife and your

raised to lay

is

appears

your chamber, the weapons of self-deyou must not strike the

the assassin break into

fence must be wrested out of your hands

arm

it

pleads for a license to

!

infants bleeding

enemy pour its legions on

If a foreign

rob you of your country, your liberty, and

man, you must not

that

all

Jf entreaties fail,

you must

surrender all into their hands.
" But this could not take place, if all men would embrace

their prin-

is

to

fight.

you think

do not trouble the
is no argument
world with a wild impracticable theory. If a principle is brought
forward, which professes to meliorate the condition of man, it
This

ciples.^''

ought not

in

there

men

It is

Avill

of

on a Utopian base.

Paradise

;

it

ought

so,

ought not

It

assume the

to

to

be contrived

fact, that

man

is

But, until the species be regenerated, there will be

Tvhat he is.

violent

;

to rest

man

to suit

if

:

there will be robbers

there will be murderers

:

be unprincipled statesmen

little

use to

tell

at the

them, that they ought

have better principles.

helm of government.
good men ; and to

to be

to argue, that

It is silly

because there

ought to be no violent and unjust men, therefore, there ought to
be

no defensive war.

It is

a miserable sophism.

ought to be no violence and injustice
for self-defence
there is

;

no cause for

This

self-defence.

it is

;

if

we admit the

fact, that

vicious propensities will hurry

these facts before our eyes,
resistance,

ous tendency.

bounds

to

lives of

many

may
we

We

is

Now,

to

if

we

;

to the

with impunity;

defend them.

world be ae wicked as

it

amount of the

human nature

there will be violent men, whose

them

into violence;

and

if,

with

the principle of non-

a principle of immoral and danger-

murderer, you

This

may

be,

we

may

will not set

take

away

the

unprincipled statesman, you

to the

trample on our national rights, and take

shall not

take

are saying to the robber,

your crimes

us there

be none, therefore,

the total

we do advocate

we are advocating

tell

there ought to be no cause

and because there ought

argument against defensive war.
as

;

You

is
I

away our

lilierty

not merely saying,

will not use

my

let

the

influence to

An
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It

says, let

abandoned men can make it,
impede the march of crime.

I

it

siiall

If

:

if

as wicked as the most

not throw up one barrier to

every good

man were

were

a nation

mously, the consequences would be dreadful.

depraved
j)ast

itself, it

muse;
less

;

wars

come

will

Providence does work by means.

;

fend

in all nations

fire

;

If

would soon exhibit a scene

would lay waste

its

to act

on

moral pollution would speedily

this principle of non-resistance,

be increased a thousand fold

become

cities

to

adopt

Human

it

unani-

nature

is

the age of miracles

is

that nation did not defit

for the most tragic

and towns, and hamlets law;

brigands would bring on our families ruin worse than death

the sword would

slavery

!

Such

is

sweep her population

;

into the grave, or into

the tendency of this pretty, but romantic, theory

of non-resistance

!*

But the society did not

arrive, all at once, at this singular item

it may appear, i m«an to the
modern Quakers, it is a fact, that from the rise of the society, to
the year 1660, the Friends did advocate ivar, and many of them
were in the army. The pages of Burroughs and of Fox, even after
the licentious liberties of modern editors in altering and expung-

in their system.

Extraordinary as

ing passages, do

still

alFord us proof.

The former exhorted

the

"Let thy soldiers go forth
with a willing heart.''! The same war spirit is breathed in his
address to the English army at Dunkirk. J Fox wrote an " address'
He tells them what they might have
to the council of officers.^''
done, had they been faithful. They might have taken Rome,
and put down the Pope they might next have subdued the Turks,
and put down Mahomet. He then laments, that many excellent
officers and soldiers were thrust out of the army by the ProtecProtector to

war

against the Pope.

:

The practide of the society has often done violence to their own theoThe laws demand, that we defend our country or pay, to aid
The Quakers refu--e to pay this militia fine or tax.
this great object.

*

ry.
in

;

They

resist the

say that

law even

to bodily pains.

tiiey practise non-rcsistaiice.

They

It

does seem very absurd, to
support the doctrine

resist to

of non-resiitance.
rejected," p. 26, 27, 36, 37.
f '« Good counsel

and Quak. Unmasked,

p. 4.
If

See Burroughs'

p. 229, &c.

Works

i

fol. p.

535, 540. and " Snake," &c.

Edit. 2.
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merely

tor,

And
for

in

and

liberty

and

his

for using " Ihou

and

//icf,"

another place, he speaks of "
/aru."t

To

these,

and for wearing their hats.*
end of the war^

the rlghleous

we may

names of Penn
certainly were

add the

kinsman, the amiable Pennington

;

tlicy

Penn reaped a goodly
military and naval glory.
If he had

not decidedly opposed to defensive war.J

harvest from his father's

been, in principle, decidedly opposed to war, his conscience must

have been

ill

at ease

from the

reflection, that all his wealth

luxuries were the purchase of military services.

science was at ease

fended his

office

;

and

the following words

:

he approved of
station

5

But

his father's deeds,

his

and
con-

he de-

he did approve of defensive war

in

" he was employed," says he, respecting his

father, admiral Penn, " he

was employed

in the

preservation of

the country from the rapes and spoils of foreigners."§

But after the restoration, when they could no longer indulge
the hope of the downfall of Episcopacy, they shielded themselves

And, as a

behind the principle of non-resistance.

have advocated

it

to this

But there have been some

When

their practice.

collisions

between

off the sloop.

A

their theory

and

Philadelphia was young, the magistracy

•was entirely in the hands of the Friends

only one sloop.

society, they

day.

;

its

port could boast of

coming up the river, carried
What did the society do? The faith and constan-

band of

pirates

London Quakers, never met with such a trial. It is an
to be virtuous where there are no temptations. Did
the society become confessors and martyrs to their principle?

cy

of the

easy matter

Verily, no

!

armed band
soners.

Their magistracy issued commissions
;

It is

they retook their sloop, and

how

curious, to see

wriggle and twist, under the
their history.

They admit

made

;

they raised an

the banditti pri-

the historians of the society,

difficult digestion

of this morsel of

the fact, that the sloop

was forcibly

• Seep. 5, 6. anct. edit.
See also Bugg's Pict. p. 50. Snake in the
Grass, p. 2l0. and edit. 2. p. 207 and 208.
f Fox's West answering the North, p. 16. and 102. and Snake, 8ic, p.

221, and edit.

2.

p. 218.

X Penn, vol. i. p. 146. and Pennington, vol. i. 227. His " Address to
the Ariny." See Penn's Project for securing the peace of Eurojie : He
admits the retaining of "forces,'" &c. Sect. 4, 5, 9, in vol. ii. p. 841,843
§ Vol. ii.p. 4.51.
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But they pretend that
taken away, and that it was recovered.
no arms were used that there was no fighting.* This contradicts
the account given by men of probity, and who had access to
;

know all the truth.! And besides, it is highly improbable. Can
any man beli' ve, that a strong banditti, who had possession of
the sloop in the river, would be moved by the sight of their purhear n Qua cci- sermon
and that they
suers, to sit flown an
would be instantaneously moved to grant their petitions, to restore
;

i

them the

and submit

sioop,

citizens, to the sentence

sensibility,

their necks, like

good hearted

the law? Pirates never possessed such

.,

nor such disinterested love of good order

The government

of Pcn.'^ylvania had,

by an

and Mary, been taken out of the hands of Penn.
on certain conditi

petition, restored to him,

he should secure and defend the place
soldiers to

Indians

Albany, when called

or find

:

money

He

defence.

ney

this state,

that

the

number.
in

war against

To
his

the

these condi-

speech

to the

exhorts them to take measures for their

laid before

them the

Penn recommended

York.

for, to aid in

that

was, on his

These were,

king's letter,

demanding mo-

carrying on the war against the Indians of

to aid in

sembly.

pay

It

that he should send 80

D. 1701, Penn,

In A.

tions he acceded.§

assembly of

to

:

ons.

U

act of William

that the

sum be granted by

New

the as-

||

In the year 1764,

when

the affairs of the Paxton volunteers

Quakers of Philadelphia manifested
the measures of those who
with the " Paxton boys." They urged, " that

agitated the public mind, the
this spirit of

wished

to treat

they had force
•

Gough.

They opposed

Penn.

iii.

sufficient

to repel

them, or even

to kill

them."!

p- 341.

and the Reply of the Society. See also the
f See Keith's Appeal,
" Snake." edit. 2. and p. 201.
recovery of a ship, commanded by a Quaker,
X S*;e another case the
from the Turks. Sewel, vol. ii. book vii. pp. 74, 80.
§ See the letter from Pliiiadelphia, dated 1695, published in London
•while Penn was there. Leslie in the " Snake," &c. appeals to it. p. 241,
or p. 237. edit. 2.
:

Vol.i. p. 146, ike.
i See " The QiMker Unmasked," p. 7. no. 1007. Daod. Tract. 7.
Philad. Library, and a book called" a Trumpet Sounded out of the Wilderness of Amei ica." See a MS. in Philad. Libr. no. 1413, vol. i. quarto,
I

p. 23. Y.
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1

which are remembered

have heard detailed by

in this city

the most re-

spectable citizens, evinced a determination to carry their pur-

poses into

effect.

But the favourable issue of a treaty, prevented

the Quakers from resisting and killing these hot headed volun-

And in different periods,
who were chosen representatives

teers.

those
in

of the society

members

the state legislature, or in

congress, have, at the call of their country, voted for

war meas-

ures.*

In fine, only one thing has saved the existence of the society.

They have had their brave fellow-citizens to fight in their defence.
And one thing has saved the existence of this article of
their faith.
The government of Pennsylvania was taken out of

Had

their hands.
offices of the

they possessed the chair of

magistracy

in that great

state,

and the

commonwealth, there would

Quaker who would advocate the prinThey would either have surrendered
an invading enemy, or have advocated, by martial
Thus the society owe
lawfulness of defensive war.

not have been, this day, a
ciple of non-i'esistance.

the state to

deeds, the

their existence, political, to the advocates of defensive war.

But

for them, as Voltaire said, " they had been devoured and annihilated.'^

§ 25.

The Friends have been a

divided people.

cism of Milner, Naylor, and Toldervy created

The

fanati-

sei-ious troubles.

Those Liberales, who, pursuing exclusively the dictates of " the
spirit," undervalued the Holy Bible, created still more.
These
arose,

The

by

fair

consequence, out of the principles of the society.

fanatics only reduced into practice,

by a daring hand, what

the society held in theory about a real Christ in every man.

The

establishment of their discipline produced a schism, which, as far
as

'

I

can trace

in their history,

is

perpetuated to thisday.t

Fox

• In 1674, see "Quaker Unmasked,'' p. 9. and in 1815, the member
from Germantown voted for the war measures. These may have been
expelled. But this shows what their wise men will do, when brousjht into
collision with their duty as citizens. In A. D. 1741, Samuel Chew, a Quaker, advocated, from the bench, the doctrine of self-defence. See a curious MS. no. 1413, in thePhilad. Libr. p. 2. 3. W. volume i. quarto. See
his defence also in Pennsyl. Gazet. no. 690.
f See Rathbone's Narrative.
18
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form of ecclesiastical government, not under au-

Holy

thority derived from the

and poAver of God
as A.

Scriptures, but "

by

the counsel

and the yearly meeting of Ireland, so

D. 1802, recognized

of their government.!

this divine right

The party who opposed Fox

insisted that

with their brethren, the infallible guide

they had,

in their

in

bosom

The

could not be subjected to any discipline.

on the other hand, that the

late

;

common
and they

Foxites insisted,

spirit in the individual oiight to

sub-

and universal wisdom of the society 4 the other party replied, "you tell us that services done without tlie motion of
mit

to the spirit

the spirit are accursed;

no motion

andyou condemn

The female meetings

it."§

when we have

us

not only

for this, but a positive impulse of the spirit against

bitter contention.

A

||

for discipline were another source of

strong party opposed them as utterly im-

They denounced,

pertinent.

petticoat church

in strong terms, the

government and female popes

mally excommunicated, and

in their

innovation of

they were

:

turn they

for-

undauntiiigly

hurled their anathema at the heads of their opposers

they muemployed the most abusive terms ilT " they were imposand demons." "It was Judas and the Jews against Christ:"
:

tually
tors

and as a witty author,** a cotcmporary, remarked, " both parties
being persons of honour,

A. D. 1661.

—A

we ought

to believe both."

violent dissention arose in the society respect-

ing the orthodox use of the hat. Every Quaker must have heard
of Muckalow and his book " the spirit of the. hat.''"' It appeared in

defence of

sitting

covered

in time of

prayer

:

for

why

not then as

Penn entered the lists
against this hero of the hat ; he reminded him that he had once approved of the custom of the society, and had tasted " comfort from
prayers that came through an uncovered head ;" and forthwith dewell as during the other parts of worship

!

nounced him as convicted of heretical pravity.tt The party who
were drawn up under the banner of " the spirit of the hat^^ issued
their manifesto that "

what they did was by immediate inspiration."

ii. p. 85, 215, &c.
f ^^^th. Nar. p.
" Barbadoes Judgment," quoted
X See the Quaker

• Jour.

Grass." p. 68,
§
II

•*

" Snake in

tlie

edit. 3.

Penn ii. p. 539, and Hick's Repl.
1 Penn li.
A. D. 1677.

tt Penn's

12.
in

Spirit of Alex, the

Dial. p. 64.
189, 199 and 774.

Coppersmith, &c."

Leslie.
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Perot, the leader of the van, "

Lord of heaven and earth
and

in

to

had received a command from the

war

taking off the hat

against

opposing him, therefore, they were opposing the

spirit.

Penn and his party replied that " the Lord had given to the
church" (he meant the great body of the Friends,) an infallible
spirit to

discern spirits

;

and as they had discerned and judged

them, they had justly cast them out. To this, they replied, that
" as the light within was the perfect and sufficient guide to each
;

Penn made the body of the society

as
in

each

;

to

bear sway over the light

therefore, not the light within but the body

How

the Quaker's i-ule."

was such a dispute

of the parties was equally inspired

;

be

to

was become

settled

each professed

to

?

Each

be the

fa-

A

" Hie labor, hoc opus e^/."

grand meeting
was summoned. " Prayers were made with weighty groans and
vourite of heaven.

tremblings, that the
signal

manner." In

have been

" JVe Deus

— whether the hat should
;

a

intersit nisi

dignus

he

put

off,

or whether the hal

Their cries were heard

;

their

" he rent through the meeting ;" both sides

were

greatly humbled; " and

may

in

But here were two inspired bodies vehemently

should be put on, during prayers.
spirit interfered

among them,

forth

ordinary cases, the rule of Horace would

religiously acted upon.

vindice nodus."

contending

Lord would break

all

many with

such bodily tremblings, as

(it

well be credited) iilled the beholders with astonishment, de-

clared from the mouth of the Lord against the

'

spirit

of the

Penn and his party prevailed, and a decree was issued
" It hath seemed good to the Holy Ghost,
the following words

hat.' "

in

:

performance of solemn public prayer to the Lord, to
pull off our hats,'''' <^c. : and as this practice is dedicated to divine
service, it must not be prostituted to human uses.

and

to us, in the

" Quid dignum tanto feret hie promissor hiatu ?
" Parturiunt montcs nascetur ridiculus inus !"*
;

These disputes issued

in

a rupture.

Hence

Hor.

the two rival so-

* See Rich's "Epist. to the seven churches, A. D. 1680." Bugg's Plot,
Quaket ism, p. 263. Sixty-seven country Quakers were pitted against
See also Penn ii. 189, 207, 208, 209, and
sixty-six Quakers of London.
774, edit. fol. 1726. " Snake," p. 71, ed. 2.— and «' the Spirit of the Hat,"
and its " Defence." The decree was issued in the words of Penn
p. 11
above recited. See vol. ii. p. 207 of his works, folio.
of

—
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Harplanc and Grace-street church

in

progress of these contentions, a party arose,
principles of one of these sects into their

who

carried the

length.

full

In the

London.

The one

had reasoned that as each had his Christ in him, there was no
need for discipline : the new sect argued that on the same principle

We

real necessity for meetings for worship.
the perfect rule in us; why should we meet in public, to

there can be

have

i\o

give or to receive instruction from any

adherents

in

Ireland, have lately revived this idea,

created serious troubles

Near
arose

:

man ? Shackleton and

body

in the

in that

his

and have

country.*

the close of the 17th century, the Keithian controversy
it

affected one of the most important doctrines of Chris-

In the year 1692, Keith, a zealous Quaker, being in

tianity.

Philadelphia, discovered that the society used the greatest licentiousness, in doing

away, by allegory, the narrative of the real

sufferings of Christ

;

and consequently the doctrine of

a real

He suspected them of being infected with the spirit
He drew on him the resentment of the body. Penn

atonement.
of deism.

was

at this time in

London.

Not understanding the true cause

of the dispute, he addressed a letter to Turner, a justice in Philadelphia. He defends " honest G. Keith and his Platonic studies."

Keith returned

to

London.

He

soon discovered that these

senti-

ments, which he had attacked, were not confined to the transatlantic Quakers. Penn had spoken from the text, " the blood of

Jesus Christ his Son cleanseth us from

was

strictly

and

the life is the light within them.''''

ing, took

up

this subject,

This exposition

all sins."

orthodox on their principles.

" The blood

is the life^

Keith, at a subsequent meet-

and showed that "

sin

was cleansed by
Penn

the blood of the true Christ actually shed on Calvary."

started from his seat ; and, as he afterwards stated in the annual
meeting, being so " transported by the power of God, that he was

carried out of himself, and did not
or standing, or on his knees

1 pronounce

body

thee

an

:

know whether he was

he thundered forth

this

sitting,

anathema,"

head of thee,'''
The great
Keith was condemned by an edict of the

apostate^ over the

followed Penn.

* See Shack. Lett, to the Monthly Meeting of Carlow, 1801, and Rathbone's Nar. p. 164.
" Snake, 8;c." p. 71 and 282.
I

»3.n

annual meeting, but was not tardy

nounced the society

as Deists,

in

a dissention arose

his

own defence

to establish the fact.*

the annual meeting in London.

In 171

1,

was

consequence of an attempt, by a strong party,

in

in

a general review of the Friend's books
rors that might be found in them.

He

the other party.

argued, that

;

and

to

to

have

expunge any

er-

Whitehead was the head of
a project of this kind, was a

virtual surrender of their infallibility

Hence

he de-

:

under the disguise of allegory, and

he went as far as arguments can go

It
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and

His party

inspiration.

that the polemics of the society

defend

every expression that dropt from the pen of their ancients.

They

prevailed.

it is,

would not surrender, to their opponents, one item
offer

one apology.

society, however,

;

In Whiting's collection of the
it

nor deign

to

books of the

appear: that great freedoms have been used.

The

fact has been established, by a comparison of the ancient
and modern editions, that the most offensive expressions have
been expunged that Fox'e Journal, in particular, had undergone
N<5i is this to be wondered at.
Penn has
a severe castigation.t
When Fox and he
advocated the measure in i similar case.
ventured to alter, to a more orthodox sense, a paper " given forth
:

by

inspiration," he defended the

spirit

of the prophets

is

deed on

ground, " that the

this

subject to the proy)hets.'"J

Besides these divisions, the Free Quakers,

who justly advocate

the principle of self-defence, have formed themselves into a society.

There

Jumping Quakers, who,

are, also, the

Penn, seceded, under

their leader,

gestures from the ancient

Salii,

to the priestess of Delphi.

Case.§

in the days of
These copied their

the priests of Mars, in preference

Instead of the devout acts of trem-

bling and quaking, they adopted those of jumping

perpetuated

among

They are
They exist near Albany, and
They may be considered," said uncle
!

us to this day.

in the state of Ohio.

"

John, " as a species of extravagance, even in the kingdom of darkness.

march

And
till

yet, (such

they

fall

is

human

nature) they

may

maintain their

before the glory of the latter day!

For

* See Keith's " Deism of W. Penn," and Mosh. vol. v. cent. 17. ch.
part 2. See note B. .ippentlix 1.
t BuKg's Pict. p. 64, 65. " Snake, &c." p. IIS.
i See vol. ii. p. 217.
§ See " The Quakers, a divided people," publ. in A. D. 1708.

sect. 2.

4.
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,5ft

though their doctrinal system
less, retain

much

their private

§ 26.

rotten to the core, they do, nath-

is

of the decencies and loveliness of morality in

manners."

— Human nature

is

the

same

The

in all societies.

spirit

of persecution has disgraced almost every section of christians.

The

Puritans were persecuted

by

the Hierarchy.

In

New Eng-

land, the Puritans persecuted the Friends.*

And amiable

arc, the Friends

demon.

have had

from

a visit

this

as they

Those who

have studied

their history, will remember the cases of Pierson,
and of King, and of Chadvvell, and Ann Mudd. In their sufferings we have a view, in miniature, of the members of the society

retaliating on individuals that cruelty which fell on them from
a persecuting priesthood. Those persons disturbed the Friends'
meetings as Fox and others did Lhfse of the church.
They
were dragged out, and subjected to ,that specific cruelty, which

Fox records
torn
ried

;

insulted his clothes were
in his case.
Pierson
" his blood was shed;" he was |aid across a horse and car;

by Friends

to

/They had him seized by a

an ale house.

warrant; he was dragged before a jifstice.
prisoned him
jail

in

of Carlisle

;

arbitrary prisons

and

:

tji^ice

finally, at the anttual

Four times they im-

they placed him

in the

meeting, they contrived

him arrested, under a charge of debt, and thrown into a
London. His feeling appeals against the society, are made
precisely in the words of Fox against the church, and the cruel
to have

jail in

magistracy of

his

day.t

To the same spirit, we must ascribe
cipline.

Members have been

their

harsh measures of

ples against rising and uncovering during prayer.J
felt

Some have

the thunders of their Vatican, because they sold a

tile to

their tenets. §

If

dis-

expelled because they had scru-

book hos-

m.cmbers marry out of the society, they

* I magnify not the spot on the character of those great men who
founded Nf \v England. I sim])!y state a fact. And that spot is certainly
covered by that giory wliirh'their sons and their daughters have thrown
around them bv their perfect liberality, and by their superior labours in

the Bible and iVIissionarv causes.
f Penn ii. 193, 212. 214, and Muckalow's book, p. 22 and 29, and Pierson's " Relation of the implacable cruelty of the Quak. A. D. 1713," and
Bugg's Picture of Quak.

i'Rathb. Nar. p. 72.
§ I refer the

&c."

Quaker to their Regist.

edit. 3. p. 308, 309,

or edit.

2. p.

of Condem. for 1681,
304,

and " Snake,
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are forthwith expelled.

a merchant,

who

And

in

our large

has been brought up

the society,

in

has his mercantile concerns chiclly among them,
his ruin.*

kind of

civil

The

ty.

penalty on those

who

is

a signal for

England, they

who marry

to

inflict

a

out of their communi-

give them any of their substance or portion,""

body.

to the unity of the

they return
''^

in

parents of the oftcnding parties " are enjoined hy the

annual meeting, not
until

and sometimes

In Ireland,

on
and who

cities, this infliction

And

those parents

shall give portions to them, or entertain them, or be familiar

" be closely dealt xcZ/A." Jlnd if they persist, they too

zeith them^'' shall

And

shall be excluded.^

this exclusion, in

of the rich and independent,

is

paramount

every case, except that
temporal con-

to ruin in

cerns.J
§ 27.

—The Society, from

culiar feature, that

Ishmael on the

it

limits

appearance, has had

its first

has always stood alone.

It

of the Reformed churches.

against every one of her sections, and every one of
against
lic

it.

Toward

the close of the

1

this pe-

has been an

It has been
them has been

7th century, the tide of pub-

opinion was directed against thern with constant and increas-

ing violence.

The

pulpit

and the press were put

in requisition.

Individuals and whole counties, ministers and laymen, bishops

and judges united

their eftbrts to repel their violence against the

doctrines and institutions of Christ.

Hicks had convicted them

of impiety and irreverence toward the

Holy

Scriptures. §

"

The

magistracy, the gentlemen and ministry of the county of Lancaster,"

had petitioned the council to interpose, to set bounds to their
Di\ Owen, a voluminous writer against

errors and disorders.
]

I

1

the society, but

||

who seldom named

them, had, with his

known

weight of talents, and with great moderation, followed them over
their system, and had given triumphant refutations of their errors
in the Trinity,

on the person of Christ

:

on the person and ope-

• See the melancholy details in Evans's Narrative. Philad.
Athen. Libr.
pampl. vol. 53, no. 4.
t See extracts of the National Half-years' meeting, A. D, 1680.
i Rathhone's do. appendix, no. 6, on the connexion between disownment and persecution.
§ Dialogue between a Christian and Qiiak. Penn ii. p. 590, and Rathbone's Narrat ve, appendix no. 5. Phil Libr. no. 3798, octavo.
See the petition in " Snake, &c." p. 21.
II

;
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rations of the spirit

:

on the Scriptures

:

on the Sabbath and the

divine ordinances.* Judge Hale had exposed
folly, in placing so

in using thee

He

much

and thou

of their religion in keeping on the hat

in

;

changing names of days and months."

their " subtle schemes, in

had exposed

their " superstitious

drawing

off the peo-

ple from christian institutions and the ministry, that they might
infuse into

them

their corrupt principles."!

Faldo had,

had, with great

exhibited their contradictions with them-

effect,

and with the Scriptures.^ The amiable and sensible Scan-

selves

had travelled over

drett

at the

Stalham

bar of the public, convicted them of Socinian errors.^

candid manner, their

among whom we

and exposed, in the most
complicated errors.
Twenty-one divines,
their system,

||

find the

names of Manton, Gouge and Baxter,

had established the fact, that the leaders of the society had formed a medley of SabeUian and Socinian errors in their creed.lT
Three learned rectors,** in a joint production, entitled, " The Prinof Quakers shown

ciples

to be

blasphemous and

seditious,''''

had roused

the indignation of the religious public, and spread alarm through
the

body

of the society.

Leslie, the favourite of the public in

that dispute, and distinguished

and solidity, his
had exposed on every vulnerable point,
the errors, the superstition and contradictions of the society .tt
The venerable bishop of Cork had, with dignity and success,

sallies of wit

shown

and

-

that the society Avas not only enveloped in a cloud of er-

principle.JI

by means
*

his ingenuity

satire,

rors, but that not
first

fo^-

Each

two of their leaders were agreed about their
Keith had shown, by abundant evidence, that

of allegory, they

of these

is

had removed from

discussed less, or

more

their system, the

fully, in different

parts of lus

works.
t Sir

%

Matthew Hale's Works, vol. i. p. 208. edit. 1805.
Quakerismno Christianity." A. D. 1673.

In his "

§ "

Re\

iler

rebuked."

" Antidote against Quak." Small quarto, in the Philad. Libr. no. 1323.
See Calaniy's Ejected Min. Art. Scandrett.
f See Pref. to Faldo, and also Penn, ii. 608.
II

**

Dr Beckham, Dr. Meriton and Dr. Topcliffe.
" Snake in the Grass " It went through three editions in little more
If
than a year. It was the object of assault by every Quaker author. No
Quaker can speak of this book in temperate language. See no. ;474,
duod. Philad. Libr.
XX See his " Testimony, is'c." and Penn, ii. 885. They cannot agree on
the nature of the light in them. See vol. ii. ch. vi. following.
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true outward Christ: and that instead of him,
nature,

had died on the

cross, they

who

human

in real

had introduced the visionary

principle of the Christ within: and that they

avowed

the deisti-

knowledge of the outward Christ was not
essentially necessary to the salvation of man in pagan darkness.*
cal sentiment, that the

Bennet's criticisms and learned expositions, had taught his coun-

trymen how

to

detect the sophistry of Barclay, and dissolve his

imposing syllogisms.?

The

act of toleration of A.

D. 1689, had

required of the members of the society to make a confession of
their faith, in " God the Father, and the Lord Jesus his eternal
Son, the true
ever."|

The

God

;

and the Holy

Spirit,

one God, blessed for

veteran, F. Bugg, had, for upwards of thirty years,

laboured to unfold to the religious world, the true nature and tendency of the doctrines of this sect. He had written eighty-five
books against the proselytes of Fox and Loe. He had put forth
his ^''painted harlot
his '''battering rams against new Rome
his
"one blow more at new Rome" He had thrown his first bomb,''*
and his " second bomb,'''' and his " third bomb" into the " Quaker
camp."§ Several counties had petitioned parliament to examine
their tenets and conduct, and to watch them as dangerous innovators.ll The learned Stillingfleet had unfolded the origin and the
''''

natural tendency of the pestilential errors of the society .IT Strong
suspicions had been excited in the public mind, of -un intimate
Jesuits and the leading men in
some of these men had evinced
zeal for popery at an anterior date and the public had not been
Labadie,
fully satisfied that the Quakers had converted them.
of the society of Jesuits, established Quakerism in Holland. Bar-

connexion existing between
the society.**

It is

tlie

certain that

;

" Deism of

W. Penn"

and Burnet's Hist, of his

Own Times

:

p. 248. fol. edit.
Apology, entitled, " Confutation of
f See his Review of the
edit, octavo, 1705.
t

Besse

i.

vol.

ii.

Quak.

p. 50. fol.

§ His great work, is the Picture of Quak. in 8 parts. See no. 1554, octavo, in the Philad. Libr. edit, of A. D. 1714.
See copies of the petitions in Bugg's Picture of Quak. p. 96.
f Dr. S. says, "judging the father from the child's likeness in doctrine
and practice, the founder of the Jesuits is the grandfather of the Quakers."
"Idolat. of the Roman Church," p. 282. edit. 2.
II

Sec Besse, vol. i. p. 40, and " Quakerism Anatomized" by Jeoner and
Taylor, p. 163, and Penn, vol. ii. p. 76.
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clay was educated under his uncle

in

the Scots Catholic college*

Vaughton, one of their best speakers, had been Catholic.
who had graced the assemblies in PhiladelSouthbj,
And
phia, had been a worshipper of- the host and saints.t
But the

of Paris.

books which issued from the press by the agency of Fox, excited
the strongest suspicions.
stated

it

be a

to

Fox could

fact,

The grand jury

not write two sentences

was admitted by

all

learned languages

:§

of Norfolk, England,

established by his manuscript letters, that

his friends

yet that

this

in

good English 4 and that

that he

man

knew nothing

it

of the

published, under his name,

eight books in Latin, and a species of polyglot, in which senten-

ces of Latin,

arranged

Hebrew,

Italian,

in their respectiv e

or at least Jesuits .lad

Greek, Syriacand Chaldaic, were

columns.

gold of the society had done

Some

||

compiled them

:

said that the

Jews

others supposed that the

it.lT

—

The result of these able exposures, was the confirmation
many wavering christians, the recovery of some distinguished

§ 28.

of

converts,** and a general and severe check to the tide of error.

threw a

It

damp on

the ardour of the Lupercalians,

and annihila-

ted those excessive disorders which are the stigma of the

second periods of their history.
simple and

illiterate,

The

great

body of

first

and

their people,

stood with breathless expectation, and rais-

The public indignation
them
make
bend.
They retreated from the
was too strong not to
high ground which they had assumed. They lowered their tone.
their anxious eyes to their leaders.

ed

But

I

cannot perceive that they renounced an item of their doc-

Penn wrote his " J^wy." He made marvellous conces" Setting aside some school terms," says he, " we hold the

trinal system.

sions.

•

Or Convent.

" Snake, 8cc. in the Grass," p. 188 or p. 185. edit. 2 of 169/.
f In 1697,
specimen in " Bugg^'s Pic/ure" [>. 386, &c.
if See a
" S/iukt," has waggishly supposed, that G.
§ Leslie, the author of tlie
Fox had stuml)led on an ancient copy of the Eng-Hsh Bible, and havli)g
taken it for tlie original, he prodnced its authority as the authority of the
original tongues for his favourite, " thee and thou !"
See the petition of the grand jury in Bugg's Picture of Quakerism, p.
II

334, 8cc.
1 See " the Snake, &c." p, 84*• See a specimen in Hawoi th's " Narrative," &c. Lond. 1699, Philad.

Libr. no. 940, quarto, Tract ninth-
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The

substance of the docti-incs of the church of England."*

twelve articles.

leaders of the sect sent forth a confession in

These made, in words at least, an approximation to the creed of
the Reformed churches. But the /rwe doctrines of the society are
involved in ambiguity.
If the words be taken in the orthodox
do contain sentiments

sense, they

public already

hostile to those laid before the

Their ambiguity

books.

in their

the grand article, then chiefly in dispute. That

have any

other Christ than that in

ledge the

Lord Christ

in the

heavens

to

be a

even

in

the close of the

man.l

And, with

all

is

1

ber

in their

name

church

amply§ to them as

all

its

ambiguity,

7th century, avows the

;t

that the

knowledge of

not essentially necessary to the salvation of

the public indignation hanging over their

heads, they are not afraid actually to

ment, that the

from the Father, and

But with

sentiment of the father of English Deists
the crucified Saviour

avow

the Foxonian senti-

mem-

of Jesus and of Christ belongs to every
;

to

on

whether they

them: whether they do acknow-

distinct person

in his glorified body.

this confession,

rests chiefly

is,

with

this exception, that

it

belongs not so

But adhim who was born of the Virgin.
were orthodox, it is in several points,
||

mitting that this confession

at perfect antipodes with the writings of their ancient elders, to

which they appeal as the standards of their orthodoxy

!

After these theological sentiments had slumbered, du-

§ 29.

ring the repose

which the society enjoyed under the mild reigns

of Anne, of George the First, and of George the Second, the attention of the religious

society

by

world was again excited, and directed

to the

the venerable bishop of Litchfield and Coventry.

That

eminent prelate wrote a " Vindication of the miracles of our Loi-d."
In the course of his review of Woolston, he took occasion to contrast the opinions of the
•

of

See his " Faith of

Cork
t Hei-bert"De
^ See Sewel,

God

Quakers with those of that
held by Quakers

:"

and

infidel.

The

his reply to the bishop

Relig. Gcntil."
ii. p. 477, 478.

vol.

§ In the first edition tliis
Snake, &c p. 175.

word was printed

in old

English letters. Les-

lie's
II

See "the Christian Testim. art. x. ancient edit." and "Snake, &c-"
and edit 2. p. 171. Sewel has taken the liberty of 07nining the laat

p. 175

eight articles.

cond and

He

gives only the least exce])tionable, viz. the Jirst, «tii. p. 483.

third, vol.

—
;
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which he displays an extenand accurate acquaintance with the sentiments of the an-

result of his ingenious arguraent, in

sive

cient Friends,

"

gory.

is,

that they are Deists

The Quakers,"

under the disguise of

by

deluded, as to lose the belief of a real and external Jesus,
Christ unthin,
ritual

and the

and moral one of the

:

King.

to the

it

This circumstance,

was

written, created

they put their advocates

in requisition

but conscious of their weakness, they threw themselves
foot of the throne.

They

the

the spi-

latter."*

with the ability and candour with which
in the society

by

resurrection of the one

literal

This book was dedicated
an alarm

alle-

said the bishop, " have been so far

at the

preferred a complaint against their

and implored his protection as
had been about to send them to the stake
a Cyclops, had been about to devour them bo-

assailant, before their sovereign,

the good bishop

if

or at least like
dily
lic

5

!

They pledged

that vindication

a vindication of their tenets before the pub-

threw no

light

on the subject

re-echo of the voice of their fathers

;

:

it

was a feeble

expressing, however, a dis-

smooth some of the rougher features of their system,
throw a veil over some sentiments which were rather more

position to

and

to

mystical than what the enlightened age would bear.t
§ 30.

The

uninteresting.

incidents in the latter years of their history are
It

presents occasionally a prophet or a prophet-

ess at the bar of the public, with an insipid journal

;t

or a sensi-

ble Friend attempting to represent their tenets as very orthodox,

even more orthodox than those which are surely contained
pages of Fox and Penn

;§

racy of the modern Friends
his

memory and

in

the

or a historian lamenting the degene-

dress and speech, and recreating

in

the imagination of his fellows,

the characters of olden times

;

whom

equal to those of the calendar.||

he exalts

by

a picture of

to ghostly

But more frequently

it

honours
exhibits

Vindication of the Miracles of Jesus, against Woolston, p. 572. edit.
See more of th\s, part ii. ch ix. following.
1730.
t Re/ily in two letters to the " BMo/i of Litchf. and Cov." by T. S.
Lond. A. D. 1733. Nr). 899. oct. Phil. Lib.
X Journals of Job Scott, Philips, Grub, Gratton, Lucas, &c.
§ See the papers of H. Take, in Christ. Obs. for May, 1814.
See Basse's Sufferings of Quakers, 2 vols, folio, A. D. 1753, pp. No.
1405, Phil. Lib.
•

A.
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his unavailing plea to the ear of

member, preferring

0 disowned

the public, against tyranny and persecution.*
It

is

now

a hundred and cii^hty years since these principles

were brought

Alter various modifications under

into operation.

the ordeal of public opinion, they seem, like Ishmael, to have

taken their place

appear

to

The mere

:

and they

dwell

the presence of

in

be on the decline

in

by

up

fill

United States, they are,

In the

presumed, on the increase.

Remote from

and the

they

the expulsions and desertions which

the society have to lament.

tious statesmen,

their

:

the land that gave them birth.t

increase of their population docs not suffice to

the vacancies occasioned

laurels,

all

few proselytes

In Britain the society gains

brethren."

it

is

the projects of ambi-

and the struggles of the warrior

for his

bloody-

political convulsions of nations, the society

has

held on its way, and kept up the testimony of their fathers and
" followed its own concerns in pursuit of riches, with a step as
;

steady as time, and an appetite as keen as death."

Amidst the

united and unceasing exertions of every section of the church,

Missionary and Bible
tianity to

societies, to

by

extend the blessings of Chris-

every region of the world, and

to meliorate the condi-

man, christian and savage, the society has declined every
invitation to second our efforts in the grand cause and they stand

tion of

:

same painful distance from every section of the church,
and frown from them every approach to religious intercourse and
at the

communion.

Distinguished individuals have, indeed, with a no-

ble independence

ces

in

and amiable charity,

the gratuitous distribution of Bibles

they stand aloof and throw
they do, they

will

:f

but, as a society,

in their entire influence against the

enterprises of zeal and charity

•

lent their valuable servi-

which distinguish

do alone ; and

that

little

this age.

What

which has been done

Rathbone, Evans, &c.

t Clarkson's portrait of Qiiak. ^ol. iii. ch. 3. Thev amount to about
24,000in Britain. Ratlibone's Na
t. p. 219. note.
In the close of the
seventeenth century they were ca. ulated to amount to 100,000 souls in
England. See " Snake in the Grass," p. 245 second edit.
* In England leading members have done themselves the highest honour, and the cause of God essential services, by aiding the efforts of the
Bible Societv.
Christ. Observer, vol. for 1812.
can boast also of
our liberal New York Friends, members of the American Bible Society.

—

We

The number, however,

is

extremely small.

!
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way by

vilization of

them, has been confined to sonic attempts at the

some Indian

ci-

and the meliorating of the con-

tribes,

dition of the Africans.*

—

Conclusion. The force of prejudice and sectarian
§ 31.
pride may retain a principle even after it has been proved to be
of pernicious tendency.

change

in the

The

form

But self-defence

at least, of

will

prompt some

management.

society have certainly discovered, of late

years, that

their illiterate prophets, with all the
tive revelaiims,^'']

advantage of immediate objecare not the best qualified in the world for their

They have

public defence.

tary antipathy

not,

the sciefices;

to

however, given up their herediand although they have no

members zealous enough

learned

most fortunately they

to

undertake their defences,

have funds,

and these funds, though

barred, for reasons of principle against the Missionary and Bible
societies, are freely

unlocked

cause of Quakerism. These

in the

funds paid liberally for the gratuitous distribution of ten thousand
copies of the " Apology," and eight thousand copies of

and

in later

times

it

rious era in letters,

has been no
if

their

less

liberal.

It

will

Wyeth 4

form a cu-

London should contrive to
by a fresh exposure of avawriters of the Fleet and of Grub

enemies

in

excite a tumult against the Friends,

monopoly of corn

rice or
street,

who

;

the

hire out their literary talents for a " consideration,"

will soon discover, if

they have not already fortunately discov-

ered, that the wealthy

members of the
much more

patrons of science, and are

thing in their

line,

society have
liberal in

become

the

paying for any

than the most of the modern Meca^ases,

to

poets and pamphleteers
It is

Tuke,

certain that with the exception of the amiable and revered
their defendants in the latest conflicts

of their society.
•

The

The

have been men not

antagonist of the bishop of Litchfield and

extent of their influence in putting clown that most execrable
beings, the African Slave Trade, we cannot strictly deI'hey gloriously roused \ip the j.'uDlic mind to a sense of the evil ;
fine.
and then acted nobly and firmly in conce rt with the statesmen and christian public of the United States and Britain. " Palniain qui meruit, ferat."
f Barclay.
Against Leslie's
Snake in the Grass. See Bugg. Pict. of Quakp. 102, &c.

traffic in

:j:

human
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Coventry, was a polite and candid man but he was not a Quaker.*
And about the close of the eighteenth century and somewhat
;

later,

when

the public indignation against the English

was running
appear

in

Quakers

so high that they could not venture with safety to

and when some defence was no

the streets of London,t

longer a matter of choice with them, their anxiety and ".w?mc
tkular

aid,''^\

They were

not

Quakers when they entered the

probably wrote themselves
temple, and

who cmdd draw

1805, with his

in

gies for his

/>ar-

called forth two writers to their sinking cause.§

pitiful

want of

flicted clients.ll

a

tip

brief,

field,

was the one

:

production sighing forth as

time,

and

but they

Bristed, of the inner

into that faith.

he appeared

many

apolo-

his defects, as for those of his af-

Thomas Clarkson who

deserves the surname

of Jlfricamts, for his illustrious labours in behalf of bleeding Afri-

was the

ca,

other.lT

This amiable

man was

unsettled in his religious opinions,

when

him among the Friends.

He

his labours for Africa introduced

had contented himself with those undefined sentiments on religion, which float in the society of the mere men of letters, and

among

the persons

Quakers

who move

in

his faithful auxiliaries in

humanity, and like every other
ble,

the

gay

circles

:

he found the

the great cause of outraged

man who

has not studied his Bi-

nor the creeds and canons of the church, he drew the infer-

ence that the religious opinions of an amiable and humane people
must of course be orthodox, and the very best. To this conclusion he

was gradually drawn

as his admiration of their efforts

increased, and as they entwined themselves around his affections

by

their hospitable

attentions.

Hence

the fact, that his

book

drawn from

their

contains a portraiture of their doctrines, not

works, the only correct source, but from his impressions and
•

See

f

The crime which

Bishop of L. and C. A. D. 1733.
the ])ubhc laid to their charge was the monopoliz-,
Bacon's verbal statetncut, and Evans's Narrat.

his Letters to the

ing of corn, &.c.
D.
Philad. 1811, p. 236.
X Evans's Nar. 263, &c. 8cc.
"
§ Bevan published a small duodecimo, in A. D. 1800.
Refutation
of some Misri'/iresentation&," &c. It is a hurriedly written and superficial
thing, without one new idea.
See his " Society of Friends, or people called Quakers Examined,"
8vo. one vol.
1 Portraiture of Quak. 3 vol. 12.
II
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meagre gleanings of conversation. He does not
had not read the folios of the society. " Thus

feelings, with the

quote, because he

say the Quakers,"

the usual authority.

is

that he vouchsafes to give us

in

;

vain

It

we look

is

general,

and

into his loose

defective representations, for a character of the
for the doctrinal

all, in

first

He

system of Penn and Barclay.

Friends, or
neither at-

Yet defective as it is,
book valuable on one account, it does, in no ob-

tempts the one, nor explains the other

we

consider his

Tuke has erred

scure manner, confirm the fact that the amiable
in his representation

of the doctrines of his society.*

does prove that the society

is

Clarkson

and as Socinian as

as Sabellian

it

ever was, and that they have, with the holy sacraments, erased

from their system, the leading doctrines of Christianity.
his
St.

pages confirm

David has brought forward

against

the following theological system of
pions, as the proof of

peared in
7uord,

The same

Jesus.''"'
it

"

was in time made fiesh.

rising up within,
this is the

meagre

is

It

it

is

man,

to

man

in
it

man's new

We

produce

spirit that

man, with

the o ffice

This

had ap-

spirit,

this difference, that

This

spirit acts

it is, is

sufficient to

Ws

of a redeemer.

This birth is his sanct ifcation, and

procuring cause of his jusfifcation and acceptance.\

as

or

body of the person

the

in a measure.

performs

birth.

Tht

the light.

irdiabited

spirit or xaord is in

was perfect in Jesus,

not only as a guide

said.

word or

is the

them.t

the last of their cham-

this,

what we have

old creation,

the

In fact,

the charges which the venerable bishop of

all

show

This,

that the present doctrines of

the English and American Friends, agree with those of Penn's

" Sandy Foundation," and of Job Scott's Journal.

§ 32.

—On

the whole, the society of Friends exhibit a singu-

phenomenon

lar

in

the history of the

progress of refinement and knowledge.

honoured name of Christ.

and Saccas

;

its

language

* Tuke's Frinciples,

is

isfc.

It's

human mind, and of
The society bears

doctrines are the

the
the

dogmata of Plato

the consecrated language of the Bible;

of Quakers, and Christian Obs."

July,

1814.

\ See his

May

"Charge

to his

Clergy."

Sep. 1813, and Christian Obs.

1814.

X Clarkson's Port. vol. ii. ch. 7, Sic. compared with F. Nowgill's
ments. Scwel, vol. ii. p. 220. Phil. Ed. 1811.

senti-

1
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ideas attached to this language are at antipodes with the ana-

its

faith,

homage

to the

every /»a«."

renders
the Christ they honour " is in

and the creeds of

logy of

name

of Christ

;

all

the churches.

It

professes to rest on the atonement of Christ; the

It

atonement which it advocates is wrought out in the bosom of
every member of the sect.* It professes to retain the purest
system of Christianity,! and in that system, there is no place
found for the holiest doctrines of the Bible, the

trinity, the dis-

Holy Ghost; the distinct personality of
atonement by his blood shed on Calvary and

tuict personality of the

our Lord, the real
all

;

those doctrines built on those as their necessary basis.

professes the highest veneration for the institutions of Christ
rejects the holiest of them, baptism

It
;

and the Lord's supper.

professes to be the most spiritual society

we

if

:

it

It

neutralize all

which has been derived from the mystics,
there will remain the residuum of an imposing but unsubstantial
imposing in the eyes of men, and not without its purmorality
poses and uses ; but unsubstantial when weighed in the balance
that in the system

:

—

of the sanctuary before the throne of justice.

infallible spirit
its

members has

It

its

in

;

outward teachers, and

its

meetings for discipline.

pour out a torrent of raillery against Socinians
is

professes to be-

him the true Christ, the
which alone does teach and guide him yet it has

lieve that each of

one of the most prominent features of

its

;

Its

leaders

yet Socinianism

doctrinal system.^

It

rejects the ministry as "

made by man," because they arrive at
their office through a course of study and by a license and it
censures its members who venture to preach without license from
;

It brands our ministry with
the select meeting of its ministers.§
"
because
according to the will of
hirelings,''^
of
the appellation

their Lord, " they live
•

Compare Penn

ii

f Clai ks. Port. vol.
:j:

See Part

II.

by

p. 231

the gospel

;||

and

it

advocates the pro-

and p. 530.

1. p. v. p. 1.
vii. following, on the doctrines of the society.
called " The Winding Sheet, fjfc." with his books

and chap

Compare Penn's Tract

Reasoning against Railing," and " The Sandy Foundation."

See the
Snake, life. sect. 11.
§ " The monthly meeting are advised to select such undqr the denomi.nation of elders." Sum. of Hist. Discip. of Friends. Lon. 8vo. p. 27.
Rathbone's Narrative, p. 156. Christ. Observer, vol. 12. p. 602, and vol
*•

»«

13, p. p. 99, 112.
1 Cor. ix. 13, 14, Gal. vi. 6.
II

Tim.
20

1

v. 17.

An
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priety of supporting
Its

own, though

its

in

a penurious manner.*

preachers speak only by the motions of inspiration

are appointed to superintend and regulate them

yet elders

;

meetings.

in the

One party claiming infallibility sets up meetings of men and women for discipline another party with the same claims puts it
down as intolerant. One class under this infallibility excommu;

nicates

brethren for dissenting from them; the other with

its

equal infallibility (the evidence of each

is

the same)

and with

when pope opposed pope, returned the
heaven would become a party in their innova-

the zeal of those days

As if
Fox produced an

fulmination.
tions,

use of the "

hat,

conti'adictions,

propriety of speech.!

forms

inspiration to determine the orthodox

and of thee and //iou." As if heaven did not regard
Penn tells us' that Fox was not sent to teach the
It

professes itself an

none are more tenacious of forms

:

enemy

— none more precise than

they, even in the minor points of dress and speech.

Friends to

fess themselves

all,

all christians

They

all

but those of their

the churches;

own

sect.J

the score of religion they will neither grant nor receive

munion

;

they

will

They withdrew

pro-

on the broad basis of a liberal

charity: and they denounce the ministry of

they denounce

to external

On

any com-

admit of no interchange of christian fellowship.

to

such an immeasurable distance from the love-

ly practice of charity, that they will neither give nor take a
" God^s speed''' in the matters of religion-^
Nay, such is their

opinion of even the best of their fellow men, that they persecute

and with a species of civil pains, those members who marry individuals from any other christian society.|l
It professes that the worship of God is offered by the immediate
even

to expulsion,

raovings of the Spirit,

Yet

it

has not only

who is not limited

its

•

Barclay, Theses, xl. and see Part

t

Fox

.1o'ur.

i.

113.

and Penn

in "

to place, time or persons.lf

stated ministers, but

Snake

ii.

ii.

its

meeting houses,

ch. 4, following.

p. 119.

the Grass," sect. 16.
of Friend, [which Clarkson thinks
bO lovely; but which makes no approximation to the affectionate title of
Brother, used by the ministers of Jesus Christ] has no connexion with religion it has merely a temporal bearing, or it is simply an empty compliment, used hal)itually by these enemies of all titles and compliments,
when addressed by them to any one out of their society.
See the statement above in sect. 25.
n
1 Bar. Les. xi. Apol.
jf.

§

See the proofs

Hence

;

it is

in

evident that the

title

An
which alone

in

it

Historical Dissertation.

assembles

;

its

heir of the

if

kii-elings.''''

It

budged one jot from the testimony of
told the world, after all the

clay,
all

were lying before

the doctrines of the

it,

and stated hours,
announced by the " sand

stated days,

which are as accurately observed as
glasses, or the

131

its

professes " not to have

and

ancients

it

has

volumes of Fox, and of Penn,and of Barthat

it

holds to the creed, and to nearly

As

church of England.*

the steady

fol-

lowers of Fox, the society makes plainness a distinguished article
of their religion yet such is the richness of their dresses, the
splendour of their equipages, the luxury of their tables, and the
;

delicacy and profusion of their wines,t that,

Fox were
racy of

if

that

same George

from the dead, and behold the mournful degenedisciples, he would come down in great wrath; he

to rise

his

would resume

his

Herculean labours, and he would

battles over again, in organizing a

new

fight all his

sect out of degenerated

Quakerism.
Penn " Truth held by Quakers." A. D. 1699, p. 48.
Plumpudding week (all the world ha.^ heard of Plumpudding week)
affords a fair specimen of this to their country prophets and membei's.
•

t

—

END OF PART

I.

OF THEIR DOCTRINAL TENETS, WORSHIP, MINISTRY, &C.

* Quae et a

falsis initiis

non possunt
quo melius viveremus."

profecta, vera esse
affeiTent

:

et, si

essent vera, nihil

Cic. de Finibus, I,

;

PART

II.

CHAPTER

I.

immediate revelations.*

of their grand religious tenet

Theodoret.

This

§ 1.

of the society

is
:

certainly the most important article in the creed
it is

and Barclay knew
to establish

it.

the pillar and ground of their system.
this,

But, as

Penn

and they put forth their whole strength
appears on their pages,

it

is

it

confused

and obscure and, unquestionably, it is the most vulnerable point
of their whole theory.
Without taking pains to investigate the
sentiments of the church, and without laying down any clear de;

finitions,

and without even forming

just conceptions of the point

middle of their subject, and are

in debate, they rush into the

speedily enveloped in syllogism and mystification

human

doubtful matter whether

and

:

it

is

a

patience can ferret them out.

These writers seem not to have been aware that, in the confesand articles of the churches, these doctrines have invaria-

sions

bly been held essentials

Holy

:

that

every true christian

is

taught of the

that they receive of

him every grace that adorns
the christian's character; that he operates by means that these
means are the Holy Scriptures and the institutions of his house
that these means hold the same relation to the Holy Spirit, which
secondary means and causes hold to Divine Providence that in
Spirit

;

;

;

regard
Christ

change of the human heart, the gospel of
the adequate and only means of setting before the mind

to the radical
is

the d ivine objects of faith

:

but, that

perceive what doctrines are taught
•

ing,

however clearly we may
in

For a review of their " universal inivard
on the defects of their system

in

the Scriptures, and

by

light," see chap. vi. followrespect of a moral standard.

:
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fulness of rational evidence they are attested,

what
have

a

due sense of

possess the divine

their divine excellence

life

and capacities

:

and

we cannot
we

fitness, until

that there must be the

inward powers of discerning, as well as a clear presentation of
the objects before the mind

on us

this life

;

that the

and these capacities

;*

mediate operation on the human soul

Holy Ghost
that this
5

is

alone bestows

done by an im-

that there

is

the intervention of a second cause in this step of the
is

equivalent to an act of

something new

;

no room for
work for it
;

and of "

raising the dead,"

creating''''

and such acts are the acts of Omnipotent power

that every secondary cause being necessarily inferior to the

first

cause, in other words being inferior to Omnipotence, of course no

secondary cause can possess creating energy

;

that this doctrine

and the doctrine of the Bible.t
They seem also not to have been aware, that the church draAvs
a deep line of distinction between this immediate operation on the
mind and immediate revelations. In the latter, something new and
unknown before, is supposed to be conveyed by an immediate
is rational,

impulse. In the former, nothing of this kind does take place.

renewed

soul raises

its

eye

to the written oracles of

The

God, which

contain the last and the only revelation that shall ever be con-

veyed from the throne of

light.

This doctrine of the church

is,

therefore, radically different from the immediate revelations of

the society

:

and

it

distinctly recognises the various gifts of the

Holy Ghost in his special influences.^
The church, moreover, bears her testimony

of gratitude that

Eph. ii. 1, 5, 10, &c.
Psalm cxix. 18. 2 Cor. iv. 6. Seethe Dutch Annot. on Revel, iii. 18. President Edward's Serm. on Math. xvi. 17. SauHomily i. of the Church of England. Calv. Instit.
Fin vol. vii. serin, i.
So also Reza, and Owen, and Biillinger ; and P. Martyr.
lib. 1, cap. 8.
*

John

iii.

3, 5.

t Matth. xi. 25.

W.

Perkins, the English Cahin's Works,
See
p. 2. cap. 18.
Presbyterian Confes. of Faith, chap. 1.
p. 336. fol. A. D. 1609.
sect. 5.
And we add to these all the fathers quoted by Barclay and unThey held no sentiments foreign to those of
fairly bent to his ])urpose.
the church on this point.
accusations
t Are we to set down as the ebullition of ignorance, or the
of slander, " all that cant that has been canted" in the socit-ty from Barclay to this day, about " apOf<tale christians'^ and " degenerate christians,"
and" carnal christians" who '\flout at the ^notions and actings of the spi-

1.0c.
vol.

Com.

iii.

—

Apol. Prop. ii. sect. 1, &.c. simply because as conscientious
they frown from them the fanatical doctrine of immediate revelations ? See Bennet's Confut. of Quak. pp. 12, 13, ^c.
rit," (Barcl.
(••hristians,

7

:
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Lord " baptized her with the Holy Ghost.^^ In this baptism the
was bestowed in his tw(j extraordinary operations. The
first was the principal. The second was subordinate to the first.*
The first was tor general instruction in truth the second for the
confirming of the heavenly origin of that truth the first was the
licr

Spirit

:

:

extension of the

prophets

gift

of revelation, which rested on the ancient

embraced

the second

:

Under

his supernatural

and physical

we rank the gifts of the apostle and the
evangelist, and the prophet who brought forward those doctrines
which were not taught before, or were but obscurely known
and which went to the completion of the gospel of Christ, and
gifts.

the

first class,

;

who appointed

in the

churches which they planted, pastors and

governments.

Under

the second class

manner

all

of diseases

:

we rank those who healed
" the inworking of powwho
had
and those

and those who taught and occasionally predicted future
events and those who discerned spirits and those who spoke
miraculously in divers tongues and those who interpreted these
ers ;"t

:

:

:

tongues.

The grand
ed

to

resources of both classes of these

two points.

First

:

gifts

were

Second: the establishment of Christianity in the world.

was

by

affected

direct-

the completion of the sacred canon.

The

first

delivering to the church, in a public manner,

their inspired writings:

and by confirming the evidences of these

The second w^as accomplished
and by placing them under their re-

writings by miraculous powers.

by

organizing churches

;

spective ministers and governments
all

the divine doctrines

and

and the moral energies of

;

institutions of Christ.

portion, as they accomplished their end,

This was done by degrees. The
tinct at the

decease of those

The second

church

new

* It is

of

its

These,

pro-

in

be withdrawn.

became

invested with

ex-

Then

it.|

and of evangelists gradually vanwas vouchsafed to the

class of gifts

for a longer period.

field

to

of the apostle

who were

the class of superior prophets

ished away.

office

were

The

reasons are obvious.

display, the gospel

had

to

On every

encounter the same

not denied, that both ordei's might be found in one and the

same

person.
1

t E»«{>D^«T«
Cor. xii. 10.
Gal. ch. 1,

J'vimfnai.

See M'Knight's

New Transl.

See Campbell's Eccles. Lectures,
21

of the Epist. on

v. sect. 3

and

4.
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public and ferocious enemies, wliich opposed

It
it from the first.
needed the aid of those miraculous powers to bring its blessing
sooner to the nations. Hence around the wide circle, over which

Christianity

had spread

its

influences,

we can

trace the vestiges

and even
But these have, at last, one by one been
to the fifth centuries.*
withdrawn. And there are left the ordinary and ample class of
the officers, and the institutions of God's house and the special
of these

gifts to

the second, and the third, and the fourth,

;

of the

gifts

There

Holy
to the

times: or, shall

God ? Or

me

indeed, something which seems to

is,

semblance

play of successful operation.

Spirit, in the full

shall

rank

I

I

remains of the supernatural

place

it
it

him."

of

the

Call

Lord being sometimes disclosed
it

by

re-

of ancient

under the doctrine of communion with
in the ministration of angels

certain operations of the Divine Comforter.
secret

bear a

to

gifts

I

to

?

Or under

allude to " tht

them

that love

name

of presentiments, or premoniuons if
something different from " objective revelations.^^
the

you please. It is
These were bestowed for public benefit and to have concealed
them would have been highly criminal. But the former were
personal, and were attended by evidence sufficient only to satisfy
:

the individual.

These,

if

we may

credit the best of

men, have

been vouchsafed to some on the approach of calamities: or under
or on the eve of their dissoluthe pressure of heavy afilictions
:

tion.

They were tendered by the

ministration of angels, through

some of the external senses or by some impression left on the mind by invisible agency.
This is a subject of peculiar delicacy. But it is something truly
sublime. And the mind of the coolest and most dispassionate philosopher will bend over it with feelings of unconunon interest.
There is nothing common between these premonitions and the

the

medium

of

;

• Niceph. Eccles. Hist. vol. i. lib. iv. c. 24, 25.
Euseb. adv. Hierocl.
cap. 4. Mosh. Hist. vol. i. cent. 4. pan 1. sect 23. Wits. Miscel. Sacra,
Bern. De Moore, vol. i. cap. 1. sect. 33. Miracles were
lib. i. cap. 24.
witnesstd by Just. Martyr in the second century ; by Tertullian, by Origen
and by Minuiius Felix in the third by Lactantius in the fourth ; and in the
beginning of the fifth by Augustine. Their words may be seen in Fol,
See also Dr. Owen on spiritual
Synopsis, vol. iv. part 1, p. 835.
I beg leave, also, to refer to Zach. Brooke, Defensio
gifts, chap. V.
Miraculoruin post temp, apost. no. 634, quarto pamphl. Philad. Publ.
Library. And on the other siele of the question, to Dod well's arguments
against miracles in the times after the apostles, no. 3358, octavo pamphl.
Tract, third. Phil, Library.
;
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which the pride of the fanatic pours

into

every

man's ear; or brings forward, with mischievous solemnity, to
They constitute a part of that high
prostrate religion and piety.
intercourse that obtains between kindred spirits: that obtains between the Almighty and " the souls which he has made.'''' They

are the soothing w hispers of redeeming love to the pious soul

They

throbbing with agony.
visible

arm

They

sorrow.

dew

of

and the suffering

" baptized in

blood.''''

agony from the brow of the dying
and of the sainted martyr,

patriot

Surely

it

is

be,

it is

a delightful enthusiasm

;

no enthusiasm

in this sense, " the secret of the Lord
it

in-

are the movements of the soft hand of mercy,

wiping off the cold
christian

are the interposing aid of an

stretched out to a soul sinking in the deep waters of

!

to believe that,

with them that fear

is

But, no

!

when we

him.''''

If

look over

the recorded evidence in the history of our martyred fathers, in
times that happily have passed away,

up

we cannot work our minds

into a state of philosophical insensibility cold

pose

it,

§ 2.

or even to doubt

— In

enough

to op-

it.*

the history of the

human mind,

there are certain

phenomena, which have been reduced by some, under the
of supernatural impulses.

We may

class

divide these into two kinds,

apparent and real.
First

:

apparent.

—The usual

operations of a calm, and espe-

* Those who wish to pursue this idea further, I beg leave to refer to
Niceph. Eccles. Hist. vol. ii. lib. x. cap. 35, fol. Archbish. Usher's Life,
Bishop Brown's sayirfgs of the Jesuits, quoted (out of the Harfol. p. 33.
leian Miscell. vol. v. p. 566,) by M'Lain in Mosh. vol. iv. cent. 16. chap.
1.
Lempr. Biog. Diet, article, lord Lyttleton. Bishop Newton on tlie
Proph. vol. iii. p. 47, duod. edit. Le Clerc, Sept. Rclig. of the Greeks,
Spencer on Prodigies and Vulgar Proph. no. 3626, octavo. Pliil.
p. 249.
Publ. Library. La Harpe's Narrat. of the singular prediction of Mons.
Cazotte. Analect. Mag. for A. D. 1815, p. 258. Our divines admit this
doctrine; while they sternly frown from them the spirit of enthusiasm.
Bern. De Moore, vol. i. cap. 1. sect. 33, and Wits Miscel. Sac. lib. i.
cap. 24. " Homines fiii, ad /irofiiorem amicitiam jVuminis admissi, ab i/iso
edoceantur de rebus fuluris ad excitationem fiietatis, ad aninii consolutionem, is^c." A Synod of the Reformed church in Germany, A. D. 1633,
being moved by some learned divines to declare against all prophecies
and revelations of this natui'e, declined it, adding " Nondum ullam licclesiam, aut consistoriujn, vel academiavi, iiox'as id genus /iro/i/ictias fienitus rejecisse, aut condcmiiasse nos cur firimi esse velimiis ?" Hist, of
Revel, by J. A. C. quoted by Spencer ut supra, p. 111. See also, Jortin's
Remarks on Eccles. Hist, and M'Crie's Life of Knox, p. 391. 393. New

—

:

—

York

edit.

!
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cially of a distracted mind, are sometimes interrupted

impressions suddenly and unaccountably conveyed.

dulous and

weak pronounce them without

by strong
The cre-

hesitation, to

be reve-

lations.

But 1. These may originate in the operations of conscience.
This moral power passes sentence on the actions of men. Its
For they
operations cannot be always calm and undisturbed.
play
to

in the

man

bosom of

through the

His

be

When

the Divine Spirit reveals

Terrors fill his heart. His frame is agitated.
and language, and actions are strangely changed.

soul.

sensations,

But whatever
all

the guilty.

his guilt, in the lightning of his law, convictions flash

be the phenomena here displayed, they may
accounted for, without re-

may

sufficiently explained, or at least

These are found

sorting to impulses or revelations.

process of the work of grace on every

they are not confined

bosom of Judas

They

:

to

They were

them.

and they never cease

in the first

christian's heart.

discovered

But
in the

in the regions of despair

display the convulsive throes of soul and conscience, strug-

gling painfully to raise itself up, under an insupportable weight of

This

and despair.

guilt

offers a sufficient

cause for the sudden-

ness and terribleness of the conceptions thrown into the mind.
2.

when
sion

These phenomena are most strikingly i-evealed in periods
civil broils convulse church and state. Every human pas-

is

wi'ought to

highest pitch

its

and men's ears

;

dismal rumours and deeds of horror.
imagination broods long and deeply

:

it

tingle with

Over these the gloomy
collects

every minute de-

of circumstance which harrows up the soul.

His mind becomes strongly agitated he cannot divert his thoughts from the
subject; it is his waking and his sleeping dream.
Certain awful
conceptions, embodied in the venerated language of sacred writ,

tail

;

and adapted,

it

may

be, in a wonderful

manner,

circum-

to the

stances of the time and place, are created suddenly and forcibly
in his

The

mind.

suitableness of the conception,

its

unexpected

and sudden appearance, must convince every body, he thinks,
that it is no creation of his mind that it is nothing less than su;

pernatural.
his

mind

is

He

broods over

this eternally.

The dark chaos

peopled with these aerial creatures of fancy

<;ase increases

by

the

same causes which produced

it.

:

of

the dis-

The

im-

:
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worn deeper and deeper, under the
Conjectures mount up into
of these phantoms.

prcssions on the mind arc
multiplication

down

convictions, and convictions settle
belief that he
rest

he must deliver

:

burst.

him.

He
He is

his

message

imperturbable

into an

His conscience

inspired.

is

will let

him no longer
or he will

he must speak

;

—

goes forth; he raises his voice; nothing can daunt

an Isaiah or a Paul.

" This

is

the

word of

the

Lord

unto you."*
3.

The

There

is

a constant succession of ideas floating in the mind.

succession

kept up, and regulated

is

by

the laws of associa-

Sometimes the circumstances which gave birth to a

tion.

may have been

train of thoughts,

transitory

:

trivial

;

new

and, therefore, very

but in that train of ideas to which they gave birth,

may have been instantaneously
may have flashed through it like a
sun beam.
Former scenes, it may be, are called up over which
the mind bends in rapturous delight. A house, a field, consecrated

some very

interesting thoughts

presented to the soul, and

;

by some memorable
tle,

where was

country, the spot

every
lines

plain,

event

;

a plain, a city, the theatre of a bat-

—

won the liberties of a country our native
where our youthful years were spent whose

lost

or

;

and streamlet, and

on our souls

—" Du/m

hill

are imprinted in the deepest

reminisdtur Argos

but especially

the fond ideas of friends and of relations pass over the glowing
soul on wings of

fire.

the feelings, prompted
this fervour of

to

them

whom

The

heart burns with desires after them

by sympathy,

mind, to impart some
it

loves,

norant of the " true

and whose

light.''''

receive

new

fate

In this

it

new

impulses from

discoveries in the truth

deplores as fatally

morbid

ig-

state of the feelings,

be the force of these impressions on the tender and faman will have a firm persuasion that he is
" inwardly moved'''' by a " divim call
that he has " drawings^'' to
such

will

natical mind, that the

some particular

place,

where he must announce

his divine

mes-

sage.!

The first volume of Fox's Journal is a continued illustration by facts
of this process in the vagaries of the mind.
f In G. Fox's Journal, there are instances of this recorded in almost

The following is quoted, being the one which actually pre" Margaret Fell asked ?nc to
sented itself on my first opening the book.
go with her to the steefile house. I refilled, I must do as lam ordered by
every page.
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always strongest

feelings are

mind, and as the mind of the

less

in the soft

extravagant

and melancholy
fanaticism

in

usually, of this complexion, his convictions of " inward

and a "

divine

call,''''

is,

motion,''''

be so strong that the scattered remains

will

of reason will be utterly unable to overrule them

;

and the mor-

bid state of his judgment, will render the mind incapable of feeling the force of arguments levelled against their folly.
4.

To bodily disease we may

There

is

trace some of these phenomena.
some have called it a species of

a certain distemper,

epilepsy, in which, during a partial,

if

not a total suspension of

the faculties of reason and judgment, the

exert

powers.

its

retains the incoherent

It

ebulHtions of fancy, in those seasons,

bodily disease,

it

memory

roved unrestrained

The man

reason and judgment.

continues to

and extraordinary

when by the influence
by the higher powers

of
of

holds dialogues with invisible

On

his

shattered organs, soft music as that from the fancied lute

of

beings

;

he hears and replies

Apollo, thrills

its

rial objects

distant

Visions

notes.

forth voices on the

empty

on which

to the soft voice of angels.

his

flit

before his eyes, and send

in his sombre moments the mateheavy eye rested, recede and in the

air

;

and awful perspective, a heaven, or it may be, a hell, is
with some of their inmates, formerly his
to his mind

presented

;

associates.

In the hour of solitude he whispers converse with

departed friends.*

It is

the wild play of imagination, unkennel-

and racing furiously over the distempered brain; and the
memory, which fails totally in all the common cases of epilepsy,
retaining its influence here, preserves the images and movements
of these extraordinary conceptions and hence the man can deed,

;

George Fox's Journal,! there
are set down by an honest hand as distinct a diagnosis and progallude to, as ever Doctor Rush discovered
nosis of the disease

tail

them

after the

fit is

over.

In

I

Lord. So I left her and walked into the ^fields. And the word of the
Lord came unto me, saying go to the steefile house after them.'^ Vol.

the

'^

Margaret Fell became, in process of time, George Fox's wife.
p. 181.
jjerson can doubt that Cieorge bad "drawings" to the " steefile house."
* Almost every neighbourhood presents cases of this kind, where bruhave fallen
tish intemperance has shattered the organ of the brain.

i.

No

Two

under

my own

f Vol.

i.

observation in

New

p. 94. 99, 103, 220, £^c.

Jersev.
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was, as every medical

man

believes, with the

Doctor, a clear case) of Swedenburgh.*

Over

minds a generous opponent can possess no other

fallen

sympathy and pily. Their wildest vagaries we
let pass
we allow them the throne and the sceptre we let them
become generals and dictators we let them even talk of sending
us rain and fair weather; but when they stalk forth apostles and
prophets, and bring a new gospel, and when men worse than
they, yield them faith, and sing them hosannahs
nay, then
they are no longer to be suffered they become law ful game, and
feelings than

;

;

;

—

;

we may hunt them, provided
their persons,

While

we do it

all sacre'd

Scripture.

the fallen angels are retanied in hades

will

it

be

to

is

They

in tartarus.]

" Tliey go

ties.

syllo-

— Real impulses — but produced by demons.

darkness, their present condition

what

with perfect good will to

and use no other weapons than irony and

gisms, and above

Second

that

and fro through

under chains of

doubtless very different from
are permitted certain liberthe

earth,''''

and

in their inter-

course with our species they manifest an implacable hostility.
" The prince of the power of the air works in the children of disobediThis is not to be limited to his more ordinary and comence."J

mon

exertions to seduce

men

;

it

may

certainly be extended to

uphold his falling throne by force and by cunand the serpent :§ by force when he lords it over
our deluded species, and overwhelms them with the fury of his

his

every

effort to

ning, as the lion

open assaults
angel of

:

light,''''

by cunning when

an

or officiates in pagan lands as prophet and priest,

at the shrine of superstition
I

" he transforms himself into

and

idolatry.

It is

to this last that

refer.

He

has from time

to

time taken possession of persons

;

he has

employed the engine of impulses and inspirations these he has
covered with the plausibility and light of some useful portions of
;

knowledge, and some imposing cases of conjecture or prediction.

He

has thus extended his reign over the

fair fields of

reason and

* Dr. Rush on the Diseases of the Mind.
f See Dr. Canripbell on the distinction between /lades and gehenna or
lartarus, in his Dissert. i)refixed to liis new translation of the Gospels.
X Eph. ii. 2. See Zanch. and Pol. Synops. in loc.
§ 1 Pet. V. 8. Rev. xx. 2.
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and he has bound the Gentiles under the

ignorance, superstition and idolatry
1.

He

triple chains of

!

has taken possession of persons, and through them he

has poured forth his influences like an overflowing torrent, on
This is illustrated by the otherwise unacthe human mind.
countable practices of the " Pythones,""

who

uttered their oracles

Dodona, and at Delphi.* And
it is strikingly illustrated in the history of the demoniacs recorded
in the New Testament.
Dr. Farmer has indeed, advanced a

fi"om their dens at

Colophon,

at

new theory on this subject He rejects the doctrine of a real
by demons he is of opinion " that the style employed

possession

;

in describing these diseases,

and used

to

adapted

is

to

popular prejudices,

describe a natural disorder."!

But there are

in

these cases circumstances utterly unaccount-

The demoniacs were

able on this hypothesis.

der a mere bodily disease

not labouring un-

There
them certain beings, distinct from their souls and their
bodies beings which expressed desires and passions of their
own; which conversed rationally with Christ; which rendered
him homage. These are not the acts of insane men. Moreover,
were

;

there was something more.

in
;

they deprecated their expulsion
might be disposed of
to enter into the
into the swine

:

herd of swine

and

;

in a certain

in

:

they begged of him that they

way

:

they craved permission

they did go out

one case we

:

they did enter

discover a demoniacal pos-

unaccompanied by any bodily disease. Even her mind
calm, and she procured much gain to her master by divina-

session,

Avas

—

and the name given by sacred writ to this demon "^rfOw"
indicates that he was specifically the same with those which preand there are no
sided over the oracle of Apollo, at Delphi
facts to bear out the supposition, that these Pythons laboured
tion,

;

under bodily diseases.

The

truth

is,

the impulses of the

demons

produced the bodily distempers and convulsions of the priestDr. Farmer's theory makes the bodily convulsions to be
esses.
the cause of the impulses,

and

* Pausan. Hist, of Greece,
Iliad, lib. xvi. ver. 234.
Hist, of Greece, vol. iii, p.

to create the oracles

!

Horn.
353. duod. edit. Lond.
Orac. quoted by Pausaii.
334 notes- Relig. of the Greeks by Le Clerc,
vol.iii. p.

Opsopeus

Coll- of

Sept. p. 242, &c.

f Dr.

Farmer on Demoniacs, See. and Dr. Campbell's Gosp.
Remarks on Eccles. Hist. vol. i. p. 10, Sic.

251, and Jortin's

vol. i.p.
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demoniacs have uttered porla
tions of useful knowledge and have predicted future events.
not
the first case it was easy to succeed
in the last they were
2.

by

Impelled

evil spirits, the

;

always successful.

In instances

by

far the

most numerous, they
" Callide

covered their ignorance under a jargon of ambiguity.
qui

ilia

oracula composuit, perfecit ut quodcunque accidisset prp

dictum videretur," says Tully
jperstition,

;*

while

human weakness and

heightened by the sombre air of his consecrated

or overpowered by the

pomp and

su

cells,

solemnity of his temples, have

received his responses with adoration

;

and moved by them, have

resolved on peace or war, and have determined the fates of na*
tions,

by

giving

them

liberty, or

by putting them under

the

yoke

of tyranny.

That evil spirits have the disposition to do this, cannot be quesThat they are physically able to do it, is a supposition

tioned.

neither irrational nor improbable.

To

effect

it, it

is

not neces-

sary that they should be omniscient or omnipresent.

Myriads
and they must have an intimate acquaintance with the human mind. They have been studying it

can be called

into action

these six thousand years

They

!

have, moreover, been inspecting, for ages, the political

movements of

by Hume,
resemble,
is

;

."

in

obvious.

all

nations

:

and, as has been shrewdly observed

the wars, the negociations

and

politics of

a striking manner, those of another."!
In all these the turbulent passions of

one age,

The reason
men are the

and these passions are the same in every age,
and are equally stubborn and intractable,"]: and will, of course,
Hence, by observing the prelead to the same general results.
dominant passions of the age, and anticipating the same effects

prime movers

;

from the same causes, these

spirits

might readily conjecture the

fate of nations, as well as of individuals

and

societies.

In pro-

portion as the probable effects of the causes might appear

more

As they
evident, they could utter their responses more clearly.
clothe
them
they
could
doubtful,
in
ambiguity.
might be more
'*

Adhibuerunt etiam latebram obscuritatis ut idem versus
• De Divin. lib. 2.
t Essays, vol. i. p. 110.
t Miller's Retrosp. vol.

i.

p. 9.

92

I

alias in

—

!
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aliam rem posse accornodari vidcrcntur."*
should prove disastrous, contrary

And

the issue

if

more obvious import ot
the words, the honour of the oracle might he saved, and the headstrong interpreter must bear the blame of perverting the will of
to tlie

the God.t
In declaring incidents

which are taking place

at a distance; in

disclosing secrets in the lives of individuals, as for instance acts of

murder, these oracles would be more successful.

theft, or of

gions of

them hover

in the air,

I.e-

on the deep, and over the face of

These can detail to their prince, or to their worshipwhich none but these invisible beings witnessed. To
predict incidents of this nature, therefore, comes fairly within the
nations.

pers, deeds

range of their power.]:

They would

find

an easier matter

it

to

still

designate to an en-

quiring people, a chief, eminent for military prowess
senate, a sage of great moral and political

wisdom

:

:§

or to a

or to dictate

a wholesome law, to pronounce a wise saying, to disclose a porThe prince of the fallen angels " was edu-

tion of fair science.

cated
less,

in

the best divinity school of the universe."||

He

is,

sages of ancient fame, and with the laws of different states.
is

nothing irrational

would not

suffer

in
;

strongly to the services of his throne

wonder

to us, did

dictating oracles
to excite the

among yon

full

we

is

it

would be a matter
spirits>

of penetration and wisdom, and calculated

as scriptural as

it

is

Rome

rational.

" If there arise

a prophet or a di-eamcr of dreams, and giveth thee a

sign or a wondei-, and the sign or the
*

nay,

;

not find the prince of the fallen

admiration of Greece and of

This doctrine

There

supposing that he has actually extracted

which, while the interests of his kingdom
by them, would bind his admiring devotees more

sentences from these

of

doubt-

well acquainted with the Scriptures, with the writings of the

wonder come

to

pass

;"

Tully nt sup.

The following are specimens of this play of Loxias : " Dico te, tEacida, Rrtnianos vincere posse." " Croesus penetrans Halym magnam perverteret opum vim.'' These make equally for and against the persons
f.

addressed.
X Pausan. Hist. Greece, vol. i. p. 96, octavo, Lond. John de Mey
Comment. Physic. Peiitateuchi Mos. vol.i. p. 158. Queen's Coll. Libr.
§ Cornel. Nep. vit. Miltiad.
Said that profound theologian President Edwards.
!!
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show great

shall

signs

shall be revealed, whose coming

power, and signs, and lying

after the working of Satan with all

wonders."*

And

do not see what can be opposed

I

statements of an-

to the

Historians, civil and ecclesiastical,

cient writers on this article.

have recorded oracles which were accomplished with much exactness

and were of great

;

political

consequence, and often of a

salutary and moral tendency.!

Our

may

conclusion from the preceding remarks

and even valuable

utter predictions

litical

benefits

eracles

may

result

:

But our judgment of these

from them.

not to be formed from these partial bcnetits

is

their general tendencies,

We

from the whole.

honour of

tlie

ought never

to lose sight

of this fact, that

;

and

flash, at the

hour, they shed a light over the benighted wanderer.
the light and rejoices in the unexpected aid.

by

soon displaced

him on

Hence

if

The

an individual, or a

signs in support of a

We

wonders.

new

sect, bring

gospel,

we
miracles of Greece and Rome,
§ 3.

— By these
First:

is

•

Dent.

:

t

class

xiii. 1.

Matth. xxiv.

Note C, appendix

1.

sees

it

has lighted

—death.

the possibility of these

and on evidence, we ad-

distinctly to what spirit
them accordingly with the

I

have gained two

disentangle the question from the
it.

We

nor whether the believer

xviii. 10.

He

his gratitude

are not to enquire whether
in the

new

Spirit of

God,

See also

Sam.

an extraordinary dispensation of the Spirit

economy

midnight

forward predictions and

we admit

preliminary observations

we can now

extraneous matter mixed with
there

and

But we know

are to refer them, and

objects.

favour conferred

adtnit their probability,

mit frankly their truth.

we

But

the appalling discovery, that

to his destruction.

;

to the eternal

which they conferred,

benefits

helped on the delusion: like the vapour's

is

but from

genuine truth

to

one living and true God

Those very

happiness of man.

;

and from the effects actually resulting

they were distinguished by their opposition
to the

demoniacs
Moral and po-

this

is

truths.

24.

is

led

2 Thess.

by the

ii.

8, 9.

1
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as his secret instructor: nor whether the energies of the

Ghost be exerted

in

an immediate operation on the mind

process of regeneration

:

The

in the

nor whether there be occasionally, a

communication from the Deity
pious mind.

Holy

in

the form of a premonition to a

question simply respects immediate objective

which are

re-

same with those of the prophets and fipostles.
And on this question we are not to enquire
whether the existence of such revelations be possible or whether
velations,

specifically the

:

christians might not have thfin)

To

or at least, ought to have them.*

such an enquiry would betray arrogance and pre-

institute

sumption,

;

would argue a great degree of

it

besides, serve no valuable end.

narrative

What

folly.

It

historian ever

would,

began

his

by an enquiry into the possibility of the existence of

the nation whose history he

is

going to write.

It

cannot be ques-

tioned that the Almighty, on condition of his being willing, can

now

as

much

possibility

as ever, endue

certainty of them.
the gift

of immediate

ry word and action?

Quaker.

men

It is

The

simple question

objective revelations,

The

all

Holy Ghost. But
is

:

Has

the

every christian

which suggest

affirmative of this

is

to

him

his eve-

taken by every

the grand shibboleth of the scct.t

Second: the other object gained
of

with the

or the probability of things, does not determinate the

is

this

:

we can readily dispose
more than what

those argiiments, which go to prove nothing

* Barclay has thus unfairly shifted the question, (Prop. ii. sect. 13.)
from the fact to the fiossihiliiy of tlie thing.
" immef The proud claims of the sect are thus advanced they have
diate revelations which arc not to be subjected to the test of reason or
of scripture, as a more noble or certain rule." The scriptures may '« be
helpful and profitable." But they have such " inward knowledge of God
by revelatioti, that there is no absolute necessity of any written rule." See
Apol. Prop. ii. Thesis, and sect 15, p. 76, and sect. 4. p. 40. Penn thus
speaks plainly out. " The scriptures cannot be called a revelation of
God's will, till they are first opened by him who is the sfiirit of truth;"
that is t/ieir inward light. See his works, vol. ii. p. 37. As to the speci:

fic nature of these revelations, they tell us that they are the same as those
of Moses, and of AI)rahHm, and of Stephen. Bar. Apol. Prop. ii. sect 10
and 11. Burrough's woi'ks, folio, p. 58, says, " the same s])irit by which
they, (he is speaking of Moses and Jeremiah) were acted, acts us (the
Quakers) in the same way accorduig to its measures." " The gosfiel
which they (the Quakers) preach, they have not received from men, nor
from bookfs, nor from writings, but by the rex'elation of Jesus Christ IH
THEM." Penn ho\nologates these words of Gibson as the common sentiments of the society. " Sure I am," says Penn, " that this assertion «f
Gibson is right " Vol. ii. p. 472.

—

!
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•is

admitted

by

us respecting the agency of the

the operations of our
pulses of demons.

Wances on
§ 4.

own

We

minds, and

Holy

Spirit,

and

the apparent or real im-

are to reject them as unnecessary encum-

the question under discussion.

—These claims of the leading Quakers are bold and darBut how are they sustained

ing.
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It

?

one thing

is

ward fearlessly and unl)lushingly as an apostle.

come

to

It is

for-

another

thing to support the high claims.

The

have been
have

and certainly the most correct, would
come out with miracles and predictions. This would

shortest process,
to

In this

settled the point.

manner

the prophets of the

Lord

did settle the point of dispute between them and their audiences.

They acted on this plain principle claims to supernatural powers
demand supernatural proofs. We come in the name of the Lord
:

Jesus.

sage

is

We bring

his gospel to

We declare that our mesWe bring you proofs. Bring

you.

from the court of heaven.

and your deaf, and we shall
heal them.
Bring out your demoniacs, and we shall cast out the
demons by the power of Jesus Christ. Bring up your dead, and
in his name we shall restore them alive to your arms.
Or they
and spoke to remote
raised their voice with " thus saith the Lord
ages
and delivered to the church a testimony that blossomed
hither your lame, and your blind,

:

afresh in every succeeding generation.
line of prophecies,

Providence.

They

which were accomplished

And every new

disclosed a long

in the evolutions

proofs of their divine commission.

All this they did

sustained the high character of ambassadors from

But the founders of this sect

of

generation thus witnessed fresh

who

rival the claims

:

and they

God

to

men.

and honours

of the apostles and prophets, brought no proofs of this nature.

They were asked for the proofs of authority from heaven to supnew gospel they offered laboured and wordy declamations they annoyed human patience with black letter syllogism, or they prosed men to death with their dull lectures or
they terrified the superstitious by prophetic maledictions. They

port their

;

;

;

brought no miracles
I

holy events to

;

they offered no prophecies of great and

come

Penn was evidently perplexed with

this

dilemma. Constrained

—
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by his good sense to admit that " miracles arc the only evidence of revelations, he would nevertheless insist that there were

—

some prophets who did not work any miracles :* Ay but they
predicted future events.
He was aware of this also, and floundering through an argument that sunk under him at every step
out he comes at last, in a sullen mood, very unexpectedly in behalf of signs supernatural.
"Miracles," said he, "are ceased
only as visions are ceased that is, only to those who have no
faith.
Some have known, and some do know the power of taking
up their sick beds and walking; their faith made them whole.''!
Yes and they have their miracles on register ay and signs
!

;

—

!

!

omen

attending the death of that " demon of
•msdom, that divine man,'- and progenitor of the society, Plotinus.
" Spectatum admissi risum teneatis amici '."^

marvellous, as the

• Vol. ii. p 38.
t Vol. ii. p. 39.
t " A small serpent that had been concealed under bis bed wandered
through a hole in the wall, and disappeared!" This is recorded by Taylor (Plat. Phil. vol. ii. p. 218, quarto) who laboured to put down " superstition," and to revive paganism, in A. D. 1793.
Fox Jour, has a regisSee his Index " Miracles, s/iirit of disceriihig, visions,
ter of miracles.
rain, iJf c." A priest " went mad" in the pulpit because be spoke against
their inward light. It would have been something more worthy and clever
if he had restored the man to his senses.
A woman was tormented by a
George bade her be quiet and still. In process of
spirit of distraction
time she mended. Myers with the lame arm sat once before him; George
cried with a reasonably loud voice, stand up on tlnj leg's; and his arm was
made whole. It made no difference with George; f»ad the man's foot been
lame, George would have commanded him to stretch out his arm, and
The unfortunate Jay fell
his foot would probably have been restored.
from his horse and broke his neck. George wrung it round to its place,
and the man soon pursued his journey. He gives us only these moderate
samples ; but the " devils were made subject," and other things took place
•which he does not record " because this unbelieving age is not able to receive them nor bear them." (vol. i. j). 118.) What a morsel would this
have been for Hume's Essay on Miracles. The industrious man has, with
infinite pains, gleaned from the pages of the pagans and Romanists certain
marvellous acts and things, the rivals of our Lord's miracles. He has
there the wonders of the Paphlagonian, and wf the emperor Ves];asiun.
He has there, the holy oil of Saragossa, that only made a fresh natural
limb sfiring out like a mushroom from the old stum/i; and he has there
the gossip stories of tlie tomb of the Abbe Paris.* And he has not one
case from George Fox Great men have not always their wits about
them ; neither had Hume; had he thrown the shield of such miracles as
those of Fox, on his open flank, would he have fallen so soon by the steel
of Campbell ?
;

!

*

Hume's Essay on Mir. and Campbell's

Refutation, part

2. sect. 4.
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But

brought the healing conviction that neither

have

experience

the dull

—

"

;

they descend into the arena and

and hence,

like

with

men

battle

it

weapons of reason and syllogism!*

Their defence of
First

at their controul

nor predictions are

common men
by

Time and

prophets of the society have grown wiser.

Llie

Biii-acles

Revelations.

We

their favourite point

new

bring no

gospel

up

set

is

we bring only

;

two forms.

in

that

which was

confirmed by the miracles of Christ and his apostles. You cannot demand miracles of us.
All that we advance we can make
In this brief sentence there are three

good from the scriptures.!
errors.' 1st.

They do

new gospel

bring a

and the very terms

;t

" iminediute

cbjective revelations^'' imply that new matter is brought
to the inspired mind
if there is not, there can be no propriety ia
using these terms on this subject. 2d. Individual claims to such
;

gifts

and

The

must have individual proofs.
his apostles

spirati,

Lord

miracles of our

can no more establish the claims of modern

in-

than the proofs of David's royal niithority can those of

John of Munster
extravagance
apostles,

to I'e

to ofier

and we

will

king of Zion

a text

to

prove

it

in

Germany

prove a personal

by

a text !"

3d.

!

We may

It is

"

fact.

great

We

are

on the same

principles expect to hear a tailor quote Plato to prove that he

an expert and fashionable

lieve that those revelations are not to

scripture, as to something

more

be subjected

if

is,

it

there

phets to find

it

is

to

him

the

out.

" If

If

in

reference to

the Bible, or

it

is

not;

it

is

not,

it

is

of the angel of darkness,

fearful malediction of the departing spirit of

any man

sJiall

add

plagues that are written in

Their second mode of defence.

-

in

of

no necessity of becoming apostles and pro-

and comes under the
prophecy.

is

it

and

?

to the test

how can they

Pray,

certain.

venture on a proof of them from scripture
the matter of these revelations,

is

But seriously, the society be-

tailor!

to these

things,

God

shall

add

this book.^

We

distinguish

between the

When

*
Penn entered the Hsts against Reeves and Miiggleton, the notorious rivals of the early Quakers, he insisted upon visible miracles to
cbnfirm their divine comnriission. Pcnn, vol. ii. p. 178.
f Apol. Prop. ii. sect. 12, p. 310, and Penn vol.
with his contradiction oi this iii p. 61 and p. 241.
^ See chap, vii- following in proof bf this.
§ Revel, xxii. 18.

ii.

p. 48, contraste4
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certain and infallible
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one thing

It is

say the Friends

may

the last

:

say that revelations are

and another thing

;

The

person, or such a people, has them.
us,

to

to affirm that
first

only

is

such a

asserted

by

be questioned.*

This disingenuous shifting of the questions by Barclay, does
in fact, upset their

tion

own

under discussion

lations

;

fallible

theory, and

it

resolves the whole ques'

into these truisms.

Revelations are reve-

what comes from God does surely come from him ; inis infallible, and that which is certain is certain
The
!

whole sect cries out against

this.

Their proud claims

to infalli-

ble inspirations were the chief causes of the severe sulferings of

Fox

him

his

every motion,

as well of body as of mind, was guided by these.

Their minis-

their forefathers.

cries out against

;

" inspired

by that which gave
power of the Lord they were
Penn
to throw down teachings, and churches and worship."!
cries out against him his whole career was enlightened by them.J
Barclay's theory cries out against it;§ nay to crown the climax
of absurdity, the good man of Ury himself, so far from giving up
personal claims on this point, does actually plant himself by the
side of John the aposUe, and does claim for his writings what
try cry out against him

;

they were

out the scriptures,'' and "

by

this

;

John did

for his.

"

What have heard
I

says Barclay, " and seen with

have handled of the word
manifested

to

me of the

In short there

is

of

my

life,

with the cars of my soul,"

inward eyes, and

my

hands

and what hath been inwardly

things of God, that do I dec/are."||

not a

book sanctioned by the

society, that

does not claim the honours of revelation. And there is not a
preacher, of either sex, who does not come forward before the
• Bar.

Apol. Prop.

ii.

sect. 13.

f Fox's Jour. i. p. ^5H.
s]>ecii\)en will show what ideas he entertaini And the toUdwiui; rare
ed of his brother ])i-ophets. A writer had held up to public execration
the curses of one of their prophets against the ministry of llie E])iscopal
church, and had remarked th;it such language could not proceed from a
Penn replied, " Tixough they were a thousand times more
christian.
sharp against that accursed stock of hirelings, ihey had been but enough,
and I would then say not enough; hut that the reverence I bear to the Holy Sfiirit would oblige me to acquiesce in whatever he should utter through
any firophet or servant of the Lord." Penn, vol. ii. p. 70.
§ His. Thes. and prop. ii.
Apol. Ded. and Rpist. to the reader.
II

!

On

public with the most perfect conviction, that he

ed as Isaiah or Paul was
of as

much weight

Quaker knows

;

and that what he

it

daily.

When

as

is

much

There

is

inspir-

is

about to utter,

is

Every

as the messages of Isaiah or of Paul.

this.

a perfect understanding on this

body of

point between the preachers and the
practise on
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They carry

it

They
common forms of

the people.

into the

comes and announces himHe announces a meeting.
He can do no more. Neither he, nor any of them can divine what they shall hear, nor whether they shall hear any thing.
speaking.

a favourite prophet

self,

he offers no promises of a discourse.

It is

not certain that there shall be an impulse.

should be, he has no assurance that

it

will light

And

on him,

there

if

in

pre-

ference to the humblest handmaid of the meeting

§ 5.

Besides the radical defects of these main arguments, the

following will exhibit a specimen of the palpable errors in the

conducting of their argument
1.

in

They invariably confound

defence of their revelations.
the special influences of the Spi-

with his supernatural or physical

rit

gifts.

They

set out to

prove

And they
of God rests

that they have the revelations of the ancient prophets.

prove what no christian ever denied, that the Spirit

every good man. They profess to mount on
same wing with Isaiah and Paul. Their waxen wings give
way, and they crawl disabled on the earth.* The fact is, while
they maintain their opinions by assertions bold and stiff", they always contrive, in the argument, to shift the main difficulty of the
Penn and Barclay tell us, with a flourish, that they
question.
will establish the certainty and infallibility of their revelations.

in his influences on

the

—

The

modesty

themselves.

by

tells us,

(Though by the
There are revelations.
" The question

have them.

but whether all ougld,

t

and may

be

is not,

who

guided by

He

does not say that

are, or

whoarenot

the S'p/ri7."t

And

led

;

thus

the machinery, and the whole battery of syllogism, are put

into their
•

that he

inspiration.)

ihey

all

comes out, and with
makes no personal claims for
way, we have seen that he writes

latter after struggling into the difficulty,

infinite

heavy operation

Apol. Prop.
Apol. p. 67.

ii.

to

defend a position that not even a

sect. 1, 4, 5, 6,

and Pcnn
25-

vol.

ii.

p. 61.

!
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king's fool

would have attacked

and certain

revelations are with

:

Revelations.
namely,

him who has

where

infallibilittj is

it (a-,

And

certain revelations.

the former, having planted himself in a sure position, and in a

most threatening
air

attitude, exhausts all his strength in beating the

turning his back on the

;

Quaker

he puts forth

position,

all

the powers of reason, and employs thirty nine texts of sacred
writ,

Spirit

and spends nineteen quarto pages to prove
is " certain and infallible in his operations.

appear

to

have struck him that he ought

sessed those infallible

gifts

to

that the

Holy

It

does not

prove that

they pos-

of the Spirit. That

is left

to the

good-

natured reader's gratuitous conclusion

They

2.

use, as

synonymous terms, words

They

different ideas.

that

convey very

confound, for instance, the terms

spirit

and law, and guide cause andolyect; form and matter; light
and grace and Christ. These are jumbled together on their
mystic pages, and produce an effect like that which must have
;

at the confusion of tongues at

taken place
is

the rule

" the light

in us is the

is

only word of God, and

lations are the spirit:"

There

is

" Christ

the rule

"the

a double error in

impiety consists

in its

is

;

the light

The
;"

spirit

" Christ

our rule;" "objective reve-

spirit is

all this

"

Babel.
is

it is

the object of revelation."!

impious

—

it is

absurd.

The

bringing up their heresy, which confound*

the sacred persons of the most Holy Trinity, and which reduces
the sacred person of the Son, and the sacred person of the Holy
Ghost into a single virtue, or a grace. The absurdity lies in

making not

the revelations of the spirit, but the Spirit himself the
it is as glaring as the political absurdity would

And

only rule.

be of constituting a rule of
out of the persons
citizens that

it is

cording to the law

law

the

3.

*
f

is

conduct

—not out of the law, but

the law; and of declaring to the

not the code of laws

late their conduct,

your actions

civil

who framed
and
;

to the

by which they must regujudges that they must not judge ac-

" Those are hut paper and

the souls

and

ink.''''

bodies of the legislators

The

rule of

who framed

!

They

Penn
Penn

Thesis on

fly in the face of the clearest facts

vol.

ii.
ii

they lay

it

down

p. 96, &c.

p. 106, and Apol. Prpp.
the Script, and Prop. v. and vi.

vol.

;

ii.

sect. 5,

compared with

the

i

—
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God spake immediately to every

individual of the Jewish worshippers; and that they

mediate revelations for the object of their

How ?

immediately."

the

High

Priest;"'

cause two

Because

They destroy
God spake to

to

them through

because his Spirit rested on the seventy

men prophesied

ed a wish that

all

God spake

"•

had im-

"

faith.*

the distinction between mediate and immediate.
all

all

camp

in the

be-

;

because Moses express-

;

the people might also prophesy! Yes, because

the Spirit rested on the prophets, he rested on the people

be-

:

God spake immediately to some, therefore he spake immediately to all ! And Barclay, who loves the rare and the sublime,
insists, that because God is omnipresent, therefore all men have
his revelations !t And, thence, by a form of logic unheard of from
cause

the days of the Stagirite, he argues, that as all the Jews had revelations immediately from
all

There

no saying where

is

God,

It

theology, but

:

and

men now do have them.

all

may

this logic

ly hear another class of men,

not by

men now may have them

all

men may have them,

because

who have

stop.

We

shall certain-

got their brains turned,

hy politics, beginning

to

harangue us thus

unquestionably true that David was a king; therefore

is

:

all

Jews were kings, all
may be kings now: and because they may be kings, therefore all
men now are kings. Another may, in the same manner, make it
his people

were kings

out, that like
4.

The

:

and because

all

the

David we are all psalmists !
which they adopt respecting

principles

errors of the most serious nature.

the saints they

make

to

The

be immediate

:

lead to

of the faith of

revelations.l

They, reject

the usual division of faith into different kinds
different classes of faith

faith,

sole object

:

they confound the

they admit only one kind.§

Moreover

•

Apol. p. 46.
t Apol. p. 46, 47 and 6/.

i

A))ol. I'rop.

ii.

Assert.

5, p.

" There can no move be two faiths than there can be two Gods."
Bar. Apol. Prop. ii. sect. 19, p. 51. Tiie term faith besides being used in
a figurative sense for the subject of belief, as in Jude ver. 3, and in 1 Tim.
iii. 9, is used in four different senses in sacred writ, to describe an exercise
1. There is a temporary faith ; Math. xiii. 20, 21.
of the mind.
2. HisThis is found in wicked men Acts viii. 13. And in devils,
torical faith
James ii. 19. 3. The faith of miracles, 1 Cor. xiii. 2. Sometimes found
in wirked characters, Matth. vii. 22,23.
4. Saving faith, Eph. ii. 8.
Now that expression of the Apostle, (Eph. iv. 5) " There is one faith,"
on which B. founds his opinion, may be applied with perfect truth to each
^

:

of these classes.

;

The men who have

the

first

kind,

may

say, "

we have

;;
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thej lay down

this principle, that

must have

immediate revelations

every one who has had

faith,

and of course they admit
the converse, every one who has had these revelations, has had
faith
and as their system admits of only one faith, they must all
have had the same true or common faith.
Iiad

;

:

Now
The

us see whither these principles will carry us.

let

now

object of our faith

and they make no

is

distinction

same

the

First

as that of the prophets

between the saving

faith of the pro-

phets considered as saints, and their belief as prophets in the
vinity of the messages with

and common object of

their faith

Now, on this
our Redeemer: it

revelations.
is

not

it

nor

:

the object of faith.
faith terminates

subject
in the

is

It
is

it

;

is

in

it is

:

not

on the

It is

which

it

is

We
told

!

some

di-

the substance

the revealing that

subject of the

message

only on the /o?m and manner

brought forward.

manner

be immediate

to

not his atoning blood

is

any consequence.

that of

is

make

principle of the sect, the object of faith

No one knows what may be

rect impulse simply.

of

they

di-

The one

which they were changed.

in

is

that

which the

believe not in the matter, but

When

the shepherds heard the

angels announcing the birth of Christ, it was not his birth they
" Immediate revelation, such as that of the prophets,
believed.

was

the only object of their faith."*

They

believed

in the

super-

manner only, in which that birth was declared. Do they
deny this ? Then those to whom the shepherds told their reve-

natural

having immediate revelations, had no object of

lations, not

They

Second.
lieves

and

There

;

is

only " one faith."

trembles "

best of men, and

are

faith.

could not believe.

is

as

But the devil also "be-

He

has, therefore, the

same

faith

much

a l)elicver, in the

same

sense, as they

with the

and, like them, he has at every act of faith a fresh impulse,
revelation from heaven!
Every one who has faith, has immediate revelations
prophets and apostles :t" but all the true members of the

an immediate
Third. "
like the

one fuilh ." A 11 the " deviln who believe and tremble" can say " we have
one faith." So may the persons who possessed the third class ; and (what
is the true meaning of the text) ;>11 true christians have " one Lord and
one faith''' by which they all, ni the same manner, receive by an appropriating act, their common Lord and Saviour.
• Bar. Prop. ii. Assert. 5.
f Apol. p. A7.

—
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Hence, on these
inspirations
same
principles, every member had
All were
as those who were endowed with the highest gifts.
and of the Christian church had

.Icwish

faith.

specifically the

prophets like Isaiah;

apostles like Paul

all

prophet

Israel send to consult a

bear with the written

" Propter

had what he had.
ipsum

est

why

?

epistles, " the

Why

!

people wait on the prophecyings of Isaiah?

why

then did the

did the king of

did the equally inspired

dead

kller"'

They

of Paul.

quod unumquodque

est tale, illud

magis tale."*

Fourth. "

Every one who has these revelations has faith, and
vhcre is only one faith.'
Hence Balaam, who unquestionably
had true revelations, was as much a believer as Moses and those
persons " who had prophesied in Christ's name, and had cast otit
'

!

devils,

and had done many wonderful works,"! were as good men
were rejected by Christ. " Depart

as those in heaven, and yet

from me, for
Fifth.

never knew

I

Some

which he had put
is

going

by

reason-

Barclay's proof of one main point, and one on

ing in a circle.

He

you.''''

of their chief principles are supported

forth all his strength,

is

a fair specimen of this.J

prove that they have revelations specifically the

to

same with those of the prophets. He lays down this premise
" Our faith is the same as theirs." This, if spoken of saving faith,
unquestionably true

is

He

that subject.

of the prophets' faith
still

is

but that

;

is

is

not on

the assertion, that "the object

immediate revelations, and that these are

continued to men."

His argument

one, the object of the faith

fore the object of their faith

Now

He

not in point.

is

make good

is to

is

one

;

is

this

:

Where

but the faith

and of our

is

the faith

one, there-

faith is one.

the essential act of this faith of which he speaks, consists

the man's receiving with a holy assurance immediate revela-

in

tions

from God

:

and our

faith being, in these principles, specifi-

cally the same, must of course consist in the act of receiving newrevelations from

God.

ceive
*

t

Hence, Barclay's argument

is

rounded

much as we do, like the prophets, reimmediate revelations, we do have immediate revelations

off into this circle.

!

Bar. Tlies.

Math.

% Prop.

In as

vii.
ii.

iii.

22, 23.

and Assert,

v.

;

!
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The

writers of this sect assume higher ground than that
which was taken by the apostles of our Lord. St. Paul, the very
Sixth,

chiefest of the apostles, submitted his inspired epistles to the

examination of those

who had

the Spirit, and calls on

them

to

^^acknowledge that the things which he rorote were the commandments

of the

But these modern

Lord.''''*

down and

no miracles

dictions,

effusions

apostles, not

worthy

to " stoop

unloose the latchet of his buskins, do give us no pre-

'

to the

;

test

and they

will not

permit us to subject their

of reason, or of scripture, as a superior

rule.'"t

And what

is

more, they claim for the individuals of their sect

more than was ever vouchsafed
church
gifts

in

of the

Holy Ghost; only

members of the primitive
Only a few possessed the

to the

her most glorious times.

a few were blessed with immediate

revelations, even at that eventful period

when

the prophecy of

Joel was accomplished.^ But with them none are excluded from

immediate revelations. With them every believer has them
with them " all are apostles, all are prophets."§
the

The society of Friends, setting aside with cold disdain,
common means of grace and the special influences of the Spi-

rit,

and placing themselves wholly under the care of immediate

Last.

objective revelations, presents to view a singular spectacle, an

anomaly in the ecclesiastical world, perfectly novel and romantic
An anomaly as extraordinary as would be a world in which
the human mind arrived at perfection in knowledge, without one
of the ordinary means, and by a single act of Omnipotence. An
!

anomaly

as extraordinary as a

government of Providence would

be, out of which all secondary causes were banished, and

where
every event was brought to pass by the immediate acts of Omnipotence, embodying its energies in the form of a continuous succession of miracles

This oudine
1

convey an idea of

manner

in

which Penn

See the translation of the passage by M'Knight, vol.
p. 118, 119, Bost. edit.
genuine revelation was deemed by the church inferior to that por-

A

and

vol.

ii.

tion of the scriptures already given

equivocal evidence.

Then

it

rest.

X Joel ii. 28. Actsii.
Apol. Prop. ii. sect.

§

the

Cor. xiv. 37.

iv. p. 10.

f

will

16.
11.

;

was on a

it had established itself by unfooting of perfect equality with the

until

—
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and Barclay have laboured on the chief article in their system,
and yet nobody wonders that such authors have not found their
oblivion.
The writings of all chief sectaries became a text book
and a kind of bible to their disciples. It has ever been so it is
nothing new and nothing strange. The Romanists lock up the
;

mob a flood of oral traditions
supported the Shaster for a
have
Brahmins
The
and legends.
of the Mohammedans
devotion
gold
and
the
thousand years and
Bible and pour on the ignorant

:

for twelve centuries

have preserved the Koran

the importance of this subject will not permit us to

6.— But

§

!

argument.

rest satisfied with negative

It is

possible to

and

strate that these revelations are unnecessary,

demon-

in fact,

have

no existence.

was revealed to the great body of the church
days of prophets and aposdes in no way differ-

First, divine truth
in the brightest

ent from that in which

it is

revealed

and with precisely the

to us,

same evidence.
.

In the days of the most plentiful outpouring of the

a few individuals only possessed his extraordinary

body

of the people were instructed

historical fact that all

by

these.

were not prophets

Holy Ghost,

gifts,

It is

and the

a matter of

apostles.

7iot

It is

equally an historical fact that the people received their instructions

from no other source than from the men charged with

vine messages.

Hence

it is

evident that the

body of

di-

the people

did not receive truth immediatdy from God.

When

who were charged

those prophets

brought forward their message

to the

with a .commission,

church,

it

was by words

was by words committed to writing^
or it was by both.
And when the church received their messages as the commands of the living God, there was some formal
and sufficient reason for her faith. The matter revealed could
audibly pronounced

not be the

sole,

competent

to sit in

rials

ought

;

or

it

cause, inducing her belief.

judgment on

to constitute a

this,

human

carry

experience.

created being

message from the court of heaven.

has no standard within his reach;
of

No

is

and pronounce what mate-

He

comes not within the range
The message may, and does certainly

intrinsic proofs of

its

it

divine origin

uohok cause or reason of its reception

by

;

yet

this

cannot be (he

the church.

'
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be procured by the form or the man-

ner in which they were presented originally to the mind of the

prophet

hiiuself.

There are two arguments

The evidence growing

out of

ways supposing them not

to

And

only

felt

b}''

to

1.

this kind, (al-

them

in public

the minds of the in-

personal and secret experiences arc no proofs to

a second person.

own

to establish this.

circumstances of

have been made

with certain tokens) could be
spired.

all

2.

To suppose

that the faith of a prophet in

was founded merely in the form and manner
which
in
they were received, is to suppose that the adversary of
God and man does not put forth his powers in counterfeiting the
his

revelations

usual forms of revelation, and

it is

to

suppose that a prophet could

never be deceived by any species of delusion. The prophet's
faith in his own rcvoliilion could be founded only on a certain intimation, divinely impressed on his mind, that these

communica-

were truly from God. Hence the veracity of God is the
only ground or formal object of the prophet's belief in his own.
revelations, and not the form or manner in which they were pretions

sented to his mind

;

and that which could not be the formal ob-

ject of their faith, cannot be the formal object of the faith of their

followers.*

Hence

the ground of the church's faith in the mes-

sages from the court of heaven, was the divine authority and veracity, expressed in the solenm call "
certified

truth

is

Now
great

by

that evidence external

presented to the
if

Thus

human mind.
in w hich

such be the manner

body of

the people,

and

if

saith the Lord;"'

and

and internal, with which divine
truth

was imparted

to the

such was the formal reason or

in it, it could make no difference whether it
them by the words, or by the writings of the in-

cause of their faith

was

laid before

If by their writings, it could be of no consequence
whether the writing was the original autograph, or an authentic
copy of it. If the copy be authentic it matters not whether it be

spired.

a

first

transcript, or the iliousandlh.

Hence

it is

communicated

in a

manner

entirely the

same as that

in

which

is
it

* Barclay hiinself did acknowledge this when his mind was freed from
momentary bias in favour of his s> stt ni. See Apol. p. 50, top, thougli
is admitted to the outrage of consistency.

its
it

evident, that to us in these times, divine truth
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prophecy and of
possess evidence substantially the same we
have all that testimony and evidence which led the fathers to
build their faith on the divine veracity.
If we want their miracles,

to

lived in the ages of

And we

miracle.

we have

;

gradually develop-

at least the protracted miracles

ing before our eyes in the evolutions of Providence fulfilling the

And hence were

prophecies.

obliterated

the scriptures

and

;

did the age of prophecy and of miracle dawn once more on us;
did prophets and apostles begin

of heaven, and

fill

possess.

open

to

to us the councils

we and the Friends
single benefit of a higher nature than we do
should receive divine truths by revelations,

should not enjoy a

now

anew

up the canon of scripture

We

;

not immediately from God, but through the inspired few,

would demonstrate

their authority

city and authority of Almighty

by

And

miracles.

God would

be, as

the formal ground of our faith and obedience.

it

who

the vera-

really

Hence

now

is,

the im-

mediate revelations of the Friends are entirely unnecessary.

They form no

Second.

part of the elemental principles of the

christian character, and they are, therefore, not necessary to

That

salvation.

human mind by

the

Holy Ghost

operates immediately on the

the secret influences which he puts forth,

these influences are essential to

that

which we have always advocated.

and

salvation, are doctrines

But that the revelations of

the Friends are essential to salvation,

is

a doctrine utterly inad-

missible.

Of the elemental principles constituting thegood man's character,

they never, at any time, formed a part

from

faith,

which

consists in " receiving

Christ for eternal safety,

"as

he

is

;

they are distinct

and resting on Jesus

oflTered in the

They

gospel."

are distinct from love, from hope, from repentance, from the
practice of holiness.

The men whom

the

Holy Ghost

selected

and made prophets and apostles were employed as instruments
merely to announce his messages to men. This official character had no necessary dependance on their moral and religious

They might be good men they certainly were, with
men they might have been bad

character.

;

a few exceptions, the best of

men.

As

it

gate servant

;

regards merely the delivering of a message, a

may, and

profli-

often really does deliver his lord's in-

24
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good servant will. A conduit of
convey the pure and limpid stream as

structions as accurately as a

the coarsest materials will
fully as

As
ed

it

if

constructed of golden pipes.

respects that part of the prophetical office which consist-

in uttering the predictions,

presume the point

1

will not

be

must be very evident that that act of infinite sovereignty which draws aside the curtain that conceals futurity,
and which places before a man's view a succession of remote

contested.

events,

is

It

from that act whereby

essentially diffei-ent

us anew in Christ Jesws."

By

the former, the

He

man was

" creates

put

in

pos-

session of something not for personal use, but for the public bene^

by the latter he is made the subject of a work
own soul by the former, certain powers of
the mind, especially the memory, is made the receptacle of knowledge, and by it as a channel, the fertilizing streams are poured
over the church in the latter the Holy Ghost puts forth his plas-

fit

of the church

:

tei-minating on his

:

:

tic

energies over the whole mind, and produces " the new

And, as
is

no

it

creature.^''

respects the uttering of revealed doctrines, the point

less clear, for three reasons.

did not, merely

by

1.

Even

the pious prophets

virtue of their prophetical office, always un-

derstand the meaning of the doctrines which they revealed to the

On

church.

the contrary, after they had delivered them to the

people, they searched diligently into their meaning, and under

the guidance of the Divine Spirit, they arrived, as

same knowledge of

The

following

is

we

do, at the

the truth.

our authority for

this assertion.

"

salvation the prophets have enquired and searched diligently,

phesied of the grace that should come unto you

who pro-

searching what,

;

and

what manner of

time, the Spirit

whm

before-hand the sufferings of Christ, and the glory that

it

testified

should follow, unto lahom
It is

this

less,

to

was revealed

zvas in them,

did signify;

&c."*

that

here distinctly stated that the prophets did receive the

doctrines of truth

by

it

of Christ who

Of which

means,

by

inspiration; that they

to deliver

them

to the

church

were
;

fully qualified

but that, neverthe-

they did not fully comprehend their meaning; that

arrive at this " they searched diligently^'' into

•

1.

Pel.

i,

n,

12.

what

in

order

" the Spirit

t
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In other words, they searched into

signify.^''

doctrines of the gospel already revealed, and into " the manner

nf liine''^ in which the event of Christ's sufferings should be accomplished.
And upon this diligent investigation of " their own
they received another "

doctrines,''''

which we

revelation,''''

special guidance and instruction of the

Holy

Ghost,

call the

by which

they obtained, as every christian does obtain, a clear and believing view of the truth.
In addition to this argument, there are historical facts of

2.

There have been true prophets, (because they had
divine revelations made to them) who yet were utterly destitute
of the grace of God.
Balaam was an impious man, and he was
imquestionably a tru(; prophet.
The scriptures do pronounce
him a prophet. He predicted remote events which were accugreat weight.

He

rately accomplished.*

He

«f sublimity.
Jacob,

and

This, as

the

uttefed divine truth in

prophesied of the " star

usual style

of

who should have dominion.''^
thrown on it by parallel passa-

out of Israel,

sceptre

evident from the light

is

its

that should arise out

ges, cannot

be referred

sus Christ,

who

any other than "

to

has dominion over

the

morning

star''''

Je-

all things.

Our Lord has set this matter to rest. He has declared that
in the day of final retribution, there will be on his left hand men
who not only prophesied, but who added the evidence of miracles
3.

to their

"

words.

Many

shall say to

have we not prophesied in thy name

and

in thy

ever, at

any

" Depart from me ye

ments

you.''''

time,

that

in that day, Lord,

in thy

may

be found

name

And

(He could

been

work

of his character, the

than what

me

and

name done many wonderful works.

fess unto them, I never knew

had they

;

Lord%

cast out devils

;

then will I pro-

not have said this,

in the possession of grace.)

iniquity. ''''\

Hence,

if in

the ele-

good man possessed nothing more

in the

"mere

prophet^''

then he has not

him from the ungodly,
Though I
than what Balaam and such as Balaam did possess.
have the gift of prophecy^'' says St. Paul, " and understand all mysone virtue or grace more

teries

and

all

to discriminate

knowledge, and though I have all faith, so that I could

Bishop Newton on the Proph. vol. i. Dissert, v.
Comment, on Numb. xxiv. 17. And particularly Henry on

t Scott's
that place,

t Math,

vii- 22.
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remove mountains, and have not

and man)

/

am

Revelations.
(that

charity,''''

is

God

true love to

nothing.''^*

Third.
Their revelations are brought forward without evidence, and they are therefore uncertain and unprofitable.
In
the experience of the true prophet, there was attached to every

one of

his revelations a certain irresistible evidence that

By

God.

certainly,

form of evidence, whatever

this

and as
But

this

we

heaven.

no

It is

faith in us

;

It

invisible to us

;

for his

God from

lofty claims,

it is

not

felt

by
it

us

an impostor and a knave: he

;

it

who comes
and new systems,

to certain

insults

can produce

can, he

and divine messages,

no higher evidence than

inward

that the Friends

have

all

feel-

our understandings

he deems us capable of being duped by the weakest

Now, admitting

any

as a basis of

messages from the court of

and he who can suppose that

to

down

could not be laid

demanded

and appeals
is

from

species of evidence could not be useful to

forward with

ings,

is

can. the voice of a friend from that of a

but the prophet himself.
that faith which he

it

was, they could as

easily, at least, distinguish the voice of

that of a deceiver, as

stranger.

it

;

artifices.

that they claim

;

ad-

mitting that their revelations are to them " clear and evident in

themselves," these revelations are radically different
special

work of

the Divine Spirit in the

they are not necessary

made

human mind

to their salvation,

useful to others without evidence;

;

frorii

the

and hence

and they cannot be

and

which can carry conviction into the heart,

that only
I

mean

evidence

prediction

and miracle, the substantial evidence to which all good men look,
and to which every truly inspired man always successfully resorted, is invariably declined by every one of the inspired of the

and for the best reasons in the world. They have never
had the possession of the one nor of the other. Jleaven, deaf to
the voice of their prophets and apostles, has not lent them one

society,

prophecy, no, nor one solitary miracle

to this

day

!

Hence,

their

revelations are, in the eyes of the church, without proof, unprofitable

and

Fcmrth.

useless.

Holy

revelations have fully accomplished their end,

—

* 1 Cor. xiii. 2. See Dr. Owens examination of this point in his book
on the Spirit vol. 1. book ii. Ch. 1. Sect. 17, 18. And in his Discourse on
the Holy Spirit and his gifts. Ch. 2.
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Revelations.

and are withdrawn forever. The end proposed to be accompHshed by them, was the completion of the sacred canon of
scripture.
This has been done. Each book, delivered by the
inspirations of the Holy Ghost, is supported by innate and historical evidence; and though bound up in one volume, each book
of the Old and New Testaments is not only full and complete in
the weight of its own evidence, but, in like manner as the classic
authors are produced

to establish the authenticity

of each other,

these books of the sacred scriptures contain irresistible evidence

of the authenticity and divinity of each other.
that

were delivered

to the

origin, are placed in the canon.
fect.*

It

was delivered

The

salvation."

who

shall "

add

to the

The canon is complete and perchurch " to make men wise unto

Spirit of God has

to

it,

or

All the books

church with these proofs of divine

who shall

denounced a curse on those

away from

take

immediate revelation does either add

to

it

and every

;"t

revealed truth, or

is ut-

terly unnecessary.
Fifth. The entire withdrawing of
Holy Ghost affords us ample proof

the channel

to

all

that immediate revelations

Divine inspiration was the

are closed.

most important of
deed,

the miraculous gifts of the

all

loftiest

and certainly the

the extraordinary gifts of the Spirit.

by which God conveyed

his will to

man

;

It

was

and,

in-

endowments were designed simply
They were all directed to this
one.

the other miraculous

confirm the truth of

this

men, that those revelations
which were brought forward were from God. This was the end

point, to establish to the conviction of

of the miracles of our Lord, the great prophet of the church.

" The works that
of me."t

And

it

I do in my Father's name, they bear witness
was the end of the miracles wrought by those

who were charged

with his commissions.§

But every miraculous

mony

gift is

We have the testiand the Almighty would not

withdrawn.

of our senses to confirm this

;

from my purpose to enter into a discuss-'oti on the sacred
C'>nsult on this subject Prideaux Connect, vol. ii. i). 102, 411, &c.
Test.
Blair's Canon of Script.
Jones' Canon Author, of the
Dr.
Owen's Comment, on the Heb. Introd. Dick on Inspir. bee alsoChalmer on the Histor. Evid. of the Bible.
f Prov. XXX. 6. Revel, xxii. 18, 8ic.
% John X. 25.
•

It is foreign

canon.

New

§

Markxvi.30.

-
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have withdrawn the secondary
quired their support,

still

llevelations.
the primary, which re*

gifts, if

We

remained.

have, therefore, the

evidence of our sense?, that objective revelations are withdrawn

from the chui-ch.
Lasilj/, The doctrine of the Friends has no foundation in
any of those passages of holy scripture Avhich they adduce in
proof of it.* It might be enough simpl3''lo ?,o.y, that each of these
texts which they quote, refers either to the special influences of

the Spirit, or to his miraculoua

have gained our
ter,

the Friends gain nothing fro:n

that all

"

men were

all

at

is

by

If to the lat-

unless they can prove

this,

were apostles

that all

we

former, then

an end.

invested with these miraculous powers

were prophets —"

taught mediately

If to the

gifts.

and the dispute

point,

But

inspired teachers.

that

in

;

that

none were

every age of

in-

were vouchsafed only to a few and the
were conferred fhen on a few mly, ought

spiration, these gifts

fact that these gifts

;

surely not to be quoted

in

proof

that all

men

No-

note have them.

thing but miraculous powers can bear the friends out in their extraordinary^ claims.
I

of

shall close with a

sacred writ,

review of their exposition of three passages

which have been

surance, " 77i€ Quaker

/e.r/y."

called, with

And

this,

it is

some degree of

to

be hoped,

will

as-

be

a sufficient specimen of the manner in which other texts are to

be redeemed from
1.

that

is

on

similar abuses.

my covenant with them, saith the Lord my Spirit
have put into thy mouth,
thee, and my words which

" This

is

;

I

shall not depart out of

seed, nor out of the

thy mouth, nor out of the mouth of thy

mouth of thy

seed's seed, saith the

Lord from

henceforth and forever.-'t
It is

evident^ that these are the words of the Father to the Son

on behalf of his spiritual seed. They contain a double promise.
First That the Spirit who rested on " the Redeemer," shall
never leave his " seed.'' Second That the words put into " the
Redeemer's mouth shall never depart from the mouth of his
There is no intimation that the
seed," nor of " his seed's seed."
:

:

* Such as Jerem. xxxi. 31. Joel
Bar. Apol. Prop. ii. sect. 11, 12.
'

f Jer. lix. 21
% From verse 20.

ii.

28, 29.

Heb.

viii.

10. 1

John

ii.

27.

On Immediate
Spirit will,

mouths. "

by an immediate interposition, put words into their
The words which I have put into tliy (Christ's) mouth,
mouth of thy seed."

shall not depart out of the

be contested

to

we

tion, that

men from

And no

this authentic

•ur lips."v^''>f

The

day

in this

It is

a truth not

of light and triumphant demonstra-

possess an authentic

his lips.

than what
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copy of

by

his words, written

" immediate revelation" can do

copy actually does,

in

more
keeping them " in

'

ft-

'

by Pcnn and Barclay merits
it a turn to their own purpose the one quotes it thus " / unll pour out my Spirit on thee, and
on thy seed and thy seed's seed to all generations.^'' And the other
gross abuse of this passage

To

the severest reprehension.

give

:

models

it

into this

form

to

be the basis of his syllogism

:

My

"

Lord, have put into your mouth,^''* And
from this forgery he draws the conclusion that as " the Spirit puts
Tcord, I even I, saith

words

the

Had

they were certainly inspired.

into their lips,"

bold deed of altering a clause in the Testament of

this

God Almighty,

been practised on a human instrument, the perpetrators would
have been declared guilty of felony, by the laws of every civilized state.

"

2.

things

Ye have an

;"

unction from the Holy One, and ye
" and ye need not that any man teach you."t
in

were

by

enjoyed

days.

all

ever

by the church, it was
Holy Ghost in the apos-

individuals and

during the extraordinary effusion of the
tle's

If

which these happy times and conditions

there were a period
fully

know

Did we take the sense imposed on these sacred

sages as the sense of the apostles, then every one to

whom

pas-

they

addressed themselves, was possessed of immediate revelations.
All were prophets,

were

all

the lips of inspired men.
this sense, the

Why

all

?

had the

all

had the teacher within.

light within.

did John write these words to

They
I

*

f
i

all

had the word

cannot yield
Penn

and none were taught by
had " the anointing" in

conduct of the apostles was utterly inexplicable.

did they teach

preach?

apostles,

If christians

to the

in

tell

Why

write

them about

Why did
epistles?

why

the anoinlinff?'*
o

perfection within.

learned

critic,^

and

refer this " anointing"

vol. ii. p. 494 note. Barcl. Prop. ii. sect. 11, p. 6.'!.
John ii. 20 and 27, add to this Joel ii. 28, 29. Jer. xxxi. 31.
Dr. M'Knight's new Trans, of the Epii»u in loco.
1

they
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and " this knowing

Holj Ghost

things to the extraordinary gifts of tke

all

in this discerning of Spirits."

We

our minds the context.
referring to the doctrines
attention of the church,

"had gone
trines

man

they are

;

in the lips

ers to inspirations.

word and

pointing to the " anti-christs"

is

—" Ye have the
You

teach you."
of

all

men these
You have the

anointing

—

which
ye need

are no strangers to our doc-

the faithful

—

the teachings of these

Let us place before

shall perceive that the apostle is

which he had been inculcating on the

and

out from them."

not that any

Revelations,

you need none of

;

false teachers

—these pretend-

instructions of the apostles,

by

you have the anointing of the Spirit and those
perceptions of truth which you have thence acquired, set you
above the necessitj^ and above the seducing influences of the
epistle

:

;

teachings of these false prophets.

This simple exposition makes

the practice and the doctrine of the apostle consistent and har-

monious.

But

if

will act

the Friends will insist on the literal meaning, then

on the

oflfensive

;

we

will turn

whom John

that these christians to

—

on them and say

:

Be

wrote had inspirations

it

in

we
so,

the

fullest measure
be it so, that they, all men, women and children
were prophets and apostles
what will that prove in your favour? Does that prove that moderns that ymi have these inspi:

—

—

you that you are divinely led
Pronounce your prophecies. No

rations? Prove

miracles

—

!

Then you

!

you have none

I

are self-convicted.

Last, and that which

is

the burden of every Quaker's sermon.

The manifestation of the Spirit
EKarTa it iiS'orai i <fa.nfa>irif tov

*'

the term "
gifts

Bring forth your

!

of the

<^a»{p«»-/c"

is

given

^^manifestation,''''

Holy Ghost.t

to

every

man

TlKoftuTtt Tfot Tof

The term

is

to profit withal.''^

e-tiAtTf ?»»•"*

Under

comprised the different

literally

taken signifies the

It implies the power and faculty of
and of demonstrating by deeds, that the

active manifestation by proof.

declaring

by

doctrine,

person has the Holy Ghost. |

We

It is

a gift entrusted to

men

"srfoc

• 1 Cor. xii. 7.
are pained at hearing this text almost universally
quoted by the Quaker pi'e;ichers thus: " a measure of the Spirit, &c.."
And not unFrcquer.tly is it written in this manner, " a measure of the Spirit
is given." Which comjjleuly alters the meaning.
f See Dr. Owen on the Spir. vol. ii. ch. 1. sect. 11.
t See Schleusneri Lt xicon in voce.
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" for the

'

This
it is

gift

And

was bestowed not on

be referred

to

good or

these

gifts,

to the

it is

benefit,"* that

of the church.!

is

all,

For
only4

but on " each" " Uaa-Ta."

extraordinary

evident,
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gifts

of the Spirit

were not conferred on "all" with-

out discrimination.

Hence
gifts

of

meaning of the passage is this: The extraordinary
Holy Ghost were given to each man chosen to extraordina-

the

the

ly services,

demonstrate that their messages were

to

from God^ and,

were for the common good.
Now, what advantage does the Quaker cause gain from this ?
In what manner can they shape an argument out of it?
These
gifts of the Holy Ghost were given to select men in those ages to
which we refer. Does this ofTer any proof that inspirations are
given to all men now indiscriminately 7 The individuals who actherefore,

tually possessed these gifts, demonstrated the divinity of their

commission by miraculous powers.

Will that prove that the

equally high claims of the Quakers need not these domonstrations

On what

?

we

principles are

to these pretenders,

who

called

upon

bring no evidence,

to yield

when

our faith

the church of

old would yield to no claims, not even to those of an apostle, without miracles

We

?

no foundation
Ghost
sence,

;

can give no credit

but they have no "

by

his gifts.

<paFif axr/t,"

them, for they lay

They

claim the

no manifestation of

down
Holy

his pre-

No man

without renouncing his
tion in the society

to

rest upon.

for faith to

can be a believer in their revelations
reason and there is not a n^an of reflec-

who would

:

not laugh in his sleeve at the sim-

who would believe without evidence, and
Pope who chuckled over the easy belief

pleton

with the

cal

of his catholic

subjects,

would exclaim " .4 fne fabrication

^0 lucrative to

us

this

deisti-

—which has proved

.'"

See Schleus. and Stockius in voc. rt//t^«f «».
As is evident from 1 Cor. xiv. 2, 5.
X As the next verse (8) fully declares, and as every Quaker admits.
•

j
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CHAPTER

II.

ON THE" CHARACTER OF THEIR SILENT WORSHIP,

" The funde of the soule is the secretest part of the soul. In this fuiide
God begets his Sonne. Into this man must introvert, and drawe himself
and sinck into this funde, and denude himself of all thoughts, words
and deeds. There God poureth himself into our spirits. We dissolve in
God and become pure, &c.
Tauler a Dominican of jl. D. 1346.
in,

" Deep from the vault

tlie

Loxian murmurs flow

;

" And Pythias' awful voices peal below-"

§

1 .

That blunt polemic, Brown of Wamphry,

after having be-

stowed much attention on the form and theory of the

silent

wor-

ship of the Friends, exclaimed, that he had discovered in
plain vestiges of devitrie
If the spirit of the

it

.'"*

age has polished the genius of criticism,

it

has also smoothed down the rugged features of sectarianism. But

whatever polish

may be conveyed

ciples, their substantive

We

form

is

to the

surface of these prin-

the same.

discover in the silent worship of the society singular phe-

nomena, produced evidently by a
ing tenet.

Its

dinary, and cannot

adherence

what

is

is

to their lead-

altogether extraor-

to attract the notice of the philosopher

fail

who investigates the history
The society has excluded
tiquity, but

rigid

moral and physical aspect
of the

human mind.

not only

all that is

venerable

sacred by the authority of our Lord.

have banished the holy scriptures from
are not permitted to he read there.
tism and the Lord's supper

and the singing of psalms.

their assemblies.

by an-

They
They

They have excluded bap-

they have rejected stated prayers,

;

They have removed
and the

the distinction

Their only

minis-,
between
fortuitous
individuals
whom
a
try is composed of those straggling
impulse brings upon their floor. Each of them enters the assem-

the regular ministry

*

flock.

Pref. of his book.
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their Silent Worship.

bly with a weight of supernatural

gifts

and divine inspirations.

a conspicuous place, and pos-

Their elders take their stations in
sessing the hereditary gift " of discLrning sjjirits,"* they

sit

as

judges of what may be advanced. All remain covered according
But as soon as the
to the edicts given forth by their prophets.t
" inspired

moved"

is

to

pray, the whole assembly, at one instant,

discerning the impulse of the spirit in the prophet, harmoniously lay

aside the hat, and all stand up.
to

pray

is

discontinued.^

They

It is

sit

resumed when the impulse

with looks lowering

on the ground, and " wait on the Lord."

them

he

is

" in the fund of the soul."

ted style of the Friends,

is

downward

This " Lord

is

within

This, in the consecra-

" that deep in which unity

Into this " fund" or abyss they descend

;

is

known."§

and, like so

many

vEneases descending into Tartarus, each has his guardian Sybil.

Within

this

deep " they meet the Lord."

the act of " introversion."

In

it

This descent

each puts forth

all his

is

called

ehergy in

directing thither the whole current of his thoughts, in chaining

down
sion,

carnal wisdom, in silencing the whispers of reason, of pas-

and appetite.

During

this deathlike

slumber,

this

tempo-

rary suspension of judgment and reason, they turn into the presence of that " Lord
bestirs itself,

inward

this

and

who

reigns in the fund of the soul."

It

on " the rising of this seed of the divine life,"

lord, in awful,

and solemn, and secret whimperings,
amendment.

dictates their duties, chides their oftences, engages to
It

spends not

ers

:

it

all its

energy chains

it

times under the

j

'

'

I'

.

!•

strength in whispers:

it

puts forth active pow-

lays hold on the " evil seed within," and with terrible

down or hurls it from its lurking places.|) Somename of " virtuous life," it proceeds from the

* See Fox's Jour. i. 99, 220.
f See vol. i. sect. 25, and Fox's Jour. i. p. 113, and Penn vol. ii. p. 207.
X The female ministers, acting in marvellous consistency with the
usurped power of their priesthood, uncover the head when they preach.
Paul laid his injunction on foriales not to sjieak in the church, 1 Cor. xiv.
His argument is, that woman is subjeft to man as her head. I
34, 35.
Cor. xi. 3. But to teach is to usurp authority. 1 Tim. ii. 12, &c. They
must, therefore, not only remain silent, but covered, in token of this subAs, therefore, they h .ve refused ihe reI Cor. xi. 7, 10, &c.
jcction.
straint of the apostle and of Christ, and have thrown off subjection to man
as their head, they do very consistently throw off their covering, the badge
and token of said subjection, vvhcn they are about to prophesy
§ See S. Crisp's Serm. p. 127, Phil. ed.
Bar. Prop. xl. passim, especially sect. 7 and 8.
'

11

I

.
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their Silent Worshij).

effects and what is more remarkvery countenances as well as the words of the illiterate ministry," as Barclay assures us, " produced this exploit in

ministry,

and produces these

;

able, " the

him as well as

in others."*

There is another phenomenon of a still more singular nature.
On some occasions when the whole assembly are, by a singular
coincidence of sentiment and feeling, " gathered into the life," and
have their minds centred

in a

degree of solemn quiet,"!

lord rends through the meetjng."|

duced

;

A

general movement

this

is

pro-

they experience secret refreshings, which none can

feel

but those

who

are " gathered into the seed

words ministered from vessel
stragglers may be " out of the

and

And where

to vessel."§
life,"

by

" without

this is

a few

yielding to reason or to

fancy, the rest, firm as the needle to the pole, feel a nameless

sympathy, which
is

in the

appropriate nomenclature of their divines,

dmzumg^" toward

called

By

as in birth for them.

their brethren.

the

combined

They

brother and of the weaker brother the carnal Spirit
erful

will travail

effort of the
is,

stronger

by a pow-

and secret process, decomposed, or precipitated, or held in

—

There is yet another phenomenon when a mocker has
come in during this awful silence, when so much was

solution.

chanced

to

going on in the invisible world "

within;''' where " the life has
been raided in a high measure," and the whole society has been
charged with this powerful spirit, " the greatest terror has been
struck into his soul."||
Its shivering transports have glanced
along his nerves like the electric shot from a Leyden, or a gal-

vanic battery

expired

;"

or

:

if

the

means

that

if

day

the spectator be not too hardened to be-

to these opinions, "

come a convert

grace within him and raise
often smitten
'-'one

Friend

by
is

•

it

up."

will

Thus

reach the measure of
the wandering soul

a brother " secretly without words

life in

;"

is

and thus

another, without words."ir

Apol. Prop. X. sect. 23, p. 331.
Com. of the annual meeting of Ireland,

p. 140.

% Penn vol. ii. p. 205.
§ Apol. Proj). xi. sect. 6, p. 366.
Apol. Prop. xi. sect. 7, p. 370.
•«
Apol, Prop. xi. sect. 7.

11

it

a mid\vilc, through the secret travails of his soul,

to bring forth the

t

of his " visitation should not have

in 1803,

and Rathbone's Nar

!
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their Silent Worship.

In some instances the society, like the devout audience of a

Roman
ings''''

chapel, during the Latin service, has received " refresh-

from addresses

For instance, an

a foreign language.

in

English audience " knew that one of the Dutch nation spoke by the
Spirit, though in the

derstood

Dutch language, which none of the meeting

U7i-

because they all found refreshings.^''*

;

The

society has often dwelt on thecharmsof their silent meetTheir apologist's sober prose mounts into epic poetry, as
he gives vent to his hosannahs.t It is evident that something of
ings.

must be contrived

this kind

rest of the
in

;

for, as

body

During the painful

off.

it

some drama must be displayed with-

outwardlj',

every simple christian perceives the grand character-

ordinances of Christianity to be removed from the meeting as

istic

completely as from the mosque

ed

play

to

in all its parts as

individual

avows the

infallible

be perform-

as this worship can

;

well without words as

by words j as every

guide of an inward

light,

the world

could not, otherwise, have conceived any just reason that could

be urged against Shackleton and the Schismatic Friends or
;

half of theirown public assemblies.

The

in

be-

apologist even in his lucid

moments, when rationality peers amid the broken clouds of mysticism, talks thus in

—(each of the persons
or "

fluid

;")

caloric or " light"
sel

than

if

in

the assembly

who

"

The

vessels"

contains an "

inicarf?'*

defence of public meetings.

these "vessels" being set close together, this
is

transfused

they remained

at

more readily from

home.J

vessel to ves-

This, to say the least, ap-

pears natural enough

This

is

the

first

silent meetings.

Spirit " stirs

class of effects

But there

up a word

produced by the

Avas not

always

spirit

silence.

to edification," the inspired

of the

When

the

person rises

and speaks with great vehemence. Their ancients coming forward in no ordinary characters, made no ordinary claims.
• The witty Ffildo had remarked " Even so have children found rpfreshingn at a fmfip,et nhoiv ." Penn with wrath rehukes tlie ungodly
joke, .aid with iir.ith mystic argument undei takes the defence of the orthodox', of" thcbe refi-eshiiigs." "A right Sf-'ist-," says he, • iiiay be had

where the words may not be understood, which
childrtii of the light." vol.
\

ii.

is

the one tongue to the

p. 268.

See Prop. xi. sect. ~, 8cc.
Consult the Apol. Prop. xi. close of sect.

6, 8cc.

!
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"

Thus

saith the

Worship.

their Silent

Lord God," was

in

olden times the usual preface

of their speeches, and their writings.
is

The

I

warrant

sense of the eternal Spirit"

when
with

the
fire

this

and sword, "

it

of the Lord

Their modern

spirits

;"

"

"This
I

is-

God's

speak from the

—were the prefaces of Penn.t

And

" sounded the trumpet out of Zion'*

meek Burroughs

The word

from God

Lord

Spirit of the

upon me," said the modest Ambrose Riggs.*

Tvord of truth

"

"

was by the order of the Spirit
came unto him saying. "J

take not such high ground.

A

of God."'

remnant of

the ancient prophets does indeed claim scriptural honours to their

extemporaneous

effusions

;

but the vulgar crowd,

orthodox, introduce their homely remarks
" mental impressions."

The

by an

if

not the most

allusion to their

chief object of these discourses has been to defend their

peculiar tenets;

away from
ordinances

to

man

turn

to

the oracle within, to lead

external (which with them
;

to expatiate

is

paramount

him

to carnal,)

on the sufferings and merits of their mar-

themselves as the solitary flock of Christ ; to pour out
invectives against " hirelings," and against steeple houses," and

tyrs

;

to extol

against the

"dead

letter" of the scriptures,

and the " carnal

or-

dinances" of baptism and the Lord's Supper, and against the
crying sin of using the pronoun " i/ow," for " ihee and thou,'''' and
against ornaments and

fashion

the

;

garments not of the society's cut and

and against the heinous

head

— which

Christendom

;

by uncovering
had strangely overrun

sin of salutations

iniquitous practice

and had as strangely displaced the orthodox cus-

tom of covering the head

in

worshipping assemblies, and

in the

presence of superiors

The freedom of speech allowed in their meetings has produced scenes painful and ludicrous. I have mentioned a scene
between Keith and Penn.§ A grave Friend aiming at the quotation of a text,

house are

sung out

in

his nasal

many manchets." And

twang, " In

my

father's

pray, said a simple one, " what

means that?" "Manchets are round cakes,

my

Friends."

" In

• Pennington's Works, Pref. p. 19.
\ Vol. ii. p. 553.
i See his " Ti-iimpet sounded, &c. Biigg's Pict. of Quak. p. 33 of the
Art. of Quak. Faith, and " Snake, Wc.'' edit. 2, p. 204.
§ Hist. Diss, in Part 1. sect. 25.

—
On
my

father's

house arc

forth with wild zeal

<
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many manchets !"

had wandered
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—Farnsworth holding

fi-om his text. (It

was no new

Elizabeth Barnes, herself a prophetess, recalled him

thing.)

—" Thou

!"
whoring from the Lord
The prophet turned round with such a countenance as Barclay
believes fit to produce supernatural effects, and made a most un-

by

the olden phrase

art

courteous retort on the lady in her own

was thrown

into confusion.*

their ministers
aside,

and was

moved

was moved

to

On

The meeting

phrase!

pray, and had laid the broad brim

fairly entitled to the floor, a female minister

at that instant to begin " her message

ment another member was moved

moved

set

a certain occasion as one of

to " hale

to

her out of doors."

;"

at the

order silence

;

was

same mo-

another was

She, under the previous im-

was moved to speak to those who assembled around her
without; and the orderly brother within, following his impulse,

pulse,

went on peaceably with
"

his

prayer !t

Ufay/jia ytXufttitv Traps rtoAXo/{."

FaiLO.

—

—

Pray without ceasing." St. Paul.
The prayers which the church offers up statedly, by her Lord's
commands,]: are opposed by the society with indecent warmth ;§
and their preachers, rigid in principle, never pray unless under
a supernatural impulse ; and this spirit seldom, in these times,
§ 2.

Of Public Prayers.

makes them a

"

-

visit.

* Penn vol. ii. p. 219, who defends Farnsworth.
" Truth Vindicated,"- p. 7, 8, &c.—
f See Elizabeth Bathurst's book,
It comes recommended to the Friends by the high names of C. Marshall
andG. Wliitehead. No. 876, duod. Phil. Librarj'. Whitehead who defends the above vagary of the lady, asstn-es us that " he had no doubt but
that she was divinely ins/iired." G. For. relates another of these counAs he and some of his friends were conducted by the
ter impulses.
military along the streets of Johnston, George was moved to preach;
Lancaster was moved at the same instant " to sing- with a melodious
Journ. vol. i. p. 443.
t Phil. iv. 6. Psalm Ixv. 2. 1 Tim. ii. 1, ^cc.
§ " Your graces before and after meat, your prayers and praises, the
Lord abhors. Parnelle's Writings, &c. p. 28, 36. Bugg's Pict. p. 62,
and Penn lets himself down against them thus " I declare," (as an author observed of this singular man, when Penn was about to curse, he always, by way of prophesy and solemnity, did it from the Lord " I declare
from the Holv God, that an utter blast is coming on them all." Vol. ii.
voice."

—

—

p. 273.

—
On Singing Psalms, ^c.
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Ask
rit

Quaker why he has not been

the

has not moved me."

tion of

Thou

God on thy

f\imily.

"

The

Spirit did not

not constituted

of our elders."

"

?

The

Spi-

move me."
"

by prayer?

move me."
made a pause

Spirit did not

hast not implored a blessing on thy food

—but the
was

in his closet

But thou hast not craved the benedic"

?

I

That meeting

The

for discipline

Spirit did not

move any

Meetings on First and Fifth-days are held and

dismissed I hear no supplications offered before the throne of
? " The Spirit did not move us." I do not know but old John
;

grace

Brown, of Wamphry, might
bear him out

!

One

thing,

insist that

however, we

he
ail

is

right,

and that

do know.

facts

The Holy

a solemn precept, has made it a duty binding most
But this spiclosely our consciences, " lo pray without ceasing.''''
Spirit,

rit,

by

that brings this doctrine

does not cease

and these practices

to dictate excuses for

In olden times there

Their fathers carried

it

into the society,

" restraining prayer

was much more prayer

!''''

in the society.

with them from those societies which

they abandoned. We have some of their best specimens of
prayer attached to the sermons of Penn, and Whitehead, and
Stephen Crisp. There is one peculiar feature stamped on them
all.

They

confess no sins :* they

ihey abound

mourn over no delinquencies:

with gratitude for their superior attainments

and,

;

with the piety of him who went up to pray with the publican,
they thank God " that they are doing his will on earth as it is done
m/iearen."t And, occasionally,

we meet

with apostrophes which

breathe more of malediction than of blessing, like Brian's

ban—

" And the few words that reached the air,
" Although the hohest name is there,
" Had more of mysticism than prayer
Sir Walter Scott.
.

§ 3.

et

Of

Singing Psalms, ^c.

.

.

—" Pariter omnes, velut uno

uno corde, confessionis psalmum Domino offerunt."

ore,

Basil.

* Penn cannot even speak respectfully of our confessions of sin in
prayer. See vol. ii. pp. 271, 676, 677.
t'Crisp, p. 20, edit. Phil. A. D. 1787.
X See specimens of this in Penn vol. ii. p. 559, &:c. See his book against
His " Reasoning against Railing," which is strangely
Faldo passim.
misnamed, and his " Serious Apology." These are fruitful in prophetical
curses.

!

On Singing Psahns^

m

Magnus
on us

by

Epist. 63.
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8^c.

—This branch of public worship

the highest authority.

his praises " in a song."

is

enjoined

" Sing unto the Lord."

And the reasons brought

Utter

enforce the

to

duty, are taken not from any peculiar state of the church, but

are such as do present forcibly the perpetual obligation of
Singing evidently implies music

and

notes,

by

guided

and

;

and, as the very form, and

are no where fixed by divine authority, we are
" Let all things be done decently
the general canon.

air

in order."

The

friends

spirit, to

posed

have not been

sing the praises of

to the

visited

God

by an

impulse from their

The society is opThey act on principle;

in public.

sweet harmony of musict

their spirit has persisted in keeping

them

in obstinate silence.

has not yet revealed the notes, the bars, and staves
consciences must not, and dare not fabricate them.
nal

:

It

and tender
It is

" car-

wisdom" that invents these bars and staves and quavers to
them is ''Jicshly exercise,^'' and it is, therefore, rejected from
;

sing

their spiritual

There

is

system

another difficulty in their way.

The

church are drawn out of the holy scriptures alone.
all

it.*

the efTusions of

modern

inspirations.

songs, the experiences of the patriarchs

—

In

songs of the

She

rejects

thus using, in our

and prophets, such as

* Colos. iii. 16, &c. These reasons are drawn fi om the natural and
are enjoined to celebrate his praises in a
moral character of Gofl.
song, because he is God because he made us because of his providence ;
because he has, with the most magnificent display of his natural and moPsalms passim. Our Lord and liis apostles
ral attributes, redeemed us.
set the example of the duty, under the new order of the christian dispenMath. xxvi. 30. The Holy Ghost, by the apostle James, has
sation.
enjoined this duty on the church. James v. 13. The singing of the praise
of God formed a prominent part of the exercise of the militant church,
as delineated in tlie vision of John. Rev. v. 9, fee. The christian church, in
her primitive and purest times, regarded this as a sacred duty. See
Cave's Prim. Chris, b. i. c. 9. Bingham's Orig. Eccles. vol. vi. lib. 14,
«ap. 1,2. Plin. lib. x. epist. 97, &c. " Snliti (Chnstiani) essent stato
die carmen Christo quasi Deo dicere secum invicem." Bern, de Moore
Perpet. Comp. vol. vi. pp. 75, 76. Calvinus in 1 Cor. xiv. Lucian, (or
.the author of the Dial. Tom. ii. Philop.) speakinij- of tlie Christians, says
They fast long, spending whole nights in watchings and siiiging hymns."
Wettenhall on Gifts and offices, edit. 1679, p. 268. And ( wiiat is not the
least with the society) Barclay pleads for singing, ''as a sweet and refreshing part of worship."
t There are, individually, many exceptions. The gay Friends in our

We

;

;

—

large cities begin to introduce musical instruments into their families.

26
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by

are there enrolled

Ghost,

we

you

;

Holy

the immediate inspiration of the

incur, in the opinion of the society, the deep guilt of

" You

hypocrisy.
suits

^''c.

say they, " what suited them, not what

utter,''''

you apply

to

your own feelings

" You

their experiences,''''

utter /ies."*

This heavy charge betrays sheer ignorance of the nature and
design of this part of divine worship, and a single explanation

enough

to repel

We

it.

tions, but to prodtice

them; and there

in this part of worship to
is

by

entirely dictated

These divine
lect the

only

sing, not

is

is

pious emo-

to give vent to

a strong moral tendency

produce them. The matter of our songs

God speaking

the Spirit of

in the Bible.

truths are calculated to regulate our views; to col-

wandering thoughts

vigorate faith

;

;

to rein the turbulent heart

animate zeal

to

;

to inflame

our love

to

to in-

;

God, and

to urge the whole soul forward in holy exercises and rational

The church combining her

devotion.

and by the grace of God, with one

— or the

Redeemer

divine goodness

cence of

—or the

pursues

his justice

The

it.

energies with one mouth,

heart, sings the love of her

—or the terror and magnifi-

guilt of sin

lofty nature of the

and the vengeance that

theme, combined with the

tender and enchanting force of the music, elevates the soul to

God

in

holy aspirations of love and delight; or

unaflfected sorrow for sin,

and inspires

it

it

melts

it

into

with the abhorrence of

crime.
If there
it

be any weight

in their objection against singing

psalms,

must strike with equal force against their public prayers. Their

preachers sometimes pray.
sentiments and vows of
to join in

prayer as

accordance

to his

all

No

in singing.

own

preacher can utter the precise

the assembly. All do as really profess

feelings

What

the speaker

may

utter in

and those of a part of the audi-

ence, must be wide of the feelings and vows of others.

But whatever the Friends do plead
cle of their creed,
7ve do.

ers,

We

it is

for in theory

on

this arti-

certain that they practise more singing than

sing before

and

after

sermon only

;

but their preach-

male and female, monopolizing the whole, sing

both prayers

* See Penn vol. ii. p. 60, Stubb's Light, &c. p. 151, and Bar. Apol.
Prop. X. sect. 26, p. 421.
i

On Singing Psalms,
and sermons! and

still

their

grand tenet

is

8j^c.
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not surrendered. For,

verily, their notes are not according to the carnal rules of the

amateur

;

and

in

numbers

their singing

is

not altogether

human !*

friends will sing only when carried out by the sanction of an im]jut the following case into the hands of their grave casuists, to
An old Friend of Philadelphia,
say l)y what impulse it was produced.
husband of a minister who made a missionary tour of Europe, surprised
himself and his family by new musical powers. In a dream of the night,
•when sleep had fallen on him, he struck, up with vigorous lungs, the notes
of a well known lively tune. There is no saying how long he would have
yielded himself up to the " refreshing exercise;'^ for it is certain he was
awakened by his famiiv cvow ling i.i const -rii ition, around his couch, to
learn by actual inspection, whence *' Yankee Doodle" could possibly pvo*

The

pdlse.

ceed!

I

(J.

Queen.)

CHAPTER

111.

OF THE MINISTRY.

«>«0«."— Sr. Paul.

1.

The

church

is

office of the

ministry was ordained

his house.

None may

has not ordained

may abolish what
2.

none

;

may

it

offices of

the Levites were the stated ministry.

On

to the people.t

traordinary officers were sent.

It

In the Jewish

church

was made

duty to

from God

manded

;

it,

this office

and
or

it

it

particular emergencies, ex-

was not hereditary

;

it

predicted future

came immediately

ceased with the particular exigency which de-

expired with the

In the christian church

we

life

of the prophet.

recognise the same classification of

Our Lord " gave aposdes,

offices.

their

Besides the ordinary function of

teaching, the prophet wrought miracles and

But

which he

other times must be carefully

distinguished from the ordinary offices.

events.

offices

revive what he has revoked; none

he has appointed. In theology these are axioms.

The extmordmary

expound the law

by our Lord.* The

intrude on

evangelists and prophets

these he invested with an extraordinary commission

;"

— these he

armed with extraordinary powers. He had great work to be performed by them. It was no less than the establishment of Chrisand the overthrow of philosophism, idolatry and superand these, though supported by the prince of darkness,
and by potentates and sages, tumbled in ruins before the truth,
and the great offices of Christ's house. They were swept away
as a mound of sand before the rolling tide.
But after Christianity was established, it was necessary that

tianity,
stition

;

there should be officers in the house of God,

who

teach permanently. Hence another class of

officers

•

Eph.

iv. 11,

f Lev. X. 11.

12.

Neh.

viii. 8.

should rule and

was appoint-

181
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These were ordained in every church by the apostles and
Evangelists ;t and in their turn these committed the office to faithed.*

men who succeeded

ful

This class of

3.

iheni.

offices

was ordained by our Lord

to

be of per-

petual duration.

The

apostolical office

was such, that

it

could not be hereditary.

by St. Peter in the character of an apostle
which he has drawn. The following are the essential ingredients
entering into the composition of this office.
He was one who had
This point

settled

is

been an eye witness of our Lord's resurrection

he had seen him
had conversed with him he had
received his commission immediately from him
he wrought miracles and predicted future events.
The gift of the Holy Ghost
his passion

alive after

— he

—

—

followed the laying on of his hands
office

;

:

when he died, his
The claim, therefore,

of course

could not be conveyed to a successor.^

of Pope, Metropolitan bishop, and Quaker,

is

equally vain and

presumptuous.

The

of evangelist and prophet, taken in the higher ac*

office

ceptcition,§

must also be ranked

had

the extraordinary gifts,

fice,

and

to the field of their labours,

from heaven.

superior class.

in this

and they were destined

by a mandate pronounced

II

The

maxim.

this

we are

to

be guided

scriptures being the only rule

by which

In determining the duration of these offices,

by

directed, in every matter aflecting doctrine

the church

is

policy,

evident, that every office designed

it

is

They

to their of-

and

by her Lord

to

be permanent, and every thing respecting these offices, will be
and, when no rule is
fully and distinctly marked out in them
;

delivered respecting the
of an office

;

call,

or the qualifications, or the duties

when no orders are

issued

future proceedings in those matters,

declared that those

Let us apply

offices

this

it

by her Lord, respecting
is

thence most distinctly

are withdrawn.

maxim

to the

matter before us.

No canoa

Eph.

iv. 11. last clause.
2 Tim.ii. 2, Tit. 1, 5.

Consult Acts

i.

22,

and

1 Cor. ix.

See Campbell's Eccl. Lectures,

sect. V.

§

To

prophesy

sing psalms,
II

Acts

in

the lower acceptation

Chron.xxv.

xiii. 2.

1, 2, 3,

and

is to preach, 1 Cor. xiv. 3. to
to interpret, Exod. vii. 1.

!

I

I
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delivered respecting the call to
JNothing

fices.

is

any of these extraordinary

intimated respecting the qualifications

respecting the duties

;

nounces

his

will

respecting these offices.

Facts corroborate

;

The

nothing respecting their ordination.

church then, has no orders on the matter.
this

proof.

These

of-

nothing

This silence pro-

They

offices

are revoked.

expired with that

number who were originally invested with them.
But our Lord had said, " Go ye, and teach all nations and lo
There
I am with you always, even to the end of the world."
;

was, therefore, another order of teachers and rulers

who were
to exist

in his

house,

to teach, in succession, " all nations;" and, therefore,

throughout the ages that shall

roll

on

till

the " end of the

These are distinguished from the members of the
and they are three in number. 1. The pastor, who is
2. The ruling elder. 3.
also called bishop, and teaching elder.
world."

church

;

The deacon.*
These offices were appointed by our Lord. Faithful men
were ordained to them, by the apostles, in every church. They
were enjoined to commit their office to faithful men to succeed
them.t

The

fullest instructions

are delivered in the scriptures,

respecting the requisite qualifications, and the calling, the choosing,

and ordaining of men

to

them.

The duties,
make it

with no ordinary degree of solemnity,

enjoined on them
evident, that the

which the duties are attached, is not occasional, but
permanent and most important.]; Hitherto, there has been a sucThere is no intimation in the divine records,
cession of them.§
office, to

that a period shall arrive in the militant church,

be

unnecessary, or shall cease.

promise "

Lo

!

I

am

On

when they

shall

the contrary, our Lord's

with you to the end of the world,"

is

the

* Acts XX. 17, comp. with 28.
iTim.v. 17. Rom. xiii. 8. See Dr.
Campbell's Eccles. Lect. Lect. iv. ad fin. On the identity of the office
marked by these three names, the pastor, bishop and teaching elder, see
Dr. Miller's letters on church government.
f Acts xiv. 23. 2 Tim. ii. 2. Tit. i. 5.
s. V. 12.
He!), xiii. 7.
1 Pet. v. 1.
1 Tim. iii. 8, 13.
the question respecting the succession of the ministry, through the
ages of the apnstacy of Rome, see Dr. Owen's Disc, on the Spirit and spiCh. vi. sect. 9, 10. Turret, vol. iii. Loc. 18, quest. 25.
ritual gifts.
Bern, de Moore Perp. Com. in Markii Comp. vol. vi. cap. 32, sect. 13,

X

§

1
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On

p. 65.
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most secure guarantee that there

be a perpetual succession

shall

of pastors and rulers.

No

4.

may

person, destitute of the rofiuisile qualifications,

sume the

oflice

tural talents.

of divinity

in

He

of pastor or bishop.
"

as-

must possess good na-

There are some who believe

that there

is

a sort

They esteem

the ullcr absence of understanding.

and lunatics as prophets they think their ravings celestial,
because they are nonsense their stupidity instructive, because

idiots

;

;

This

unintelligible."*

the sin which besets the people

is

countenance the

Their declamation has passed

folly.

the roar of a distant mountain stream.
the ministry be committed to

These
to

convey

and
in

talents

The

ences.

who

But the world has become too enlightened

trust in impulses.

men

away

The age demands

that

of talents.

must be strengthened and polished by the

sci-

own

language, so as

a pleasing manner, even

to nren of taste

bishop must be master of his

his ideas in

to

like

The Spirit of God conveyed the divine mind to us
Hebrew and Greek languages. He ought to be master

letters.

the

Without

©f these.

this

branch of learning, the polemic

all their idol

Humes,

reason, the Penns and Barclays with

all their

idol revelations, are at the

taste

;

he must be able

and science

;

Without

lists.

it,

mercy of translators, and want

elements of candid criticism.

company

not

the

effectually prepared to enter the

with

is

to

The bishop

is

thrown

support conversation with

he must be able

the

into

first

every

men

to detect the infidel in

of

the

labyrinth of scepticism; to confound the wit of the sophist; to
silence the gainsaj'er

suasion

;

;

to recall the

and the erroneous by the

wanderer by the force of perlight of

argument.

He

must,

therefore, be an able critic, a profound reasoner, a master of per-

he must have a deep knowledge of the human mind,
and of human nature. He must be a patient casuist, a devout
and eloquent preacher he must be well versed in the history of
the church, and of his own country, and of ancient and modern

suasion

:

:

nations.

In short, to support the dignity of the gospel ministry,

he must be great
rals,

and

in

religion.

*

every thing that respects science, and moThe advocate of an illiterate ministry is a

Indep. Whig;, No. 65, vol.

iii.

p. 104.
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and an enemy

traitor to the sciences,

disarm the soldiers of the cross
rests of religion into the

He

to the gospel.

would

he would surrender the

:

hands of

infidelity

inte-

and philosophism.*

by

Finally, these talents and acquirements must be sanctified

The former

the grace of God.

machine.
directs

It is

the latter,

it is

so as to call forth

it,

are simply the materials of the

grace that combines, impels, and
energies,

its

and produce the proper

effects.!
5.

A
of

None may assume

this ofiice

without a lawful call4

call is either extraordinary, that

human means,

or,

of the former class

:

it is

the latter

whom

without the intervention

efiected

Such was the

der Divine Providence.
rulers,

is

is,

The call of the apostles was
by common means, un-

ordinary.

In this last class there

is

another distinction.

The former

internal or external.

is

A

and piety mark out the object: he

nation of events in Providence;
his

way

is

hedged up

come forward
proper

to

;

he

is

is

led

is

either

It is

ex-

Distinguished

on by a combi-

purposes are overruled, and

constrained

This

the ministry.

officers of the

his

call

from the Most High.

pressed not by dreams, nor visions, nor impulses.
talents

and

call of the pastors

the apostles ordained.

is

by powerful motives to
his internal call.
The

church, guided by the holy scriptures, de" take
; thence the church prays him to

cide on his qualifications

the oversight of them."
the other thus far

;

that

watchful providence, but

This
it

is

by

is

his external call.

brought about

It

in the

agrees with
course of a

a different class of means.§

The

• It has been too often said, that the apostles were illiterate men ; ^nd
the unbelieving Pharisees called them ihatai. But they were trained up
in the school of Christ, during the space of three years ; and, to complete
their learned education, he conferred on them, by a miracle, the gift of
have not on record a more cutting reproof of an illiterate
tongues.
ministry and its advocates, than this action of our Lord. Did the Friends
appreciate this miraculous interposition of the Head of the church, they
would cease to glory in their illiterate ministers. See Bar. Apol. Prop.
X. sect. 13, &c.
t 1 Cor. xiii. 1. 4.

We

X

Jer. xxiii. 21, 32.
this class may

be ranked a species of call that is in a certain
sense extraordinary, yet not so as to be classed with that of the apostles.
For, however much his call may be out of the usual way, the person
comes forward with no extraordinary powers. Of this nature was the
call of the Reformers ; such was the call of the two young laymen who
being carried captive among the East Indians, formed christian assemblies,
§

Under
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the Miuistry.

by prayer ami

fasting,

By

the hands of the presb3'tery."*

and " the laying on of

tion of

we

these simple definitions

set apart, as irrevalent matter, that tedious

and loose declama-

Barclay, which forms the greater part of his disquisition

on the ministry.
6.

The

ministry have strong claims on the regard and protec-

tion of their country.

literary attainments,

As persons of distinguished talents, great
and correct morals, they possess much in-

commu-

dividual influence, which they exert for the good of the

And

nity.

their official labours

|)romote peace and good order

have the greatest tendency

to

;

check

to prevent crimes, to foster the spirit of religious

Their
will

official

and

civil liberty.

labours are a national blessing; and every patriot

What would be

duly appreciate them.

the moral

and

cal effects produced on society and the nation at large,

degradation of their character and

This

may

to

vice, to cherish virtue,

office,

or

by

politi-

by

the

their expulsion

?

be conceived from a survey of the moral character of

England under the reign of Mary and of Elizabeth, and of Scotland
and England under the reign of Charles II. and James II. The
bigotry of the court had nearly crushed the faithful ministry. Ignorance and superstition, leading on the horrid train which they
naturally produce, had established their reign over the mass of
They had chained down the genius of liberty,
the population.
and were preparing the people to bend their willing necks to the
worst of slavery
Still

—

that over the conscience

in the history of France.

inflicted

but old

t

more distinctly may we conceive of these

many
in

effects

The sanguinary house

evils on the ministry. Charles IX.

crime, struck the

New

^t. Bartholomew.J
ithe distance of a

first

from

facts

of Bourbon

young

in

had

years,

dreadful blow in the massacre of

tyrants added fresh injuries

hundred years, Lewis XIV.

let slip

:

and

at

the fiends

by preaching the word. Theodos. liil). i. cap. 2.1. Sozom. Lib. i. cap. 15.
Such v,as the call of the captive lady, who Ijrought the Queen of the
Thei-ians over to the faith, thence the king and the nation. RufFm. Lib. x.
cap. 11, Turret, vol.
such the call of John
•
j-

1 Tim. iv. 14.
Hutne Hist. ch.

Cook's Mist. vol.

ii.

iii.

And

loc. 18, quest. 23, sect. 16, 17, 18, 19, &c.
in Pitcairn's Island, in the Pacific Ocean.

Adams

61 and 67.
ch. 22, vol,

Neal
iii.

vol.

i.

ch. 4, 5, 6, vol. iv.ch. 6.

ch. 22, 23, 26.

X In A. D. 1572.

2T
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by massacres, and

a succession of cruelties,

banishment, the body of the faithful ministry was destroyed
rest,

a wretched remnant, pining in obscurity,

prey

to the

;

the

by degrees a

fell

The way

ignorance and the superstition of the age.

was thus gradually paved for the deadly march of Deism. Led
on at last, by Voltaire and his satellites, this frightful demon filled the nation with its emissaries these, in their progress, met
:

with feeble opposition: "truth had fallen

watchmen were gone.

faithful

steady

asts

That singular species of enthusi-

bloody purpose, coni'ounded the catholic

to their

priest with the

the streets;" the

in

reformed pastor; the abuses of superstition with

Their deep

the holy religion of the Bible.

laid

against Christianity burst forth in the Revolution

conspiracy

and

;

buried

it

and government, and morals, and the nation in blood and
havoc. These facts show that the principles which breathe hosreligion

against the christian ministry, are plotting treason against

tility

the country.

From

the nature of their office the ministry have to oppose the

The slaves

progress of infidelity, enthusiasm and crime.

of these

three have always hated, and will always hate, the ministry.

This explains a
is

established

fact

on record, on the page of history, and which

by evidence

daily.

I

allude to the three public

and avowed enemies of the ministry; the society of Friends; the
society of Deists; and the difierent classes of immoral characters.

That the

last

of surprise.
tic

than

this.

two classes should be decidedly hostile, is no matter
The unsanctificd heart has not a deeper characterisIt

hates the

power

the hostility of the Friends
it is

is

that strips

of

it

from principle,

it

its idols.

is

But

not personal

not the effect merely of the sufferings of their founders, under

a persecuting priesthood
it is

:

naturally engendered

though

by

this

has had

its

influence, yet

Barclay explains

their great tenet.

The primitive
the mystery in the following consistent manner.
"
Spirit
and
the
the
night
of apostacy
the
possessed
lif^f
church
succeeded

;

"

the succession

the life

was

the sacred office

cut
;

and substance of the
off;

the result

* Apol. Prop. X. sect.
lary.

the true seed

was

5, p. 291.

was

fatal to

The

was /os<;"*
them that held

christian religion
lost in

them

;

their line

and

of-

usual cant of the Sooinian seC'

;

On
lice

became

And

extinct.

and as he gives

it,

faithful ministry

again to

it

being extinct, the

when

event which has no parallel

during the

whom

it

he

to

no heir

is

will,

I.

to

even so the

an entailed estate,

whom

he pleased. This

history, took place in

in

convulsions of Charles

civil

there

office, like

He gave

devolved back on Christ.

been entailed,

as an estate that has

devolves to the prince of the realm,
claim
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England

and Cromwell.

Christ

and true right to those zvho turned to the pure light within.^''*
George Fox, cordwainer, and his co-adjutors were the
royal heirs they received the whole right and title in fee simple.
gave

the title

;

Hence their jealousy and

unrelenting hostility.

They view

the

ministry with the same feelings with which the intruder views

who

the true heir at law,

bring

therefore, a

is,

an armistice,

war

The war they

claims his property.
of extermination

;

there cannot be even

until they surrender their leading

tenet, or

we give up

our Bible!

The

office

ministry,
religious

is

which the Society has created
specifically different.

world

;

it

in the

is

diocesan bishop, nor of patriarch, nor of pope.

proach

to the apostolical office

immediate revelations. t

;

is

it

;

These

the necessary qualifications

It

makes an ap-

constitute the office

and place themselves

office

in the line

assume the
office

come prepared

Hence

of"

apostles,''^

St.

Peter

!

could not, according

But admitting that

nature, be hereditary.

its

these create

lips.

title

of successors to

have shown that the apostolical

successors must

;

these form the call to active services

they who are invested with the

tb

of the

fabricated entirely out of

these suggest the ideas; these put words into the

We

room

a pure anomaly

in the
bears not the features of the pastor, nor of the
It

to establish their

it

were, the
by " vir-

claims

tues and miracles."!
•
•j-

See Apol. Prop. x.

them-"
^

sect. 10, p. 303.
the word faithfully as it is manifested and revealed to
Advices of the Yearly Meet. Lond. so late as 1802, Sfc.

ivlinister

"Notandum

est hoc, Sic." It

is

to

be obsei-ved that neither "Tif«;"

a miracle, nor " cnutm" a sign was required from the prophet who taught
the law and exhorted to the fulfilment of its duties. But the prophet who
demanded the faith of men to a new article of belief was called on for his
and these he gave on suitable occasions. Grotius in
sign, or miracle
Deut. xviii. 22- The Jews acted on this principle. Math. xii. 38. Luke
Our Saviour would not yield to the caprice of men, nor
xi. 16, 29, &c.
permit them to dictate to him the time or nature of his miracles. But he
;

!
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" That

is

the •Miniatvy,

not necessary," says the apologist

;

"

we

bring uo

new gospel, but that which was confirmed by the miracles of
Christ and his apostles."* The society does bring a gospel radically altered, if not new; many of their doctrines are new, they
exclude from their system the most holy ordinances of baptism
and the supper they introduce the divine right of female preachand " female prelacy;"! and the " bald, unjointed" form of
;

ing,

any near resemblance

their worship does not bear

form of the

New

to the plat-

Testament.

To bring forward this new nwdel of the gospel they present
themselves under the title of " apostles," and claim the honours
of " immediate revelations." Hence we demand of them evidence
" That is not incumat least equal to that of the holy apostles.
bent on us," says Barclay,

'*

because Christ and

tablished their commission, and the gospel

no reason

why we should

by

his apostles es-

miracles

;

there

is

repeat them their proofs are our proofs.]:
;

This argument has no parallel in the royal logic of John of
Munster.
at the

History informs us that

the throne of
clay.

this

person (he was a

"

It is

tailor)

up certain claims to
reasoned
The
sage
in
the manner of BarZion.
admitted by all tliat David and Solomon were le-

head of the fanatics of Gertaany,

set

gitimate kings at Jerusalem; they gave sntficient proofs of

This supersedes the necessity of proofs on my part. I
fore king of Zion at Monster !" The force of this logic
lous;

magic wand makes kings and apostles

its

mushrooms
There is no evading
tolical

this

demand.

claims must be supported

by

It is

am
is

start

marvel-

up

most reasonable

apostolical proofs.

it.

there-

;

like

apos-

Let the

public functionaries of the society, therefore, produce the evi-

dence of their commission from the court of heaven. Do not
suppose that ancient miracles will bear out the claims of modern
apostles

;

do not take refuge

in tcUiiig us that if this

demand be

took occasion, frequently, to give the requisite proofs by the most stupendous miracles. " Sini;ularem sii^ni in prophetis judicandis rationeni haLeiden De Syned. Lib. iii. cap. 6. Spencer on Vulgar
berl discinius, 8cc."
Prophecies, p. 60.
•

Apol.Prop.

X. sect. 12.

+ Bugg's Pict. p. 176, Snake, &c. p. 54, 92
% Apol. Prop. X. sect. 12.

.

!
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have been called on for
The cases are different they brought no new
claims on our faith they came with no new revelations they
claimed no apostolical honours they appealed to the scriptures,

•ju3t,

the

first

Reformers ought also

to

iheir miracles.

;

;

;

:

and the correspondence of their doctrines and practice to " the
law and testimony," was the best evidence of their call to the

Do

ministry.

not

tell

us that

proofs of this high gift: do not

bears his testimony
the witness

is

to confirm the

to

:

there

?

is

we ask

spirits;

the

us that one inspired preacher

Whence

another.

himself inspired

second

you discern

tell

A

are

we

to learn that

third revelation

necessary

is

no end of this species of argument.

—

There was a proof beyond this in primitive times
and a proof
beyond which no appeal could be carried. This was " prophecy
and miracles." If you are apostles let us have the proof which
:

the

holy apostles never declined.

and miraculous powers;

The

tell

Let us witness predictions

us not of the predictions of Fox.

oracle of Apollo gave ambiguous responses which were

ly interpreted after the event

fell

Do

out.

not

tell

us that

easis-

some

illiterate

Friends corrected translations from the learned lan-

guages.

The

that a

thing wants proof

;

and

if

proved,

it

will

only show

modern demoniac can equal the ancient demoniac

ing foreign tongues

Upon

in speak-

!*

the whole, these

modern

apostles

miracles" which were essential to the

They have

want the " powers and

office of the

holy apostles.

nothing to bear out their ghostly claims they have
not a solitary evidence of their " divine mission." On their owa
:

principles, they

society.

We

have no true elder, and no true preacher

in their

do, therefore, denounce, and every honest Friend

must, with us, denounce the unsupported claims of these

men

over them, as the sickly dreams of enthusiasts, and the gainfu!
craft of impostors
•

See the note

C in the Appendix on Oracles, &c

—

CHAPTER

IV.

ON THE MAINTENANCE OF THE MINISTRY.

Paul.

The society condemns, in terms unusually severe,
who take a remuneration for their services. In

try,

the ministheir

new

nomenclature, they have no other title for them than hirelings
and the " hireling^'' has been the favourite subject of invective
in the public

assembly and

in the

domestic circle.

has inspired ideas into brainless insipidity

warmness
It

into activity,

and dullness

:

it

The theme

has roused luke-

into passionate sensibility.

has exhausted the loquacity of the female orator, and blown

the

fire

of the zealot into fury

while, like

;*

and the sons of Mammon, the
have smiled on their labours,

contented ignorance,''''

and lauded the system that spares the gold.
We have no right, as we have assuredly no

inclination, to in-

terfere with the internal regulations of the society.

simply

to say, that as their orators

for the ministry, nor a call to
toral services,

we have

to

it

;

We

have not the requisite

have

talents

as they perform no stated pas-

render them the praise of doing a

strict

act of justice, in declining a stated support to their ministers.

They
case

merit nothing

is

;

hence, they justly receive nothing.

different with the true ministry

sense would not allow him to

deny

;

The

and Barclay ,t whose good

it,

has admitted the divine

force of those laws to which we appeal in support of these claims>
for clerical maintenance. " Let the elders that rule well, be counted
Pqin, one of their politest writers, and one who knew what the term
meant, does not allow a /iriest" or " dksenting minister" to be
saved. " ylgainst them," said he, " the boiling vengeance of an irritated
God is ready to be floured out." See his " Guide Mist." p. 18, A. D.
1668, and" Quak. a new Nick." p. 165. There are other passages which
See his "Serious Apology," p. 156.
I cannot venture to set down.
Evan's " Narrative" laments this outrage to charity.
34".^
t Prep. X. sect. 28, p.
*

charitij

On
viorthy

of double honour*

trine

For

:

f lh out the

who labour in word and doc-

especially they

the scripture says, thou shalt not

com

;

and

the labourer is

muzzle

worthy of his

the

all

tion of
is,

" The

Lord

of the gos-

live

these plain precepts, the society opposes their exposi-

one

" Freely ye have received, freely gire."^

text.

the gospel

" Heal

" That

you accept of no pay in return."
vanish when we bring the whole passage into

freely given to

is

This objection
view.

ox that tread-

hire.''''

hath ordained that they w/io preach the gospel, should

peV]
To
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the

will

;

all diseases, raise the dead, cast out devils

have received, freely

Our Lord

give.''''

;

freely ye

uttered this in reference to

The disciples had given no reward for
them they must exercise them freely on all. They must not,
But
like Simon Magus, seek gain from a display of miracles.§
miraculous powers only.
;

when he speaks

the ministry, as

of their support in

following verses, he says Provide neither gold nor

he does

silver,

in the

nor clothes.''''

be any obscurity in this, let it be explained by precepts
" The labourer is worthy of his redelivered at a later period.
"
ward.^''
The Lord has ordained that they who preach the gospel
If there

should

live

of

If this

the gospel.^''

bit the taking

precept

of support in any form,

it

''•freely

give''''

did prohi-

would prohibit the Qua-

ker prophet from taking food and raiment.

Their own exposi-

even against their tenet and general

tion, therefore, militates

"

practice in this matter.

For

greater or less

do not

affect the

argument."

The declamation

of the society, against the tempora' aupport

of the christian ministry, betrays the marked spirit of the sect.

Judging

all

men

to

have a fraternal sympathy with them on the

make a feeling appeal.
summon to their aid the

comparative value of gold and learning, they

They

besiege the selfish principle

innate love of

money

;

human

marts heart than his purse

^

;"

1

Tim.

V. 17,

;

that

nature, that nothing
it is

to the great

is closer to

mob

a

—" the one

and, hence, that they readily yield the palm of

* See Schleiisner
t

they

they make a dexterous and novel use of

those great principles in

thing needful

;

in

and

-riixti

18.

;

1

Pretium honorarium.
iz. 11, and 14. and Gal.

Cor.

% Matth. X. 8.
« Or take pay as physicians for these miraculous cures.

vi. 6.

—

!
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merit to that system, as the most judicious and
which

the

most orthodox,

costs the least

But whither does the violent declamation of the society tend?

They do give

and the apologist advocates
the propriety of it.*
It differs on\y in the extent and manner of
bestowing it. Our ministry receive their annual support. This
is

barely
"

power

their orators a support,

sufficient,

had

to

and often hardly

about a wife or sister

domestic uses for the calls of charity
it is

sufficient, to

and

,-"

;

to

put

in their

it

spare a

little

from

and, for obvious reasons,

paid in current money.

Their preachers have no salary, but they receive their remunerations.
There is not and there
It is not claimed as a debt.
cannot be a pastoral relation existing between the people and

who

those

are

moved by

fortuitous impulses.

" Tliey receive what

therefore, no regular claims.

There can

be,

necessary

and

is

That does not mean gold or silver. Payment in
form would make them " hirelings.'''' The phrase is explained

conDem'en<."t
this

by

their casuists to mean that which individuals can spare from
a luxurious table and a well furnished wardrobe. The gold is

saved ponsistently with the

What
coat

the inspired receive

when

a rich

is

strictest
in

scruples of conscience

the form of alms.

man condescends

to give one.

It may be thrown off his patron's shoulders.
may be coarse. He has nought to say. It

times he

is

Sometimes with a loaf and cresses.

He

sits

It

is

He

who

the horses?

who

is

held.

|:

" a bit of bread."

Who

is

grateful.

altogether as charity

discloses to the assembly the divine impulse on

a grand consultation

Some-

an alms.

down and munches

thankful that his office affords him

a

may be new.
may be fine. It
It

It
is

blessed with beef and pudding.

opens her resources.

He receives

!

him

his crust

When

he

to itinerate,

shall furnish the carriages

the travelling expenses

?

who

shall

?

be pur-

* Apology Prop. x. sect. 28.
That affectation of alarm, displayed by
the body of Friends in the state of Maine, in 1821, when they implored
the Legislature not to exempt from taxation any of their ministers, was
a mere fanfai-onade, but it was played off with a dainty grace on the
wliole

!

t Bai'clay.
X When the prophet is moved to go to foreign parts, he draws on the
public treasury. When an eminent preacher went from Pennsylvania o
*Britain, some years ago, on a naissionary expedition, his wallet was not,

I

!

On
voyor

?*

specie

?

bodily

the

" Bill might he not just as well

Let

hirn

have only the prime

troultlc.'"

cast.

have the amount in
You will save your

And

it

traffic

is

men

!

givctT to their orators in consideration of

" Greater

and less seems not to affect the argument.'*'
no matter whether payment be made in money, in,

or in labour.

therefore,

on

their,

a payment.
Their preachers are,
"
hirelings.'''
And, unhappy
definitions,

It is still

own

they are subjected

to

numberless privations, and the cursco

ef a disgusting dependence.
But their motto
cients " Vivere convenicnter naturse."
There

mixture of wisdom and prudence
illiterate.
life

hireling.'''

proh mores!

But these things are
services.

The

No, verily, he shall not have money.

world shall never have reason to call the prophet " an
i'roh temporal
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Maintenance of the Ministry.

in

is

requiring the ministry to be

Strangers to the sciences, they pled their

by help

from the an-

was a happy

way

through

of their hereditary ideas, which are gained without

expense, and retained without mental exertions.

They

are stran-

gers to the exalted sentiments and delicate sensibility of the

They can submit to privations and
dependence which would break the heart of the learned and reThey are borne aloft, amid their labours and sufferings,
fined.
learned and polished mind.

by

the proud consciousness of inspirations, and the caresseSj
which the society lavish, instead of gold, on their prophets.
What toils and privations will not a rude unlettered mind submit
to what enterprises will it not hazard, when it deems itself the
favourite of heaven, and admitted into its secrets ? when the ho;

sannahs of partizans dissipate the languors of

fatigue, and the
despondency of melancholy Fanaticism urges it on. Life, and
toils, and speeches are at the service of applauders.
But the
brilliant rays of science, and the holy light of religion, once
poured on the gloomy mind oh how soon would they scatter
!

—

!

the delusion, and restore him to society a rational and sober
like the Cynic's, filled with lupines, but with a lordly weight of gold.
Some of the society were much dissatisfied at his weighty drafts. [Rev,
Mr. Clarkson of L. ]
• I speak, of course, of their stated and itinerating ministry.
I do not
'take into the account those from the farm or tlic counting house; who
" ivit/i fair round belly nvitli good capon lined," and with heads full of
pounds, shillings and jjence, come to teach theii' carnal neighbours temr
peraiice and disinterestedness

—

2f!

—

—
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the

christian

!

A Mohammed, and a Fox, and

have been cured by
tlieir

these,

had

it

hearts their plastic energies

This
extend

!

of hostility against a learned ministry will never

spirit
its

Naylor would
pleased the Deity to bend on
a

influence

beyond

the

narrow precincts of the society.*

how melancholy would be its ravages! Our population
would become as illiterate as the great body of the Friends ;t our
If

it

did,

learned and pious ministry would sink beneath the torrent of

Our academies and colleges would be deand the owl would scream from the tottering walls of
those edifices, which are now the seat of science and of religion!
And let the society pursue this system of hostility to the liberal
education and the support of their orators.
It is producing its
slow, but certain effects. The time will come when the spirit which
was sustained by the fascinating influence of novelty in an age of
ignorance, and which was nursed into vigour by an ill-advised
The vapour of Delphi has
persecution, will surely evaporate.
been dissipated. Apollo has been struck dumb. Fox Naylor

Gothic ignorance.
serted

Penn

;

— Barclay—have had no successor.

remote,

may

oracle.

not produce a prophet to

Ninfav to

jj&'f<«»

^

generation not very

mourn over

the desolate

A«<fvi fxtrrii' xai tnur* xuXji/i/ t«» XP'"'l'*"'"t

This principle of the society
hastening

—

A

is,

therefore, secretly

and surely

ruin.

its

«'

Hor.

Vis consili expers mole ruit sua."

* Facts bear me out.
Our ministry in all the sections of the reformed
churches, are annually encreasing in a prodigious ratio. The society is
admitted by Clarkson to be annually decreasing.

t Clarkson vol.

i Apollo

in

iii.

p. 168.

Daphne, Lucianus

in

Pseudomanti

-

I

CHAPTER

V.

ON FEMALE PREACHING.

" Cedunt grammatici, vincunUir rhetores, omnis
** Turba tacet. nec cansidicus, nec prxco loqnatur,
" Altera nec niulier verborum tanta cadit vis,
:

" Tot pariter ptlves, et tiiitinnabula dicas
" Pulsari."
Tuven. Sat- VI.
"

One would suppose

and that

in these

had varied from

that nature

days %Yomen were men, and

its

fixed principles;

men women

\"

Strabo.

Another striking feature

in the principles

of the society

is

their

admission of a feminine priesthood, and a feminine episcopacy.

They

and to superintend
now peculiar to the so-

actually permit their females to preach,

meetings for discipline.

But

ciety.

From

it is

The

not novel

;

practice

nor

is it

is

without weighty precedents.

time immemorial, the devotee of mystical systems, and

of revelations

new and

fresh from the invisible impulse,

have

And

courted with unremitting fervour the patronage of the sex.

and most interesting division of the species;
that which is wrong, and the first in that which is

that most singular

" the

first in

They

good," have too readily yielded them their influence.

whilom, threw the veil of sanctity over the deceptions craft of
the fane.
naticism.

They gained credence to the maudlin reveries of faAnd they have too willingly lent their aid to nurse

the monstrous births of heresy.

probably been dumb without

Apollo's oracle at Delphi
his priestesses.

Numa

had

found

it

impossible to support the weight of royalty, or to produce wise

laws for his subjects, without his Egeria.
aided

in his

bold career by

his

Helena;

in

Simon Magus was

whom, he

tells us,

there resided a female Ghost. Valentine employed several pro-

phetesses to give effect to his innovations.*

Montanus was sup-

ported by the inspirations of Priscilla and Maximilla.t

A

• Irenx;s Advers. Val. Lib. i. and Brov/n's Quakerism, p. 21.
t Spanh, Sac. et Eccles. Hist. p. 646, fol

female

;
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amid the Mystics of Orleans. Eager
multitudes pressed around the prophetesses Hildegrand and
zealot held a high rank

Elizabeth, whose fair hands sustained the banner of inspiration
in the twelfth century. In the thirteenth Juliana

and the

sisters of the

Fi ee Spirit, maugre

and Wilhelmina,
and

all the weaknesses

Poretta, the
injirmities of f esh, raised their fame to the stars.
foremost of female bishops, made a figure in the fourteenth cen-

The

tury.

female Pietists and

dersen, and aunt

Guyon were

fair

Rosamond, and mother Pe-

And

oracles in the seventeenth.

there was Catherine De
peace and heart, and rent the church catholic by broils and

Sens whose prophecyings broke a Pope's
fac-

tions for fifty-one years.*

The Holy

Catholic church too, though built on no less thaiv

the rock of St. Peter,t anj propped up
pie crown

;

and by

has yielded

priests

;

and by

to the force of truth,

And

age of the fair.

the trip-

black, and gray

and the necessity of the patron-

although sworn, on their legends, to be

charms of the

sensible to the

by Himivho wears

friars, white,

sex, the

Pope

in-

and his ghostly court

have bought their smiles and their influence to their cause. The
there
spiritual degree of saintship was the price of their hire
:

was

and there was

saint Bridget,

saint Matilda,

and a long

the infallibility of

And

calendar.

Rome

in the

list

and there was
of names greater and less, which
saint Teresa,

has blazoned on the

roll

of the ghostly

unlucky reign of the Stewarts

while the bowels of the

Holy Father

lost treasures of the apostate

in

England,

piously yearned over the

realm; while the measures of James

VI. had been long putting forth their kindly influences in cherishing popery, though at the same time, indeed, sundry weighty

volumes of
its

his

black letter writings were hurled by majesty, ar

head; while the opinions of the reigning monarch Charles

and the maxims of

his court re-animated the expiring

I.

hope that

England might be regained Rome, judging that women might
achieve what men had tried in vain, commissioned certain female
Jesuits, and bade them go and regenerate apostate England.
;

And

it is

impossible to conjecture what might have been the ex-

—

* Spencer on Vulg. Pro])]!, p. 20 Mosli. vol. iii. cant. 14, part 2, ch. 2.
be built on the rock of ages,
f Tlie Protestant church professs-s

^

Chribt;
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Craordinary spiritual revolution of that kingdom, under the irresistible influence of these

bewitching Jesuits, had not that weak

and shuflliiig Pope Urban, moved, it is shrewdly conjectured,
more by jealousy for man's honour, than by zeal for the good
Fated'kingdom of
old cause, actually abolished the new order.
England how hast thou to bless the memory of Urban and his
!

papal edict

But

produce a

any

qv.i

society of Friends can

or Gentiles

— heathens

matched

or christians.

in

From

convincement^'' through a long line of prophetesses,

to the " angelic minister

Sarah

by whom

all

Morris,'''^

They can

and the eloquent Hunt.

phetesses

The

meruit feraiJ'''

of heroines and feminine bishops not

oi''' the first

down
lyn,

list

by Jews

age,

those

?*

—" Palman

the ancients

and the

— aye, and the

completely thi-own into the shade.

fluent

Em-

boast of a line of pro-

moderns, are

They have had

inspired

and orators who spouted cataracts of eloquence against
"hirelings,'''' and against " steeple houses,'''' and against ^''carnal orlieroines

And,

we may

journalists, they
and hurried magistrates, and priests,
and people into one common medley of ruin They had their
Anne Wright who, to the extraordinary gifts of preaching, added
dinances.''^

•swept

away

all

if

credit their

first

opposition,

!

the rare courage of making processions in sack-cloth and ashes

through the metropolis of England, and of Ireland and who, to
give elfect to public testimony, stood forth in her consecrated gar;

ment of sackcloth and the sprinkling of ashes in the aisle of the
great church of St. Patrick-! They have had their JVIary Fisher,
whose zeal, worthy of so grand an enterprise, prompted her to a
devout pilgrimage to Adrianople, to convert the Sultan Mahomed
IV. and the Turkish nation !§ And the later glory of the society
has lighted up to them a Harrison, whose

spirit-stirring zeal

* These female Jesuits had monasteries in Italy and Flanders. They
followed the Jesuit's rules. They were not confined to the cloister ; they
went abroad and preached. Fathev Gernird setup this order in EngNor let John Bull exclaim
land. He be^an with (wo yoini^ women.
what
If the kingdom of I'riam fell in ruins by one Helen
only tivo
would t^vo frinale J'-suif;; not have done ? Pope Ij'rban VIII. suppressed
this order A. D. 1630. Broughton's Diet. vol. ii. p. .>38.

—

.'

I Evan's Narrat. Philad. p. 82.
X Jenner's Quak. p. 162, Penn's

Gough's

Hist, of

Works

ihe'Quak. vol.

i.

p.

vol.

ii.

p. TT. TH

§
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made her
and
to

;

Jlinisiers.

aspire to higher things than dull domestic concerns,

which unite females
She made a pilgrimage,

ordinary

to rise superior to all the

husbands, to family, or

ties

country.

to

for the benefit of Eui'ope, to convert her graceless nations!*

Such has been the state of the female ministry in the society
and what has been, may very readily again be. " There is nothing

new under

the sun."

It

requires not the

to foretell that the present facilities held out

gift

by

of prescience

the society, will

Hard

gecure a succession of conscientious female ministers.

though the ordeal be, some

pared

to

overcome the

will

dull

always be found equally pre-

propensities which bind ordinary

females to domestic employment, and to rid themselves of the

trammels of that modesty which constrains weaker females ta
shrink back from the stare of man, behind their fathers and hus-

bands

;

and

them; and

to

throw

off the

proud yoke of man who lords

to disdain the tyrannical injunction of the

who, too severe and too unaccommodating
trenched on v/oman's sovereignty

;

to

it

man

over

Paul,

females,

has

and has verily said " Females

shall not teach nor usurp authority over

man."!

Barclay was too well acquainted with the duties of a polished
man, and too happy in a gifted wife,| to be silent on this subject.

Yet he has said little and that little he has contrived to partake
*f obscurity and indecision.
1 do not profess to be able to give any satisfactory reason why
;

he,

who

is

so full even to weariness on all other subjects, should

leave this so abruptly, after thrusting

another subject.

I

it

too into the corner of

have been sometimes induced

to ascribe

it

to

* The following anecdote of this lady, whose virtues and courage were
worthy of a better cause, I had from my late friend James Quia, an elder in Walnut street church, Philadelphia. She presented herself at the

gates of Valencicmies, during the Revolutionary struggle in France. The
governor examined her passport and papers. " To all the spiritually
minded followers of the light within, &:c. &c." " My good woman,"
There is
said he, returning her papers, " you have mistaken your way.
not such a class of beings in Valenciennes."
" Paul sfioke thin in /;/.? oiim s/iirii" is their easy way of loosing the
I
gordian knot of a hard text. Evan's " JVarrative" shows how common
this mode of solution has become in Philadelphia.
X That amiable and ucconiplished woman, dame Barclay, was an eminent speaker in the society, long after the learned Barclay had withered
in his early grave.
2".
J bee Prop. x. sect;.

—

—

—

—
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his sharp foresight, (almost equal to a prophetical spirit) that the

transcendant succession of female talents in their ministry should

always be

fully adequate to

say enough

for themselves.

It

make

certain that no female preacher ever yet needed to

solemn invocation of worthy and learned Zachary Boyd,

is

the

in his

printed but vnpvblished version of Job.
" There was a man, and his name was Job
And he dwelt in the land of Uz.

" And he had a good
«'

bring

May the

gift of

;

the gab

like befal us !"

this subject fairly

before

my

readers,

I

shall

make

these preliminary observations.
1.

rests

The whole

weight of the argument, for female preaching,

on the assumption that divine inspirations are vouchsafed

to the society,

and that

their females, equally with their males,

share in the supernatural endowments

and they appeal to these
words of Paul as not only authorizing female preaching, but directing and regulating their deportment when uttering their in" Every

spirations.

woman

uncovered dishono/ureth her
2.

The

These

and

fication,

exhortation,
to

and

and praise

in as

the Lord?''\

Firsts to predict future events.

is

it

In

the

manj

" David separated them

comfort.''''

give thanks

pretended revelations.
of

has more than one signification

four select passages exhibit

lie.^''

prophesy with haips,

prophesy,

head

" Jeremiah prophesied these things.^'' " Shemaiak
" He that prophesieth speaketh to men to edi-

different senses.

has prophesied a

that prayeth or prophesieth with her

head.''"'*

terra " prophesy''''

sacred volume.

;

to

Thus, to

Second, to utter

expound and declare the will
Fourth, to sing the praises of God.

Third, to

God already

revealed.

Now,

the senses determined

by these quotations, the
applicable to the whole assembly of the church.
Individuals only did predict: individuals only were false proof

fourth only

phets

:

all
is

individuals only

worshipper

may

were expounders of the truth. But every
to prophesy in the sense determined by

be said

• And yet, contrary to the very letter of this same autl\ority, every
female preacher lays aside her bonnet, when she begins to utter her inspi-

vations in their meetings.
t Jer. XX. 1, xxix. 31.

1

Cor. xiv.

3.

1

Chron. xxr
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the fourth quotatioil.
Every worshipper docs sing the }sruise6of
God: every worsliippcr does say amen to the prayers ofTered up

Hence, every worshipper, male and femalc|

the church.

in

does, in the words of St. Paul, ''pray and prophesy."

Now

a veryjmporlant question arises here.

In

No

prophesy?''''

until this question

when women
made on this subject,
The Friends have taken no

term

used

is

decision can be

be disposed

notice of this question

is

are said " to

the term prophesy to be understood,

pray and

what sense

of.

they have not even observed that the

:

Hence

in diflcrent senses.

the obscurity and con-

fusion of their writers on this article.

Thel-e are certain divine precepts, which,

3.

females from preaching.

plicit terms, prohibit

keep silence in the churches, for

"

a shame fur wo'men

// is

not permitted

it is

speak in the

to

ham in silence with all subjection.
nor

to

usurp OMthoriiy over

On comparing
quoted

in

clearly

marked

men who

the

But I

man,

veiled in token

them

women

to speak.'''

" Let the xcomcn

suffer not a

woman

to teach,

these precepts with the apostolical directions

out

by

we

perceive a distinction

the highest authority.

In the latter,

wo-

prophesy'^ are enjoined " to have their heads

and

of

church.''''

to

hut to be in silence.^''*

favour of female preaching,

''pi-ay

the most ex-

in

" Let your

In the former, females are prohi-

suhjectim.''''

bited from teaching,

Thus, females

may

But on no condition

The

and even from speaking in the church.
" pray and prophesy" on certain conditions.

may

teach or speak hi the church.'*

they

Spirit of inspiration cannot "contradict himself.

dent, therefore, that he speaks of two distinct things.

shippers, male and female,

may

"

tcach^'' in

4. It

is

'•'i.imj

pray <wd prophesy.''''

It

is

evi

All wor-

Men

only

the church of God.

we

a truth Avhich

readily admit, that there have been

who have rendered distinguished services to the
The names of many are on record in the holy writings,

prophetesses

church.

and the memor}^ of their services never can perish. But thes'e
were always raised up on extraordinary occasions, and for extraordinary services.

Let

it

be carefully observed, that the

regular and ordinary teachers of the Old Testament church
*

1

Cor. xiv.

14, 34, 35.

1

Tim.

ii.

11, y2.
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and there were no female teachers among
age also, there were prophetesses.

;

apostolic

But these females were invested with extraordinary

They were
and

this

clothed,

offices.

not merely teachers; they predicted future events

:

high authority and commission with which they were

commanded an

affectionate

and respectful attention from

the church.
If

any enter claims

to the succession of

us see also the succession of their

gifts.

such high

offices, let

Do any demand our

and obedience as prophetesses now ? Let us see the'commanding proofs of their miraculous or prophetical powers ? This
is what the church demanded in every age
and this was unhefaith

;

sitatingly

able

complied with

now

by every

true prophet.

It is

as reason-

as in ancient times.

Extraordinary claims can rest

only on extraordinary proofs.

Ordinary claims are supported

by common

proofs.

The Friends have none

of the apostolic

Their female prophets can not work miracles, no, nor predict.
There is one species of proof within

powers

to

display.

their reach,

Paul suggests

and we do rigidly demand
in the close

it

that.

Having solemnly charged

male preachers.

The

apostle

of his famous discourse against fethe females, in the

name

of his Lord, not to teach nor speak in the church, he adds
" If any man think himself a prothese most memorable words
:

phet or spiritual,
the

let

him acknowledge

commandments of the

ers are inspired

them

to

by

Lord.'''

that the things that I write are

Now then,

that Spirit,

if

these female preach-

who spoke by

Paul,

I

call

on

say that these are the commandments of the Lord which

Those females who are inspired by the Spirit of
God, will devoutly obey the precept and shaking off all the
prejudices of the sect, and of their early education, they " will
But those females who " will
learn in all silence and submission."
he uttered.

;

speak and leach in the church" have not only no evidence to apto the consciences of men, but they positively
obey the Holy Ghost speaking by Paul. And hence
there can be no difficulty in deciding what spirit has stirred up
these female Korahs to this outrageous rebellion against the di-

prove themselves
refuse to

vine order of the house of
5.

There existed

in the

God

!

church
29

in primitive times the offices

—

!
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of deaconesses, and female presbyters.*

The necessity

of these

offices grew out of the peculiar manners of some eastern nations.
In Judea the females were not strictly secluded from society
they were admitted to social intercourse in the presence of their
parents and husbands; and hence they had access to the preaching of the gospel by the stated ministry.
The case was very
different with the females of the surrounding nations these were
;

the ministers of the gospel had no access to

strictly

secluded

them.

Accordingly, recourse was had

;

tian females of distinguished piety

of chris-

to the services

and rank

in

life.

These

taught the secluded females, and formed their morals.
St.

Paul makes frequent allusions

to this

female

office.t

In

the following ages this office arose to such a rank of importance
that females were set apart to it publicly by the usual solemn
form of ordination, and the " laying on of the hands of the Preshytery-X

But these females did not

officiate in public

;

they did not

They exercised their function in the retirements of
harem, and among females. And the office ceased with the

teach men.
the

custom and usage which created

it.

It

never existed, by apos-

any country where females were not conharem.
Hence this office cannot be adduced as a
fined to the
precedent to establish a public female ministry in any country.
!t cannot be adduced as a precedent in any western nation, in

tolical authority, in

our times.

manners were, by some miraculous revolution
us, and deprive us of
the sweetest charms of society, the presence of the fair sex, by
driving them into the harem, the church would then most cerIf the eastern

of morals and customs, to prevail amongst

tainly institute a female ministry for their salvation.
this

would be yielded on

ministry must discharge
only
it

its

offices in the

— where no man — not even a

even
*

this essential condition.

to

harem

and

But, even

The female
in the

harem

saint, durst enter, or look,

were

save a woman's soul

np««'/8i/T/3fc,

&c.

to the Philippians he names too distinguished females
" laboured wit /i him in the Lord." Ch. iv. 3.
X This is evifk-iit from the second canon of the council of Laodicea,
quoted by Grotius in Pol. Synop, in Rom. xvi. 1.
•)

who

hi

s ejjihtle

!
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also admitted that in certain circumstances females

It is

They may be thrown on

must become preachers.
shore

may

they

;

in

it

such cases,

to

preach the gos-

Such a thing has been done,

pel of Christ to their fellow men.

and

a heathen

be carried captives among a savage people.

unquestionably their duty

It is
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has been stamped with the approbation of Heaven.

conversion of the Iberians was begun

by a

The

By

captive lady.

her pious instructions the Queen of the country was converted to
the christian faith: their united labours brought the king over;

and
ple

in

process of time the leading

embraced

Christianity *

men and

It is in

©nly, that the early doctors of the

body of

the

the peo-

such circumstances as these

Reformed churches have ad-

mitted a female ministry to be possible, und even needful.t

These preliminary observations being made, we are now
abled to separate from the question
question

is this.

Ought females,

all

irrevalent matter.

en-

The

circumstances of

in the existing

the church, to be admitted into the holy ministry, or to discharge

any pastoral duty ?
Since the system of revelation
will

made

ever be

in

it

;

none of their prophets pretend
since there

is

now no

;

and no

to reveal truths

and since there

;

revelations are vouchsafed

alterations

do admit,

unknown before

;

to

the Friends

;J

is

no evidence that

we

reject the proof-

claims of the female preacher as arrogant and insufferable,

And we

I

completed

necessity for the divine inspirations which

guided the prophet of old

less

is

since, as the wiser Friends

hold the religious impulses by which they profess to be

guided as the fraudful art of imposture; or at best, the wild reveries of fanaticism

We

cannot rank the female preacher

phetesses

who were

sent

by

inspiration.

same doctrine; they do not produce

by the side of the proThey do not teach the

their testimony.

We can-

Ruffin. Lib. x. cap. ii. Turret, torn. iii. p. 247.
f Luther, Calvin, Turretine, and otiiers have distinctly admitted this.
Barclay in quoting Luther as favouring their female ministry, (Apol.
Prop. X. sect. 9, ad fin.) has done the Reformer a gross injury, which the
Luther alluded to particular
society, as honest men, ought to repair.
Barclay has applied to gencases, similar to what is quoted in the text.
eral and ordinary cases, what Lutiier expressed as to particular and ex-

'raonhnary cases.
See Part ii. ch.
If.

1.

;
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who taught
They come unblushingly before the public,
grave men The^y are not content to become teachers

not class them with the presbyters and deaconesses

secluded females.

and teach

!

when thrown on their wild shores they thrust
themselves into the crowded assemblies of our populous cities
they announce themselves to the public by a gazette, or a hand-

of the heathen,

;

extraordinary; and preach under the very eye of learning
and piety! They refuse to confine prophecy to the singing of

bill

Their defective system has even ceased
acknowledge practically this species of prophecy.

praise in a psalm.

Where then, shall we class
? They belong to nothing

this

to

anomalous and singular speThey resemble

purely modern.

cies

those females, who, in days of yore, broke through good order,

and the laws of heaven

usurped the prerogatives of men

;

;

and

fired by wild fanaticism, poured forth their unmerciful rhapso-

dies, in

ble

!

measures more than human, and

Women

at defiance.

that set law

and

Women, whom

whole college of the

discipline,

in

cant utterly inimita-

and

offices ecclesiastical,

not even St. Paul

apostles, could

reduce

—

no, nor even the

to silence

!

Alas

!

then,

what can we do against the thunder-storm?
The precept which prohibits the female from speaking and
teaching in the church is a divine precept.
And what claims our
attention, none of the reasons brought to enforce it are taken
from the condition of individuals, or of nations which might

for us!

change.
First : "

They
It is

consistent with

nament
of

are

taken from the moral fitness of things.

all

a shame for women

in the

modesty

female character.

God recorded

in

speak in the church.^''

and

virtue,

Second:

It

is

It is in-

loveliest or-

the special law

the sacred volume, and engraven on every

virtuous female's heart, that

man,

to

— that amiable

authority over them

woman

should be

And, as teaching

as her superior.

who

in

in subjection to

public

is

are taught, female preaching

bited on the ground that "

to teach in the church,''^ is

"

to

an act of
is

prohi-

usurp au-

thority over the man.'''*

These divine precepts are

so pointed against this innovation,

that they have galled the society to a degree which they are not
willing to admit.

And every
*

1

writer has tried his ingenuity in

Tim.

ii.

12.
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mrning aside the galling weapon. Some of the early, and indeed the best writers of the sect, have resorted to a singular exFox,
position of the precepts which prohibit female preaching.
Farnsworth

—and

after

them Penn himself,

/«an" forbidden to teach,

sex

—

it

cannot be

;

it is

is

the

meant "

Hence

carnal wisdom, or

woman

that

If this

not actually a

wisdom of

And by

in his fleshly spirit.

of the apostle,

is

man"

—

it is

not the

man speaking

in the discourse

the husband of his people.

man speaking

forbidden to speak

is

woman

the flesh, or

the term "

Christ,''^

insisted that the " wo-

in the

in his

own

the

spirit, is

church.*

novel exposition be correct, the context must bear them
" Every

Let us try the force of Fenn's exposition thus.t

out.

man,'" that

is,

Christ, ''^praying or prophesying having his head cover-

ed, dishonoureth his head.

dom," who prays

But every woman, " that

carnal wis-

is,

or prophesies with her head uncovered, dishonoureth

her head; for that
shaven.''''

for

is all one as if she, that is, carnal wisdom, were
" The man^'' that means Christ, " was not created
that is, for carnal wisdom; " hut woman,'''' that is,

Verse

9.

the woman,''''

carnal wisdom, " was made for

The

the man,'''' that

is,

for Christ

hibits the sentiments of the primitive christians

and

is

the

let

!

!f

following quotation from the apostolic Constitutions, ex-

at

one with the

women

to teach

sit

spirit of the

to

e

and

the nations.

join in prayer and listen

He

sent

This was not without design.

mother of Jesus and her

sisters.

this subject,

to the

sent us twelve to

no females

For

And

do not permit women

For our Lord and master Jesus Christ

teach the people
gospel.

W

apart, observing silence.

in the church, but only

preacher.

on

precepts above recited. "

to

preach the

there were with us the

If it had been necessary

that females

should preach, he himself first would have enjoined them, as well as
ourselves, to teach the people by preaching-

woman, it

the
•

Penn

is

vol.

ii.

But if man

he the

head of

not just that the body should bear rule over the /iead."§
p. 134, &c.

Cor. xi. 4, 5.
This extravagance of Penn out-Origens Origen himself; and has absolutely no parallel, saving it be the ujiUjue exposition of Isai. viii. 1. By
Gregory Nyss. Oper. Tom. ii. p. 135 ; and by Huet. Demonst. Evang.
Prop. vii. sect. 15. "Ut uxor dicatnr grandis liber, et stylus hominis
eain partem notat, ilfc" See Ber. Ue Moore vol. i. p. 124. The learned
t

1

know

the rest.
§ " K«( ki >by«u>[i{,"

6.

and Bern.

». T.

A." Apost. Const. Lib. ii. c. 57. Lib.iii. cap,
in Markii Comp. vol. v. p. 4S7'.

De Moor Perp. com.
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by

the authority assumed

fine,

the church,

the female episcopacy in

more unjust and more tyrannical, than

is

the female usurps in the domestic circle,

which

that

when she degrades

husband and seizes the reins of government over the family.
The one is a breach of civil order; the other is a breach of the
lier

And

laws of God's house.

there

is

a deirree of

attached to

sruilt

throws a frightful shade of aggravation and infamy over them.
And can a man of spirit submit
crimes of

this last kind, wliich

to this infamous usurpation ? On the poor hen-pecked sufferer we
bestow our sympathy, as on a martyr for the rights of man. In

bis degradation his will

is

by any acquiescence

not stained

in the

But the silence and

tyrannical encroachments of his help-mate.

the complacent submission of the society, to this public encroach-

ment on

the civil and religious rights of man, present the matter

We

in a different point of light.

feel not so

much

the yearnings

of sympathy for the hen-pecked martyr struggling occasionally

We

for his rights.

the virtuous indignation of the

feel all

man

and the christian against men who have sold their birth-right,
and yielded up their powers to the dominion of the petticoat
!

Oh

the times

riched

the

by every work

of science

men

Oh

!

to

manners
of taste

!

;

Can

whose labours are

age that has been en-

that has

;

many

diffusing

produced so

and

Can

religion:

this

opinions of them w ho would bring
folly of the

many

orators in church

among

ranks

all

the most correct views of man's natural rights
der, piety,

every branch

that has elevated

such a proud eminence

of learning and rc/inement; so

in state;

this

;

and

in society,

such love of or-

age bear the presumptuous

back on us the mysticism and

dark ages, when bearded men listened

to prating

and professors resigned their chairs todoating old women?
We call on every man of science and friend to literature in

girls;

the society, to exert himself in correcting the vitiated taste of

men; who even

for their

amusement can

effusions of illiterate females!

amiable lady

away

this

the society, to use

scandal

every man of
insult

in

We

to inan

spirit

—

this

call
all

of nature

!

to

ihesex!

in

We

taking
call

on

to set his face against this
this

outrage

And oh ye hen-pecked, and
!

incoherent

her influence

reproach

and independence

on his dignity and prerogative;

God and

listen to the

on every virtuous and

to the

lar

laws of

from peace

—
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and comfort, gladly would we

you

aid

regaining your lost

in

paradise, out of which your ambitious Eves have so wantonly

turned you

them

Make one

!

proper station

feel their

do

will not

ed only by

And none

force.

of the fathers groan.

homines doceant

Hanc

are concerned.

Alas

!

evils reign that

Alii discunt,

— Scribimus

no

—words

Distraction can be restrain-

fair

the case, therefore, as hopeless.

day when those

!

make

to

but the brutish can apply force to

arguments, especially where the

see the

But alas

in society.

Arguments cannot.

it.

we beseech you,

more,

effort

up

give

I

and we have lived

made

proh pudor

indocti, doctique

to

the most patient
!

a feminis

quod

poemata passim

garrula anus, hanc delirus senex, hanc sophista verbosa

We have
day when these female phenomena have ceased
surprise or interest The novelty is gone and with it

praesumunt, lacerant, doccnt, antequam discant."*
lived to see the
to excite

they were
rogative,

mob

;

!

that burning

shame

first

that

was on the cheeks of our

compelled

to witness

fathers,

when

the intrusion on their pre-

and on delicacy and decency! The wonderment of the

has subsided into a leering stare!

And

the thing

is

become

a matter of perfect indifference to the orderly and the polished
to the magistrate, to the pastor,

Roman

senators,

monwealth,

in

who

order

and

arrested the solemn busmess of the com-

to

consult the oracle

what alarming events

the appearance of a female in your forum to plead her

might portend
with speechless

—

;t

cause,

the stoutest of

females mounting the rostrum, and declaiming
of the people

own

you had " stood aghast
had you witnessed what our eyes behold

to the city

trance''''

;

Oh ye grave

to the prelate.

in the

assemblies

— had you witnessed grave men and even

prelates,

and even pastors, and even the united wisdom of the people in
the halls of the state and the congress, sitting

down under

prophecyings of mother Juliana, and the refreshings of a
coated preacher!
•

Proh tempora!

Proh mores

* * * *

IJ:

the

petti-

Old

Hiei'onv torn iii. 7t Plutar-h.
X This h is been literally exemplified in the congress, and in oar state
The mother Julianas of tiie tiay have buen invited to enlegislatures.
lighten our congress, from the speaker's seat.
And a few years ago the
legislature of New Jersey postponed the business of the commonwealth,
10 sit down under the '^divine refreshments!" of a reverend mother De^mrah, who or.cupied the speaker's seat with infinite %v:\rc
.

.

'
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pope Gregory XI. groaned forth the lugubrious words
"

hours

—

of a woman of a
ten years bloody

a

fire that

years

blazed

*******

man listen after me,
Catharine De Sens .'" Helen
! let

trials

in

no

and sorrows

church and

!

state

to the

in his last

prophecyingn

fired a

Troy

after

This prophetess kindled
during fifty-one revolving
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sectary and the polemic often find themselves in a situa-

tion trying to the

most stubborn virtues. But no force of tempta-

can be alleged

tion

VI.

The man who

in

extenuation of dishonesty and treachery.

flatters the loveliness

of truth, at the

moment

that

hand wields the poniard of the assassin, is, to say the least,
3unk to the lowest degree of literary depravity.
In the infidel world, the most noted of this class were Herbert
and his copyers, down to Hobbes. They professed to venerate
the scriptures, and they aimed a blow at their existence.
In the
christian world, the cardinals Bellarmine and Hosius were their
These advocated the divinity of the
associates in this crime.
scriptures, but avowed that the written word, though useful, was
his

not necessary.
rests

of

the

committed

Nay, the

lips

of Hosius asserted, " that the

inte-

church had been better consulted, had revelation not been
to roriting.^^*

The Friends are their companions in arms, and rivals in zeal.
They diflfer only in the object of their design. The infidel has
assailed the

honour and dignity of the holy

to exalt to divine

honours the

light of

elevate the tradition of the Fathers

;

scriptures, in order

reason; the cardinals to

the Friends the revelations

of their " light within."

When

Herbert! and Hosius qualify their rude attack on the

holy scriptures, by professions of veneration for their sanctity,
I
t|

j

I

we must question their sincerity, or insult our own understandThe truth is, they acted on the maxim of the catholic
courts, who worship the vicar of Christ, but hesitate not to wage
bloody wars against the man and his court. They praise the
ings.

»
1

I

Turret. Loc.

ii.

quaest. 2. sect. 1.

t Herb. Relig. Laic. p. 2S.

30

Bernh. de Moore, torn.

i.

p. 12S,

On

of their System

the iJefects

sacred scriptures, but

it is

only

to

prepare the

way for

which they made revelation yield the honours of
and loveliness!

to

Of

a systeni

its

divinity

same nature are the professions of veneration which

the

blazon the pages of the early Friends. They admit the scriptures to be holy and useful: they insist that they ought to be
read and believed " where they are known :" that they are the

"only

outward judge of controversies.""*

lit

But they do

insist

that they are inferior to their perfect rule

and

the light within

it is

in

supporting the proof of this princi-

pal article of their creed, that they have been carried forth into

such intemperate

sallies of zeal against the holy scriptures.
" scriptures," say they, " are the dead letter,'''' while their

The
" light"

made

is

withoui,

the living rule."t

and

said Parnell

'

"

Ye

doat on the scriptures

to the question,

may

—

I

not read the

Bible? the oracle gave this laconic answer "Read thine own
heart."§ " The gospel is preached in every creature by the light
of

God

is

any farther binding on

own

in their consciences."!!

"

No command

a man, than as he

of the scriptures

finds a conviction in

"

That which is spoken from the spirit
of truth in any," (and " the spirit" and " the light," in their no;menclature, are synonymous terms) " is of as great authority a^
his

conscience. "IT

yea, and greater.'"**
Penn insists that their reand the scriptures are " of the same family
but admits

the scriptures
velations
tJiat

;

the "scriptures are the elder brother ;"tt

and yet

brother has but a meagre honour rendered to him.

this c\(\e\

For PenBi\

maintains that the Bible cannot be the rule of faith and morals.
"

They

are not such a rule as ought to be plain, proper and

And, as

telligible."

if

inspired

by

in-

the spirit of Bellarmine, he

throws out the most disingenuous insinuation against their authen"

Penn

vol.

ii.

The

p. SI 5, S96.
fuiln\vlng is

And the
modem.

" London Epistles" are nonu pretty-

" V\^e beheve the scriptures of the
Testunient.s to he ot divine original ; and give full credit to
the historical facts as well ..s doctrines therein delivered." See the Quaker notes in the American edit, of Moshcini's Ecctes. Hist. vol. iv.
" Clirist Ex.alted," p. 3.
j§ SeeStalf See Penn vol. li. p. 66.
S. Fishei's " y./^-/;; rj/" C'/zWi/'," sect. 20.
hai-,1.
1 Penn vol. ii. p.
** Whitehead's " Truths Def."
253. Bnn nui^hs' Worits, foho, p. 47.
p. 7, and quoted tjy Penii, vol. ii. p. 674, and Snake, 5vc. edit. ?, p. 107,
"if Vol. ii. p. 331.

orthodox.

Old and

New

I!

rpgm'ds a Moral Standard.

*ls it

He

Ticity.

magnifies the depredations of lime, and the

rions of translators,

and the ambiguities of

Uicn exclaims with Herbert and

my

ly of

O

" Wherefore,
is

Rome

all

different

comipreadings, and

—" Behold fhc uncertain" But the

opponent's word of God."*

says he, " leads

there
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within,"

out of darkness into God's marvellous light."

Friends, turn

the antidote;

in,

turn in!

where you want

where

Christ, there

is

the poison,

you must

find

him."t

This bold and licentious freedom of the primitive Friends,
combined against them all pious people. The indignation was
strong and effective; the Friends

Some

pest.

was explained

;

it, and yielded to the temsome were disowned much
was adopted. Whiting pub-

felt

items were withdrawn

an ambiguous style

;

;

lished a purged edition of their chief writers;

and occasionally a

long panegyric on the scriptures was spoken in the meeting, or

published

to the

world.|

But they made no retreat. It was one of those deceptious
marches on which a foe presents himself to all appearances moving ofl" in cautious and measured steps; while the very movement
bringing them closer on their enemy's flank.

is

impossible to mistake the proof of

It is

voted a proposition§

to

this.

Barclay has de-

prove that revelations and the

light with-

and morals; and that the
scriptures occupy the humble station of a " secondary rule ;" and
so very slender are the honours bestowed on this "secondary
rule," that the little which his theory ascribes to them, may posiin

form the grand standard of

tively

be accomplished

to as

faith

good purpose by the approved

writ-

ings of the society.

This
tles'

will

appear

distinctly

account of the use of the

from a brief contrast of the aposscriptures,||

of their immediate revelations.
inspiration of

God."

"

The

with Barclay's account

"All scripture

is given by
Friends," says Barclay, " are not

1.

* Penn vol. ii. pp. 326, 495. Soc also the Ancient Edit, of his Christian
Quaker, pp. 8, 10, and Kcilh's Deism of W. Pcnii, pp. 29, SO, 63.

f Penn's Prcf. to Fox's Journ. Phil. Edit. p. 57.
X See Penn's Reply to the Bishop of Cork, and Sewel vol.
Phil. Edit, and Bar. Apol. Prop. iii. sect. 1, &c.
§ Prop. ii. of his Apol.
In 2 Tim. iii. and 16.
1)

ii.

p. 472,

On

SIS

the Defects of thtir

only inspired, but they have the
2. "

cipal rule."*

The

System

spirit for their original

and

prin-

scriptures are profitable for doctrines."

Barclay says, " their revelations are the only sure way to attain
the saving knowledge of God."t
3. " The scriptures are given
for reproofs." Barclay's revelations of the " Light" do,

by

their

evidence, force the well-disposed mind to assent, and irresistibly
move it to what is right.j 4. " The scriptures arc profitable for

Barclay says
their revelations never moved
any thing amiss never deceived them."§ 5. The scrip" The revelations of
tures convey instructions in righteousness."
corrections."

them

—

to

the inward light," says Barclay, " are the only certain basis of
all christian faith."||

God

Finally, the scriptures

perfect, thoroughly furnished

to all

make

the

man
"

good works."

of

Our

holy religion," says Penn, " has God for
for

offspring." "

its

We

its father, and victory
know," continues he, that we are of God

;

and those who oppose our testimony (of the Light) are in the
gall of bitterness and bond of iniquity.'"!!
Having thus clearly determined '• the Light" to be the perfect
standard, and the scriptures to be the " secondary rule," the
apologist proceeds to remove the objection, the full weight of
which he felt. " Of what use can this secondary rule be, since
the light is a perfect rule?" His ingenuity has reduced these to
three.** First.

The

scriptures give an historical account of God's

people, and of his providence attending them.

I

put

it

to the

candour of every orthodox Quaker, whether any profane history,
whether in particular Fox's Journal and SewePs Narrative, have
not done as much.

Second. "

They

give a prophetical account of

several things, of which some are past, and some are yet to come."

Every

disciple believes that the Journal and Sewel have given
an account of several prophetical things, of which (and we shall

not disturb their faith) " some are already past, and of which,
Third. " They contain a full
verily, some are yet to come."tt

account of

all

the chief principles of the doctrines of Christ."

Every orthodox Quaker has given
See his Theses, and Prop.

full

credence

to the inspira-

f Prop. ii. sect. 3.
X Theses,
Prop. li. sect. 16.
H Vol. ii. pp. 228
See Apol. Thes. and Prop. iii.
and 194.
Such a^his marvellous prophecy of the conversion of the Scottish
Nation to Quakeris-nn. " This is ye: to come."
*

ii.

^

t'rop.

ii.

sect. 13.

|!

iii.

it
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tions of their primitive elders

;

and have been verily persuaded
Hence if they are only " a
tnis.

works have done all
secondary rule" they are reduced to the level of human writings.
But will the christian world bear this rude attack? The apolo-

that their

no doubt, asked himself this very weighty question, and
hence he comes to play off a very admirable deception. God

gist,

forbid that

them

we should undervalue the scriptures we only depress
Holy Spirit. He, not the scriptures, is our
:

to exalt the

perfect rule.*

honour

This violence then,

to the " Spirit."

piously designed to bring

is

shallow ; it is a
deception practised on the use of the word " spirit." This " spirit"

But the

He

cannot be the Holy Ghost.

artifice is too

cannot, without the grossest vio-

decency and common sense, be called " the rule." No
man ever made the law and the legislator the same thing; no
lation of

man

ever said that the legislator

Hence

if

he means

is

the rule of our civil duties.

there be a single grain of meaning in Barclay's words,
to

say that the "

they believe

to

light within," or their revelations, whiclt

be from the Holy

the only perfect

Spirit, are

rule.t

On these deistical principles of even the moderate Barclay, it
needs not be any matter of surprise, should we find the leaders
of the society denying the necessity of having revelation com-

mitted to writing.
thing

is

He

hid.

endowed

'"'•From a

prophd^^ says Philo the Jew,

has an intellectual sun in

certainly need not the

him.''''

Men

humble aid of written

''•no-

so highly

revelations.

Pennington, one of their doctrinal writers, has frankly admitted
this.

As for

us called Quakers, we should have

known our

as well as we do, if no scripture had been zcritten.'"l

form practice of the society gives a
sentiments.

The

ship; and this

omission.

up

is

The

Bible

is

And

definite exposition of their

never read

in their

meetings for wor-

not to be classed under the mild
practice grows out of a

in the existence of the society.

of their preachers.

first

principle

name
;

it is

of an

bound

Place a Bible in the hands

Let them speak " according

and they would

religion

the uni-

to

the

law and

above

their

* See his Prop. iii. and sect. 2.
t Their writers make " ins/iiratiom" and the " spirit" the same.
ch. vii. sect. 2 following, and Penn vol. ii. p. 67, bcc.
% See his Tract called " Sonie things relating to religion,'" p. 7.

See

the testimony,''''

exalt the scriptures

On
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" Light."

obscured

System

the Defects of their

Their revelations would cease
;

their light

;

would be

would depart. Hence the zeal with which

their glory

they have opposed the introduction of a Bible into their

When

of worship.

place.-;

an ancient and grave Quaker' brought his

Bible into Grace Church street meeting, and had actually com-

menced reading

it,

And, as

forth.*

was taken from him, and himself

it

far as

since that to introduce

1

thrust

can discover, no attempt has been made

And when Keith

it.

their

left

commu-

nion and introduced a Bible into his meeting, the society considered " this sign of his returning to the priest's worship" as the
closing proof of his irrecoverable apostacy.t

Since then, the society has adopted " the Light" as the perfect

standard of

faith

and morals,

it is

but reasonable to expect that

their sentiments on this article should

Any

I)e

and

clear

consistent.

thing like contradiction, or ambiguity, or even obscurity,

must be

fatal to their

tain, defective,

article in

diction

any

system.

It

must render the whole uncer-

and worse than useless.

sj^stem, in

But there never was an

which so much confusion and contra-

have existed, as on that of the "light within."

coherent lemmata of

Mohammed's Koran

bird's eggs, arc consistency

itself,

The

in-

strung together like

compared

to this.

following extracts exhibit a fair specimen and proof of
" it is
" This /jgi'i/," says Fox,| "-is 7iot the natural light

The
this.

" The light within

not the conscicncr.^^
Christ.''^

" Christ

distinct from

</ie

is

not distinct

from

50w7," says Fuller.§

w

but one,

and

the saints.^''

By

that light

is

" The light

is

this light

we mean no

other divine principle than the Spirit of Christ, or the grace of God.^'

"

says another,]| " the saviour and redeemer of him that loveth
"
The Spirit
Christ -within is man's tv.'e light an l guide.''^
ef."
" The light of the
of Christ in man is the true light and gvide.''''^
" The princiinord,"' says Naylor,** " is God's love to ike zaorld.''''
It is,''

ple in you,"' says Bishop,1

1

"

is

of God ;

the

measure of him

m you.'''

* In 1681, tlie author of the " Snake," &:c. publislicd this uncontradicted
facr shovtlv after it took place. See " Snake," ?cc. Edit. 2. p. 101.
t "Snuiie, &c." p. 14S, Edit. 1 and 3d.
"
tiie way
X Sec his Great Myst. p. 209, 201, 207, and liis epistle

On

Kingdom, j). 4, (1674.)
§ rU'ply to Boyce, pp. 60 and 21
Burroughs' Warning, p. 14. Stalham. j). 53.
H Fostei 's guide to the
*' "Door opened, p. 2, 3, Sr.
blind, p. 7, 9, and Pcnn ii. p. 489.
to the
II

tt Vind. of QLiak. Quer. 285.

we mean

Bif the seed

head,* "

divine

is

must be God.
eternal

Moral Standard.

regards a

Jis it

" The

Christ.'^

and uncreated

To deny

deny

tlus is to

"

his omnipresence.^'*

"

says Fox, junior.!

light,''^

says White-

light within,''^

the divine essence itself.

is

it

;
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made

of one blood ;

all

It

an

// is
it

up-

holds all things.^*

" Christ in his

Let us next examine the pages of Penn.
essence

the light

is

are one, though

of

tiuo names.'''' ^

" The

entire eternal being, yet

we are bold

and om-

light is eternal, holy,

" Though every measure of

nipresent light."\\

own

" The light and spirit

the intellectual tDO/-W."|

this

light is not the

to assert that it is

no

other than

God the fulness of light.^^ In the course of his discussion it becomes in his hands, " the word of God, the true Christ, the wisdom^
the anointing, the gift

an

that ccas

Christ, the zvord

of God.

" litis principle
of light

man.''**
light that

This

light is not the

is

is the

On

seed

the

man's

'•'pious instinct

Pagan and

of

spiVi7."1F

is

through Jesus Christ to
his voice within.^lt " The
is light.^Xl

We

never

only

God measuring forth

the whole "

this seed

:

For

light

the

himself in

which prompts him,

in-

or Christ within"
assert the re-

ajul life that has been

loaded with sin and pressed doz«H."1I1[

is

that body

the soul

God

God ;for God

to talk of "

many,
the

<f

something that needs redemption, " we

is

demption of

was in

Lord and Saviour and very Gorf."§§
Most HighGod, but a manifestation from him."

discoveries. "WW

says Penn,

that

was a manifestation in

the gift

is

same

// is the

//

Lord from heaven> aquickening

the

God

Cometh from

next proceeds

ward

"

" The spirit of Christ within

said that the light within

He

"

of Cod."

offering for sin."

sown in

And lastly, it is
And is equally in

Christian.l^'t

But, finally, will the learned Barclay settle the dispute; or

shed a

beam

says he, "

is

of light through this chaos.'

not the

.grace, the spirit of

human

God.

soul;

It is

it

"The

light within,"

the seed, the word, the

is

the Christ within, the vehiclef{;J of

* See his " Dipper plunged," p. 13, and his " Div. Light," p. 23. 23.
"Puller against Boyce, p. 63. Fenn quotes and defends these sentiments,
vol. ii. p. 672.
f See tlie tract in his works, (publ. 1663) entitled
••Words of the true and eternal Light."
Vol. ii. p. 8,i7.
§ Chris" Reas. against Railing," p. 151,
tian Quak. part 1, appf-nd. p. 151.
(|
•?
** Vol. ii. p. i585.
Vol ii. p.502, 506.
Art.
fj Vol. ii. p.
2G0.
§§ Vol. ii. p. 2."2, and 780.
t% ^'ol- ii- p. 672.
HI Vol. ir.
**' Vol.ii.
in Vol. ii. p. 520
p. 580.
p. 714.
Pftt ^'f^'
:|;

244,245, and 461

tft " Vf-hinrhnr Drf,"

orisl- V.<V\K L„-i.

;
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God, the

spiritual

body of

cisely taken.

It

"

was and
"

in

is

The seed

is

which God and

not the essence of

It is

as really united to the

" Christ in us

body was."

that in

God

" This substance or seed, or spiritual

was

from that which
according to the

It is

pre-

a real substance, a spiritual, heavenly, and

is

invisible principle."

of Christ

"

Christ.

Christ are as wrapt up."*

System

body

as his outward

not a third spiritual nature distinct

who was crucified
For the same that is in us,
him was the fountain we have the stream."

man

in the

Christ Jesus,

Jerusalem.

flesh at

him. In

is

word

;

being in us, the

man

whole manhood, but according
fine, says Sewel, " the

Christ Jesus

what

to

Quakers believe

is

is

in us

proper

this light to

:

not in his

In

to us."t

be the grace

of God, &:c."t

Such are the accounts which their most enlightened writers
have given of this fundamental tenet. They are at antipodes
with each other.
seech Penn

Well might the venerable bishop of Cork becareer of publishing and of proselytiz-

to stop their

ing until they should have an understanding among themselves,
and be of one sentiment. §
This light is not the natural
light;

not the conscience;

it is

it

it

it

is

the seed

;

it is

not the soul.

It is

a distinct

the

;

;

;

tion itself;
is

it is

measure of God; it is Christ;
is the Spirit
it is Christ and the Spirit
it is the Spirit of Christ
is the love of God
it is the Saviour of men ; it needs redemp-

substance;

eternal;

it is
it is

not a creature;

God

—though

the essence of God, say some

may

divine;

it is

it is

omnipresent;

not the entire Eternal Being;
;

it is

not God, say others.

ii

it is

The

Penn said amen the society said yes.
But when Naylor and a few desperate characters
tried the force of this dogma in actual practice
and when the
religious world cried out against the blasphemy, and when the
misguided judges branded Naylor with the hot iron and sent him
orthodox

worship

it,

said West.

!

;

to the dungeon, instead of putting

him

into

an hospital, the so-

and pronounced their anathema
Moreover, it is the vehicle of God.

ciety also forsook Pcnn's theory,

over the fallen victim
" Bar.

Apol. Prop. v. and vi. sect. 13.
f Apol. Prop. V. and vi. and Quak. Confirmed, sect. 4, and his large
works, Lond. 1692, and p. 627, Beimet's Confut. of Quak. p. 115.
§ In his " Testimony, £;i: " a^inst Penn.
^ Vol. ii. p. 54T.

;

.i* it

regards a Moral Standard.

which God and Christ are

It is that in

as

317

wrapt up

It is his

!

grace.

What

a tissue of contradictions

say Quaker, can
it

is

it is

tell

what

us

an absolute non-descript
not

God

beast, nor

perfection

it is

;

fish,

in the list

It is

is ?

And

not an angelic nor

human

—

a pure

of existences

not angel nor man.

nor fowl, nor creeping thing

it is

;

what man or angel

!

this thing

;

I do not
anomaly

it is

seriously,
;

is

it

a being
it is

;

not

not a divine

attribute.

It is

a being

which had escaped the vigilant researches of rabbis and doctors,
and plain orthodox divines aye, and of modern philosophers

—

who have been carrying
es of

the lamp of discovery into

A

moral and physical science.

all

the recess-

being equally removed

above the eagle eye of Newton, and the nice chemical
anomalous
it

does

A

Humphrey Davy.

tions of Sir

irradiated the

light,

now

the

bosom

being

gloomy

of the Friend

!

It

regard

to

Hence, we are

which the proverb

Lesbiae oedificationis regula
vetur

is

entitled to

radically defec-

a moral standard, or rule of faith and manners.

has removed the only perfect rule, and

stitute to

its

cloisters of the mystic, as

the conclusion, that the system of the Friends
tive in

investiga-

which had yet, by

is
:

it

has produced no sub-

not applicable.

ad

lapidis

" Sicut

plumbea

enim figuram transmo-

—nec manet regula."*

* "'n«rff Ttt At»^/3/«5."».

T.

A,

Aristot. Eth.

lib.

v. cap. 14.

—

CHAPTER

VII.

ON THE DEFECTS OF THE RELIGIOUS SYSTEM OF THE SOCIETY

IN POINT

OF DOCTRINES.

"Doctrina eorum pallium

est

consutuni."

An

laceris veterutn h-cresium panniculis

ex

I' Alarkii Oral.

opinion has gained currency, that the doctrines of the so-

ciety cannot be distinctly ascertained
cealed, or, from their peculiar nature,

That the world cannot understand
early
to

2.

dogma

of the society

;

that they are either conai-e

And

itself.

not tangible to reason.

their opinions,

is,

in fact,

an

they have been anxious

persuade the public that the christian world can no more pene-

trate their secret love, than the ancient vulgar could the veil of

the Elcusinian mysteries
of defiance.

let

But

this is

and they throw down the same gaunt-

only a species of ruse de guerre played off for con-

cealment or defence.
tinctly ascertained.

The doctrines of the society can be disThey have authors who were fully into the

secrets of the society.

oracles

;

" Procul oh! procul tsie profuni."*

Their writings are regarded as inspired

by every orthodox Friend

;

and as long as they are

Friends, and profess to be the followers of those worthies

who

organized the society, the volumes of those elders, and not the

detached opinions of individuals
their orthodoxy.!

Were they

modern times, must determine
condemn the doctrines of Fox,

in

to

or of Pcnn, or of Barclay, or of Pennington, or of Whitehead,
they could no longer claim the name of Friends. They would

surrender the testimony of their fathers, sealed

by

their blood,

and transmitted to their children, as a legacy never to be parted
See Smith's Catechism, p. 94, and Penn ii. p. 455.
The yearly meeting at Philadelphia, in 1821, directed the youth of
the society to the " writings of their primitive Friends," to open their
eyes on the fallacy and danger of changeahle doctrines. See also the
strong language of the society on this, in their Viiid. Mosh. vol. iv. p.
•

j-

304, ed. 1821.
I
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name and

with, but with their

Were they

existence.

to

admit

that those writers were, in a single instance, in error, or that

they made even a recantation, they would surrender the very
principle on which they have erected their system,
distinguishes

them from every other

they were guided by immediate revelations

fied that

society has given full credence to their inspirations.

sages were received as " the word of the

From

and which

These writers

sect.

these writings

But a

difficulty

we

shall

meets us

produce

at the

Lord God"
all

;

testi-

and the

Their mesbody.*t

to the

our documents.

very threshold

;

a difficulty,

however, which arises not so much from the obscurity of these

They wrote so much,
and so long, and so fast, that, inspired or not inspired, certain it
is, their folios bear the melancholy proofs of human frailty.

writers as from the want of consistency.

What

confidently advanced, from " the Spirit," in one

is

sometimes
thority.J

dred

folio

flatly

This

denied
is

in

a second folio

by

the

folio, is

same high au-

the sin which greatly besets the sixteen hun-

pages of Penn.

They

are patched up out of pieces

composed at remote periods, of a long

They

spent in a tempest of

life

are, in faet, a kind of

guage on which the
growing opinions of the society were graduated. They faithfully
controversy.

mark

the progress of their principles, inch

by

inch, through the

purifying ordeal of opposition, toward that death-like stillness in

which they have slumbered

Emerging from the

for a century.

tenebrosity of mysticism, they laboured

it

through the rugged

mazes of Socinianism, and they finally settle

down

in

an ambi-

guous homogenity with Pelagius and Arminius.
I

this particularly, to guard against an array of quofrom private opinions, or from different parts of their

mention

tations

works.§

And

let

the

members

of the society look to

it.

If

it

* Burroughs' Epist. to his Works. Penn vol. ii. 186, 291, &c. Fox's
Journ- passim.
t Fox, the founder of the society, taught his followers to consider it insuiferable heresy to call the scriptures '* the word of God." But he had
no scruples of conscience in calling his own inspirations, in the shape of
Epistles, " the nuord of the Lord God," as he actually does four times in
one Rjiistle. Journ. vol. i. p. 357, 358, 359. Phil. edit, of 1808.
i The reader is referred for proof to chap. vi. in the gleanings on the
1" Light, 8cc." in this work.
§ As from the London Epistles 8vo. edit. 1806, Bait, which contitin"

]

I

much orthodoxy

in its

modern form

—

On
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can,

tem

the Defects of their

fair quotations,

be made

out, that

Penn formed his sysbound in honour

out of a particlar class of doctrines, they are

He

uphold his consistency.

to

System

the " spirit of the eternal Goci."

publicly professed to be led

The

by

society have admitted his

Hence, no orthodox Quaker can admit that he was in
And as
error, or retracted ought of what he had advanced.
their writers, from Barclay to Henry "Juke, are but copyers of
Penn, and have not, in any instance, if they speak truth, ever

claims.

contradicted him, then

opinions

his

may

be fairly considered

However, to do the subject
quote from any of their approved authors indis-^

as the public opinions of the body.
justice,

shall

1

criminately.

The

and learned world has ever held that system to
be radically defective from which are excluded the peculiar
doctrines of the gospel.
That system, therefore, which excludes
from the list of its peculiar tenets the sacred doctrine of the most

Holy

christian

Trinity

which denies the personal distinction between
Holy Ghost which rejects the real atone-

;

Jesus Christ and the

;

ment of Jesus Christ the second person, in human nature, at Jerusalem which denies the necessity of the atonement; which so
far disclaims the necessity of the knowledge and the faith of
Christ's outward sufferings, and mdzcard death, and outward re;

surrection, as to avow, that heathen nations,
these, have,

by

the inward light, the

who never heard

same opportunities of sal-

by divine revelation which admits of
before God than certain nameless undefin-

vation as Christians have

no other

justification

;

able operations on the mind by the inward
faith

of

light,

than the bending of the mind inward on

this

and no other

same

light

that system must be defective in the last degree.

§ 1. 0/* the
article is

Most Holy

Trinity.

On

fundamental.

doctrines of the gospel.

it

It

—

In the christian system this

rests the weight of all the peculiar
is

brought forward in the sacred

scriptures with clearness and proof adequate to

There

is

one God.

This

is

not contested.

that there are, in the one Jehovah, three
•

Gen.

i.

1 John V. 7.

25, xi. 6, 7.

Isa.

;*

It is

its

importance.

no

less

each of

xx;!iv. 16, xlviii. 16.

evident

whom is God,

Math.

iii.

16, 17.

In Point of Doctrines.
and

called

is

The Son

is

one God.
This

God. Thus the Father

is

The Holy Ghost

is

God.*

Therefore,

an awful mystery; but

is

it is

no contradiction.

They

three in one particular mode.

God. This is not denied.
God.t But there is only

Godhead there are

unity of

in the
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three.

They

are

are one in another mode.

These three are persons or subsistences. They do personal
acts.
1'he Father begets the Son.
The Son " is iJie only begotten of the Father.''''
The Sph'it proceeds" from the Father and
Son.
Each performs sovereign, independent, and divine acts.
The Father sent the Son the Son came, and " had power to lar/
down his life, and power to take it again.'''' And the Spirit " distributes to each man severally according as he will.''''
To each of
;

these distinctly are ascribed divine agency,| divine perfections,^

Hence, they are persons, divine and

and divine homage.||

and

tinct,

dis-

thus, " there are three that bear record in heaven, the

Father, the

Word, and

the

Holy Ghost

and these three are

;

one."ir

The

sentiments of the society on this article, were, at

They seemed

neither distinct nor clearly expressed.

the current language of the christian world
said,

according to the

:

to

first,,

adopt

they believed, thej'

letter of the scrijitures, in " the

Father,

and the Son, and the Holy Ghost and that these three were truly
and properly " one." But their collisions with several antagonists

And

brought out their real sentiments.

their unusual affectation of avoiding

prying into mysteries
are their sentiments expressed

Oh

!

notwithstanding

every thing

like indecent

•with what painful precision

!

In their system the sacred " three" are not meiely " one God''

language of the church.

in the

These " though nominally

tinguished," says Penn, " are essentially the

there
*

is

John

xii. 11.
xiii.

no
i.

distinction of persons.tt

1, 2,

&c.

§ Rev.

i.

8.

j Arts v. 3, 4.
Pbaliu cxxxix-

"

1(.

T.

same divine

They
John
li

are properly

v. IT, 2\. 23.

MaUh.

dis-

light;*'*'*-

1

xxviii. 19. 2

and
Cor.
Cor.

14.

&c. See on this article Turret, and Bern, de Moore de
1 John V.
Trinitdtc.
Dr. Owen's small vol. on Trinity, 12n)o. IIur« Solit. 2 vols.
Scott's Essays.
Sloss on Trinity. Pi'ofessor Stuart on Andover's Review
of Sparks's Sermon.
Dr. VVardlaw's Discourses on the Socin. Control^.
knd Dr. Miller's Letters on Unitarianism.
Vol. i. p. 2«r,
St. p. 142, -293.
tt Fox's Great

My

On

SSS
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truly one; they are only three different manifestations or opera*
tions of

God.

may be

said to have taken

In the

Christ

is

the everlasting Father

human

;

and the Father

nature as well as Christ.*

gloomy hours of sorrow, when,

in addition to the well"

had enactand a stern magistracy had

laid-on corrections of polemics, the English parliament

ed severe laws against blasphemy

;t

laid their iron hand on Penn ; and a dark dungeon of the Tower
had actually received him under the charge of blasphemy; the
On
concessions of this extraordinary man became marvellous.
a sudden he became too orthodox on this article, for the followers
of Biddle and Socinus. But no sooner had the dungeon disgorged
him after a meagre explanation,! than he proved before the public, the truth of his assertion made in the Tower, " that he had
Hence it is beyond
not budged one jot'''' from his early faith. §
doubt that his book entitled " The Sandy Foundation Shaken,'''' contains the true guage of his faith, and the faith of the society on
this article.ll

The frst "sandy
God in three

foundation" to be "shaken"

of one

distinct

and separate persons.

of his discussion he Avrites thus

is

the doctrine
In the course

" J^o one suhslance can have

:

three-

" This doctrine of three
"
divine persons,'''' says he, will make three Gods."
And " Whitehead'^
"
to bring this strange doctrine to the capacity of the
continues he,
people, compared their three persons to three apostles, saying, how could
distinct subsistences,

and preserve

its

unity.''''

time of them be one apostle ?"ir In another place his impiety carries
him the audacious length of asserting that our doctrine of the Holy
Trinity

mands

is

absurd !**

And

bolder than Voltaire or Priestly, he de-

" Whether if God did beget a son, that son had not a beginning ?

If the Holy Ghost proceeded from

both, is he

contemporary with the

* See this sentiment in Fox's Great Myst. p. 246, ancient Edit, and
" Snake in the Grass," p. 121, Edit. 2, of 1697.
f Anno 1 of William
1^'* Reply to the Bishop of Cork, in vol. ii. folio;
and Mary.
X
§ See his " Innocency with open face," tkc.
see particularly p. H02.
and his " Key, &c."
Clarkson Port. vol. ii. ch. 13, on Relig. appears utterly ignorant of
even the existence of this book though he might have quoted it with perFor Barclay he was too sagacious an l/lfiologist to bi-ing
fect conaistency.
forward to view tlie society's doctrine on this article If the Christ. Observ. had read tliis book of Penn, would they have written that in their

—

II

!

vol. 13 p. 113.

1 Penn's

Sandy Found.

Refutation, p. 15

— 19.

8cc. p. ll, ancient Edit, of 1668, and Vincent'5:
*• Vol- ii. and Tract First, p. 12.

;!
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sonP

my

But

more
blasphemed

my God! k

Oh!

!*

And

to pollute

my

pages with

thus that his unclean spirit

is

against the " clernal

the Father and the Son
God,''''

pen refuses

spirit,''''

who docs proceed from

against " the only bcgollm son of

And

" whose goings forth have been of old, from everlasling.^^\

thus his philosophism betrays

" Philosophiam Plato-

origin.

its

nicam omnium hsereticorum condimentum."}; Because human
reason because our feeble intellects which are bewildered by
a thousand mysteries of nature our intellects to which the union

—

of our

—

matter

souls to

because these
istence of

Jehovah

one person

is

an impenetrable mystery

cannot comprehend the mode of the ex-

in Trinity; therefore,

Socinus, Penn sweeps

and with

tian system,

in

intellects

away
it

all

with the vandalism of

the holiest doctrine from the chris-

the peculiar doctrines of the gospel

—

In the
§ 2. Of ihe persons of the Son and of the Holy Ghost.
volumes of the Friends the sacred name of Christ and of the

Holy

Ghost, seems to receive the

their speakers utter these holiest

loftiest

honours

;

and the

names with reverence.

for this the society ought to receive full credit.

orthodoxy.

the arbitrary signs of our ideas.

The

lips

But

Words
of

of

This

has produced a favourable impression on the public mind
lishes nothing in favour of their

lips

;

and

this estab-

are simply

Mohammed

also

spoke of Jesus Christ with respect ;§ the Jesuit too, and the Fran-

and even Conrad the Inmumbled over an unknown mass, pronounced

ciscan, the brother of the scapulary
quisitor, while

they

;

names with solemnity. And it costs a writer but a
to employ the current language of Christianity while

these sacred

small effort

;

those in the secret can easily affix their sentiments to the words

of their leader.

We

have an

striking.

illustration of this in the case before us, painfully

The holiest names whom

all

the christian world adores,

arc sacrilegiously imposed upon those
heretics fabricated,

ship

!

The
*
t

images which ancient
and the labours of Socinus adorned for wor-

society has always admitted the divinity of Christ and of the

Heb.

Tertul.

ix. 14.

John xv. 26. Gal. iv. 6.
t John
§ Gibbon's Decl. and Fall of

De Anima.

vol. vi. p. 251. Phil

2 Edit.

i.

18,

tlie

Mic. v.

2.

Rom. £mp.

On
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Holy Sprit
rit

the Dejects of their

But how

*

?

^Viiy

System

— because the Son and

are manifestations or operations of the

ever

of

is

amount of
vine; this

God must

Godhead
This

necessarily be divine.

marvellous admission that

this great, this

;

Spi-

and whatthe total

is

iliese

are

di-

the utmost extent of the divinity which the society

is

allows them.

In addition to this, the personal distinction

the Son and the Spirit,

denied by them

is

in strong

between

and positive

terms.!

With them these sacred persons mean one and the same

thing.

The

following quotations are the proofs of these asser-

tions.

Penn conveys
Crellius,

whom

his sentiments unblushingly in the

he applauds.J

"

The Holy

Spirit

language of
is

the

power

or efficacy of God, which proceeds from God, and issuing into

man,
of

sanctifies

and consecrates them

God they were wont

one

spirit that

as the

life

one has

and

all,

—which power and

to call inspirations."

"

We

efficacy

believe in

proceeds and breathes from the Father and Son,
rirtue of the

Father and Son

||

Job

" and he

who has

Pennington and Clarkson

for these three are one."§

re-echo the same sentiments.

;"

Scott, a distinguished'modcrn

leader, professed his firm faith in " the divinity of Christ," but

denied the persons

in the

Godhead.

He conveys

his sentiments

my mind
became actually the seed of the woman,
and he is one in the head and in all the members."1[
In the process of their refinement by allegory it is evident that

clearly in these extraordinary words

:

"

It

is

clear to

that that one divinity

the society has not only destroyed the distinction between the
divine persons, but as the Bishop of Litchfield has justly observ* H. Tuke and Clarkson in his Port. vol. ii. 228, Edit. 2. Is it supposnble that these two very excellent men were unacquainted with Penn's
books and real sentiments;' I think not.
\ Yes, though Penn does say " the son w distinct from the Father." See
vol. ii. p. S02.
^ " 1 wish," says Penn, " tliat Crellius had been as sound and clear in
He had been writing Socinianism on the Trinity. I
all other points."
Sim aware that Penn armed cap-a-pee with the weapons which Socinus
had laid down, had entered the lists against a Socinian, (the author of
" The Quaker's Spirit Tried ;") tliat he fought against these " Socinian
Jiolions" and that he advocated the "divinity of Christ," vol. ii.pp. 109,
SIO, 112.
But their dress and armour being changed, Trojan attacked
Trojan in faUing Troy, and did each other incredible mischief in the dark.
Clark. Port. vol. ii. p. 229.
§ "Vol. ii. p. 67.
B
Compare this with Penn's declamation against
*i Rathb. Narrat. p. 30.
the terms " person of Christ," in vol. ii. p. 587.

—

^

In Poin t of Doctrines.
they have

ec],*

whom

Christ,

which

ture,

and " the

is

flesh

inward

the outward Christ, for the

rejected

alone they seem to regard.
called
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In Christ's

human

na-

them, indiscriminately, " his person,"

by

and blood of the

vail,''t

there dwelt the spirit or

which is Chi'ist;^; and the same Christ who was without
measure in the man Jesus, they make to be in all men in a cerlight

measure.

tain

"

The

scriptures," say they, " expressly distin-

and we
Fox having given

guish between Christ and the garment that he wore

can never

call

the bodily garment Christ.§

a detail of the inward crucifixion, and the
Christ,||

has added

;

mroaj-t^ resurrection

polished a style as he had been

in as

in

of

the

habit of using to his uninspired antagonists, "Devils and repro-

"

bates talk of him without."
ties

The

Devil," (he took great liber"

with this personage in his exhibitions) " the devil

is

in thee,

by the Christ without.^^ And to
crown the whole, this apostle adds " If there be any other Christ
than he who is crucified within, he is a false Christ.''''^
But perchance this may have been uttered in one of those unhappy moments which fell on Fox between two lucid intervals. No, I canfor thou sayest thou art saved

not avail myself of this supposition to excuse him
tually maintains the
his shield

for Penn acorthodoxy of the passage, while he throws

over Fox, and frowns defiance on every one

demur.**
Further: they seem
Christ
"

in

to

deny

Your imagined God beyond
a

/(c/"tt

man

the

that the

which he suffered death,

utterly denied.
is

;

To say

tliat

Fox disputed

Christ that

is

in

who dares

very human nature of
glory in the heavens.

and your carnal Christ is
God and man in one person,

the stars,

Christ

is

against the assertion " that the body of

was crucifed,

is

now

in the presence of God the

* In his " Vindication of Jesus' Mir." p. 146, 147.
f Pennington's
Quest, to Professors, p. 25.
i Fox's Saul's Errand to Damas. p. 14.
Anc. Edit.
"Of
§ " Princii}!es of tliL- Quak. anc. Eait. p. 126,
lii's resurrection we (Quakers) are eye-witnesses."
Fox's fJreat Myst. p.
242, and Second Letter to the IJisliop of Litchlield, p. 34.
t Fox's
Great Myst. p. 206, 250, 183. Sec " Snake, &c." p. 128, Edit. 2.
||

•*

Works,

vol. ii. p. 6~4, and 490.
See C. Atkinson's terrible book with a terrible name. " The Sword
tof the Lord Drawn," p. 5, anc. Edit, and "Snake," p. 1:??? and 379. Edit.
He admits
l3. and Whitehead's Reply to the Snake, p. 155. A. U 1697.
the words as a fair quotation. See also Penn's Defence of them. Works,
J

i

I

j

[vol.

ii.

612.

32

(

.
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And

Father.''''

the Defects

against

this,

And he

touching the fie.sh.''''

of their System

" that Christ is absent from ihem an
gravely maintained that " those who

make two Christs."* To
words of Friends of the eighteenth cen-

profess a Christ without and one within,
the same purpose are
{
'

" Is the divinity and humanity of Christ divided

turj.

godhead

his

And

the

and

be present,

Barclay,

in defiance

who

he

of

all

goes into the same absurdity.

is the

heavenly

man

can then

?

be absent?'''']

the principles of his philosophy,

" The

man

Christ Jesus

is

in ms,'*

says he, " though not in his whole manhood, but according

to that

proper to us, and yet withou t all division.^''l And Burroughs
asserted that " the very man
the very Christ of God
the very body

which

is

is

—

—

within ms."§

The

application of this principle has carried

extravagance.

Lord was
sided in

by

is

;

in

To support
" Christ was manifested
And Penn,

flesh."||

mently exclaims, "
his

coming

disown

his

vihich is the

into another

and as Christ
and as the same " spirit,'" though in an inferior
each of them, they talked of " Christ manifest in

their flesh."

the

them

human nature of our
was the "spmi" that re-

their theory, the

his "joersoM;"

Jesus

measure,

As,

this.
in

full

If those

Fox makes

the apostle say thai

his (Paul's) flesh to

condemn

are called anti-Christs

who

—

and

nozo revealed to his people?''''^

docti'ine sedulously instilled into their youth.

but true ministers preach Christ within.^''

This

is

the

" False ministen

preach Chiist without, and bid people believe in him, as he
:

denied

what must they be reputed who as stiffl})
inward, nearer, and more spiritual coming in the soul
higher and more noble knowledge of Chr ist yea, the mysin the flesh,

tery hid for ages,

above

sin in

of the same matchless ideas, vehe-

is

in heaver

" 7* that withir

and principle of thy religion ? Answer. Tha.
for zue know that it is Christ ; and being Christ
only and principal : For that which is only admiti

thee the only foundation

of God in me
it must needs
not of another

is

be

so

;

— and

that wliich is principal is greatest in feemg."**

Barclay held an opinion that Christ had " two

bodies.'"

Th<

* Great Myst.
pp. 211, 210 and 254, and Second Lett, to the Bishop o:
" I5«'ief Apol. for Quakers." A. D. 1727
Litchfield, 1753. p. 22, he.
f
p. 32.
t Bur. Works, Lend. 1692, p. 627.
§ Works, p. 149, anc
Edit, and " Snake," &c. sect. 10.
Great Myst. p. 205.
1 Works
** Smith's Primer for Quaker Children, p. 8, 9, 8c 57
vol. ii. p. 780.
||

in Fomi of
one was outward

:

was the " vehiculum Dei," or spiritword as really as his outward body was."*

the other

ual body, united to the
I

shall close this disgusting detail with

" Christ qualified that

Penn.

body

resided." "

And

body

He

the Christ

is

at

an additional proof from

had just said, " that the

body

Nazareth^ was the

invisible,

who dwelt

and ever was

in this

body

But that

for his service.

He

did not constitute Christ."

holy person, born
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JJoclrints.

is

in

the

which Christ

ungodly world."t

to the

Holy

says he, pressing a text violently into his service, " the
that Spirit."!

"

And

1

come unto you."§ But how
€very thing

is

He

easy.

you

will not leave
is

this to his

determines,

" For,"

Spirit.

Lord

comfortless.

1

is

will

To the inspired,
own authority, that

point?

by

his

" the Comforter, to be sent from the Father," is no other, and
can be no other than Christ in his " spiritual appearance among
f/icm."||

And, as a serious

them who

difficulty

might arise

in the

minds of

took the letter of scripture for proof, instead of his

sacred revelations, he makes the said text
nient alteration, so as to run thus

unto you."Tr

And

thus he

the Father, under the

name

Finally, let the reader

—"

I

makes Christ

to

to

undergo a conve-

come

will

a comforter

send himself from

of the Spirit.**

compare

all this Avith

the following so"
never

We

lemn confession of the Friends of the present day.

doubted the truth of the actual birth, life, sufferings, death, resurrection and ascension of our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ,
See his Great Works, edit. 1693, p. 306, and Penn ii. 802.
f Vol.
pp. 816 and 415.
"
"
terms
of
Zorc/"
are
common
and
s/i/ri7"
application.
X The terms
Thus God is a spirit ; and, as a sovereign, he is Lord. For the same rea"
Lord
the
and
Holv
Ghost is a spirit,
sons Christ is a spirit," and the
and the Lord. Thus 2 Cor. iii. 18 «Te K</p/oi/ niivfi<tttt from the Lord
the spirit. But it is no where said by unuje authority, that Christ is the
*

ii.

;

Spirit or that the Holy Ghost is the Lord Jesus Christ.
Vol. ii. 471, 472.
1 See vol. ii. 419, 428. See
John xiv. 18.
also Barclay Apol. Prop. v. and vi. and " Quakerism Confii-med," sect. 4.
** The text " Christ is i?i youexcejit ye be reprobatea^'' 2 Cor. xiii. 5.
has been quoted in sui)port of their " Christ withiri." Our Lord had ascended into heaven bodily, in the presence of his disciples and his human nature cannot he in more places than one at the same time. Hence
It is to be referred to him as the
it cannot be applied to him literally.
image and pattern after which the christian is sanctified. There is a
bright ;^nd lovely combination of graces in the christian, which constitute
a fair though humble resemblance of Christ. This is the image of our
Lord and the name of Christ is put on it to show its author and relation.

Holy

;

§

||

;

;

-

/
I
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as related

by

System

the Defects of their

the evangelists, without reserve or diminution, bjr

allegorical explanation.*

§ 3.

Of the

Atonement.

— Having ascertained the sentiments of
Lord Jesus

the society respecting our

pared

to

Penn has professed

"We

own
"

God."

we

are

now

pre-

belief in

his

atonement of Christ.

tlie

by the son of
no other name than that

remission of sins^and eternal salvation

We

declare that

of Christ the mighty God,

demption comes."

"

He

we know of
by whom atonement and plenteous

is

re-

the only and complete Saviour from
All their polemics from Barclay

the pollution and guilt of sin."t
to Clarkson, devoutly

sumed

Christ,

understand their doctrine of the atonement.

copy

after the

same

faith

;

and

is

it

pre-

that the society in general, holds this doctrine in these very

words.

For when the Bishop of

clergy of his diocese,

in

St.

Asaph,

in his

charge

to the

A. D. 1813, ranked the Quakers by the

side of the Socinians, as the

common enemies

of the atonement,

the society: and
some came out against the Bishop's " error. "J It is admitted,
then, that the society owns the atonement of Chri.•^t, and the remission of sins by him."§
But all the world knows that words and phrases are one thing,
and that ideas attached to them are another. Here is another

it

produced a very considerable sensation

most melancholy proof of this.

Alas!

how

in

little

world know of the doctrines of the Friends.

does the religious

The. truth

is,

that

notwithstanding the forms of confession which have been quoted,

and which are common in the lips of their speakers the holy
doctrine of the atonement as delivered in the Bible, and tausht
;

and canons of the churches, is denied in the most
and unqualified terms by every orthodox Quaker !\\ The
denial is interwoven in their very principles.
They never can
believe in the atonement of our Lord Jesus, unless thej^ renounce

in the rules

positive

the fundamental principle of the sect

ence as a society

rests.

—

that on

They do deny

which their

the most

Holy

exist-

Trinity,

* Mosh. vol. iv. p. 287, edit, of 1821.
f See vol. ii. pp. 6Q7, 14,j
and 6'.r.
§ See London Epist. fori
X Christ. Obscrv. July 1814.
Whose tenets are modelled after those of their'
A. D. 1732, sect. 8.
ancient elders, Penn, Fox, Barclay, 8cc.
fl
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In Point of Doctrines.
the denial of the three divine persons hi the unity of

by

ihey take away

personal distinction

tlic

And oh!

and the Holy Ghost.

Godhead;

between Jesus Christ

their sentiments on the atone-

ment are dreadfully consistent with these other opinions!*
I will show from authentic writings what atonement they do
reject: and what atonement they really own.
The following radical doctrine of the Bible, which is most
firmly received by all the Reformed churches, is that which
Pcnnt makes the " second
" That

impossible that

it is

sandrj foundalion tobc shaken,^''

namely:

God can pardon sin zvithout a plenary

salis-

fuction.'''l

His sentiments on divine
this subject.

" If

God winks

so prying? If the judge of

he

justice will

to turn inquisitor ?"§

be a

introduction to

fit

at the ignorant,

must

this

man be

the earth will not be strict, ought

all

The Supreme one being

thus represent-

as indifferent to the claims of strict justice, his reader

ed

pared

A

for the

development of

his doctrine of

satisfaction or atonement, in the sense d'ifincd

formed churches, was not necessary
the

first

reasons from the case of

says he, "

just,"'

to

be

stroyed

If

was

by the Re-

not given.

On

laid

Besides, does

it

it

would

follow that because a debt

may be dethem aside unanswered, unhonoured, would be

set aside, the infinite claims of divine justice
?

an act of

On

it

forgive a debt:"' but in certain cases

'be a heinous crime.

may

and

pre-

down with a bold hand, he
debts among men. " // is not called un-

which he has

position,

;

is

atonement.

To

set

infinite injustice.

||

the second position this

is

the substance of his argument.

Christ satisfied God's justice, he did

it

as

God, or as man, or

God and man; but he did it not as God, nor as man, nor as
therefore he has not satisfied God's justice."1]i
God and man
as

:

He

—

has pursued

language,

in

this

one of

argument

in

his bo6l<s**

the most indecent

— a book which,

in

and offensive

my deliberate

opinion, puts Sabellius and Socinus, and perhaps even Priestly
* Consult Stapferi Thcol. Polem. vol. iv. cap. 15, sect 29, 30, Sec. on
the necessary connexion between their principles, and all their errors.
X J"'' xxxvi. 18. Psal. xlix. 7, 8, 9. Is. liii. 6.
t In vol. ii". p. 248.
Heb.ix. 22.
See Turret, loc. iii. Quest. 19.
§ Vol. ii. p. 715.
and B. D. Moore, vol. i. p. 675, 8cc. Dr. Owen on the Justice of God.
Against Clapham in vol. ii. 13 of his Works.
T See vol. i. p. 248.
||
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to the blush

son— aye

In another place*

!

System

the JJefcds of their

and of scripture,

he has called

the aid of rea-

in

demonstrate the doctrine of the
necessity and reality of the atonement to be " irreligious, absurd,
!

and blasphemous

to

!"

These are equalled only by the
he satisfy

impieties of Whitehead. " Sa-

Cannot God command

tisfaction zvas not needful.

and please himself? This is

represent

to

his

wrath

God

than ma)i."t Christ's sufferings, could not be any satisfaction
justice for our sins; for they were persecutors

cannot

?

as more cruel

God's

to

who imputed them

to

''Nothing but a creature suffered; he suffered by sinners.§

God punishes our sins in Christ to
God promises pardons on our repentance.^''^

It cannot be that
/jce."||

satisfy his jus-

This

is

but a

partial specimen of the audacious style of their books lying be-

fore the public.

On

these principles

what importance or value can we attach

the death of Jesus Christ?
question

mony

;

and

The

Yes

!

felt

answer has revealed

their

to

the weight of this

their marvellous har-

with Socinus and Priestly.

"sea/eci" his testimony with his

truth.

leaders

No more! And was

this

These taught that our Lord
blood; he fell a martyr to the
design of his mission?

this all the

system which breathes a withering blast on

all

our hopes,

admits of no more and Penn admits of no more Having stated
" that a body was prepared for Christ in which he came to fulfil!

!

his father's will; that he

preached the promise of salvation and

remission of sins through him to those
this doctrine,

and

for asserting that he

and one with God, the Jews
be believed on

as a

'

seaP

crucified

to ratify

who

believed

was the

him

;

that for

offspring of

God,

blood "

must

and

his

and confirm the glad

tidings

of remission of sin."**

But the society does confess " an atonement by
following quotations will explain at once
cess

by which

it

its

The

Christ.^^]]

nature,

and the pro"

accomplishes their salvation.

We

believe

that Christ within us doth ofier himself a living sacrifice to
for us,

by which

power

in that light within

the wrath of

me

to

God
save

is

appeased

to us.

me from sin ?

Yes,

Is
all

God

there

power

* In vol. ii. p. 530.
"
f See his book strangely named The Divinity
p. 52.
Hp.
of Christ," p. 62.
| Do. p. 63.
§ p. 58. 45.
•* See vol. ii. p. 281.
40.
ft Lond. Epist. for A. D. 1732, sect. 8.
(1

In Point of Doctrines.
heaven and

in

the

in

orthodoxy of

earth

is in

it

Penn

!"*
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against Faldo defends

this passage.t

comment on the atonement, which
would have dictated, and the Deist will approve, Penn
exclaims: " Js it not more suitable to truth and scripture to beIn another place, after a

Priestly

lieve that

himself,

by

God was

in

(who is in us) reconciling man to
sin which ruled in their hearts; and

Christ,

by removing that
them to know the glory of God

his light giving

in the face of

Jesus Christ.''!

Barclay gives a clear exposition of
Christ himself

is

in ihc heart of

corruptible seed //icrf."§

wild theory.

In those

his master's views. "Jesus

Everyman and woman in

the little in-

On this mystic dogma he thus rears his
who do not resist, but who act in concert

with the labours of this seed within, and do their best in this process of mystical parturition, " their Christ will be brought forth in

This inward birth

them."

is

a grand era.

" Christ alive in

The

As this
them" works all his works this is
subof
the
grows more and more vigorous by the careful nursing
his righteousness.

;

ject,

it

comes,

produces astonishing

effects. " It

roots out the evil seed in

it

man

counterbalances,

;"

really "just and holy before God."

" Besides

kind of justification

And

is

imaginary.''||

it

over-

and thence he becomes
this,

every other

so late as A.

D. 1793,

Job Scott advocates this frightful mysticism. " There is no other
possible way of salvation but by that of a real conception and birth of
the divinity in

respond

man."iy

And,

to this unparalleled

in

regard

to faith

it

is

mode of justification.

made
Faith

to coris

the

aspect which the soul bends inward on the Christ -there," while
"

it

follows the leading of the internal light."**

Quaker writers from George Fox down to the
Henry Tukc, make redemption by Christ and regenera-

In fine,

amiable

all

the

* Smith's Catechism.
% Vol. ii. p 14f Vol. ii. 410, and 645.
Apology Prop. v. and vi. p. 191, &c. Phil. edit. 1808.
Bar. Apol. Thcs. Prop. vii. pp. 190, 199, 210, 220, 232, &c. and Pen-

§
II

nington, vol.
Ii

viii.

i.

608.

Quoted from Kathb. Nar. p. 00. See
sect. 2. and p. 1S2, 134. and 230.

also Clarkson's Port. vol.

ii.

p.

•* S. Crispp. 323. Phil. edit. 178'/. See Pennington i.p. 600, and Penn.
784. Speaking of our Justification by wliat Christ did without us, Penn
says, " we boldly affirm it in the name of the Lord, to be the doctrine of

ii.

devils!" Sec his Serious Apo!. ch.

Note.

vi.

or

Works

vol.

ii.

p. 66

and 52-.
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What, we

tion the same.

they beheve

to

System

the Defects of their

Lord did on the

believe, our

This arises necessarily out of their belief of the Christ
It is

woven throughout

fatal error

a

§ 4.

Of the

from

Resurrection

resurrection from the dead

fundamental

its

christian

body

;

to

cross,

be aUogether a work within on the human mind.

it is

to

the dead.

— The

witliin.

!*

doctrine of the

peculiar to the gospel and one of

is

To

articles.

deny

the whole system

believe

it is

a peculiar badge of the

be guilty of error.t

that shall be raised, all admit that

gross nature and qualities with which

it

In respect of the

will not

it is

partake of the

laid in the grave.

On

churches of Christ have declared out of the

this article all the

holy scriptures their belief as follows:

—That the body

dergo such a process of purification, that

its

shall un-

earthly and gross

qualities shall be entirely removed
that its corruption shall be
changed into incorruption its dishonour into glory its weakness
its mortality
into power its natural body into a spiritual body
into immortality
that nevertheless this change in its qualities
;

;

;

;

;

:

and nature; that it shall
still be the identical body which lived here, and in which the
that the holy scriptures do teach distinctly that
soul resided
those " who are in their graves shall come forth ; and the many who
That it was the identical body of
sleep in the dust shall awake.'''
shall not destroy

its

essential qualities

;

our Lord which was raised from the grave, and "

rose as the

same body is not raised
that if
it will not be a resurrection but a creation of new bodies
by
the
bought
was
which
body
raised,
the
not
same
body
be
the
was
and
Spirit,
blessed
the
by
sanctified
Lord
and
blood of our

first fruits of them that sleep;" that

if

the

;

good works were performed, shall
be lost in the dust, and consumed by the last flames and another
body shall receive the honours and the reward of the Redeemer's
the instrument

by which

his

;

purchase

—though he

is

not

saviour,

its

the song of the redeemed in bliss as

blood

that

if

the

same body

is

things in the hodyX according to

*

and

it

can never join

by
it was not " redeemed

not raised,

men do

what he has done

not recerve

in

his
the

in this life, al-

See Pref. of Foz's Jouni. and Henry Tukc's " Prinri/ilcs of the Qua-

kers"

edit. 5, p. 18-t. Christ. ()!)survei-, vol.
Tim. ii. 18X 2 Cor. v. 10-

xxii. 29, 2

of the translator in this text.

f M;iiih.

13, p. 110.

The word

done

is

an uddition

In Point of Doctrines.
though inspiration has declared

it;

that

if
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same body be not

the

raised, the bodies of the wicked, the very instruments of sin, shall

escape vengeance and sleep

in the

dust

;

and

" resurreclion

in the

of damnation" they shall have other bodies which never were
by sin, and never partook of guilt, and which it were in-

stained

justice to subject to punishment.

The

sentiments of the society are perfectly at one with those
" The body is the prison of the soul,'*'' said the

of their masters.

Platonic divines

again shall

it

aeriform body,
it

was

:

" Death

is

be confined in

and returns

the escape

the soul from

of

The soul

it.

into the essence

after deaths

qf

that

it :

joined

is

never
to its

Being out of which

takcn.'^*

The
ciety ,t

On

doctrine of the resurrection of the dead held
is,

have existed two opinions

this subject there

Those whose system has been rigorously

First:

by

the so-

therefore, radically different from that of the Bible.

the society.

in

consistent with

that of their masters, have confined their doctrine on this article

These, as

exclusively to the mystic resurrection within them.|
the zealous disciples of

Hymeneus and

venerable Paul paid such marked attention,
" the resurrection

Second:

is

past

whom

Philetus,§ to
||

the

have taught that

already.''''

In the close of the seventeenth century, the leaders of

the society being driven to the last resort

by

the polemics of the

day, came out with an avowal of a resurrection "froni the grave.^''
But the value of the concession was hardly appreciated, when,

1

to the astonishment of the religious world, they again

came

out

j

against the resurrection of the

grave.

Here

is

same body

that

Here

something marvellous.

of the grave, and yet not of the body that

is

was
is

in the

laid in the

a raising out

grave.

But

I

[the persevering

Penn, ever undaunted

in the

hour of

fighting,

stood out against the shafts of irony, and satire, and argument.

He

;

threw

tion "

,

I

is

S^ospel.^

The

down with

this

absurdity,''''

'

Alcoran than with

the

says he, " of the Popish transubstantiation

Cicero

lov's

•

challenge: Your resurrec-

that agrees better with the

De Divin. et consol. oper. p. 446. Plat, in his Timseus. TayPlatonic Phil. vol. ii. p. 218, and 235, qu irto.
f Ptnn vol. ii. p.
,396.
X ,Fox, and those of the •'first convlnccmcnt," Great Myst. p.
214, 8cc.
§ 2 Tim. ii. ver. 17, 18.
1 Tini. i. 20.
1 Penn vol. ii. p. 89G. What is the gospel in his opinion ? The gospel
*

I

his gauntlet

a conceit

||
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Great

rather out-done than equalled by this Jleshly resurrection.*

spirits are never content with moderate measures

brings
times.

men of ancient times
Hence by the same

into contact with

and

;

this often

those of

impulse of zeal, for

modern

could not be

it

a designed imitation, Penn renews the very dilemma by which
the Sadducees thought to entangle our Lord.
If they rise so,"
he is speaking of the " same bodies,'''' " then every man is to rise married,'*^ et cetera.t
And that it may not be supposed that he disputes merely against the rising of the " gross and natural body"

a thing which no

man

mark

advocates, he takes care to

very point against which
" identity and sameness of

his hostility

is

directed

it is

;

the

against the

the body.''''X

His favourite argument

"

is

tiiat

bodies

compounded out of

elementary world, cannot outlive their own matter

As

cannot be eternal'''

and that

make mat-

the Almighty cannot

if

this

dust

ter as well as spirit eternal

§ 5.

The second coming of Christ

to

Judgment.

be the modern sentiments of the society on

must have undergone,

it

is

it

is

in

their civil intercourse with

certain that the primitive Friends de-

nied the second coming of the Lord Jesus in
last

and they

hoped, a material change, from the

kindly inteixhange of sentiment
the christian world,

—Whatever may

this article,

human nature

to the

judgment.

Their system,

body

returns to

in brief,
its

seems

to

have been

this

returns into the essence of that being out of which

does not return

At death the

:

native dust, never again to leave

to raise the

it

it;

the soul

came. Christ

dead, or to separate the righteous

by Barclay, actually put wi/hin ?nan. And even the very preachers,
Avhose " feet," the apobtle says, " are beautiful on the mountains," and
the " two edged sword," and " the fire and tlie hammer" all, all are ac-

is

—

Apol. Pro]), v. and vi. sect. 23. Aye "and Moses
and tlie prophets are within them. " Fisher's Velata." p. 4. No wonder
it is that a writer said of them " they cany about with them consubstan-

tually nvithin them

!

I

tiation in their bellies."

* Penn vol. ii. ch. 13 of his "Railing against Reason." Against the
Popish transubstantiation, or tliattlie bread and wine in the holy supper
aix in fact changed into the very flesh and the very blood of Christ, wc
have the evidence of all our senses. But in the " resurrection" there is
nothing contrary to reason, or tlie senses, or experience.
j- Vol. ii. 545, compare this modern with the ancient Sadducee, Matth
,xx. 28.
X Vol. ii. 544, also Tuke and Clarkson Portr. vol. ii. p. 229

I

—
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from the wicked.

Little

is

written

by them

sentiments on this subject; but that

Having admitted

Christ's

coming

first

liltlc

to elucidate their

is

awfully decisive.

in ihe fesh,

they maintain,

with warmth, that his second coming was in the effusion of the

Holy Ghost
Whitehead,

at

who

be deceived

Pentecost.

§ 6.

And

those are like to

coming of Christ.''''] And thus
the rank of the bold spirits of St. Pe-

in

who demanded " where

and

"

expect this personal

they placed themselves
ter's time,

" These we acknowledge,*^ said G.

" but of no other do we read.^^*

last.

Of the

Future

is the

State.

promise of his coming ?"{

—The sentiments of the

so-

ciety in general, respecting the future state, have not been ex-

actly ascertained.
Their chief writers speak in general terms,
and avoid minute discussion on this topic. This much, however,
is

certain, that Burroughs, one of their inspirati, uttered in his

memorable Platonic sentiment, to which I have
my soul and spirit is centred into its own
being with God, and this form of person must return from whence it
came.''''§
And Fox has left these words on record, " that none
has a glory and a heaven but within them."||
last

moments,

this

alluded before

:

" J^ow

"Sic

******

itur

— sed non ad astra."

These are the doctrines of the society as exhibited

What

in their books lying before the public.

purity of the gospel

body of

man

!

How

these doctrines

pressing forward to

;

different

from

!

in the infinity of perfection, all that
all that is

the whole

and the prospects held up by them to
On the one side, the
his final destiny

gospel exhibits the character of Deity in

with

a contrast to the

its spirit is

is

its

true light;

combining

magnificent and glorious

A just God and a Saviour.'''' It
and divine persons, the Father, and

lovely and awful

exhibits the three distinct

the Son, and the

Holy Ghost,

in

one undivided essence.

Jt

spreads before the wandering and disconsolate sinner the most

cheering hopes from the atonement of Christ.

man

It

points out to

the fatal consequences of giving himself up to the guidance

• See his " Light Withi7i," p. 40.
f See his" C/iri.tt jJscended" p.
23, and his " Nature ofClir'mt,'" p. 29, and Fuller's " Reply to 12 Queries," p. 81.
§ Hovvgill's Testim. prefixed to the
X 2 Pet. iii. 3, 4.
Great Myst. p. 214, old
Works of Burroughs' folio, A. D. lf.73.
edit. See Bugg's Pict. of Quak. p. 399, &c, &.c.
||

;;
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System

the Defects of their

own heart, or of any principle within him it woos him
away from every false hope, and directs him to the exalted Saof his

;

viour in heaven

it

;

lunary objects;

it

paints in proper colours the vanity of

when ready

supports the pilgrim

despair under the pressure of human woes
the mazes of folly

him

by

him from the

it

guides him through

the pure and steady light of truth;

into the possession of all that

freshes

;

it

virtuous and lovely;

is

sub-

all

to sink in

living streams of salvation;

leads
re-

it

cheers his

it

drooping spirit in the last fearful conflict it lights up with holy
joy the countenance of the dying christian, and throws its lovely
;

beams of hope on

the soul of the bending

the dead to the silent

tomb

it

;

mourner

conveys

as he

carries the soul of the sleeping

pilgrim to the bright realms of glory, and thither

it

guarantees

same body which he lays

the certain ascension of the

in the

grave; there to reap the rich rewards of the divine love in pure

and perpetual bliss.
But on the other side, turn your eyes on these prospects set
before our pilgrim. There lovely nature ceases to smile a with;

ering blast has passed over the face of the land; the herbs have

perished

;

the flowers have faded

the whirlwind has swept them
in secret,

and spent

its

;

the forest has shed

away

leaves

its

walked

the pestilence has

;

energies on animated nature; desolation

—

For oh! the sun has set
His kindly influences are gone and gone is
that divine person who redeemed by purchase and by power,

scowls from his throne of darkness.

—

over that world.

the trembling pilgrim

;

and gone too

is

that divine person

The lamp

led his steps into the paths of righteousness.
flashes in the socket,

and threatens

to leave

him

to

a land

unknown

unearthly voices tempt him

own mind, and

seek what

is

without.

shifting
to turn

is

the moral chaos within, he

row on what

;

is

The

the gloom of

he moves through
phantoms hover round him

despair ; every object presents a dreary aspect

darkness

in

;

inward on the energies of his

necessary there.

At the

pitiless

storm mingles
:

its

sor-

terrors

the thunders roar; the

lightning's livid glare reveals the face of nature in her

demon

sight of

thrown back with encreasing

with the ragings of the mountain stream

formities; the

who

of truth

new

de-

of the storm mingles his unearthly shrieks

with the roaring of the thunder, and lashing the whirlwind into

In Point of Doctrines.
fury,

his head,

he rides over

a tempest of the night

shadow of death

;

.'"

and threatens

Return,

O pilgrim

!
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to " carry

return to the valley of vision.

of light; hither thy

him away in

from the valley of the
This

is

the land

God beckons thee; here thy Saviour stretches

out his arms to receive thee; here the Comforter will dry up thy
tears.

And when

bear thee away

the years of thy

to the

embalm thy memory

life

in

numbered he

will

and the church

will

shall be

land of the blessed

;

her sweet remembrance, while with a

tear she pronounces " Blessed are the

dead who die

in the

Lord !"

CHAPTER

VIII.

The proem.

The immortal

author of u Tale in a Tub has indubitably been

unjust to brother John in the matter of brother Peter's coat. He
makes the said John Presbyter (o fall outrageously on Peter's
coat, and despoil it of every portion of its embroidery, of its unnecessary foldings and loop-holes and buttons. And, moreover,
he makes him, through the excess of zeal, to displace these su-

pernumeraries, actually to tear and rend the garment

in sundry
whatever lengths the zeal of John did carry
and he went great lengths (lauded be his zeal,) in reducing

Now

places.

him

—

to

brother Peter's coat
aver, and

I

to

a christian-like shape and condition,

prove

offer to

that the action

it,

I

which the aforesaid

immortal author ascribes

to

done by

John's coat possesses not only every

brother George.

brother John, was in

its literal

extent

necessary item of loop and button, durability, and gracefulness,
but moreover,

it is

modestly equipped with a just apportionment

of embroidery; but George's violence has not only stript off all
ornaments, and all necessaries, but it has rent and mangled it to

such a degi'ee that
is it

even

fit

to

it

has no earthly resemblance

cover his nakedness

!

The proof

to

a coat; nor

of this

forth-

is

coming.

And

with

my

reader's permission, dropping this figure,

I

shall

enter on the proofs of the defects of the qkaker system in

POINT OF RELIGIOUS INSTITUTIONS.
§ 1.

Of

tfOfx»l^ou<ri.

the

Lord's Day,

n«p/ T»t J/}/o//»c J/^ifa?

»» w-^vtis «»9f«)-r«f

— Theophilus Antioch.— The Quakers reject the fourth

commandment; and of course thc}^ deny the morality of the Sab*
With them all days arc alike holy with them " every
bath.
day is the Lord's day." " The immediate movings of the spirit
;

are not limited to time or place ;"* and they strenuously assert that

there

day

is

no authority

of the

week

i'rom scripture

making or declaring the

the christian Sabbath.
*

Bar.

first

!

On
It*

the Defects of their System, §*c.

by

atlmittod

is

voted exclusively,

that a portion of our time

all

to the service

of Almighty
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must be de-

God and
;

very

it is

evident that this time ought to be so fixed and universally understood, that the christian

may

world

enter on

without distraction or misunderstanding.
not fixed a day,

And

if all

men

are

solemn services

If divine authority

what earthly power could

christian world?

its

left

dictate to the

to fix their

has

whole

own

time,

what a scene of confusion and disorder would be produced

in

society

The

testimony of the Bible

has not

Order''^

of

the beginning "
set

it

left

God

is

blessed the Sabbath

The observance

apart.

clear and definite that " theGod

day and

sanclijicd

Hence

or

it

of this " resf could not be design-

ed for the Most High in any other respect than that
sacred to his service.

and

From

such an important point unsettled.

it

was ordained

for

it

should be

man's favour

benefit.

This " resC or "

Sabbath'''' is

noticed as existing and actually ob-

served by public consent, previous
fourth

And

commandment.!

expressed as

this

precept

it

ting that

we were

is

is

so

to

keep

it

holy."

enrolled with the other nine which are exas

it

has a special reference

to give

obligation

up what

is

called

would not be lessened

to the divine

But even admit-

most certainly a moral precept.

worship,

its

is

And

clusively moral.

weight of

to the publication of the

precept the injunction

recognise a former precept on this subject. " Be-

to

membcr the Sabbath day

Now,

in that

its

morality, the

in a single grain

j

by

the admission

would

still

positive

;

far less

would

it

thereby be abrogated.

be a divine precept; and as a divine precept

it is

It

as

and as binding as that which enjoins Baptism and the

Lord's Supper.

The keeping
ligation in the

of the Sabbath

church.

Its

is

an ordinance of perpetual ob-

existence in the church after the

in-

troduction of the christian dispensation, and the conversion of
the Gentiles,

is

distinctly foretold

discourse assumes

it

by

a prophet.J

Our

Saviour's

as a matter of fact not to be questioned, that

* I have made a free use of President Edwards' Sermon on the Sabbath, to illustrate and confirm oti?- views on tliis suiijcct,
t

Exod.

xvi. V. 23, 26.

t Isa.

Ivi. 6, 7, 8,

On
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the Dpfects of their

the Sabbath would be observed as usual

monies and legal

rites

System
when the Jewish cereAnd all these are

should have ceased.*

predicated on the most certain truth, that the precept "

ber the Sabbath day
should maintain

to

keep

authority

its

Remem-

unrepealed— and

holy," stood

it

the last trumpet should sound

till

the last note of time.

The Sabbath has been changed from the seventh to the first
the week or rather .we should say, it has probably now

day of

;

reverted to that day on which
patriarchs.

it

was observed by

seventh day of time, was yet the

And

it

is

most natural

nant

to

it

in scripture, that

of the

may

week from

the

to

suppose

first

first

— and

day

tions, the first

scendants of

there

more than

all

is

entire

day

of the week.

Adam

nothing repug-

that he beheld.
in future

Thus

it

compu-

This argument receives addi-

from the following historical facts:

When

the de-

apostatized from the worship of the true

God, they substituted
ligious

and the

he began the computation of the days

be fairly said that the Sabbath became,

tional strength

Adam

Adam, though the
entire day that he saw.t

certain that the Sabbath of

It is

in his place the

others, strikes the

sun; that luminary which,

minds of savage people with

awe, and which, therefore,

all

heathens worship.

re-

They

carried with them indeed the day on which their fathers wor-

shipped

;

the sun's

but they worshipped the sun.

day

in the

Hence

the

day was called

language of their respective nations.^ Hence

as the learned Selden has shown, Sunday, the

day observed by

the patriarchs as their Sabbath, was the Jirst day of the week in
the nations of the east, and

»

is

so

still.§

Thus

the Sabbath of the

Matth. xxiv. 20.

He was created the last of living things, after the morning of the
Hence the Jewish doctors say " man was created in the evensixth day.
ing," i. e. the beginning " of Sabhath." Talmud. See Witsius Econ. ot
the Cov. vol- i. book i. ch. 7.
•)•

The day called Sunday. Justin.
Paris edit, or Apol. i. Thirlby's edit. p. 98. In
the same place, J. Martyr makes the day on which God rested, and ihe
day on which our Lord rose, the s-tmc, or first day.
That the ancient nations of
§ Seld. Jus. Nat. et Gent. lib. iii. c. 22.
the East com])vited time by seven days, Dion Cassius asserts, lib. 33. That
this was a very ancient custom. Ht-rodotus declares, lib. 2.
Josej^hus
against Appion. ii. ad fm. says that no city of tlie Greeks, that no city of
the Barbarians was ignorant of the r.ustom of observing the seventh day
or portion of time. See Grotius de Vcritate lib. i. sect. 16.
X "'H

T61/ »A«oi/ xtyo/^oi)

Mart. Apol.

ii.

sub

tin.

In Point of Keligious
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Sunday of the pagans. The Jews alone of
seem to have had the day changed. As
beginning of their year,* so he changed the day

patriarchs was the
all

the eastern nations

God

altered the

of their worship from the

first to

the seventh day, to

day from Egypt.

rate their deliverance on that

commemoHence the

fourth precept viewed as a moral precept, and binding on the

church

in all ages, is

enforced by the consideration of

ing on that day, and sanctifying

But when

it.t

it is

the particular case of the Jewish church, that precept

God

rest-

applied to
is

enforced

by another consideration. " The Lord brought thee from Egypt
by a mighty hand therefore the Lord thy God hath commanded
;

thee to keep

this

Sahbath

day.''''\

When therefore,

Judaism ceased, the seventh day Sabbath naturally ceased with it.§
And hence, considering the divine com-

mand

that enjoined on

the Sabbath to be

slill

Adam

and

his posterity, the

of force, (and

it

keeping of

never has been repealed

by God)

it is easy to see that on the abolition of Judaism, the
Sabbath reverted from the seventh to the first day of the wtek,

without the necessity of any additional

Our

first

day Sabbath

command on

the subject.||

same with the

therefore, the

is,

Sabbath of the church of God, previous

original

to the peculiarities of

Judaism.

This
gation.

is

the Sabbath that

is

The church observed

ordained

to

be of perpetual

the Sabbath at

And

first to

obli-

commemo-

same reason still binds
on us by our Lord.
On the first day of the week he rose from the dead this finished
the work of our redemption
the most glorious of all the works
of God.
And as the Author of the old creation rested from his
rate the finishing of the creation.
us.

But there

is

the

an encreased obhgation

laid

:

—

• Exod. xii. 2.
t Exod. xx. 11X Deut. V. 15. See the original. The term Sabbath has the demonstrative or emphatic prefix, -.mt'n ty Sabbatihujus diem.
And to the samey
purpose are the words of Ezek. xx. 12. " I gave ihcin my Sabbathis."
"
Sabbathn'" which were on the first days to the patriarciis " I gave
to them" on their seventh day.
Tiiis construction is, in my opinion, more
natural than tiiat of Dr. I'aley. Phil, book v. ch. 7.
§ The Jewish proverb thus rendered into Latin by Grotius, (De Vcritate lib. V. sect. 10, note.) " Circumchio fiellit Sabbutum," has been made
hterally true.
With circumcision the Jewish Sabbath is gone.
Ktnnicot's Dissert, on the oblations of Cain and Abel, p. 184, 6cr
Giiyse's note on Col. ii, 16. and Dr. Owen on the Sabbath,

My
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System

the Defects of their

works, and ordained in the church a Sabbath

to

commemorate

the finishing of that work, so our Lord, the author of the newcreation, the redemption of

memorate

his finished

An

argument.

this

man, has ordained a Sabbath to comWe have the highest authority for

work.

inspired writer lias expressly used

remaineth, therefore, a rest* for the people of

God: for

it.

" There

he that

is

en-

God did
week. Hence

tered into his rest, has himself ceased from his ivorks, as

from

/n,s."

on the

first day of the
we commemorate his finished work.
there have been even the shadow of a doubt left by

But Christ rose on the

first

And

if

day

any obscurity

only, can

in these intimations

of his will, those peculiar ho-

first day Sabbath have
removed them. On this day he rose from the dead;
on this day he appeared to his two disciples going to Emmaus
on this day he appeared in the midst of his disciples once and

nours which our Lord conferred on the
entirely

again

;t

on

ordinary

he poured out the Holy Ghost

this da}'

gifts

closed the revelations
in

and

on his apostles
to St.

John

it

was on

this

in his extra-

day

that

for the comfort of the

he

dis-

church

every vicissitude of her pilgrimage.

The following will illustrate the fact that the command " to remember the Sabbath day" is not revoked. An apostle has delivered this precept " Upon the first day of the week let every
:

one lay by him

Two things

in store.-'§

a duty, and the time fixed for that duty.

made
" the

for the poor saints
first

day

of the

;

and

week

collection

this

and

last as decisively as the first.

A

this

are here enjoined

must be
must be made on

collection

high authority enjoins the

But collections

for the saints

were

always made by the churches in their weekly assemblies for
worship.
Hence in connexion with rememl^ering the poor, the
precept involves an injunction

to

meet

for divine

worship "on the

day of the week."'
There is another argument which ought

first

This Sabbath

view.
day.'"]]

*

is in

Now when God

the

New

puts his

to be brought info
Testament called " theLord^s

name on persons

"

or things, he

2a/3/3aT/<r^oc," the keeping of a Sabbath, Heb. iv. 9, 10.
XX. 19 ..nd 26.
i It was on Pentecost, or the fiftieth day ;
^vhich, riccovding to the statement of Moses, was the day succeeding the

f

Johii

Jewisli Sabbath. See Levit. xxiii. 15, 16.
Rev. i. 10.
§ ICor. .\vi.2,&c.
II

In Point of Religious Institutions.
intimates that they arc in a peculiar

no common display of
day,

it

his glory.

mere

If this

must be specially devoted

friends affirm that " every

The

shuffling to

manner devoted

day

to
is

243
to

for

day, then, be the Lord's

him

in religious services.

This

the Lord's day."

evade the argument.

him

St.

John

fixes

by

is

these

terms, the precise period on which he received his holy revelations.

trifling,

other particulars.

in

;"

he could not without the

mean every day, or any day. This phrase

not singular nor obscure;

in fact,

is,

mined

on " the Lord's day

vpas

It

imputation of

meaning

its

Thus we say

is

clearly deter-

the " Lord's prayer,"

the " Lord's supper."

No man complains
we know distinctly at first
be conveyed by them. Can any

of the obscurity of

these phrases;

view, what idea

meant

thing except preju-

to

from admitting that the phrase " Lord's

dice, prevent us

marks

as distinctly the relation of that

day

to

is

day''''

our Lord, as the

phrase " Lords

him

?

supper'''' does the relation of that institution to
Will the Quaker admit that " every prayer is the Lord's

is the Lord's supper?"
But has not an apostle classed " Sabbath days" with the aboland this, instead of
ished ceremonies of the Jews ?* He has

prayer? that every supper

—

operating against our argument, confirms what

The sacred

vancing.

New

we have been

ad-

writers invariably use the term Sabbath in

And

this

establishes the fact that they have abolished the seventh

day

the

Testament, when writing of the Jewish

But

Sabbath.

keep a day of

Finally

:

command

the

rest,

given before the law of ceremonies

the authentic records of the church establish the fact

the Sabbath on the

ing so.

first

day of

TlOLhai MV

IV

TDV rou ira/iSareu i/uifai

Toic «p;^«io/{ to

fact,

Tiftttif

"

e/c i«t/p/aini»."t

ancients the honourable Sabbath

new

dispensation, have kept

the week.

explicit terms, not only the

"

to

stands unrepealed.

that christians in every age of the

tion in

rest.

;

The

ancients men*

but their reasons for do-

e-ai?/3aT0», ^sTtSnjct

ifi

i

Kvfit;

was among the
but our Lord changed the day

Of

old there

of Sabbath to the Lord's day."

Now

if this

had not the sanction of our Lord,

• Barclay's Obj.

from Col.

ii.

it

was an unwar-

16.

f Athanasius In Homul. deSemente. andB. D. Moor Com. ii. p. 829,
also see Bingh. Orig. Eccles. vol. v. lib. 13, c. 9, 10, and vol. ix. lib. 20,
c. 2- Turret, vol. ii. 85, kc.

!
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when was it made ? In no age posterior
we can trace it up to that period. If an
by whom was it first made ? by an individual ? No
person could move the church to an innovation so

rantable innovation

if so,

;

to the apostolical, for

innovation,

uninspired

By

general.
•

a particular church

?

no particular church could

By

church universal.

the whole church perhaps
custom wa- ii.troduced; but where did that ever meet in
council ? Never, unless in the" sacred college of the apostles and

dictate to the
this

;

to

no other source can we trace the origin of

Lord withdrew

the peculiarities of Judaism.

ceded with the

rest

full

this

change.

Our

Their Sabbath rethe original precept was recognised to be in

;

force; and these inspired ministers of Christ acted under

authority,

and

and safe example.
there must be a radical defect

its

set us a sure

If these things

are so,

system which rejects the moral obligation

to

in that

keep the Lord's

day and no human authority or contrivance can supply what
;

is

thence lacking. But they do assemble for worship on the Sabbath

make atonement for the violence which their father's
commandment, they do observe, with equal
But the Sabsolemnity, another day in the week besides that.
bath which they keep is, on their plea, not enjoined by the authority of heaven and if it be not enjoined, it is a human device,
unwarrantably intruded into the service of their Creator. And
hence they place themselves by the side of those to whom the
Most High has said, " Who hulk required this at your hands ? the
and, as

if to

offered to the fourth

;

calling

lemn

of assemblies I cannot away

meeting.^''*

They keep

have no divine authority for
works of supererogation; it
his Holiness' zeal,

who

It is iniquity

wilJt,

even the so-

a Sabbath, and another day, and
it

is

!

—This

is

to

be

set

down

with the

a kind of venturous rivalship

instead of resting in the

in

number of sacra-

ments fixed .by the authority of heaven, has liberally provided
still more liberal Dr.
Deacon of England, whose burning zeal has swelled the list of
the sacraments to twelve!!
Hence on the principles of the

his church with seven: or in that of the

Friends, their meeting for worship on First-days

by any law

of God.

It is

liberate will worship in the sight of
*

ed

Isa.

i.

in the

12, 13.

year 1748.

is

not required

therefore, on their part, an act of de-

God

" View of Christianity." ocKa,\'0. Publisli-'
f See his

In Point of

Religioits Institutions

§ 2. O/" the Holy Sacramenls.
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— In the house of God, there

are,

By

besides the preaching of the gospel, the holy sacraments.

by

the former, divine truths are conveyed to us

by

ing;

the sense of hear-

the latter, passing through a variety of the senses, they

mind with deeper force. " VVerl thou a soul without a
body," said the eloquent Chrysoslhom,
our Lord would have
conveyed to thee his gifts naked, and without sensible signs: but
as thy soul is united to thy body, he has delivered them by visistrike the

Thus he employs means adapted to our nature. By
by the sacraments
he confirms it in our diffident and wavering minds, and seals his

ble thmgs."

the preaching of the gospel he produces faith

;

love upon our hearts.

These sacraments are two

The

:

Baptism and the Lord's Supper.
This is

society has rejected both of these institutions.

the necessary consequence of the Jirst error of their system.

Their Christ and their worship are wholly
to those objects without them, are not

They

injurious.

This

else that

is

to

;

and they have ceased.

prevent a pursuit.

They do

Their guide

is

not pretend to be guided

Holy Bible

Of Baptism.

that they can

all

—"Ka/

is

»C» ri

the figure

on us.

hut one baptism.

it is

it

produce

who make

is

/SaB-T/raj."

—The

follow-

their objections to this institution.

That one baptism

Holy Ghost.

of the baptism of the

The former,

The argument
body of

fn^xuc hmsat

amount of

Christ's baptism of the

It is

by

the standard of truth and duty.

the whole

" There

all

But they deem

within them.

out of them, in the shape of objections, against those

is

And

and the form of their defence.*

lawful for them to take the benefit of

ing

and

by their advocates, resemble the stratagems
enemy. They are merely hindrances thrown

the scriptures.

the

ordi-

that Christ,

offered

of a retreating

up

to

only useless, but positively

ought, of course, to cease

their doctrine

is

Those

within.

nances, therefore, which direct their minds

Spirit.

is

not water baptism.

Water baptism was only

TTie latter has been conferred

therefore, has ceased.'''']

founded on a

false assumption,

and the whole

a combination of error and sophistry.

The argument

that takes away their light within, and their revelatakes away this doctrine and their argument,
f Bar. Thes. and Prop. xii.
•

tions,

216
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Of their

— The word

For, Jirst

bapfize, in its original

wash

ceptation, signifies to

and

;

it

and universal

ac-

implies as necessarily the pre-

sence and use of water, as the phrase, to rain, does the falling of
It is used, like many other terms, in a figurative sense.
water.

But when it is used in that sense, it is always qualified by words,
which leave no doubt of what is intended. Thus, " He will baptize you with the Holy Ghost and with fire.''''
So is the phrase " to
" God rained manna and fiesh
rairC used in a figurative sense.
from heaven.^'' But when the simple term " baptize'''' is used, it can
no more imply the baptism of the Holy Ghost, than the term
" ram" can imply the fall of manna, or of flesh and this original
and classical meaning of the word is not to be departed from,
;

unless the authority of the context shall clearly decide that a
figurative sense

with any

Second

thing

is

more remote from

—The

figurative sense,

term baptize

three classes.t

less

be confounded

it

this signification.*
in

is

should

several instances used in a

and each of these instances brings

The

ferent kind of baptism.

There are

Far

intended.

The

first

six texts in

is

which

to

fathers distinguished

the baptism of the
this

kind

is

mentioned

view a

dif-

them

into

Holy Ghost.
;

and a

single

expression of our Lord clearly determines in what sense these
are to be understood. " Fe," the apostles, " shall he baptized with

Holy Ghost^ not many days

hence.'''' This took place on the day
Hence this baptism differed from the baptism of
In the latter, water was
John, both in manner and in design.
used as the sacred symbol. The candidate professed his faith

the

of Pentecost.

in Christ,
sins,

and

and pledged himself
to lead a pious life.

There appeared
of fire.''''X

solemn vows

to

repent of his

no water was used.

baptized apostles " cloven tongues

in the

They spoke

miraculous powers.

in

In the former

As

in foreign tongues,
to the latter,

like as

and received other

our Lord and his disciples

have known well informed Quakers assert not only that " bajitkin"'
of the Holy Ghost, but that in the commission of the
apostles, Matth. xxviii. 19, it is perfectly synonymous with the words "
icach ;" and Barclay, with the rage which possesses the society of putting
all within them, makes the water John iii. 5, to be inward mystical wa* I

meant the baptism

! p. 455.
" Baptismus, 1. Flaminis, 2. Luminis, 3. Sanguinis.
f
minis) is water b aJitix 77!."]

ter

I

Math.

ch. xi. 16.

iii.

22.

Mark

i.

8.

Luke

iii.

16.

John

i.

33.

[The

4. (flu-

Actsi.5, and

Ordinances.

ij^

•even in uie days of John, "

—Baptism.

made and

baptized
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more

disciples

than

But the baptism of the Holy Ghost was not conferred

John.''''

our Lord had ascended and this distinction is thus clearly
marked by the highest authority. " As yet the Holy Ghost hud
fallen upon none of them ; only they were baptized in the name of
until

;

Jesus.''"'*

The second
whence was
in the

the baptism of doctrine.

is

They were

it /"'

all baptized

.9ert."

The

third

baptized

the baptism of blood.

is

with.''''

This took place

when our Lord's " sweat was
on

" The baptism of John,

unto Moses in the cloud, and

in the

" / have a baptism

to

bt

garden of Gethsemane,

as great drops of blood falling

down

the groim(i."t

And we may add
Spirit,

a fourth

;

the inward baptism of the

which, together with the outward baptism

the one baptism

common

in the following

words.

This

tism of the

Holy Ghost.X

God

to

to all true christians.

"

By

one spirit are

water,

This

ive all

The

Holy
makes

intended

is

baptized into

be carefully distinguished from "

one body.^^

is

by

apostles most certainly

the bap-

had the

them long before the day of Pentecost. After
after they had been baptized by
the Spirit, then, into one body, our Lord said, " ye shall be bapIt is evident,
tized with the Holy Ghost not many days hence.'''

grace of

in

they were baptized with water

;

any

rate, at the

moment of their conversion, they " were baptized by

the Sp'mt.'''

therefore, that at their baptism with water, or at

Holy Ghost.

The
At Pentecost, they were
first was the baptism of the Spirit in his saving and special influences.
The last was the baptism of the Spirit in his miraculous gifts.
The first regarded them as true christians the last
qualified them as true apostles.
1 have not met with a Quaker
or a Quaker writer who does not invariablj'^ confound these two,
as they always do confound the saving gifts with the miraculous
baptized with the

;

gifts

of the

Acts

See Pool. Syiiops. inMiitth. iii. 11.
See also Mark x. 39.
i These three are distinctly mentioned in the narrative of Paul's conversion.
He was baptized by the spirit of special grace, Acts ix. 6 and
11
by the " Holy Cihost" in his extraordinary gifts, verse 17, compared
with ch. viii. 15, &c. and by the baptism of water under the ministry of
Ananias. " Arise and be baptized."
And he arose and was bajniged."
f

'

Holy Ghost.

Luke

viii.

16, 17.

xii. 50.

—

if;h. xxii. 16.
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have thus made

thus

the society's fabric

Third
that

:

much

to the

it

out, that there

is

a plurality of baptisms.

we have destroyed the ground-work of Barclay, and

—"

Since there

that there is but one baptism.''''
is

a plurality of baptisms,

injured quotation,*

analogy of

—

" TTiere

is

we must

explaui

one baptism,''^ according

In exhorting christians to unity, the

faith.

apostle brings a forcible motive from the facts, that " there

Lord, one faith, one

which the apologist gives
baptism."!

Were

This

baptism.''^

is

very

to the text:

is

one

from the turn

difi'erent

he says, " there

is

but one

a mediator to interpose his good offices be-

tween two contending powers, and exhort them to forbearance
and peace, by reminding them that they were brethren, original-

had one language, could it be
justly inferred that he asserted that " there was but one language ?
would it not be evident that he fixes on one that is common to
both; while he omits the mention of others that were foreign to
his subject.
On this principle we explain the expression you
ly of one family, and that they

—

—

have " one baptism" common

you as christians you are all
baptized with the same element; you have the same renovation
of mind and spirit, which is signified and sealed by this external
rite.
It includes the same profession of faith in your common
Lord it binds you to the same duties. He could not have
brought a motive from any other baptism: no other baptism was
common to them all,. And this " one baptism'''' according to the
literal and classical meaning of the word, is that baptism which
we advocate, and which we practise.
Hence Barclay's first position is false in fact, and it is founded
to

;

;

on a deception.

He

puts the terra "

of our Saviour's testament

;

and had

but*''
it

into this

sacred clause

been a human testament,

would have been felony in law ; and he makes the divine instrument say " there is but one baptism." And on this fraud he

it

builds his miserable sophism

But even allowing him
that there "

is

all

!

the benefit of this fraud

but one baptism.^'' his doctrine has

— allowing

no foundation

for the church teaches that the outward means and the
;
inward grace, are the " one baptism'''' common to all true believers.

here

By
*

the outward baptism of water

From Eph. iv.

they

f Bar. Apol. Prop.

put

on.

Chris

xii. sect, 3-

f

by

p. 427.

profes-

.
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and thence have the common relation of membership to
By the inward baptism of the spirit they put on
ChrisC' in reality: and thence have the common relation of God's
sion

;

each other.
children.

a point on which

I never could get a Quaker to do the
While we do carefully distinguish these two, we
do not separate them. We do not advocate water baptism to

This

church

is

justice.

the exclusion of the baptism of the spirit;

we do not expect to
we do not con-

obtain the latter without employing the former

;

sider the outward baptism to be the

No

ward.

end bears
clearly,

Did

— the
to

component part of the inbears the relation to the first which the

last

And

the means.

connexion

this

established

is

and by the highest authority.*

the Friends

make themselves acquainted with

ments of the church, on

the senti-

between the means and
the grace, and on the nature of the connexion between the means
this distinction

and the end, they certainly had not brought against her these
erroneous imputations.! Their error lies in taking it for granted
that we confound the external baptism with the internal that we
make water baptism the whole baptism intended; or that we
make the former in such a way a part of the latter, that where
;

the one

is,

there must be the other.

This distinction between the means and the grace,
a striking

in

also

now saxc

manner by

that

much

is

marked

" Baptism doth

injured text.

away of the Jilth of the Jiesh.'^'l

us^ not the putting

Here two baptisms are mentioned. The Friends admit this.
The apostle does not set aside a« unnecessary, either the one or
ihc other; he carefully distinguishes them, and assigns to each

own
is

our salvation.

distinct place in

'*

Baptism saves

" not the putting azcay of the filth of the flesh.''''

ternal washing that

but

it

is

blood of Christ: and
through
It is

this text that

Mark

*

111

That

it

his institutions,

on

t

the whole baptism.

is

only as the means:

xvi. IG,

is

by

by

and

represents;

It
it

does

seals;

Barclay

and E\Ai.

it

its

but

it

not the exsave us

applies the

the blood of Christ alone, applied

the Divine Spirit, that

out- docirii'.c will iut'cr

" /iu( on Chrial,"

it

It is

us,''''

—

v. 26.

that

that the

Gal.

all

will be saved.

35

iii.

we are saved.

whole society hang up

27.

those wiio are baptized w

X

^

ill

havf

!
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is

not the putting away of the filth of the fiesh

This

baptismis not the truebaptism,^^*

ter

it is

" Water baptism,*' say

which besets them.

that weight, the sin

they, "

;

an absurdity;

it

is

paramount

is

—

therefore wa-

worse than sophistry

to this:

Because the means

because the means are not the blessed

are not the blessed agent

;

effect; therefore, there

no necessity for the use of means.

is

High.

it

Circumcision, for instance, was certainly enjoined

The

divine authority.

" Neither
that

of

apostle explaining the use of

that circumcision which is in the flesh

is

It

has a licentious tendency

;

it

from the honour of every ordinance of the Most

will detract

IS

is

not only an absurd objection,

the heart in the

spirit.''''

Had

Barclay

by

says

it,

but circumcision

;

—had any Quaker

been introduced to Abraham, or to Moses, he would have reasoned thus as he has argued against baptism. " The outward
:

act of circumcision

is

not the circumcision of the heart

certain that the outward cannot produce the inward
heart, therefore,

rantable and

is

the only true circumcision.

trifling in

and

it is

flesh !"

is

unwar-

you, Abraham, and in you, Moses, to

cumcise the foreskin of the

it

that of the

:

And

;

cir-

Verily the children

modern Zipporahs have reason to offer up daily gratitude
God, because they do not live under the ancient order of
The tavern scene of Moses might be repeated to them
things

of our
to

!

with circumstances of encreased terror and destruction

Every Quaker who walks devoutly in the steps of Barclay,
makes baptism, by water, the figure of baptism by the Holy
Ghost; and, gravely asserts that because the
the former has past away.
is

built

writ,

on a false assumption. There

is

is

not,

the last

assumed

in

Holy Ghost; and

was conftiTcd

has come,

is

it

on the page of holy

even an insinuation that baptism, by water,

the baptism of the

when

latter

But, unhappily for this argument,

that the

is

first

the figure of

was

assumed without proof.

to

cease

Nay,

it

the face of the clearest evidence to the contrary.

At Pentecost, the baptism of the Holy Ghost took place. And,
evident, that under the eyes of the apostles, special care
was taken in the succeeding ages, during the purest days of
it is

* This is borrowed from Barclay, Apol. Prop. xii. sect. 1 and 4, proofs
4 and 5, by Pike on Bapt. p. 1, A. D. 1703. The objection is on the hps
of every Quaker who does possess an idea on the subject.
J

!
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who embraced
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the gospel should be bap-

tized with water.*

The Quakers have resorted to the following words for an argument against baptism. They are the words of John. " He
Before this can assume the
mtist increase
but I must decrease.''''
form of an effective argument, the critics of the society must
,•

make

it

by some

out,

singular process of argument, that John

water baptism were one individual thing

—

The

and

true

say they,

Ghost.

—This supposition

classics

it

:

literal

Holy
Greek

supposes that the figurative use of words existed be

makes language vague
penman used the curhe imposed arbitrary meaning on

and

and uncertain

denies that the sacred

:

it

original sense

rent language of Greece

sition

a series of

sets aside the authority of the

fore their natural

words,

it

meaning of the word " bap-

not to baptize with water, but with the

tize,"

is

also one

according to their premises

Fcnirth: This doctrine of the society involves in

contradictions.

and

must decrease

which must be

before Christ and his baptism

and the same thing

— and

to the manifest

:

that

it

:

deception of his readers.

suppo-

If this

be true, the apostles were without grace,

and without
the day of Pen-

—

and without the love of God until
when they were baptized with the Holy Ghost. If this
supposition be true, then no man is baptized
that is, on their
principles, no man has the Holy Spirit, who has not, like the
apostles, extraordinary gifts, and can work miracles.
This supposition is made in the face of holy writ.
For some " were baptized in the name of the Lord Jesus, on whom the Holy Ghost had not
faith,

tecost,

—

yet

If this

fallen.'''']

baptized " with the

The

Ghost.

supposition be true, the apostles must have

Holy Ghost,"

those

who had

Crispus, were devout worshippers of the true God.J

must, therefore, have been endued with the
yet, after this proof of their

ed them

to

be baptized

conferred on them the
the apostle
*

Acts

ii.

the

Holy

centurion, for instance, and his attendants, and

that

is,

Holy Ghost.

who exhorted
38, &c. &c.

having the

—

Holy

And

Spirit.

they

And

Spirit, the apostle order-

on their
If this

principle,

they

supposition be true,

the people in these words, " repent and

t Acts

viii.

18.

% Acts x. 2 and 48,

xviii. 8.

:
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is

held up
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and ye

every one of you,

ed no powers of inspiration

Holy Ghost, and ye
Fifth:

shall

receive the

as ai) idle proser, publishing this truism

The

to dictate

shall receive the

Holy

it

— " Be

Holy

Ghost,'''

— which need-

baptized with the

Ghost.''''

sentiments of the society slander the venerable

and inspired apostles. Peter having perceived that the "• Holy
Ghost had fallen'''' on his Gentile audience, made this appeal to
every heart present
not be baptized P'*

"

:

And

Can any man forbid water that these slmdd
commanded them to be baptized. Bar-

he

clay admits the fact that the apostle did baptize with water.
after Pentecost? after the baptism of the Holy Ghost?

What!

Has he

surrendered the point?

convenient

maxim

—" What

— No,

will not

saved by the good old
bend must break."
He

it is

he denies that the fact
impugns the authority of the apostle
he
denies
r-ight
that
had
he
any authority to baptize
proves the
;

;

He

with water.

ranks

ed the Gentiles

in

apostle by the side of
ascribe to him, " that he constrain-

this action of the

an error which he ventures

to

general, to be circumcised ;"t and leaves his

readers to infer that the baptism with water was as unwarrantOil

able as this.|

!

the impious daring of men,

tinguished talents have thrown forward into the

error!

And whose unholy hands labour

to the

measure of

had been

tail

sy>tcm

to

li

nils

apostle

which na-

had fixed between the Jews and the Gentiles

justified himself in the

presence of the apostles, by a de-

of the circumstances which led him to

Lord

dis-

ranks of

subdue every thing

The venerable

called to account for trespassing the

tional prejudice

he had

their

whom

first

for the authority

it

:

he had appealed

under which he had acted,

to his
in teaching and baptizing the Gentiles. " M^hat 7cas I that 1 could withstand

God

On

hearing

this,

friends and foes

held their

peace.''''

They

* Acts X. 47.
t Apol. Prop. xii. spct. 9.
X Thi re is no evidence that St. Pv ler constrained the Gentiles to be
circumcised. He was rebuked by another apostle fur dissembling, and
(o live like the Jews." Gal. ii. 11.
But
for com])elling the Gentiles
this dots not involve the charge of Barclay.
And it is certain that in the
Synod of Jerusalem in A. U. 52, Peter did publicly contend that the GunU\ts should 7iot be circumcised. Acts xv.
And even admitting, for a moment, that St. Peter had neen guilty of this, he would have been trampling on the decree of the Synod of Jerusalem; whi;,h set the Gentiles
free from circumcision.
Herice even on Barclay 's ground the two cases
are not parallel. Barclay does, therefore, slander St. Peter.

.

Diviv. a

— aye,

the holy apostle:

Nor does

They

;

and who should condenui

pence,''''

and the whole college of the apostles!

the sanctity of the apostle Paul escape their severity.

;*

and yet they allow, he did baptize with wa-

But he had a commission

ter.

"

Go

he had

;

in

it

yc and teach all nations, baptizing them

This

baptize with water.t

is

a valuable

ing of the terms in the commission.

It

common with
And he

comment on

which are abused

manner

to

me not

'•'•principally to baptize.'"'

—The

;

and

words

his

for this

his actual practice.

That

is,

he was sent

This work belonged chiefly

ordinary ministers of the church.

Sixth

and

to baptize, but to preach.^''

and plant churches

did

the mean-

a foreign purpose, must be explained in a

consistent with his commission

" Christ sent

the

not once to be laid in

is

the balance with the theories of system makers;

not

It

produce a pupil

represent him as actually asserting that he had no com-

mission to baptize

rest

his
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what was done.

for a Catholic college of Paris to

should refuse " lohold

who

— Bapt ism

" Tliey ^lorijled God'" for

ceased to blame.

was reserved

Ordin avces.

He

was sent chiefly

to

was the weighty duty of an

doctrine of the society involves in

it

to the

preach

apostle.|

something

worse than contradictions. That baptism in the commission of
the apostles, they make to be the baptism of the Holy Ghost :§

and
and

this

baptism of the Holy Ghost includes his special influences

his

miraculous powers.

With

they, did baptize their audiences.

power

to give the

Holy Ghost,

this baptism, the apostles,

And

in his

say

thus the apostles had

saving influences, and in

his miraculous gifts.

Every Quaker

making invidious
between Christ's baptism and water baptism. The
is

in

the habit of

distinctions
last is

only

* Barclay's Apol. Prop. xi. sect. 7. p. 442.
The society admits that he baptized with water; for otherwise it
would follow that he " t/ianfced God that he bafitized few'' with the HolyGhost ; or that he was not " nent to bafiiize" with the Holy Ghost, 1
Cor. i. 14. 16.
He did
X The practice of St. Peter throws a clear light on this fact.
not baptize the converts himself, he " commanded them to be bafitized,'"
Ar:sx. 38. In the following passage we havt; an instance of the negative term " not" used in the above sense.
" / de-iired mercy and not
sacrifice." Hos. vi. 6. Matth. ix. 13. Sacrifices were enjoined by divine
authority ; but mercy was required princijiallij
In the following texts
t

.

the critic mav find additional iiistaaces. .Ii
John XV. 22, 24, &c.
§ Bar. Apol. Pron.

r.

vii.

xii. p.

22, 23. 1 Pet-

450.

iii.

3, 4.

—
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may
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water.

in

The

first

baptize with water.

Holy Ghost.
But, when they are pressed
tles'

commission "

to baptize

made by

the

Holy

Men

Spirit.

Christ only could baptize with the

for

with

an argument against the apos-

water,''''

they spontaneously give

up this distinction. They cease to claim for Christ the exclusive
honour of baptizing with the Holy Ghost. They even advocate
warmly what before they wene sure was wrong. They are certhat men did baptize with the Holy Ghost.*
tain that the apostles
The baptism of the Holy Ghost cannot be effected by man. It

beyond the reach of human power. It is competent
Hence the language held by the holy scriptures.
" The Father will send
baptize you with the Holy Ghost.''''

is

infinitely

to

God

alone.

"i/e will

you

the

Holy

Ghost.''"'

There

is

man to baptize with
man has done it,

given to

baptism.

this

In no place

is

man can do it.
Holy Ghost, they did it

it

is

on

or that

record that

If the apostles

no evidence that a commission

baptized with the

either

Not as the agents could they do
They could not usurp the prerogative of God. In all their
it.t
official deeds they occupied the humble stations of instruments
as the agents or as the means.

;

whose movements, and whose very existence were absolutely
the divine disposal.

And

it

is

a

maxim

resting on the highest

authority, and useful in leading the critic into the correct

ing of
isters

at

mean-

many

passages of sacred writ, that our Lord and his minare said " to do that which the means employed by them have a

moral tendency
of the Spirit.

to produce.''''\

St.

Paul was

Apply

this to the different

baptisms

sent to " open the eyes of the blind,

to

power of Satan to God." This he did, simply by
publishing and expounding the truths of the gospel.
He disturn

from

claimed

the

all

honour of
giveth the

agency

his

that might be suspected of trenching

Lord.

increase.''''

" Paul

On

may plant, Apollos may water,

the contrary,

if

on the
but

God

his teaching had, as the

Quakers say, been his act of baptizing with the Holy Ghost, his
would have been as extensive and as general as his teaching

gifts

among

the Gentiles.

* Barclay is very positive on this. See Prop. xii. sect. 8, p. 450.
f Barclay says, yes, as instruments p. 450.
X See some fine illustrations and proofs of this in Ezek. xxiv. 13. Matth
xxiii. 37.
Acts xxvi. 18, &c.

—

!
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Holy Ghost, as
Let us also extend this to the baptism of the
The apoMles
his miraculous gifts.
it respects, most properly,
they laid their
implored heaven for these gifts. As they prayed,
hands on those for whom they besought them. This action was
a sign by which they marked out to their audience the person on
whom the gift was to be conferred and it was done not without
a prophetic impulse, by which they knew that their prayers were
heard, and that the Holy Ghost was about to fall on the indi;

Their

vidual.

Their power

wills

could not dictate to

infinite

sovereignty.

could not regulate the operations of Omnipotence.

The divine promise had
them
and to the church.
secured the possession of these
The means were resorted to in due form, and it was while in the

They

Holy Ghost.

could not give the

gifts to

humble and devout use of these means,
perfect sovereignty, " came on

agency than

this

and

:

it

that the

Holy Ghost,

Man had

them.''''*

in

no higher

was Simon Magus only who had con-

ceived the execrable idea that the apostles had the supernatural
gifts at their

command, and

by the act
Holy Ghost.t Simon Magus,
doctrine, that men could baptize with

could, at their pleasure,

of laying on their hands, confer the
therefore,

is

the patron of this

Holy Ghost.

the

The

of truth.

It

belongs not

to us.

It is

no part of the code

curse of St. Peter has barred

it

from the sanc-

tuary of the Lord

This

The

is

the amount of the society's objections against baptism.

following apology for our holy baptism

we submit

candour of those of the society who have the courage
which, with an inquisitorial

off the fetters of their law,

terdicts the reading of all

The

the baptist

Jewish church.
;

I

It

is

to that of the

not to be traced to the sprink-

began under the ministry of John

and he belonged not

Testament, but

shake

spirit, in-

books not of their index.

origin of this institution

lings in the

to the

to

to the

New.f

dispensation of the Old

He

announced the high

authority under which he acted.

God

" sent

the " baptism of the Holy

The

latter did not take

me to baptize.''^ The
word of God came unto John.'''' He came preaching the baptism of
repentancc.§ This baptism, we have shown, was different from

•
1, 2.

Ghost.''''

Acts xix. 6.
f See Acts viii.
Luke iii. 2, 3.
§ John i. 33.

17, 18,

and

xix. 6.

±

place

Mark

i.
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until Pentecost.
tized

more

tJmr System

J)pfects of

disciples than

Can we venture

John

liis

even

in

made and

disciples

hap-

the lifetime of the baptist.*

suppose the disciples did take on them

to

baptize without a commission from our Lord

Is it

?t

to

conceivable

Lord would permit it without a rebuke? Is it conceivable
his own servants to intrude on his house an

that our

would permit

that he

never received

institution that

practised

under

it

He gave,

them.
tion

Point of

in

his sanction

He

his eye.

"

No, never.

?

made and

baptized

They

disciples''''

He

to this ordinance.

sealed

it

with the seal of heaven.

Nothing but sheer prejudice of sectarism can repel the

dence of

divine origin thus spread over the

its

by

therefore, in most unequivocal terms, his sanc-

evi-

pages of the

first

gospel.

When

our Lord met his disciples, previous

world ; teach

and of

"

he extended their commission.

to glory,

the

all nations

Son, and of

always, even

to the

;

baptizing them in the

the

end of the

Holy Ghost.
world.''''

the commission to the pastors

who

to his

Go

name of

And, Lo!

It is

departure

ye into all the

1

the Father,

am

with you

evident that he extends

should, in continuous succes-

was only by a succession of pasTo his
all nations'''' could be taught, and baptized. |
tors that
immediate disciples, and to their successors in the pastoral
office, therefore, he pledges his divine presence and support m
And these duties were " the teaching and
their official duties.
sion, officiate in

baptizing of all

same

the

from

hi.s

to

It

These two, we have shown, cannot be
They are as distinct as was .John's preaching

nations.''''

thing.

his '•'water

common sense.
tered down by a

"

house.

baptism.''''
It is

And

the distinction

obvious to the mind of

all

is

who

founded
are not

in
let-

system.

But the promise of support and presence by our Lord extends
his servants in their official operations among all nations : and

to the

end of

secured

is

to

the

worhV^

the church

Jesus will support

it

22, andiv.

the holy ordinance of baptism

perpetual

!

duration.

his descent to the general

The Lord
until the last

judgment.

1, 2.

The leadiiij; Quakers have always nsserted

j-

did

iii.

in

through every generation,

trumpet shall announce
.lohn

Hence

in

positive terms that they

Pike on Baptism, p. 33, Loud. 1703.

X Eitlier their successors in tlie ministry must be include<I, or the
apobtlcs must have been supposed to live to " (he end o/C/ie world,"

—
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— and

yet Bar-

clay, their measure and rule of orthodoxy, does say

there

no mention of "

is

When

to us.*

But

of water."

tion

a

" John

was sent

to

it

— that

commission of our Lord

baptize" there was no " men-

his practice

The

very plain term.

no profound

ica/er" in that

,

was a plain

comment on

point needs no laboured arguments

dissertations.

We

appeal

to the

meaning of the term.

vocabulary and

We

have the literal
meaning of it fixed by all Greece, to support us. If any other
baptism had been intended by our Lord, the intentional dethe lexicon for the

parture from the

common

been frankly and honestly

by some
•'

spirit,'^

terms.

and

was the same

Jire.^^

It

This

word would have

would have been qualified

would have been qualified by the words
Besides, the baptism of Christ's disciples

as the baptism of John.

In short, to no other baptism

water.t
*

It

acceptation of the
stated.

And John

baptized with

can the words of the

actually found in Prop. xii. sect. 8. p. 446.
denying of this would not ma;erially affect my argument yet
I must say a few words in support of the identity of tht se baptisms. The
baptism of John and the baptism of Christ were the same in their divine origin ; and the same as it resjjects the element, and the mode of
applying it. In both the parties baptized did profess their fiith in Christ.
Acts xix. 4. and also their repentance. Luke iii. 3. The baptism of
John was the baptism of the gospel. It was in practice after " the beffinning of the gospel." Mark i. 1. It testified of Christ actually come.
The pro])hets prophesied, and the ceremonial law now in force until
John. Matth. xi. 13. In him they were fulfilled. And in him, of course,
the shadows ceased. Hence it is obxious that John's baptism was a newv
Testament rite. But the baptism of the New Testament " is one."
Eph. iv. 5. Therefore the ba])tism of John and of Christ are the same.
Some critics have conceived that they have discovered proofs of John's
disciples having again been baptized.
But there is no evidence of this in
the New Testament. In Acts xix. v. 1, 6, the enquii) which St. Paul
"t"

is

—

The

made

of the disciples, was 7iot whether they were baptized, but whether
" they had received the Holy Ghost ;" that is, in his miraculous gifts,
since they believed.
Water ba|jtism was not the subject of their conference. And, upon hearing their aiiswei- that " they had not so much
as heard of the out-pouring of the Holy Ghost, Paul laid his hands on
them, and the Holy Ghost came ui)Oii them. The 5th verse is not a
part of the narrative of St. Luke. It is the contmuation of St. Paul's
address.
It contains a statement of John's doctrine ; the nature of his
baptism and what his discii)les did. " IViien they," the disciples of
John, heard this," i. e John's doctrine respecting Ciirist, " they were
baptized." i. e. by John "in the name of Jesus Christ." This is the
opinion of the ablest critics and fathei s of the reformation.
Turretine
on the identity of the two baptisms, vol. iii. p. 444. Bern, de Moore, vol.
V. 396-402. vol. vi. 802. And on the last point see Tur. iii. p. 448. Beza,
Marnixius, Cocceius, &c. I. Mark, Medul. and Comp. in B. D. Moore,
;

36
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And,

commission be referred.

Holy Ghost.
Holy Ghost.
ciples to

He

could not permit

encroach on

on them the burden of
This

is

least of all, to the

Our Lord, and none but
his

own

baptism of the

he, can baptize with the

— he could not enjoin

preroi^ative.

He

toiling in a physical impossibility

And

our argument.

in

addition to this,

specimen of proof, which might be pursued
length, from those texts

to

his dis-

could not lay

I

!

shall

add a

a considerable

which convey strong assurances of the

per{)etual obligations of baptism.
1.

" Except a

man

be

not enter the kingdom of

born of the water and of the spirit he canGod." To be " horn of the spirit'''' is an

All refer it to the
expression that needs no explmation here.
moral change of the heart under the irresistible energies of the
" To be born of the water,'''' was a phrase of such current
spirit.

use

among

the Jews, that

When

its

meaning was

distinctly understood

man renounced paganism he was reThis era
the
community
ceived into
of the church by baptism.
was to him the commencement of a new life. He was said emphatically " to be born.'''' And as he was initiated into this life by
baptism, he was said, by a most natural figure, to have been
" born of water,^'' when he was baptized.* Our Lord, therefore,

b^' every one.

a

declared, in language familiar to his audience, and very intelligible to

us,

novated by

The

the

first is

the

we be baptized with water, and rewe cannot enter the kingdom of heaven.
necessary means. The last is the essential quali-

that

unless

Spirit,

fication.

2. "

He

that believeth

and

is

baptized shall be saved.''^

According

&c. who gives Mark's four arguments against the anabaptism of John's disci/iles.
Dilemma, 1. If the baptism of John was not the baptism of the New
Testament, then our Lord was not baptized and hence he wanted that
toward the New Testament church, which, by circumcision, he had toward the Old Testament church.
2. Hence the argument of St. Paul is enervated "one Lord, one faith,
one b .ptism." Our Lord had not one of the bonds of union and communion said here to exist between each saint and himself
3. Hence there can be no meaning in our Lord's words when he came
to be baptized.
If not of the New Testament, it could not be a part of
hi*-- ric;htenusness to be fulfilled.
• Selden De Tii. Nat. et Gent.
p. 158. 159. Edit. 1668. Lightfont, vol,
Wall's Hist, of Bap. vol. i. Introd. Lond. 1705. Bennefs
i. p. 5.5 5'.7.

vol. V. p. 401,

—

Confut. Quak. p. 276.

—
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meaning of the term, the baptism here
And, as our Lord establishes

the baptism of water.

is

a positive and moral connexion between baptism and faith, the
one shall endure as long as the other shall be found on the

earth.

Again

:

To

enforce the duty of cultivating union and peace in

the church, the spirit of inspiration has placed the right of bap-

by

tism
live

the side of faith

from the

" Keep

is

not the

—not

thereby

common

the Spirit in

of

faith, one Lord, one

water

and thence produces a powerful mo-

fact that these arc

the iiiitly

baptism

;

to all true christians.

bond of peace.

the

There

one

is

Now, it has been shown that this
baptism of the Holy Ghost.
It is baptism by
baptism"

excluding, as already explained, the inward gi'ace

The baptism
common
the members of

signified.

of the

culous powers, was not
small portion of

any propriety, be adduced

Holy Ghost,

to all.

It

in his mira-

was conferred on a

the church.

could not, with

Jt

A

as an argument in this matter.

particular premise cannot, without the grossest violation of the

made

rules of sound argument, be

to

Now,

every christian.
brought

it is

to enjoin a great

common

the unity of this

and

lasting

placed by the side of

faith, for this

fore, this institution

ranked with

is

produce a general conallude, was common to

we

But, the baptism to which

clusion.

moral object.
faith,

and

force a moral duty of perpetual obligation,

tie

that

And

moral duty.

is

is

Since, there-

employed

is

it is

it

a

fair

to en-

inference

that baptism, like faith, shall be of perpetual existence in the

church.
Last
"

By

—" Ye

are the body of Christ,

established here,

next

is,

one

means

is,

that there

was given
is

and members in

mie Spirit are we all baptized into one

to

body.''"'

" that Christ and believers are one

is

a double bond of union.

particular.^'

The
The

our Lord without measure, rests also on

common

bond.

The

next

is

Holy

of divine wisdom, the

baptism,
Spirit

is

first

body.''''

spirit,

truth

The
who

us.

This

by which,

as the

conferred on

us.

This baptism, for the reasons already stated, could not be the
baptism of the Holy

That was conferred on very few.
the saints, and, hence our Lord
baptized with water; and as he came up out of the water

This baptism
Avas
.

..

Or

is

Ghost.''*

common

to all

7 Cc^M^'^'

.

>r

ft

^

—

!
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descended on him.

Spirit

been baptized xcith water,

is

Whosoever, therefore, has not

not baptized as our

He

Lord was.

wants

one of the bonds which constitute the grand vnion of the body mystical

The

Christ was circumcised

was

baptized,

This

we

;

and,

by

must,

not an argument;

is

if

we must be baptized because he

a parity of reason, be circumcised.
it

is

not even an objection.

Our Lord was

strong auxiliary to our argument.
his

It

is

a

the head of

New

body, the Old Testament church, as well as of the

Tes-

Hence he was

tament church.

circumcised.
For, at the time
evident, that " circumcision was the seal of

of his incarnation,

it is

the righteousness

faith.''''*

of

But, as the

introduced the new dispensation, with

Lord of

all

its

and

the place

office

of circumcision

;t

his

church, he

peculiar

abolished the ordinances of the old economy.

sumed

!

society entrench themselves behind the argument, that

He

rites.

Baptism has

and the

latter

as-

has

disappeared for ever.

The Lord's

§ 3.

omni

Supper.

praescnte celebramus."

— The besetting

Cypr. Epist. 63, p. Ill, folio, 1593.

sin of the society

sally of extravagance,

One

" Sacramenti vcritatem fraternitate

has here shown

itself in

a fresh

and without one redeeming quality.

of their prophets, Naylor, while as yet the

full

blossom

of his honours was fresh on him, and before the nipping frost had

withered them and laid them low, came forward into the midst
of his sect, and boldly, as did the apostle
rinthian church,

who rebuked

the Co-

pronounced an abolishing inspiration against

the Lord's supper! " fVhal I have received of the Lord, that I declare unto
the
*

you .... If you intend

Lord's death untd he come,

Rom.

iv. 11.

—

let

to

sup with

the

Lord, or

your eating and drinking,

to

shew

so often

Circumcision, accordinj^ to St. Paul, was ^' the seal
of fait/!." Rom.iv. 11. " T/ic Lore/ t/iy God wi//
circmncine thine heart, is'c " Deut. xxx. 6. It actually, therefore, did
re]>rLstnt, apply, and seal to the ancient worshipper that which baptism
does represent, ajjply, and seal to us under the New Testament.
If there be no ordinance substituted to us and to our children, in the
room of circumcision, we want an miportant means of grace which the
Jew and his children had and our children must be deemed to be unchurched cut off from that nKmbershsp in the church into which they
were introduced by God in the Abi ahainic covenant. Gen. xvii. 7, 10.
And hc-nce our privileges, under this su/ierior dispensation, must be actually abridged

f Col.

of the

ii.

11

12

rig/itcoufi/iess

—

:

;

!

Divine Ordinances.
as you do

it,

— The Lord's Supper.

This

to

is

—

you may

wit-

have cammunion with his body

and

remembrance of him

be in

ness against excess.
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at death

blood.''*

What degree

of credence the society vouchsafed to the divini-

ty of this message,

I

shall not stop to enquire.

It is

too evident

obeyed that Python in this particular, rather than
the apostle Paul, or even our Lord Jesus Christ.
That stretch of power which the primitive Friends exercised
from a long line of mystic predecessors, and by which they
that they have

:

struck from

place the holiest

its

by another equal
mystic supper

in

rite

of Christianity, was followed

That was the

in boldness.

substitution of the

The

the place of the Lord's supper.

ing outline of this unearthly thing

is

follow-

from the tedious pages of the

Christ has two bodies; the outward body, and the

apologist.

body each of these is called Christ. The spiritual
body was veiled under the figures of the Old Testament; it was
also veiled, in some respects, under the body of Christ while on
earth.t
This spiritual body is clothed with light; and he has
poured out into the hearts of all men a measure of that light by
which he is clothed. This light within is that body and blood
spiritual

:

on which they feed;| and their act of feeding on it, is their act
of " introversion." Their souls retire inward upon the light, and
sweetly partake of the

they meet
trovert''''

in their

life

there.

assemblies

;§

And

this

or oftener,

upon the resources with which

if

is done as often as
they choose " to in-

their souls are richly

gifted

This extravagance has put forth

whole sect;

it

its

desolating

power over the

has generated that furious zeal against the Lord's

supper, which has no parallel in the annals of sectarian violence

made the zealot forget the common decencies which man
man it has made him denounce our holy supper as useless, and even hurtful
it has mad© him curse it as the betrayer
which bids man away from the Christ within them to the Christ
it

has

owes

to

;

;

without: from the light within to the Christ on the throne of glory
in the

heavens.

»

||

• See this specimen of batlios and impudence in Naylor's " Love to the
Lost," p. 43, 44, 45, old edition, and Stalliani, p. 192, No. 'ISO, quarto.
Phil. Library.
t Bar. Ap. Prop. l.T sect. 2, p. 463 and 4G4.
X Do. sect. 2, pp.
*'
464, 465.
§ Do. p. 467.
T/ie Prcubyterians a?2d Indf/iendcJii^
l]

:
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error of the society, and that which has poured

first

the virulent poison into

and with

tralized,

supper,*

masked

it

all

that remains

all

yet

hostility,

parts of the system, having been neu-

the defence set up in behalf of this mystic
is

wilful,

"bald, unjointed talk;" wherein a
and without a redeeming quality of

candour, or of argument, puts forth its feeble and ill-combined
powers against the holy supper of the Lord.
For instance In the first place, this ordinance, they say, has,
more than any other, excited violent and bloody contentions.!
:

And

therefore, good natured

bloody grave, with
ed

this

all

men

from the tongue of slander;

of peace;

it

they would bury

!

the mischief created
it is

by

disputes have existed respecting

it,

!

—

it

it

in

was

it

its

never merit-

the ordinance of the

the feast of love and unity

is

it

God

among brethren.
the cause ? Which

If

of

the holiest doctrines of divine revelation have not been rudely

impugned

Had

?

sectarians not polluted the threshold of the

church, these disputes had never existed.
entered the

lists,

Had

the mystics not

the feelings of the church had been spared the

rudest violence ever ofl'ered to the holy sacraments!
2.

They

doxy.

"

bring forward their feelings as the standard of ortho-

God

manna from

withholds not his hidden

" he daily owns

its

hy his presence in the omission of

say they,

this.'''l

If

there

had been either propriety or orthodoxy in this language, it certainly had been adopted by the apostles at that most proper time
I mean when they reclined beside their
for bringing it forward
Lord, under the beams of his presence, during the first supper.

—

But, though

they had the

benefit of his presence,

not bring forward this objection;

they did

they did not adduce any

real or fictitious privilege to suspend the force of a positive

They

tution.

lax the obligation of a positive divine
in our

own way

insti-

did not adduce feelings and sentimentalism to re-

—

command.

in the omission of this supper

P''

This

God owns
is

what

iif

the

wild Arab of the desert says, while he frowns on the Nazarene

rcfiort of a thing done many hundred years a^o " Burroughs'
" Their communion is the cup and
p. \7 Penu vol. ii. p. 279.

feed on the

Trumpet,

table of devils." G. Fox's " Is'ews coming up out of ilie North/' p. 14
Bugg's Pict. of Quak. p. 151.
* See the Part ii. ch. 1, on Immediate Revelations.
f Bar. A)). Prop.
13, sect. 4, p. 470.
% That is, tlie Lord's Supper. See " Brief Jpology for the Quakers." Dubl. edit. p. 62.

!

!
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devotion applies himself to his ablutions with sand,
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the lack of water, according to the Koran.
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Catholic soys, while, with

lack

lustre. f7/e,"

This

is

what the

he counts his beads,

or lacerates his body most ()iously with the sanctified scourge;
or crawls heaven-ward on his naked knees, up the stairs of Saint
Peter " God owns us in our own way, in the oniissimi of this ."'
!

And

so exclaims the moody-brained deist, while he

phreiizicd eye against the holy

beams of

the gloom and hopeles^^ness of paganism

do

diversity of system and character,

the conspiracy against heaven's will

!

all

closes his

and plunges

truth,

agree marvellously in

and with inimitable

;

into

These, amid the wide

self-

complacency, they graduate their orthodoxy on the scale of their
individual feelings

Guided by the principles of the mystic interpretation, they

3.

bring forward expositions of plain texts capricious and even grotesque.

When
in

the terms " 6ra<rf" and " wine"

such passages of holy writ as these

we

to

much

too

to the

is it

not the

we

;

are to take care lest

plainness of diction;

we

which they

When

It

— they mean the
the mystic sup-

is

refer.*

these terms are indeed taken in a figure,

our authority distinctly

We

No

outward cup, and the outward bread.

to

we be deceived

are not to refer such terms

inward cup — they mean the inward bread.

per

meet our eye

not the

it

acceptation of the word

by

cm/},"

communion of the blood of Christ : the bread
communion of the body of Christ
w'C
be on our guard against the natural import and common

bless is

which we break

are

and "

" The cup of blessing which

:

in the context,

shall thence be able clearly to

we

shall find

or in the passage

make

it

out that

it

itself.

were ab-

Not to be guided by this
in the literal sense.
become Don Quixotes in theology, or Origens outright
The eccentricities of human nature have been developed more

surd to take them
rule

is

to

strikingly in religion, perhaps, than in politics, or in science, or

even

knight errantry

in

itself.

In their displays

religion,

they have bid defiance to grave reason,

scorn.

In a

human

on the

field

of

to ridicule, to

thousand new modifications they have exercised

patience and forbearance.

There

Bar. Ap. Prop. 13, sect.

5, p.

is

nothing the most

475.

;
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absurd which has not been uttered by some philosopher."
is

There

nothing the most eccentric which some soi-disant theologician

has not (Quixote like) maintained, even at the peril of

and

life

Even novices in theology have ceased to marvel. But
novel commentary on the mystic supper will move the most

limb.
this

Barclay, and those

muscles.

rigid
afloat,

do make

pour out the "

St.

Verily,

who have kept Barclay

a singular process of mysticism, to

down by hands more

it

chemical operator
!

by

internal lighC or the " inward

to bless it; to fix

ple

Paul,*

to

;

may

break

it

;

and

ChrisC

to distribute

it

any

to the peo-

the veteran polemic exclaim, after casting his

eyes over the wide

field

of ancient and

modern

heresies, the

authors of this same mystic interpretation have distanced
spirits that

cup

into a

subtle than those of

ever descended into the race of absurdities.

and Origen, Jemima and Johanna, are thrown
rear, and are unhorsed.

all

the

Saccas

fairly into the

" Cedite Romani doctores, cedite Graii."

The

4.

society has always considered

the church, that " she
Christ
*'

to the

tics the

the thing signified, the
if

insist

prophets did partake of the body and blood of

Christ, without this ceremony,

But

and blood of

and they

ceremony of using bread and wine

that, as the ancient

joy

a leading error of

it

participation of the body

and

as others may, in like manner, en-

ceremony ought

to be

dispensed

ivith.li

the holy supper be the institution of our Lord, and

if

he has constituted really a sacramental union between the sign

and the thing thereby

may

signified.^ then, in all

not rationally expect the

communion of

ordinary cases, we
the

body and blood

In

extraordinary

of the Lord without the instituted means.
cases,

we

admit,

God

Avill

bestow

access to the ordinary means.
cases.

We

means of
desert.

salvation.

May we

on those

But

cannot be supposed

these extraordinary

it

to

He

alone

derive

dispensations, to set

The Almighty

who may

not have

judge of those

is

any authority from
aside

fed Israel with

the ordinary

manna

in the

venture to convert this into an argument for

the above recited verse from 1 Cor. x. 16.
t Bar. Apol. Prop. 13, p. 471, 473.
X See in the second division of this article at obs.
holy supper.
* In

6,

in defence of the

Divine Ordinances.

— The Lord's Supper.

indolence, and thereby paralyze the
fold our

arm of industry ? May we

hands with the sluggard, and raise our eyes

manna ?
As it respects
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to heaven,

for

it

the

members of

the ancient Jewish church, let

be observed, that they very evidently had their solemn
their sacrifices, particularly on "

on

</ie

Lamb of

feast

passover

the

and, that this was not merely a custom commemorative of their

escape from Egypt,* but that the same divine object of

by

this

means, presented

holy supper,

we have

to

them which

is

faith

presented to us

the most positive assurance.

" Christ our passover

was,

in the

Christ

is

Ms."t

Lamb
The

The

fathers, devoutly participating of the paschal feast, looked

*'

the

And

of God.'^

is sacrificed

only point of difference between the two

for

lies in this.

forward, through the revolving ages, to the sacrifice about to be
offered

We, guided by

up by the Messiah.

ages, to

the symbolical in-

back over the revolutions of

structions of our sacrament, look

him who was actually

sacrificed for us on the top of

Calvary.
5.

In the apostolic age,

dually giving

way

pensation, our

when

the ceremonial laws

were gra-

before the rising glory of the Christian dis-

Lord granted

certain indulgences to the

He

nesses of the Jewish converts.

indulged them

in

weak-

the ancient

" abstaining from meats^'' and of observing " holy days.'''
But the indulgence was not extended to their posterity, nor was
The law which established the new instiit claimed by them.

rites of

The

tutions clearly abolished the old.

apostles asserted their

and warmly opposed them who wished to bring
church
back on the
the rites, the abstinence from meats, the
christian liberty,

The

holy days of the Jewish church.

with precepts and remonstrances on
lays claims to accuracy on
institutions of the

can permit themselves

principles,

first

new economy
to act so

Paul abound
But who, that
could confound the

epistles of

this subject.

with the rites of the old

absurdly as

to

ancient Jewish rites the holy supper which had not
in the times of the

Old Testament?

to quote against a christian

•

As Barclay has ventured

t John

i.

29.

1

Cw,

or,

?

Who

rank among the
its

existence

who can permit

himself

ordinance the canons which abolished
to assert.

V. 7-

37

Apo!. p. 47i-
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the Jewish ceremonies

It

?

was reserved

society of Friends to be guilty of
6.

They

remony

insist that the

for the writers of the

all this !*

holy supper was a certain Jewish ce-

attending the passover

;

that Jesus complied with

it

that the primitive christians being chiefly Jews, did, for
time, observe

No one

it.t

This

is

;

and

some

a gratuitous assertion of the apologist.

passage can be brought from holy writ

to

support

The

it.

law which ordained the passover makes no mention of any such
appendage. The Old Testament is silent on the subject.

But the learned man
thority.

He

is

not to be put

drags up a certain Pauhis Riccius.

His black

thinks to be decisive on the matter.

by

the discovery that this surely

whence has
tion

ish

He

off.

does find au-

plunges into the oblivion of unfortunate authors, and

this oracle, this

He

he

letter proofs

enlightens the world

was a Jewish ceremony.

But

Paulus Riccius derived his illumina-

?
From no other source, verily, than the writers of the JewTalmud and these, as all the world knows, wrote after the
;

and nation. If the apocryphal authors,
all the advantages which may be supposed to have arisen
from their national privileges and valuable materials, are so insipid, and brainless, and fabulous, what can we expect from those
men who wrote long after the destruction of their temple, and
who were not even permitted to grub out documents and mateAnd, moreover, they wrote
rials from the ruins of their capital.]:
avowedly to the prejudice of Christianity. They abound with
destruction of their city

with

palpable errors, and with puerile fables.§

no weight

any

in history.

ai'ticle

Their judgment

that relates to the

is

name and

Their authority

is

of

of no importance on
institutions of

Jesus

Christ.

Yet, after

all, if

any Friend, learned

in the

Hebrew and

the

Talmud, shall be conscientiously scrupulous for the authority of
* Hence the irrelevancy of Barclay's objections against the sacrament,
taken from Rom. xiv. 17.' Colos. ii.'l6. Apol. Prop. 13, sect. 5, 9.
Bar. Apol. Prop. 13, sect. 6, p. 480.
•f
% See Mosh. Chron. Tables Cent. iii. Buck's Theol. Diet. Art. Talmud, who quotes the unanimous testimony of the Jews, " that the Mishna
or text of the Talmud ivas ivrUttn at the close of the second century."
Prideaux places it in the beginning of the sixth century. Counecl. vol.
iii.

§

447.

The

plain reader

the article Talmud.

may

see a fair specimen in Buck's Theol. Diet, at

Divine Ordinances.
these same Talmuds,

we can
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up
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—

and we
may, in fact, admit all
that Barclay and his Paulus Riccius have asserted, that there
was a supper of bread and wine attached to the passover. This
afford to give

have no great zeal on the matter.

is

wholly irrelevant
"

gument.

in their

What we

argument, and

are to look

all this

We

it

touches not our ar-

Christ's practice

to, is

;

and we

are sure that that should oblige us more than the Jewish practice
.should oblige Christ."*

Lastly. "

The washing
by Christ

tively enjoined
set aside

:

why

then

is

of the disciples' feet has been as posias the supper

5

and yet

that has

been

the supper retained ?"t

In the eastern world custom

had established the practice of

using no other covering for the feet than sandals

was extremely warm.

At the close of the day

it

:

the climate

was the

of the host to afford his guests the means of " washing

office

their feet."

deemed an act of kindness to bathe
had certainly been the practice of all
ranks from time immemorial to do so. And the service "of

It

was

in all private families

the feet of the traveller;

it

washing the feet" belonged

Our Lord,

to the

alone,

after the first supper, in

domestics of the family. ''^l

order to give his disciples a

and to impress on their minds the remembrance of that law which constituted a perfect equality among
all the members of the ministerial office, actually condescended
to do what the menial servants of the family would otherwise
lesson of humility,

He did not originate the custom " of vmshhe introduced no new rite; he employed no mystic

certainly have done.
big the feet

—

the servant's stead
and actthem a most impressive lesson
He has left
of humility, and of brotherly love and sympathy.
positively
be
expressed
these
should
by " the
that
precept
us no
"
,-"
is
no
injunction
to wash
and
there
other's
washing of each
feet
To
relieve
''come,
again.''"'
and
comfort
each other'' s feet^'' until he

signs

;

he simply placed himself

in

ing as a menial servant, he taught

the brethren,

is

a duty of perpetual obligation

of doing this most effectually,

it

is

left

according to their national forms and customs

and customs are
•

6,

ii.

untouched by the

as to the

manner

;

do it
and these forms

Spirit of revelation, as are

of Wamphiy against Barclay.
| Bar. Apol. Prop. 13, sect.
\ Harmer's Ob.servations, 8cc. and Paxton's Illustrations
p. 342, 343, Phil. edit. Burder's Oriental Customs, No. 611, 612.

Brown

p. 481.

vol.

left

;

to all christians to

n;
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the languages and forms of government of respective nations.

The kingdom

laws of Divine Providence here bear sway.

The

of grace has not put forth a single injunction on the matter.

But the severity of the apologist has exposed
If this ancient practice of " washing

taliation.

ficient in their estimation to establish

West

among

the Oriental custom " of washing the

his sect to re-

the fetC^

be

suf-

moderns of the

the

feet,''^

pray,

why

has

the zeal of the society, like that of their Pennsylvania

not

neighbours, the Dunkers, introduced

forms?

If

they can see, so clearly,

our negligence,

in this particular,

it

into the

its

number

of their

positive institution, will

atone for their criminality in

rejecting both the holy supper and the washing the disciples'
feet

?

We

have, however, a more serious objection than what grows
out of their inconsistency. Had our Lord ordained " the washing

offeet^^ as a religious ordinance, we should have had two sacramental washings with water. And, each of them, as must be
evident to

every

Friend, signifying the same thing,* one

them must be superfluous

:

and evidently that one which has

of
not^

as baptism has, a precept enforcing a perpetual observance.

Such

is

the whole plan of attack on this most holy institution

attack planned in the maudlin brains of

Fox

;

:

an

matured by Penn

and executed by Barclay.
" Sic fatus senior, telumque imbelle,
" Conjecit."

The whole
"borrowed.!

sine ictu

materiel of the force brought forward

ViRG.
is

evidently

But the principles and suggestions of Grotius are

De Moor, vol. v. p. 328.
sorry to say from Grotius whose unguarded principles have
invited the sectarian to an impious daring in this matter, which none
would have lamented more sincerely than the learned man. Grotius,
while residing at the court of France, as Swedish ambassador, wrote his
book, " De cocna administranda ubi non fiastores sunt ; an semper
* Bernard

•{•

I

am

communkanda Jier symbola."
The ]ea\'ned man's errors in

—

doctrine had di'awn down on him a sentence of expulsion from the reformed church. The Lutheran church
had, for the same reason, shut her doors against him. The remonstrants
had, at that time, no pastors, and no communion. In this untoward combination of circumstances, which created no ordinary temptation to model his creed according to his present feelings, he offered his plea that
the pastor was not essentially necessary to the right celebration of the
Lord's supper. And that it was not necessary that the external symbol

—

Divine Ordinances.
set forth in
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the threatening array of syllogisms, pursued

and moods and categories of Aristotle
a style of bold execution which might add a sprig of

through
tind in

all

— The Lorifs Supper.

all

the figures

leurcl to the

immortality of the Stagirite.

hns contrived

to

render his dogmata,

in a

Nor

this

is

all.

lie

manner, inaccessible,

by throwing around them

the ponderous circumlocutions of the
and by shedding over them the narcotic
influence of mysticism, which no assailant can approach without

leaden age of Fox,

feeling their soporiferous influence creeping over all his senses!
II.

We

now

invite the society's politeness to the

apology of

the church in behalf of her solemn festival.
1.

The

first

holy supper was an institution distinct from the

passover.
In the passover, the flesh of the paschal Iamb,

bread were used

— wine

also

was added.*

and unleavened

Some

of the learned!

ceremony there was a double
supper that in the first the paschal lamb was eaten, and in the
second the unleavened bread and the last was by our Lord
have been of opinion that

in this

:

:

converted into the holy supper.

Others admit the double sup-

per of the paschal lamb and of the unleavened bread

;

but contend

was added by our Lord as the third and
distinct supper.J
But our divines have shown from the authentic
records of the Jews " that the paschal lamb was the last thing
eaten in the passovei"; and that the whole rite was closed by the
paschal cup passing round the company."§ There was, therethat our holy institution

fore,

no room for the second supper.

should be used- In other words the learned man reasoned that symbolical
instruction might be effected without the use of symbols.
His ingenious
triflings have been revived by Penn and Barclay.
See Voet. Folit.
Eccles. vol. i. p. 764. Cloppenburgh has refuted Grotius in his Disp.
Sel. Theol. 4. Oper. Tom. i. p. 592, 598.
See Bernard Ue Moor, volV. p. 665.
Grotius wrote in Latin, A. D. 1638. Barclay published his
Apology in Latin, A. D. 1676, some time after his return from the Scotch
college of Paris.
* See Luke xxii. 18, and Talmud Tract.
Witsius Oecon. Fed. vol. ii. ch. 17, p. 448.

t Scaliger

De Emend. Temp.

De

Sab.

fol. 11,

quoted by

Lib. vii. 571, and Bern. De Moor. PerMaldonatus and Grotius De Coena Dom.
S Calvin De Cxn. Dom. Buxtorf. Ad Histor. Instit. S. Ccens Dom.
sect. 14. Leusd. Phil. Hebrceo-mixt. Dissert. 38, Quaest. 6. Goodwin's
Moses and Aaron, book iii. ch. 4, sect. 21, 22. Bern. De Moor Pern. com.

pet.

Com.

vol. V. p. 321.

vol. v. p. 321, 3^2.

*
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is

Defects of their System in Point of

made

evident to a demonstration from the sacred

narrative* that this

was the order observed in the

first

holy sup-

After they had eaten the passover, and after the paschal

per.

cup " had been taken and divided among them^'' our Lord " took
bread,''^ and " he took the cup,'''' and instituted another supper
it
:

was, therefore, most evidently no part of the passover but it was
" Do this,''' said
as evidently something substituted in its place.
our Lord, " do this in remembranee of me."
;

2.

This supper

or love feasts.

is

something- entirely distinct from the agape

It is

not quite evident that these feasts, though

observed by the primitive christians, were of divine appointment.

The

first

tianity

mention of them we find

when

the disciples

of the poor were relieved

spread for them

had

early period of Chris-

in that

things in

by

The wants

common.!

by the bounties of the

in the places of public

might be accompanied

tion

all

rich

;

tables

were

worship, that their devo-

active charity.

These

feasts

originally preceded the eating of the Lord's supper.|

In a following age

when

the abuses that had crept into the

agape, became flagrant in the church, the council that met at

Carthage decreed that these feasts should be kept

after the Lord's

supper.§

But as these abuses could not be prevented while the occasions
of temptation existed, the love feasts were formally abolished

a canon of the council of Laodicea.||

On

ing two points are established respecting the love feasts.

Of Luke

by

the whole, the follow1.

It

xxii. 18, &c.
t Acts ii. 44, 45, ch. iv. 62, S4. Spanhem.
Eccles. Hist. p. 620, folio.
X 1 Cor. xi. 20, 22. The Corinthians liad committed a double abuse
The rich did indeed bring with them the materiel oi the
in their agape.
feast ; but instead of yielding to the tender sympathies of charity, and
spreading a tabic for their poor brethren, previous to their associating at
the table of their Lord, they appropriated the whole to their own gratification ; and while their brethren " were hujigry" they " were drunken."
The apostle applies to them the severe and just discipline of God's house,
charging them not only with this shocking abuse, but with profaning the
table of the Lord, and thereby " eathig and drinking damnation to themselves."
He thus makes it evident that the church united these two, and
that the love feast preceded the holy supper.
§ " Sacramenta altaris nonnisi a jejurds hominibus celebrarentur."
Canon 4 of the council of Carthage, held in the reign of Aurelian, towards
the close of the third century, before A. D. 275. See Turret, vol. iii.
p. 476.
"JVon o/iortet in Ecclesia facere agafias, et in domo Dei nianducare."
*

Sac.

et.

11

Canon

—

28, as quoted by Turret, vol.

iii.

p. 476.

Divine Ordinances.
is

not evident that they

— The Lord's Svpjjer.

were ordained by our Lord.
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2.

And

when kept they were always followed or preceded by the Lord's
supper.*

The holy supper was

3.

instituted

by our Lord

Jesus Christ.

The passover having been eaten, and the cup having been disamong the disciples,! this Jewish ordinance was finished,

tributed

it was not to be resumed; it had accomplished its end; it
was but the type. It had for ages set before the church the
prophecy of the coming Messiah; it had been annually reiterat-

and

ing the consoling promise

He

was come

whom

of the antitype

ous vision

filled

it

:

^'

Behold

had been

the church

the

lamb of God

so long announcing
;

is
;

coming.''^

the glory

the type was lost in the glori-

— and to-morrow's sun was

to reveal to the

Jewish na-

Messiah suspended on the cross; and as the passover

tion their

could only speak of him as coming,

it

could no longer utter

its

voice without misleading the church.

But the new dispensation was not to be inferior in any respect
Now the old had never been without an institution
of wisdom to direct the church to her coming Lord. The goodness

to the old.

of

God

could not permit her to remain without an institution

as-

commemorate the advent and death
of her Lord.
Hence the Lord of the passover having withdrawn
" Our Lord took bread and blessit, ordained another in its stead.
well calculated, at least, to

ed

it,

is

my

and brake

it,

and gave

body given for you

—

it

this

to the disciples,

saying, take, eat

do in remembrance of me.

also the cup after supper, saying, this cup is the
blood, which

is

shed for you

—drink ye

all

of

new testament

it."'\

And

;

this

Likewise
in

my

the solemn

was closed with singing a hymn. Thus by the highest
authority this holy institution was delivered to the church ; thus
by precept and by example its religious observance is enjoined
upon us. The primitive christians did faithfully obey the injuncservice

tion of their
trine,

From

and
the

Lord.

'•'•They

in fellowship,

manner

in

and

continued stedfastly in the apostWs doC'
in breaking of bread,

which the

and

breaking of bread'^

is

in prayer.''''^

introduced,

" Consult Bern. De Moor Perpet. com. vol. v. p. 558. Turret, vol. iii.
p. 471, 472, 475. Voet. Eccles. Polit. vol. i. p. 478, 479. Bingham Orig.
Eccles. vol. vi. 504, &c. &c. Wolfius in Cur. Phil, and Criac. ad Judse
ver. 12. See also Schleusneri Lexic. Nov. Test, article Jgafiai.

t
I

Luke

xxii. 17.

± Lukexxii. 19, 20.

§ Acts

ii.

42, 8cc.
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Of the

and from the

religious nature of the things with

signedly associated,
lence,

be referred

very plain that

is

it

common

to

meals.

that an inspired writer would stop to

" continued stedfast/y

to

which

de-

Can

it

tell

us that the christians

be gravely asserted

common meals

break bread in

it is

cannot, without vio-

it

?"

Does not

know that all men do break bread, from house to
common meals ? That wise men and fools that the pa-

the world

all

house, in

—

gan and the christian never cease

to doit

?

We

could not defend

we

the page of inspiration from the charge of drivelling, did
this as the meaning of " breaking bread."

The

He

Spirit of

associates,

ship.^''

It

God

is

here speaking of the acts of the church.

from design,

was a

this act

ceded and followed by preaching.*

No.

It

cannot be made

They

by our Lord.

with " doctrines and fellow-

then, of the church.

feast,

fix

appear

to

It

was a

feast pre-

But they were love

that love-feasts

feasts

?

were ordained

could not, therefore, be interwoven

in the

They could not be placed by the side
narrative of inspiration.
"
And did
doctrine, and fellowship, and prayer.''^
of the apostles'
we even admit
lose nothing.

that they
It is

were

love-feasts,

our argument would

evident, from authentic documents, that the

holy supper was always united with these love-feasts.

The very

design of them was to assemble the church for the holy supper.

The

last was the principal end the first was only accessary.
About twenty-six years after this institution had been in full
operation in the church, our Lord gave an additional expression
;

of his will on the matter.
its

This has settled the point respecting

authority and perpetual obligation.

I

allude to

what was de-

livered to the Corinthians.

The

apostle,

having corrected the abuses

in their love-feasts,

and, having reminded them that their coming together for such

purposes as those to which they had debased their love-feasts,

was

not to eat the Lord's supper, proceeds in

of his high commission, not to put
per,

down

all

the solemnity

the festival of the sup-

which he certainly would have done, had

institutiont

done had

—not
it

it,

it been a human
which he certainly would have

been a part of the abrogated ceremonies, or a

* Acts XX. 7.
feasts.

to abolish

t

As

the council of Laodicea abolished the lo \

c

Divine Ordinances.
temporary

— The Lord^s Supper.
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words of the

in the

Holy Ghost, to repeat its divinity ; its sacred uses; its perpetual
" I have received of the Lord that which also I delivered
obligation.
unto you

;

that the

trayed, took bread.
said, take, eat

He

brance of mc.

cup

the

is

also took the cup, after he

in

it,

this cup,

Nothing can come after
for

It

we cannot approach

The
them

it

had supped, saying,

this

This do, as often as ye

blood.

filled

up the measure of our desires.

It is full;

it.

doubt or evasion.

an imperishable basis.
that

and

remem'

he come.'"'

till

This divine message has

room

my

it ;

remembrance of me. For as often as ye eat this bread, and
ye do shew or, Karayytwirt shew ye forth the Lord's

drink

death

Jesus, the same night in which he was be-

And when he had given thanks, he brake
is my body broken for you.
This do in

new testament

drink

in

this

;

Lord

It

it is

throws around
it

explicit.

It

leaves no

places this sacred institution on

without

it

such a blaze of glory,

awe and veneration

!

society have at no time yielded to these feelings.

has no authority, no use, no glory!

They

With

contrive to

represent the whole of this sacred passage as having no more
ihe force of a divine injunction to observe this sacred festival,
than the words, " as often as you go to Rome visit the capital,'''' can

be supposed

to

man under an

lay a

obligation to visit

Rome.*

This form of argument, which the apologist has put into the
lips of every Quaker, exhibits a mortifying specimen of the ef-

and a play upon
" fat, contented
Not
words, boldly ventured on illiterate
from the
shrinking
ignorance" herself, dozing in her cell, or
misery of being doomed to think and reflect for herself, can be

fect

produced by certain

superficial remarks,

minds.

more

easily satisfied

;

and'^ield herself a more ready slave to

vulgar error than these simple minds to their authorized thinkers !
Were it not that the Baronet of Dry has been allowed to
think for the amiable sect from generation to generation, we
this old and feeble objection, talked

might remind them that

into popularity, within the limits of the meeting,

by a few dull
by it, has

prosers, docs really imply that the person addressed

been

in

the habit of going to

Borne, see the capitoW''

Rome.

" Jls often as you go

to

If he has not been in the habit of going

Bar. Ap. Prop. 13, p. 492

38

—
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Of the

thither,

has no bearing on the point.

it

But taking

meaning.

Rome,

to visit

assumes the

it

coming from one

to

command,

positive

whom

do

that he

ments of the society, and

air of a

he owes

most natural construction,

Nay,

definite

own

request.

And

becomes a
Taking it in its

visit the

capitol.

it

operates wholly against the senti-

it

our favour.

in

this cup,

insist

I

been abolished, do actually prove more

them than even we want

The precept

to establish.

unequivocally to the church, " As often as ye

is,

about

explanations, -instead of proving the ordinance of

the supper to have

drink

is

obedience,

all

he

entreat the patience of the society a moment.

I

that their

against

has absolutely no

It

for granted that, as usual,

it

show ye forth

they say, as

the

this

says

bread and

come.''''

That

and wine, ye must do

this in

Lord's death

often as ye use bread

eat

till

he

my memory.
hy them,

In the parallel alleged

ference
is

" As often as ye go

:

no such

to

"

indifl'erence here.

there

Rome,

Do

a mere contingency.

is

But there

capitol.''''

remembrance of me
cup.''
The " going

this in

as often as ye eat bread and drink of

Rome""

a matter of indif-

is

see the

this

You may go

—
to

You may

thither.

But the using of these viands is not a matter of conIt does occur every day, and every where.
On the
principles of the apologist it would prove that Ave ought to
celebrate the Lord's supjjcr at every meal. Their own explananot go.

tingency.

They

unlock an overflowing of argument against them.

tions

pour forth gratuitously a redundancy of proof in our favour.
But we wish not to be carried along by this excess of misguided

We

zeal.

do not wish

us against the abuse of

very explanation

that this
ten as

ye

be so lavish of proof.

to

guard

It is to

making the holy supper a common meal,

eat this bread

is

introduced into the precept

and drink

this

wine."

as of-

He makes

an em-

phatic distinction bclAvcen the symbols of the old sacrament, and

You have

the symbols of the new.

lamb;

it is

my

will

that

have consecrated than
Lod}' and

and

this

my

Irance of mc."

"

d'^

it

—

my

to

shed blood

wine—

you

;

noi

hitherto used the paschal

lienccforth u^e bread and zvine.
service, to represent

my

and as often as ye do use

—" do
as a common meal

it

this

in

I

broken
bread

revwn-

;

Divine Ordinances.

Our

The

— The LoriVs Supper.
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apostle has delivered two additional precepts in this place.

first

regulates the necessary preparation of the christian

the second,

in

terms ihc most definite, enjoins on every christian
" Let a

the duty of celebrating the Lord's sujipcr.

man

ex<mtina

of that bread and drink of that cup.''' To
strip the assailant of the last fragment of his shivered weapon,

himself,

and

so

him

let

eat

—

and

(0 expose hini in all the nakedness of impotent folly
what
more could be done, which this voice of the Almighty has not
done ?
4. Of all the institutions of our Lord, this rises highest in so-

The holy

lemnity and importance.

scriptures present to us those

doctrines to which heaven awards the honour of
zvisc

unto

The

salvation.^''

To

and enforce them on our consciences.
the instrumentality

awarded

is

But

in

that ordinance

holy

this

our Lord

festival

of the church in his lovely and awful

in the sight

majesty, and invites us to a blessed

Now,

baptism

of giving an extraordinary exhibition of the

purifying blood of Christ.

comes down

making men

ministry expound them to our minds,

is

communion with him.

most solemn

which there

in

is

the

full-

and most striking representation of the love of our suffering

est

and dying Lord

made from

;

which extraordinary communications are
which no

in

the throne of grace, for the celebrations of

ordinary preparations
guilt of

no ordinary

ai-e

stain

is

required;

in the

abuse of which a

contracted

—and

for the violating of

And such,
The circumstance of

the sanctity of which a fearful retribution follows.*
in

every particular,

is

the Lord's supper.

pomp and mystery thrown around it, strikes the mind of
how much more the mind of the humble
and devout christian! At all times we should approach the Lord
solemn

even the thoughtless

;

with profound reverence ; but in this institution, like Moses and
Joshua, " We p\it off our shoes from off our feci, for the ground on
which we stand
5.

We

is holy.'''

There are more avenues

into the

have, assuredly, no right to say thai

human mind than one.
God does, or that God
eye, or by the ear; by

will convey his mind to us only by the
any other of the senses, or by all of them at once it must be allowed, he at least can convey his will to us. And if he is pleased
;

1

Cor.

xi. 27, 29.

—

Defects of tJie'u' System in Point of

Of the

2T()
60 to do,

must be admitted that the impression made on our

it

minds will be deep and lasting in proportion to the numl)er of the
senses that may have been employed in his service.

Now
bols

senses,

can be done only by material forms, constituted sym-

this

by

These symbols

the proper authority.

and brought

into contact with

them,

set

up before our

will, in

consequence

of this constitution, convey to the mind moral instruction not only

Thus,

correct, but peculiarly forcible.

regard

in

to

the subject

before us, the proofs and expressions of our Saviour's love, are,

manner, made tangible and they are poured in upon our
minds through the different avenues of the senses: and reciprocating his divine love, our minds pour forth before him a flood of
in a

;

Every person

emotions and love, and vows and devotion.

human nature and

quainted with

ac-

the philosophy of the mind,

wisdom and high importance of this mode of
communication and when to this is added the consideration,
that in religion the communion is to be kept up between Him
who is a pure Spirit, and creatures whose spirits dwell in matemust surely

feel the
;

frames, and receive their impressions through the senses,

rial

may we

not say that

Let

religion.

duces
tic

effects

power;

in

it is,

a manner, absolutely necessary in

not be objected to

it

this, that

the

Holy

Spirit pro-

on the mind by the immediate presence of

it is

his plas-

neither orthodox nor safe to question this truth

But let us remember

most certainly he does.

that his mysterious

operations are attended, at the same moment, by his effectual employment of the outward means of grace. It is so in the kingdom

of nature

:

the secret emanation of his

power makes

oak burst

the

from the acorn; but not without the kindly influence of the dew

and of the sun,

the

is

Our Lord has
this

work

justified

perfected.
his

wisdom and goodness

extraordinary exhibition of his body and blood

in

to

causing

be given

xmder material symbols. The kind and the number of these have
been determined by

These are brought

his

own

into the

on the table of the Lord
ken, the other
saints

is

;

authority. "

rest, as

took bread

and

zuine.''^

assembly of the church, and are placed
solemn invocation the one is bro-

after

j)oured out; they are put into the hands of the

— they take them, and use

For the

He

jt

respects

all

them

in a

sacramental manner.

minor circumstances attending

it,

Divine Ordinances.

we

are guided

cently

and
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that general canon, " Let all tilings be done de-

by

in ordcr.^*

There is a sacramental union established between the symbols and the things designed to be expressed by tiiem.
This union, in the judgment of the church, does not consist in
the conversion of the symbols into that which they are appointed
6.

to represent

;

nor

is

a union arising out of the nature of the

it

which God has been pleased to constitute
through grace, between the pious use of the symbols and the exthings.

It is

a union

hibition of the thing signified

The

by them.

union

is

relative;

resembles the connexion existing between the cause and the

—between means and

fect
it

has for

its

the end.

is

It

it

ef-

a real union, because

and this does
communicant does, in the pious

basis the divine institution thereof,

And

create the union.

the devout

use of the symbols, actually partake of the blessed realities exhibited in them.

One explanation more is necessary. Our Ijord ordinarily
works by means but he is not confined to them he can accomplish his will above them and beyond them.
In this sacramental
;

union

it is

;

distinctly understood

by

us, that

two things are so con-

nected that the one cannot ordinarily be possessed without the
other.

mark

In an extraordinary

way

it

may be

enjoyed.

This re-

applies equally to the preaching of the gospel, and to the

Thus the blessings of the divine presence are
necessarily connected in an ordinary manner., with the assembling
holy sacraments.

God for worship; but surejy it is not
Barclay has admitted this.* We extend it for

of ourselves in the house of

confined to that.
the

same reasons

to the

our Lord working

in

Lord's supper

;

but the circumstance of

sovereignty above and beyond

can no more authorize us

all

means,

lay aside the ordinary means of
grace, such as the preaching of the gospel, and the observance
to

of the sacraments, than the fact of God's feeding the Jews with

manna, can excuse the

folly of the

pleasures of freedom from bodily

man, who, expatiating on the
and declining to cultivate

toils,

his fields, lauds the

Divine beneficence and raises his eyes very

devoutly

for

to

heaven

manna!

Barclay, and with him the whole society, have rejected
Apol. Prop. 13, p. A72.

this
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Of the

Defects of their Si/stem in Point of

" The communion of the body and blood of
"
has no relation, nor respect, to the cereChrist"* say they,

sacramental union.

mony

Why

of bread and wine."

are the Friends so incon-

Why

do they not also deny the connexion between
" the assembling of themselves and the feeling of the divine presence?" Why do they not deny the connexion between their
sistent?

preaching and the " convincement" of sinners ?
ously contend for all these. They glow with zeal

By

these connexions.

God

has enjoined us

He

of the gospel.
of the

And

saints.t

these means derive

exist.

In the nature of thinsrs

it is

?

no

is

only by a divine institution
has ordained the preaching

has pledged his presence

from the influences of

in the

his

assemblies

presence that

—

" Paul may plant
God!
The supper was ordained by the same

all their efficacy.

The same

authority.

strenu-

advocating

He

It

meet.

to

only gives the increase.'^

and

in

what arguments do they support them

Not from the nature of the things.
such connexion does

They

blessed influence here unites the means

the ertd.

This union

may be

distinctly

marked

in the

following things.

First: In the fitness of the symbols to represent

These arc the

ed.

what

substantial parts of that food

is

intend-

by which

hu-

man life is sustained and comforted. And they passed through
a necessary process before they were lit for this. Our Lord
gave his body to be bruised and broken for us. And his blood
was shed on the cross. By these sufferings by this agonizing

—

consummated his atonement. Through this process of
and
dying, " his fesh'''' became " meat indeed: and his
suffering
M(»f/" became " drinic mdcerf,''J to nourish those who " receive'''

<}eath he

the benefit of " his atonctyicni."

Second

There

:

is

not only a natural, but

a moral

fitness.

Divine authority has created a mysterious and real union be-

tween the symbols and the thing
are made

to

blood of the

tainly

*
tlie

signified

by them,

represent to the faith of the saints, "

Lord.''''

convey

The

this idea.

what they mean by
mystic supper.

f Matthew xxviii.

the

so that they

body and

tlie

following words of inspiration do cerIf

they do not, they are utterly inex-

the " blood, Sec. of Clirist," is shown
See the beg-inning' of this article,
20.
% John vi. 56.

h) this section

on

.

Divine Ordinances.
" This bread

plicable.

new

my

testament in

"

Christ.^''*

He

'

out of his " not

Now,

1

put

this

is the

the

is

And

cup unworthily.''^

discerning,'''' in

to the

it

This cup

body broken for ymi.
" The cup,

blood.''''

and drinks

eats this bread

my
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communion of the
The bread, is the communion of the body of
is guilty of the body and blood of the Lord,'' who

of Christ.

blood

is

— The LovWs Supper.

his guilt arises

these elements, " the lord's body,^^

candour of every Friend

to

say

—

if

there be

no union created between the external symbols, and the thing
if there be no union so constituted, that we
divinely set forth

—

can, in the representation, certainly " discern the Lord's body^

how can the sin of " not discerning
be charged on any man
by the Judge of all the earth.
Third: The holy supper is not only a sign but a seal of the
it''''

covenant of grace.

It

does not only represent,

in

an affecting

manner, the reality of our Saviour's death and atonement,
also confirms, to us, the blessings of his grace.

new covenant

the

same

relation

it

bears

to the

which the rainbow bears

to the

It

covenant of Noah. The rainbow certainly does not serve merely
to

commemorate

to that covenant,

firm our faith in

by another

destroyed

The
:

is,

this is

Calvin on

deluge.

a specimen of the proof from holy writ, that
" Take^
in this sense, a seal of the new covenant.

following

the supper
tat

It is a seal appended
the fact of the deluge.
which God made with our father Noah, to conthe divine assurance that the earth shall not be

my

is

body broken for

this text;

you.''''

Here

and, as the apologist

is

the

comment of

cla'ons this very

eminent

father as at one with them in their view of the supper,] it ought, in
all conscience, to have with them its full weight. " Our Lord by
stretching out
his

own

body.

Hence

figures.

Thut

is,

to

as

it

us his visible symbols,

Kor

is

Christ false.

there is

He

giv<:.?

no doubt thai truth

respects spiritual power,

along with ihem

does not

is

united to his sign.

we are as

realty

feed on bread.^''l
of
Nor is the following less forcible : " This cup

takers

tament in

blood of
• 1

Calv.

the

body of Christ, as

my
tht;

blood.''''

to t<y

amuse us with empty

made par-

7vc

E\ ery covenant was

ratified

is

the

new

tes-

by blood. The

victim streaming before the eyes of the parties^

Cor. X. 16.
± Quia
y Bar. Apol. p. 493.
in 1 Cor. xi. C4. Bern. Dc Moor, vol. v. 2S6,

Dominun"

(S'l
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Defects of their System in Foint of

confirmed the truth

to their entire

covenant were

ditions of the

mediatorship of the

satisfaction,

new covenant.

In fulfilling

Here

ofiered himself a sacrifice for us.

pledges of

it

This bread

blood.

is

my

its

conditions he

are the proofs and
" This cup is the new

deposited with the church.

my

testament in

that the con-

Christ had assumed the

fulfilled.

body broken for

you.''''

These symbols represent his body broken and his blood shed
for us.
This was all that was required in that covenant. The

Hence the certainty of
The basis on which this certain
our Lord's own declaration. And by this

condition has, therefore, been fulfilled.
the blessings secured to us.

assurance

ordinance

rests, is

his declaration

mind.

strike the

We

them.

We

presented by proofs which forcibly

is

feel these proofs.

We

see them.

We

cannot but believe the evidence of our senses.

must believe

his truth, certified

by

his veracity,

taste

We

conveying upon

our minds, proofs through the testimony of our senses.

Again
is

The Lord's supper

:

is a feast upon a sacrifice.
This
which an argument of Paul has carried him.*

the result to

The substance of it is
down these positions.

Hiat in eating of the body and blood
God, on the cross, we have a real com1.

of Christ, ofl'ered up to

munion

we

and death. " The cup of blessing which
communion of the blood of Christ. The bread

in his sufferings

bless, is

not the

it

which we break,
2.

In dissuading from idolatry, he laid

this.

is it

not the

That the Jews who

communion of the body of Christ ?"
eat of the meat of the sacrifice, did

partake as really of the moral benefits of the sacrifice as those
for

whom

it

fice partakers

of

the altar

meaning of the use of
that

if

" .^re not they who eat of the sacri-

was offered up.

those, to

whom

This being

?''"'

sacrifices,

he

laid

he argues

down

as the true

in a divine

manner,

addressing himself, did partake of

is

the Gentile feasts on their sacrifices, even although they had not

been present
nies,

at the altar, or

had

assisted in the public ceremo-

" The

yet they were theix-by actually guilty of idolatry.

things which the Gentiles sacrifice, they sacrifice to devils.

not be partakers of the Lord''s

Thus

tabic,

the apostle, guided

that there

is

by

and of the

In

1

of devils.''"'

makes it evident
between these different

inspiration,

a perfect analogy existing
*

table

Ye can-

Cor. X, 16, 18, 20, 21.

Divine Ordinances.
were

If there

feasts.

argument

not, his

The Lord's

divinity.

— The Lord^s Supper.
loses

consistency and

its

supper, therefore, bears that relaiioii to

Jews and

the great Christian sacrifice, which the feasts of the

bear

the Gentiles, after their sacrifices, did

But these

feasts

were

feasts

on their

arising from the blood of the victim as

apo'^tle's

who

to their sacrifices.

And

sacrifices.

the table, partook of them, were interested

sisted at the altar or
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much

as those

at

who

as-

Hence, by the

up the victim.

offered

who,

all

the moral benefits

in

argument from these premises, the Lord's supper

is

a

on the great Christian sacrifice offered up on Calvary.

feast

—

And in feeding on this sacrifice by faith and we actually do it,
when we devoutly take the sacred symbols into our hands, and
we are considered in law, and in jususe them sacramentally

—

tice, as the persons for

tian sacrifice
•

Now,

whom

the atoning blood of the chris-

was shed.

was a solemn federal

the feasting on a sacrifice

the Jewish church.

The

the table of God.

Hence when
fruit of the

This

down

up on

The

was

rite in

it

"/lis

They

they became the guests of the Lord.

did eat and drink with him.

And

was

altar

meoi."*
to eat of the sacrifice, " the

sacrifice offered

the church sat

altar,''*

easily explained.

is

this

communion did certainly

imply that love and peace existed between the parties. This
It was thus that covenants of
idea was universally understood.
peace were

and carried

ratified,

their altar, and eat thereon.!

into effect.

And

The

devout Jew appeared as the one party " in

He

Gorf "J

he pledged

is

his

vows of

covenant of his

to

fidelity to his

our apostle

in his

:

And

God.

argument referred

to

above,

a perfect analogy between the feast of the Jewish church

and the Lord's supper.
sacrifice

with

the

received the confirmations of the divine love

But according
there

parties erected

the feast at the altar the

in

we

him.^''

Hence

while we feast on the christian
" He sups with us and we sup

are

made

We

devote ourselves

his guests.

to

him by solemn vows

;

he

confirms his covenant of peace with us.§

And
*

there

Mai.

i.

§ Consult

is,

7, 12.

in this institution,

t

Cud worth's

second volume

the highest moral tendency to

xxxi. 44.
Tieatise op the

Lev.

ii.

13.

supjei- in the end of the
of Ins Intellectual Sy>Lciu, p. 26, 34, Milii, quarto.

39

Li)f'l'.s
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Dpfects of their System in Point of

Of the

promote

this:

—The

symbols

visible

reference to the Lord's

in

supper, are to us what the rainbow of jNoah's covenant

men; what

the wettinj^ of (he fleece

the live coal laid on Isaiah's

and

was

was

to

to

and what
These did seal

Jephthah
him.

;

what was announced.

ratify

Hence

lips,

to all

is

the christian with the sacred symbols in his hands,

As

taught thus divinely to reason.

my God

certainly as

is

has set

apart these elements as the instruments of a symbolical representation of the death of

been put
has he

my Redeemer; as certainly as thej have
my hands for this purjiose so certainly

£;ratuitou>ij into

in his

body, by

atonement; so certainly
shall

1

have on

my

;

his passion

on the cross,

he freely given

is

to

made a thorough
me so certainly
;

due acceptance of him, rich grace

and

every

for

yonder bright world whither

in
want
he beckons me, a crown of immortal glory. Can 1 doubt the
veracity of my Lord? Can I hesitate togivethe fullest credence

in this transitory state

to

his

senses

promises

?

may

I

;

sooner doubt these evidences of

— these evidences of my seeing, and

these materials, which arc

by

his authority put into

and made by him the symbols of

And

between the

thus,

is

it

my

tasting of

my

hands,

his atonement.

Thus, therefore, the Lord's supper
grace.

and

feeling,

is

a seal of the covenant of

evident, that there

is

a sacramental union

symbols and the grace that

thereby

signi-

the premises the following inferences are clearly

made

visible

is

fied.

From

First:

out.

That there

is

no foundation

scripture or in the

in

nature of the things for the fanciful distinction of Barclay, that
the death

of Christ was shown fortli by bread and

actvally took place

had only through

;

the internal

Second: That the holy supper
christian comfort

matter with

judgment.

mark

all

is

and salvation.

a most necessary

The church

is

means of our

at issue

on

this

her opposers, and she distinctly pronounces her

There

is

not, in all cases of the dereliction of reason, a

more deeply branded on human conwho frowns from him the sacred bread and
sacred cup; and who in the midst of smiling plenty offered
of folly and insanity,

duct, than that of him

the

trine imtil that event

communion of his body and blood is
lights and without an external ceremony.*

but that the

Bar. Apol. Prop. 13, p. 477.

Divine Ordinances.

— The Lord's Supper.

him by the angel of mercy, destroys

to

And Oh

ing death.

but the

!

fitful

his soul

by
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a slow linger-

peals of laughter poured through

the open jaws of the maniac are not half so dreary on the ear of

melancholy; and the low protracted convulsive scream of the expiring criminal,

manity, as

is

while he labours
tion

not half so horrible to the ear of recoiling hu-

is

his boisterous

mirth on the ears of

all

good men,

through the murderous process of self-destruc-

it

Third: That the sacrilegious hand which offers violence

!

to this

holy institution

tion.

It

stained

is

by crime of the deepest aggrava-

deemed an

has ever been

atrocious oftcnce to oHer in-

whom a covenant of amity
had been confirmed by eating and drinking. The conscience of
even a heathen has set this mark of infamy on it. Even Celsus
sult

and violence

person with

to the

has gone so far as to bring a charge of inconsistency against the
sacred narrative which has detailed the treachery of Judas

cause

records what

it

pable of perpetrating

human

— that

nature, as he thought,

is,

—

be-

was not ca-

treachery after having sealed the

covenant of amity by eating and drinking.*
Public opinion
ratified

by an

is

the

oath.

of that Justice

same now, respecting solemn covenants

Oh who
!

whose

stern

can conceive the sweeping stroke

eje

singles out, for vengeance, the

wretch who breaks the covenant of

his

God

;

and who "

is

and blood of the LordP^ And^ Oh! tell me if the
ahstracllon of the cup from this sacred institution, by

guilly of the body
sacrilegious

the priests of
this

Rome, have rendered

sacrament be solemnized,

—

it

doubtful, at least, whether

even

or

recognized

that

in

unworthy communicating does involve
guilt of such a distressing naturef
what must be the guilt of
that offender, who, without the plea which ignorance and weakchurch

:t

if

the act of

—

ness are allowed to plead in extenuation of his crime,
out even the plea of the prodigal,

him forward

*

this

with-

who through an
by enthusiasm, pours contempt

into hostilities against the truth,

unsanctified zeal, lashed into fury

on

who

whose passions have carried

standing memorial of Christ's love, this standing proof

" Oti

tn^freTcu

i

xoiiavntra; Tp«Tf^H?

oux, av

aural,

ToAxS

jrxiov

i

0tS

fy/yjTO."—— Cei.S. IN OkIGKN.
t Sec D)-. Adam Clark on The Eucharist, p- 55, who " clears all the
priests of Rome to prove that this sacrament is ever disprnsrd in their
iocirtw."
They withhold the cup from the laity,
± I Cor. xi. 29.
ruftva^n&nc

oux.

ett

auTU

«-riy8ot/?,«5
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Vffects of their System in Point of

Of the

of his divine mission and purity of character,* and
that authority

which gave

Jewish ceremony

idle

from

and trains up

txiary,

into his assembly,

;

We
sist

and

his children

of the spirit of persecution

7 and

!

"

face of

it

"as an
it

his sanc-

in

it

his domestics, with a fatal

Oh! my

legacy

his posterity the

to

mine Jionour,

to

soul,

come not thou into his

be not thou united

These two sacraments are of perpetual

last.

in

and with sacrilegious hands tears

do the same; and leaves

fidelity to

seaei

wages war against

which God has assigned

lofty place,

its

birth,

it

hold up the proofs of their divine appointment
that our Lord's authority alone can abolish

obligation.

and we

;

what

his

in-

decree

Either you are guilty of a daring outrage on his

has ordained.

prerogative, or his

prerogative has been exercised

these institutions.

If

you acted,

this

in

in

abolishing

measure, under his

them is on record. Where, we
demand, are the proofs of your commission from the court of
heaven ? Where is the abolishing decree registered? We challenge the sectary to produce it.
We ask not the sickly dreams
auspices, the decree that abolished

We

of the visionary.

made,

listen to

motiveless farrago

to the

no appeals, however confidently

— the incoherent jargons of

tommissioned kings and prophets.
thenticated messages of (jod

ever existed

it

is

to

We

— the holy

be found there.

appeal

to the

self-

only au-

scriptures. If the decree
It is

not there.

It

never

existed.

Indeed the nature of the services rendered by these means of
his ordination are such, in the

kingdom of grace,

be essentially necessary as long as he has any of

work

to

be executed, and as long as he continues

always works
liver

up

the

— by

kingdom
"

our Lord,

Go

means.
to the

teach

And

end of the world,^^

baptize

Hence

— and

lo !

" Shew ye forth

even

to the

come

again.^''

Can

the vocabulary of language exhibit

intelligible

Was there

words

?

"

to

work

as

he

that will be until he ''shall de-

Father.''''

and

that they will

his mediatorial

ever a point

the parting

I

am

the

made more

words of

with you alway.

Lord^s death
plain

till

ht

and explicit?

more specific or more
The coming again of the Lord Jesus'^ is the

limit of their duration, the period of their authority

over us.

• See Dr. Dwight's Works, Sermon 160, where he demonstrates that
the holy sacraments are " stunding firoofs of our Lord's divine misAnd to oppose them is, of course, equivalent to the act of
sion :"
leaguing against his mission.

t

;

Divine Ordivavces.

The

we have

terms,

misfortune of words

in

— The Lord's Supper.

said, are

very

intelligible.

divine as well as in

human

But

285
it is

the

they

laws, that

are generally plain and obvious until the thought which they convey unluckily crosses some one's path, and thwarts him in some
favourite aim they immediately become mysterious and of dou:

ble and uncertain meaning.

Now,
spirit

it

has been always understood

of inspiration put

it

His

two comings of Christ.

the church, since the

in

were

into universal currency, that there
''first coming'''

and

his " second com-

ing.^''*

Our Lord has come

in

This advent was prior to

the jiesh.''''

This cannot be '^thecomthe appointment of these sacraments.
ins^" referred to. " He shall appear the second time without sin unto
he "

salvation

ijcill

great white throne

he

will

will

summon

all

Christ;''''

and

till

he will

on the

sit

nations into his presence

judge the quick and the dead.

styled " the coming of

ments

descend with a shout

he

,•"

This is emphatically
" coming'" these sacra-

this

will continue in full operation.

The

leaders of the society in their incurable rage for mysticism, have very gravely told us that " Christ's coming is not to

be referred to any outward coming, but to his inward coming and
this inward coming is nothing less and nothing more, say they,
;

than the mission of the Spirit at Pentecost.

Holy Ghost,

is,

"

say they, the coming of Christ

These " ceremonies

lasted

till

the

The coming

—and

that

coming of Christ."

of the
past*

is

Since that

they have ceased.

Whether
society,

is

Sabellius of olden times, or the Sabellius of the

to

have the merit of discovering " that the mission of

the Spirit and the coming of Christ are the same thing," and

whence they may have derived
I profess that

certainly,
•

Acts

it

vii.

it is

their authority for the theory,

not for uninspired

men

to

determine.

must have originated with that haggard
52,

Acts

xiii.

24,

and Acts

ii.

11.

Heb.

ix. 28,

But,

spirit

&c.

I

who

speak

not here of his " coinings" taken evidently in a metaphorical manner, and
designed to convey the idea of some extraordinary movement in Providence, or display of grace, as in Exod. iii. 8, and xix. 11. Psal. cxi. 5.
I speak not here of these, for we must not conIsa. Ixiv. 1. Micah. i. 3.
found things literal and metaphorical.
Barcl. Apol. Prop. 15, p. 492, and
t See Penn vol. ii. 833, 834, 908.
J. Pike on Bapt. and the supper, p. 119.

Of the

Dpfecis of their System, ^c.

brooded on each of them

and whose breath has blown a
whose damning
theory has confounded the holy persons of the Son and the
Holy Ghost and who has blotted out of their " other gosjoc/" the
most holy doctrine of the Trimly ; and who has dried up the
;

withering blast over the fair system of truth

;

;

stream of hope and comfort

last

the fainting pilgrim go

weep

sad soul

But

;

and who bids
theory

Lord God omnipotent

reignetn

" The,

never obtain currency.

to the

despair

this

in

!

will
.'"

The " coming of Christ'''' is not " the mission of the Holy Ghost.^^
Our Lord has ascended on high. And, according to his promise he has sent us the Holy Spirit. But, He himself, in human nature, is in the midst of the throne.* And he will remain
there "

till

the

restitution

mystic friends out of the
Lord'''' to

his secret

rupted at any period.
till

God

it

It

things.'''']

This he

will not

us.

This he has vouchsafed
not suffer to be interwill

continue to

shall sound the last note of time.
this

is

help our

coming of our

will

manner, he

In this

Friends being witnesses,
take

all

communion with

to the pious of all ages.

the trump of

of

difficulty, to refer this "

a " spiritual

coming.''''

come

And, the
Let them

in either sense, in ours, or their own, they must, in con-

sistency, yield the point

;

and admit the perpetual obligation of

baptism and the Lord's supper, or wage war against the obLet them
vious assurances and precepts of the Holy Ghost.
choose the alternative of the dilemma.
•

Revel, chap,

V.

f Acts

Hi. 21-

I

1

—

CHAPTER

IX.

AN HISTORICAL VIEW OF THE MORAL TENDENCY OF THEIR RELIGIOUS
TENETS.

5rx«»£/^»ve/."

The moral man
Ijle

•,

of the world,

— Sr.

Paul.

not the moral

is

the virtues of the former are the virtues of

man

its

of the Bi-

philosophy

by the spirit, and regulated by
Those divine precepts are from the

those of the latter are produced
the precepts of the gospel.

I

same throne whence

laws that govern

issue the

would betray the act of

maniac

a

to

er of changing the laws of nature.

and much more danger
;

nature.

It

assume the liberty and powIt

does betray equal folly,

trench on the prerogatives of Deity,

to

to dictate to infinite sovereignty

what actions should form the
bosom and in the actions of

constituent parts of morality in the
his

moral subjects.

this point,

versary

and we

we

;

Christianity
shall not yield

shall not

the world has set up

baseless

;

it

a

is

in

soul

and

obey
spirit

its

at issue with the

one inch of ground

world on
to the ad-

applaud that image, that phantom, which
the place of morality.

body without

liar doctrines of Christianity

tives to

is

precepts,

a spirit.

To

It is

hollow;

set aside the

it

is

pecu-

which exhibit the aids and the mo-

we do

contend,

is

to take

away

the

of sound morals.

The Friends have been distinguished by the name of good
moralists; whether justly or not on the above principles, I shall
not

now

encjuire.

I

admit the morality and sound policy

will

usually ascribed to them

;

I

will not detract

justice, their integrity, their honesty.

one grain from their
Their kind and amiable

manners have secured them

a right to the title of Friends ; their
females are distinguished for their prudence, their modesty, and
elegance of manners; their attention to the wants of the poor,

deportment towards the Indian tribes, and their labours
behalf of bleeding Africa, call forth our applause.
I will not
detract ought from the laurels which have long and justly adorned the brows of some of their leaders. 1 revere the memory of

their
in

.

;
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governor* Barclay as a

man

of letters, prudence and integrity.

in my mind the ideas of wisdom
and sound policy, built on strict national justice while the memory of Cortes and Pizarro floats along the stream of time, they

The name

of

Penn associates

;

will

bear along with them the execration of mankind.

memory

of Penn as a politician, will be

embalmed

in

But the
the recol-

who will guard the honour and
which bears the name of its illustrious

lection of millions of freemen,

laws of that

fair state

founder.

But the society of Friends do not come before the public merely as good moralists; they thank not the world for the negative
virtues in

which

ward with

the highest claims of a christian society

has officiously clothed them

it

and an apostolical commission

apostolical honours

In the ascent of reformation they

elders.

world far behind

;

in

have

the gloom of the dark ages

they stand
;

to their

left
;t

for-

they do claim
ancient

the christian

they tour aloft

they plant their proud standard on the highest battlement

in air;

of Zion

;

they throw around them a cloud of glory and perfection

they look down with inimitable complacency on the bustling
sects crawling far below,

them,
their

to

approach

and frown defiance

their height.

proud stand, but as a new sect bearing

tianity stript of

its

a

new modification
!

Chris-

peculiar institutions!

The moral tendency
its efl'ccts

tical religion,

proudest of

Christianity reformed even to sublimity

of Christianity.

sidered in

to the

Not as moralists do they take

of their religious system

may be

con-

on the mind; on their manners; on prac-

and on learning.

These moral

effects

are pre-

sented to our eyes with the historical evidence of a hundred and

seventy years.
1.

The

doctrine of supernatural impulses, carried out in

legitimate tendency, lays their minds open to endless follies

its

and

deception.

Let a man be fully convinced that he carries

in his

bosom a

every proper measure, and guides him with
infallibility, and he will seldom act like a sober and rational
and
being. He will check, as intrusions, the dictates of reason

power

that dictates

;

*

He was

Charles

II.

appointed governor of New Jersey in A. D. 1682, by
f Bar. Apol. Prop. x. sect. 11.

Of their
he
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Even

spurn from him the advices of friends.

will

the holy

Never

counsels of the Bible will loose their weight with him.

common means, and common

content with

things, nothing short

of supernatural agency comes up to the measure of his taste.

He

anxiety the dream, or the

will court with

still

voice of the

awful midnight hour; or the solemn vision of the forest, or of
the cave.

He

clination,

nursed

A

be the child of superstition.

will

by some

strong

He

with him, of a divine impulse.

will,

by

degrees, transfer the

influence of these motions from moral objects to the

of

affairs

sition to

They

life.

in-

particular bias, will have the force,

will, in

process of time, be put

common

in requisi-

guide his appetites, his business, and even his gestures.

Incidents are on record in the history of the sect, which do

abundantly show that

One

this is

no theory.

of these reforming inspirati

sand glass from the

was moved

He

priest's desk.

to

carry

And Fox insisted that that
which was prompted by inspiration.* One

obedience to the Spirit.
theft

spired few resided

in

major Hobson's family.

inaccessible to argument, the major,

carried into a trunk that stood in the

off the

affirmed that he did

it

in

could not be
of these

in-

Finding his mind

by means of
chamber of

a long tube,

the Friend,

conveyed dismal sounds into his ears, about the witching time of
night.
His mind having been suitably elevated by this preparatory measure, he heard words distinctly calling on him to arise

and go

to a certain place.

He

arose and devoutly obeyed the

Fox, when walking over a plain received a

oracle.t

from the invisible guide within

and he promptly obeyed. |

to

When

ascend the adjacent
seated at the table,

" George eat not;" and he arose forthwith.§

most

him

command
it

cliffs,

said,

Toldervy was the

implicit in his obedience, "//e could not limit the holy one in
thing.''''
He had been a dashing and gay servant in
Webb's family. But after hearing one Quaker lecture
spirit in him new modelled his whole life.
Thou shalt not

in

any

colonel
this

use

'•'•you

and

sanctified.

•

ye.''''

Thou

thenceforth used the style of the

shalt not use " points nor a hat-band, nor

one

p. 77, and " Snake, &.c." p. 94, Edit. 3,
f Faldo's " Quak. &c." p. 27, and Penn. vol. ii. p.
§ Vol. i. p. 172.
X Jour, vol, i. 173.

Great mystery," old Edit.

•r p. 91. 2 Edit.
•30S.

And he

'

40

;:
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And

unnecessary button."

He met

he rejected them.

the colo-

nel no longer with an obsequious air, but under a huge hat and
While the colonel
with " William JVebb, how does thy body do

was

entertaining a polite

company,

"

I

was moved by the

spirit,"

said John, " to go

and dine with them." Instead of waiting on
his master, he walked into the hall, covered, and with a gravity
that was not to be discomposed, he took his stool, placed it at
the head of the table, " and applied himself to his work."
We
next find iiim behind a counter. But the spirit moved him to
give new names to certain articles that " were named by the
man." This new nomenclature produced such confusion
was again dismissed. In short, he eat when prompted
spiritual guide
and refrained, scrupulously, from those

will of

that he

by

his

:

viands which

Some were prompted

proscribed.*

it

selves of the shackles of clothes,

were moved

to take olf the hat in

not to take off the hat.

some

it

and

moved

to

sit.

Some

it

them-

Some were moved

prayer.

moved

to rid

Lupercus. Some

to act the

during devotion

to stand

Guided by these impulses, some

laid

Muggleton, though not

aside the leading institutions of Christ.

of the society, professed to follow the same infallible guide, and,

outrageously consistent, he rejected the Bible, and teachers, and
pastors,

and sacraments, and assemblies

for worship.

In late

times, Shackleton revived this principle in the society in Ire-

land

and rigorously followed

;

cisely

where

this

it

up,

enthusiasm carries

till

its

he found himself pre-

votaries

—

in the train

Herbert and Hume, and the miserable Paine.t
2. The first grand tenet of the sect has a tendency

men

into the wildering

of

to lead

mazes of deism.

Their leading tenet elevates their revelations above the Bible:
and the Holy Bible is made to sink into a secondary rule
and obeyed only
liable to be interpreted by their revelations
;

so far as

it

corresponds with their impulses.^ These revelations,

say they, do

all

manner. The
very

that the scriptures can do

— and

in

a superior

scriptures are from the Spirit, but they have that

Spirit as their guide.

And

propter quod imimquodque

est

* See his book, " Foot out
of the Snare," pp. 10, 15, 17, 18, 19, &c.
" The Snake in the Grass," sect.
See the Note D. Appendix I.
f See
21, for further specimens equally striking
% Penn. vol. ii. p. 515.

Of
illud

tale,

ipsum

magis

est

tale.*''*

It is

true, in all their defences,

they confound their impulses and the

and the

Spirit are the

are superior

Hence

same.

to the Bible.

It

say, that "

when they

idea,
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is

Or

Spirit.

their impulses

their conclusion that

they

only an extension of the same

Turks and pagans who never heard

of the history of the suHerings and death of Christ, may, by the
light within,

be saved, as well as the christian."

These opinions are advocated in the Apology with all the inIt is easy to see
genuity and wildering sophistry of Barclay.!
what must be the conclusions to which the mind of the Friend is
led,

who approaches Barclay
"

tarian partiality.

and

all

the prepossessions of sec-

But

think that they are not essentially necessary.

I

me
They
in

These

with

scriptures are good.

—and every man has

that in him,

are the secondary rule.

I

have

which
in

is

me

my
I

fathers

have that

really superior.

the primary rule.

compared to my infallible guide."
The next step to the Quaker, is easy and natural. Every believer in Barclay rises up from the perusal of the Apology, as
really and practically a Deist, as if he had been studying HerThese are but

as a dead letter,

bert or Bolingbroke, or

The

Hume

!

Keithian controversy which agitated the society in Phila-

delphia and London

in

the days of Penn, affords proof of the ex-

among them

istence of deism

at that early period.

It is a fact
capable of the most distinct proof from the writings of that period,
that the accusation brought against Keith was " that he preached

two Christs."
sus

is in'

the

The proof was that he taught " that the Lord Jeheavens in human nature, and that the light within

the spiritual presence of Christ:" for this doctrine he was con-

is

—

demned. The process began in Philadelphia the final sentence
was pronounced in London. Keith justly replied, " if I am guilty of error in your estimation, then

you do deny

the real Christ

human nature in heaven if you do not deny Christ thus in
glory, how can you pronounce me guilty? How can you assert
in

;

that

•
+

of

I

preach two Christs

Bar. Apol. Prop.
See Keith's JVcw
IV.

Penn, and

'

iii.

f Apol. Prop.

Sect. 2.

England

Snakf,"

iii.

of Persecution, p. 2, and his Deism
p. 61, 65, 66 and on tl;e other side,

S/iirit

edit. 2,

;

see his Antagonist's, S. Jennings .\cct. of this Controv. at Puilad.
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The
of

system of Woolston furnishes an additional proof
it grew up by the most natural process, out of the

infidel

this fact

;

Quaker principles. This idea was suggested and pursued
some length by Richard, bishop of Litchfield and Coventry,

at

in

he has established this position, that
his review of Woolston
Woolston and the Friends explained away, by the magic of al:

legory, the literal meaning of the

New

Testament

— and

particu-

larly that they opposed the spiritual and inward Christ to the

outward and carnal Christ,
death and resurrection.*
ciety

was a novice

The

resemblance.t

went

at

fully into the

circumstances of his birth,

in all the

The anonymous champion

argument

5

his strength lay in

of the so-

denying the

able author of the defence of the bishop

examination of

following points of resemblance

this subject;

he laid

down

the

and the copious extracts from
Woolston and the writers of the society, have fairly borne him
;

" 1. Some of the leading Quakers as well
deny the facts relating to an outward Christ.
Other leading Quakers express themselves with great indif-

out in his argument.
as Woolston,
2.

seem

to

ference, as likewise does Woolston, whether the facts of an out-

—

ward Christ were performed or not and if performed, they do,
3. The Quawith him, deny the necessity of the belief of them.
kers

in

general assert that these outward facts are typical of the

operations of the inward Christ
4.

The Quakers

and carnal
6.

By

the

;

so does Woolston professedly.

infinitely prefer the

Christ.

5.

inward Christ

to the

outward

Woolston has copied their mode of allegory.

means of allegory both of them explain away the holy
7. Some of them agree with Woolston that there

sacraments.
is

no other resurrection, nor

hell,

nor heaven, but those within

them."t
Since that period this

deadly march
out, there

;

has been silently maintaining

has been no Leslie armed with "

tise the lowering

demon back

The frequency
narratives

spirit

there has been no Keith within to check

to

its

The Snake"

it

its

— with-

to chas-

place.

of expulsions, with the sentiments which the

of expelled

members breathe, and

the facts which

* See the " Vindication of the Miracles of Jesus," p. 572.
t Letters
and second to the Bp. of L and Coveim v, No. 898, octavo, Philad.
Lib.
i Vind. of the Bishop of L. and Cov. p. 146, 147, edition of A. D.
first

1733.

they
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detail, furnish additional

proof that their leading tenet re-

specting the scriptures, has diffused this

We

spirit.

open the narratives of Rathbone and of Evans

have only

to

Them-

to see this.

selves the advocates of this principle,* they bring forward facts
to

show

that the pestilential spirit has spread

Deism was advocated

cially in Ireland.

in

its

ravages, espe-

the national meeting

there in 1797, and met with a feeble opposition

at the next an-

;

nual meeting some offenders were excluded, and an order was

Apology should be published tocheck
same decree, in the fatal spirit of that
very Apology, they avowed the deistical sentiment that " (he
issued that an edition of the
the

growing

But

evil.

in the

scriptures are writings which are only a secondary rule
spirit

of truth."

And by

knows

the light within

Hume

to

Paine call

it

is

under

the " spirit of truth," every

meant.

The followers

the

Quaker

of Herbert from

reason or conscience.'^

Rathbone did assure the

he spoke from deep

society, (and

experience,) that the publishing of the Apology would have an

exactly the reverse of what they wished.^

effect

This state of matters,
meeting
phetess

London.

in

who had

in Ireland,

In a debate

was announced

on a

to the

actually ventured to advocate the divine war-

rant of the Jewish wars under Moses and Joshua, which

by the annual meeting
leading member, (in the face

cate had been given
stated

by

a

London,) that the
land,

was

in

came from

annual

certificate given to a pro-

select, or national

of Ireland,

certifiit

was

of the meeting in

meeting of ministers

in Ire-

such a state that nothing was of any account which

it.§

not supposed that the resemblance

between the Friend
and the Deist extends over every item of their systems. Nothing
can be more diflerent than their style and language. The Friend
It is

quotes scripture.

His language abounds with

an imposing form of Christ
his salvation.il

;

of his death

Language, however,

is

;

it.

He

speaks

of his atonement

;

in

of

but the arbitrary signs

* Rathb. Nar. p. 175, 8cc.
f See the papers of Hancock, Shackleton.
with the Na-. of Rathbone and of Evans, (IMiil.) p. :7.
Sec the Report
of the committee of the Natl. An. meetinij of Ireland, A. D. 1798.
The
Extr. in Rathbone's Nar. p. 53.
t Rathb. Nar. p. 53 and 101,
ir. p. 109, and of his Memorial, p. 92.
§ Rathb.
See chap. vii.
Sect. 2 and 3, preceding.

N

||
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Make

of our ideas.

Ask him what
What is salvation?

the Friend define his terms.

What is

Christ he speaks of?

the atonement?

" Uno ore nobiscum loqui videntur, sed ludunt tanium aquivocationi'
bus ad decipiendas idiolas comparatis.^''*
In defiance of the difl'erence of style they arc strongly asso-

And though they come forward as diflerent
common enemy with
the deadly aim of a combined. power.
The Deist has excluded
from his meagre system the most holy doctrine of Trinity. The
ciated with Deists.

they make their force bear on the

sects,

—only

Friend does the same

he admits what resembles the

by

Platonic triad as modified

by Socinus. The
by the shedding of

Sabellius or

Deist denies the necessity of an atonement

Penn does the same

blood.
terms.t

The

But he has the

does the same.

admits that

The

Deist

within him.

holy ministry.

divine warrant to keep

The

The Friend

sufferings, the death, the atone-

The Deist rejects the permanent
The Friend does the same. But
the inspired brother may exhort when he is moved.
The Friend denies the
rejects 'the holy Sabbath.

ment of the Christ
office of the

the most decided and forcible

in

Deist denies the truth of the atonement.

holy

it

— and

makes

"

days alike."

all

The Friend does
he has an immrd bap-

Deist has rejected the holy sacraments.

But he

the same.

satisfies

himself that

tism, and an inu-ard supper.

the breast of
ficient rule

Each

of these sects has put into

men, independent of the holy scriptures, a

all

and guide

to

happiness.J

On

suf-

this principle, as

a

most natural consequence, each of them is hostile to Bible
This inward principle,
societies, and to missionary enterprises.

each contends, may be called Logos. They differ as to the name
The Deist will
it ought to assume in the lips of the vulgar.
render

The

it

The Friend

reason.

Deist

every man

makes

—Turk,

equal powers.

reason

is

it

Christ, or light, or spirit.

savage, and christian.

The

ker does the same.

calls

being or thing to display

this

Deist exalts

The march

it

its

The Friend gives it
The Qua-

above scripture.

of intellect, and the reign of

the salvation of the Deist.

The

rising

up of

* Cloppenburgii Gangrxna, A. D. 1645, p. 2f His
dation Shaken.'' And chap. 7, sect. 1 and 2, of this work.
their abuse of those texts
1 Cor. xii. 7. Titus Li. 11.
:

energies in

this

light

" Sandy Fount Hence

!

!

Of their
inwardly,

The

that of the Quaker.*

is

S9S
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Deist stands insulated

and frowns defiance and conhitherto rejected every
overture of fellowship with the churches, and preached the
bitterest sarcasms on our ministry and our solemn ordinances
from the whole

religious

tempt on every

sect.

3.

world

;

The Quaker has

Their grand tenet of the universal inward

dency

to

destroy rational and true religion.

this lighf' is,

movements

light

has a ten-

" The rising up of

with them, the resurrection of Christ: another of

is

its

They who never heard

and death.

his sufferings

of the history of our Lord have the atonement within them.t
Pagans though " blinded in their minds, and burdened by super" Their salvation is effected
stition, are united to the Lord."

without the knowledge of Christ in the gospel, as persons are

cured by medicines which operate

know

them, though they

in

Thus the purity of religion is not inconsistent with pagan superstition
nor the gloom
of ignorance with devotion.
Thus rcHgion is not the result of a
neither their nature nor their name."{

:

clear mind, and a sound judgment, investigating, believing, and
It is a mere mechanical operation of a foreign power or
substance within, called " the Light,"' producing certain unde-

acting.

fined effects in the region of the

mind

;

while the devotee

as ignorant of religion and of morals, as the patient

is

is left

of the

composition of his cathartic

Thus
ters,

the church invisible

is

and of jarring elements.

Lord and Saviour

composed of a medley of characSome are redeemed by the only

— others by the

energies of the light.

Some

are saved through the knowledge and belief of the truth: others,

though adults, are destitute of both.

Some

are the sons of

God

without rebuke in the midst of impiety and crime others are
superstitious pagans in life
and, dying, " they curse their king
:

—

and
4.

their gods,

and

look upward!'^

Their general principles are

brotherly love and charity.
selves a trench

deep and wide.

trenched themselves. And,

no sect of Christians.
See chap.

vii. sect. 3,

I Apol. Prop. V. and

in this

They

hostile

to

the practice of

They have drawn around themWithin

this

place themselves

preceding.

vi. sect. 25.

they have en-

age of concord, they approach
in

a state as in-

f Apol. Prop. x. sect.

2, 4.
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sulated as the Jews.

The

of their fathers reared thia
" //e," (the pope,) " and
barrier ;
this bigotry.
"
you,'''' (protestants,) said Fox,
are apostatized from the infallible
spirit

and taught them

of the apostles in which we have come.''''* " Our holy religion^''
said Penn, " has God for its father, and victory for its offspring.''''^
" We know that we are of God, and all who oppose our testimony''''
spirit

(of the light within,) " are

Even

iniquity. ''''X

among

the sins of bigotry.

They

church.
are

all

are

of bitterness and bond of

the gall

He

all destitute

overrun with error

much

m

the enlightened Barclay lets himself

down

proscribes the whole protestant

They

of the spirit of religion.

— and need

the

hand of the reformer,

Romish church. § And Penn, with the thunder of
the Vatican, sweeps away her ministry, and her sacraments,
as

and her

as the

existence.||

These sentiments, uncharitable

as they are,

and worthy of a

Spanish inquisition, the society have, with scrupulous exactness,

They have no fellowship with
They never unite in prayer with them.
They never enter their temples. They never bid them God
speed.
They never accept of a God speed from them. They
will not give a child in marriage, to a member of any christian
society.
They will receive none in marriage, unless they renounce even the scruples of their conscience. They denounce
the children of their own bowels if they frequent a christian
church. They sternly deny them the liberty of conscience to
read the books of other societies. They disown them if they
marry out of the society. And they command the parents of
brought

into all their practice.

the christian world.

disowned youth, not "

Some

to entertain or

of their enlightened

things.

But the voice of

drowned

in the

an amiable

even

to

comfort them."ir

members have lamented
lovely charity has

tumultuous clamours of bigotry.

And

kind of inconsistency, they assume

Friends: and they are kind and obliging

this state of

been hitherto

in their

yet, with

the

title

of

intercourse

with the world.
" Great Mvst. Anc." Edit. p. 105. " Snake," 8cc. p. 37.
f Vol.
Vol. ii.
228.
i Vol. ii. p. 194.
§ Apol. Prop. xiii. sect. 1.
1 Rathbone's Narrative, p. 42, 44, 45, &c. Appendix,
pp. 916, 911.
•

ii.

No.

||

5.

;
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6. T'hp'f tepets are hostile to the sciences.

The

society, to speak in general terms,

Muses

to find a residence

of the

humane and moral

have not permitted the

among them. They make
effects of science

They

the pursuits of science.

a peculiar standard

Such

that spirit

is

—

fix

that standard

which guides

up to its measure which
and the means of gain.

and

men

noble and intellectual gratification which
in

;

account

little

still

less of that

of learning enjoy

the value of the sciences

by

a certain kind of utility.

is

their decisions, that nothing

comes

not positively connected with business

is

They

are strangers to the languages;

they despise the rules of polished composition and eloquence

and philosophy disgust them the science and art of music,
which has charjns for the savage, and raptures for the polished

logic

;

jDiind,

have not charms

for

them chemistry and physics are not
;

utterly rejected, they arc valuable guides in the path of gain.

Of mathematics,

the solitary branch which treats of

meets with patrons; and a graceful leger
the

;to

fairest

This

whim

Their principles

of caprice.

They deem

•breathe a spirit of hostility to the liberal sciences.
4t

numbers

generally preferred

course of science.

not the accidental

is

is

presumptuous and unholy

to

undertake the defence of spirituals

by the mere labours of mortal intellect; and the case will be
made still worse if that intellect has been polished by human
means.*

Their

mthin

an inexhaustible fund of support
ingenuity and ratiocination
can add nothing to its energies and if the dead languages should
be necessary, even that help will be vouchsafed hy the " Light. "
light

is

human

in all defensive operations;

:

The

This is not conjecture.
a Friend, so
rected a

an

illiterate that

Hebrew

illiterate

man,

quotation

why

learned Barclay has assured us that

he could not even read, actually cor-

made by a
men ?

not other

at the skilful controul of this " L?g/t/,-'

arcana of nature

This

me

•to

*

is

hereditary.

And

as dusl,"§ said their founder.
their cant about " college

made

ministers."

if

actually believe

Fox's Battledoor, see the Introduction.

§

See note

13.

23, 112, 117,)

41

Crom-

f Apol. Prop,

19.

sect. 4,

.'

and

All languages are
in the daj's of

and x. sect.
(Life.&c. by Okely, p.

iii.

:t

Hebrew roots are thus
w hy not the whole of the
If

?|

hostility to learning

Hence

learned professor

appendix.

and G. Fox (Journal

X As Behmen
i.

p. 105) did
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well,

Fox gave

comment on

a practical

himself in the front of those

by

of science
this style

a decisive blow.

1

:

these words, by placing
who would have quenched the light

He

addressed the populace in

declare, in the presence of God, that magistrates

Lord will break down mass houses,
which you make ministers."* Penn
would spare the schools, but he would turn the colleges and unithat are in the fear of the

and schools, and colleges

versities into desolation.!

into a

Goth against

As "ybr

logic

The

And

the mild Barclay
" It

literature.

is

is

transformed

more hurtful than

itsefulJ"

and philosophy'^'' they ought to be 'forgotten and

For systematic
wisdom'''

in

divinity

—Nay "

it

"

is

a monster

it is

;

the devil obscuring the

it is

man

lost.''''

in his devilish

knowledge of Go(i."J

labours of the leaders were not lost on the populace

they applauded their zeal, they yielded themselves

;

while

to the undis-

turbed repose of easy contented ignorance.

Yet how inconsistent
spirations

!

is

human nature even when guided by

in-

In the intervals of this Gothic fury against letters,

Penn has quoted Rabbis, and Latins, and Greeks! Barclay is
ever on the catch to overwhelm his antagonist by Latin, and syllogisms, and the Fathers! Fox relieved his paroxysms of anger
against learning by publishing eight books in Latin, and a polyglot t.^
And the Quakers are the only sect known to have become martyrs and confessors for the strict and grammatical use of'''' thou and
thee.T

The

effects of this hostility to the sciences is strongly

science

;||

marked

day

;

they have few men of

they have no literary societies

;

they have no periodi-

on the features of the society at

this

See Fox's " Pa/lists' Strength,'^ printed in the year 1658, and " Snake
Grass," p. 219. And the fury of Fox and his associates was followed up by an " jiddress to Parliament," on the same subject, signed by
" 7000 handmaids and daughters of tlie Lord."
Apol. Prop. x. sect. 15, 20, 21. When free from
f \o\. ii. p. 56.
the liias of the sect, Barclay advocated schools and learning. Sect. 15.
It cer§ The polyglott had the name of Fox attached to each fiage.
tainly was /lis polyglott for it was discovered that a Jew received his full
price for it. " Snake,'' p. 84.
Lindley Murray,
It is pleasing to have some brilliant exceptions.
the philosophical Waring (Miller's Retrosp. vol. i. 43.) Doctor Birkbeck, Anthony Purver (Lempr. Biog. Diet.) Gummere, Dr. Jones, Professor Grisconi, &c. But we can allow them no more merit in producing
thesft, than what they will claim for giving us two of our favourite Generals—General Green, and General Brown of the U. S. Army.
•

in the

ij:

;

II

\

!

Of their
oal publications;*
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they have no learned academies; they have

no colleges; they have produced no learned works.

There

is

a

peculiar vacancy of mind in their leading men, and a want of
disposition or unfitness to support a conversation on a topic of his-

tory or the sciences.
In the

domestic circle and around the festive board,

ture assumes a

more marked form there
;

and dreary pauses
are sealed

in

in

this fea-

are, occasionally, long

the conversation; the lips of all the party

The world had

an obstinate taciturnity.

as the natural cause of this, their limited edu cation,

assigned

and a conse-

quent barrenness of idea.
ing the true cause.

He

But Clarkson has the merit of inventgravely tells us, that the party is retired

and are waiting for supernatural impulses! Nathe philosophers tell us, abhors a vacuum; and it is very na-

into themselves,
ture,

tural that the

human mind

in

a state of vacuum, should crave re-

plenishment from some source.
to

by philosophers and

grading;
like Saul,

The

common means

will

it

—

to them
even
commerce of unearthof demons

court the presence and

bow down

Their doctrine of

at the shrine
infallibility

has a pernicious tendency.

elders of the society have claimed this attribute

have maintained their defence with no

an obstinate manner, a qualified

this position.

Their proof
the spirit.

is

" The
this.

Each

The

first.

given

to

spirit is infallible."

of us, therefore,

is

and they

infallible.!

The

them from

But they

infallibility.

infallible spirit is

:

common warmth.

force of argument and the edge of satire have driven

the high ground which they assumed at
in

resorted

be refused as too de-

holy revelations should be denied

if

ly beings, and
6.

If the

christians should

They

still

hold,

lay

down

every one of

Each of

They do

us.''''

us has

not say,

* Thai is exclusively their own.
The " Philanthropist" was conducted chiefly by Friends. 1817.
They do not establish the
f This syllogism has a fatal chasm in it.
identity of their sjiirit with the Hohj Ghosl. And, if tlieir spirit were infallible, that does not prove that he leads them in an inf illible manner.
Clarkson, in his panegyric of the sect, has strangely omitted their attribute of infallibility. If any doubt the f.ict of this claim, I refer for proof
His Anarchy of Ranters, p. 84,
to Barclay's works, Lond.'l692, p. S9.3.
88. Penn', vol. ii. 106, 126, 241, 252, 26.", 330. Pennington, vol. ii. p. 6/4.
Fox's (ireat Myst. Epist. to the reader, p. 7, and ]). 33, Sec. Griff. Jour.
Tiie two branches of this
189. RathI). Nar. append. No. vi. 66, 70, Ric.
doctrine, are 1 That of liieir sinless per eclion, 2. That of discerning

.spirits.

'

.
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man

that the

is

But he has

infallible.

And

this spirit in hini.

in

he acts and judges

in a

" This doctrine of infallibility," says a sensible writer,

who

proportion as he adheres to

manner

dictates,

infallibly correct.

was once

a leading

Quaker

under the influence of
abuse as absolute
eludes

its

It

It

definite

is,

admits of no

test

all

grasp.

It

connexion with

by which
And,

claims can be fairly ascertained.

its

limited,

credulity, as liable to

impalpable to

acknowledges no

persons, places, or time.
lidity of

It is

and

qualified

enthusiasm and

infallibility.

inquiry.

all

—" even thus

the va-

finally,

it

resolves itself into an accommodating truism of no practical use

who

that they

And

are infallible must be right.

;

the competent

judges of their practice and opinions, are those only

who concur

with them."*

From
that

this

marks

dangerous tenet has originated the self-sufficiency

the leaders of the sect.

Hence

that spirit with

which

they view every other sect of christians. Hence that unblushing
confidence with which their

can address
the Friend

a public
is

illiterate

assembly.

deaconesses and deacons

Hence

it

is

that the

bids defiance to argument and persuasion.
feature in their devotions.

The

Hence

that peculiar

printed and the spoken prayers

of their prophets afford no instance of the confession of
contrition

Hence
retract.

mind of

entrenched within his hereditary opinions, and

for the

weakness and corruption of

that peculiar character of their writings.

They defend every

sin,

and

their nature.t

They never

sentiment, the most crude and con.

tradictory that has fallen from the pen of fanaticism.

Penn has

professedly defended every feature of Fox's inspirations

Rathb. Nar. Appendix, No.

vi. p. 66.
| See chap. ii. sect.
pp. 119, 139, 146, 147, 191, 216, 434, 541,
&c. It was on this principle that the society, in 1711, resisted the attempt to review and correct the books of Friends. They reasoned c
priori.
Since they were written by the infallible spirit, there could be
no error in them

preceding.

% See

vol.

ii.

THE CONCLUSION.

This history of the opinions of the Friends, and of their orthe moral tendency of

ganization as a separate sect, and of
their system,

now bring

I

to a close.

lay

I

it

Divine Master, and implore his benediction on
I

have not lessened, nor have

aught of their peculiar system.
truth, so far as

Much

ings.

I

could trace

were

through so

many

years

up from every

filled

me

have had before

authors which

The

aggravated, from design,

have laboured

oily

to

come

I

at the

obscure wind-

With

writer, of

were

any name,

in the

collated.

These

with the best editions of their favourite

could obtain.

society's attention

I

They are as rigorRome in framing their

cannot expect.

ous as the holy father and cardinals of
index expurgatorius.

the press.

many

doctrinal and historical

In these their different opinions

society.
I

it

I

my

it.

pains have been taken to quote correctly.

ihe labour and pains of
indices

I

at the feet of

With them there

no practical liberty of

is

Their internal polity takes

it

people read both sides of the question.

utterly

away.

Our

They absolutely pro-

members in general, from lookany book hot of their index. From the year 1676, their
monthly and quarterly meetings are enjoined to " keep an exact

hibit their youth, and, indeed,

ing into

account what priests and others have written books against Friends.^''*

And

the person

view.

and name, not the book,

is

usually held up to

Their people durst not, and, generally speaking, cannot read

our books.

They would be

persecuted even to expulsion

—

if,

asserting their natural rights, they would think for themselves.

Their opinions become hereditary. They manage the matter by
proxy And even many of their leading members and preachers
!

•Lond, Epist.

for

A. D. 1676.

The
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will
is

Conclusion.

hardly venture themselves.

somewhat

who never

If

they are hardy enough

godly example of the abbot of

after the

St.

—

it

Cyran,

took up a book of the heretics without going through

the process of exorcising the devil out of

it.

" Sed fortasse nos non canimus suvdis."

The regard
fathers,

of the christian .world

examine and decide

hands with
If these

diffidence

it

system.

Of

will

be no

Of

Men, brethren and
I place it in your

and respect.
it is

honestly believed that

matter to form a just idea of the

difficult

their amiable virtues

every praise.
internal

respectfully solicited to

for yourselves.

statements be correct, as

they are,

is

review of the Quaker system.

this historical

we speak

and external

polity,

Those merit

not.

their admirable civil polit}',

embracing

we say nothing which

pered with respect, and even applause.
system, and their christian aspect,

is

their

not tem-

But their religious

we hold up

to view, as those

of a sect making the most inordinate pretensions and claims.

From

of facts,

this exhibition

it is

seen that their system com-

bines, in one heterogeneous mass, almost every species of heresy

and
tics

the

error, ancient

and modern

that with Saccas they are

:

—and have excluded some of the most
Lord Jesus Christ:

mys-

sacred institutions of

that with Sabellius they are

on the most sacred doctrine of Trinity, and the

Sabcllians,

distinct divine

persons: that with Pelagius they are Pelagians: that with Arminius, they are Arminians on the doctrine of grace: that with

Paul of Samoseta, and the Ebionites, and the two Socini, they
are Unitarians, and reject from their creed the most sacred
Trinity, and the distinct personality of the Son of God, and the

atonement; that with Origen and others of modern name they
are Universalists.

And yet, in the modification of these sentimany repulsive materials wrought up in

ments, there are so

them, that the society can never amalgamate with any one of
all

these sects.

They

communion with any

cannot even approximate

sect

to a friendly

within or without the limits of the

plead thine

mm

cause

thy feet unto the perpetual desolations, even all

ilutt

the

visible

church

!

" Arise,

0 God

!

—

vp

enemy haO^

—
The
done wickedly in
tuary
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They have

cast fire into thy sanc-

the sanctuary.

they have defiled^ by casting

;

name unto

the

ground.

to shine,

and we

on Zion.

For

Psalm

Conclusion.

Ixxiv.

Turn

us again,

shall be saved.

the time to

down,

favour

Thou

place of thy
God, and cause thy face

shall arise

and have mercy

her, yea, the set time,

&c.

JHE

O

the dwelling

ENP.

is

come /"

APPENDIX
Note A.—Sect.

Part

14,

I.

I.

John Brown was banished Nov. 6, 1662: and died in Holland,
The king of England exerted his in-

1679, of a lingering disease.

fluence to get him banished from Holland, but the states protected

The friends of Barclay and of Quakerism have atiected to
Brown as a rustic and illiterate man. Nothing can be
more erroneous. See Mr. Ward's character of him, (and he knew
him.

consider

him

"

well.)

He was eminent in grace and learning, and of great
a man of undaunted courage in opposing corrup-

natural powers
tion

;

and error; and jealous

brethren."

Pref. to

Cruikshanks
Hist. vol.
fessor of

i.

calls

p. 134.

Theology

Lord of Hosts above

all iiis

Brown on the Romans.
him " the learned, zealous and pious Brown."
The illustrious and learned Leydecker, Pro-

at Utrecht, has given a character of

Brown on

his preface to

for the

edly in the churches, and his light

having been banished

Brown

in

" His praise lives deservshone in our low countries:

Justification.

his native land

ness and good conscience.

He

for his zeal, piety, faitnlul-

wrote with a great deal of wis-

dom," &c. &c. &c.
F. Spanheim Filius, whom Professor Leydecker calls " the most
famous divine of that age," was a warm friend of Brown, and gave
his public approbation of him as a writer.
The learned professor
applauded Brown's book on the " Morality of the Sabbath.'''' Brown
was succeeded in his pastoral charge in Rotterdam, by Flemingj
the author of " the Fulfilling of the Scriptures.''^

Note B.—Sect. 25, Part

I.

—

Keith.
After this rupture, the society p<mred its vials of wrath
on "poor Keith's"* head. And individuals uttered their personal
anathemas. The prophetical curse of the inflammable Whitehead

was the most intemperate.
copy of
After

this,

Keith was reconciled to the church of England

became a regular
*

See " The Snake," &c. sect. 20, for a

it.

priest.

In the years

and

The term used by the vv iiters of the society after the rupture w hile
when in g-ood standing-, wus ai)[)l,'mded for his " learnuiff and
:

"

;

ir02, 1703, 1704, he per-

honest George,"
ttatonic atudies."

See Fenn's

letter to

I

furner. " Snake," &c. p. 3j3.

2

Appendix

I.

formed an important and successful mission on the American continent, under the care of the Episcopal Society for propagating the
gospel in foreign parts.

His services were attended with a signal

divine blessing in Pennsylvania and Jersey.

and by

among

former labours

iiis

from

kers ivere converted

Humphry's

Hist, of the

During

this service,

Quaand were baptized. See Dr.
above society: Lond. A. D. 1730. And
the Quakers, seven hundred

their errors

Christ. Observer for April, 1816.*

C—Part

Note

II.

Chap.

I.

p. 21.

ON ORACLES, IMPULSES, &C.
.

.

.

They were

often of a salutary and moral tendency."

They

did sonjetimes preserve the lives and liberties of a people; they

sometimes prevented wars and the effusion of blood.
Greece, vol.

iii.

p. 6,

240. vol.

iii.

Pausan.

p. 69. edit. 1794, translated.

They

marked out men who were the saviours of their country. Cornel.
Nep. vit. Miltiadis and the fall of great men. Niceph. Cal. Eccles.
:

Hist. vol.

i.

512.

p.

fol.

Tacitus Annal,

lib. ii.

cap. 54.

Sueton.

vita Domitiani.

Those of the ancients

wlio aspired to philosophical views of this

tiie character of oracles.
The most
and virtuous sects did not ascribe them to evil demons.
The doctrine of evil demons seemed to form no part of the systent
of the Piatonists. They considered them celestial beings. They
were the objects of love and worship. See Plat. Epinom. Opera

subject, were

much divided on

rational

ejus. 1011.

And

Ogilvie's Plat. Phil. p. 76.

Hence they considered
demons

oracles to proceed from the deity, whose messengers tiiese

were. "Oracles are ever from God, says Aristotle, Ka/^tn /SiAT/yc/{,'*
" And that he sends them not to the best and the wisest,
«. T. X.

but to men as

it

may

happen,

is

an absurd conceit."

Aristot.

De

Spencer on Vulgar Proph. &c. p. 41. Besides
the sect of the Plafotiics, tlie Stoics embraced these sentiments,
and advocated the divinity of oracles. On the other side, the sects
Diviii. &,c. cap.

i.

of the Cynics, Peripatetics and Rpicurians entered the
ascribed them to fraud.

T!iey boldly ridiculed

ambiguities of Delphi.

And

physical strength, at least,
•

W.

small quarto.

we look

not small.

For an account of some of the

Keit]ii;in coiitrox ersy,

23.

is

if

see a curious

to their

lists.

They

purclities

and

numbers, their

Euseb. Evangel. Prepar.

books, published during the
no. 1413, Philad. Library, vol. i. p.

ijrincipul

MS.

tiie

»ip2ipndi.v

lib. iv.

L

3

mentions six hundred pagan authors who had written against
See Fontenelle's Hist, of Oracles, (no. 1655, duodecimo.

oracles.

Of tlie moderns, the Dutch writer Bekker,
book " The World Bewitched,''' which made a great noise in
Pytlion, was
the end of the 17th century, insists tliat the spirit of
as F. A. Lampe shows us in
a good spirit. But Wyenus refuted him,
Phila. Library, p. 54.)

in his

his learned Treatise concerning

Witt's library.)

tiie &i<>vtvfu,,

sect. 8. (Rev. J.

De

Fontenelle, in his history of oracles, combats the

doctrine of oracles coming from the impulse of Demons. He ridicules
He admits, that
the idea of their being in any way supernatural.

But he
the general belief of the learned, was then against hiin.
"
primitive
of
the
belief"
easy
the
to
doctrine
refers the current
and he labours to make Cicero of his
originated it
"
the most sacred at Rome." Fonnothing
spare
to
and
sentiment,
Van Dale (De Idol, et Div. part 3, cap. 10.)
tenelle, p. 6, 61, &c.
fathers,

who

:

has attempted to show, that the whole is fraud and imposition. Of
the same opinion is the English writer Ady, and especially John

Webster, in his book " of the arts of Witchcraft," chap. 6, sect. 49.
And it was deemed a suspicious circumstance, and in their favour,
that females, credulous and too easily imposed upon, were usually
employed to utter the oracles. Thus, at Dolphos the Pythia and
;

women gave them out."
among the gray tangled

at Dodona, as S rabo informs us, " three old

And
hairs,

genuine witchcraft

and

is

found only

frightful wrinkles of poor, old

and crazy females.

But

keeping out of view modern cases, Lampe (De Theopneustai, sect.
6.) shows that the cases which they quote will not bear them out.

The one brought from the sacred page makes clearly against them.
It was a being
(Acts XV'..) The " damsel" had a spirit of Python.
And this spirit was cast out other by
certainly distinct from her.
Some writers, leaning
the apostle, in the name of the Lord Jesus.
to Van Dale's sentiment, are inclined to add to fraud, the aid of a
natural or acquired habit: that of ventriloquism. It

is

certain from

Plutarch, (De Oracul. Defec. p. 414.) that with Greek writers, the
words Tv6aii and tyy«f j;i«uj6v are synonymous. And the derivation
of the former word (by Clerk in

Lampe,

ut supra, sect.

7.)

from the

Hebrew nic Puth iinus veiUer mulieris: and by Stockius, lexicon,
who adds spirtus impuritatis amans ex imo ventre loquitur." These
Pythons, says Schleusncr,

tumido ventre,

in verbo, " clausis labiis, iiiflatis buccis,

humi jacentes, vel tripodi insidentes ita loquebantur ut verba non ore proferrentur, sed intus in pectore audi-

i

vel

rentur, et homines superstitiosi facile credebant alium in pectore

4

Jlpjpendix

loqui."

Tract
is

'

Tui

opposes this

ieu

2, cap. 5.

And

in his

I.

"Des Dogm."

book.

part

so does Deylingius, and also Wolfius.

no evidence,' say they, 'that

She spoke with a loud

this Pythia'

iii.

"There

used a strange sound.

But circumstances persuade us,
says Lampe, (Theop. sci t. 7.) that besides these usual paroxysms ol"
ventriloquists, she uttered words in an ordinary form of speech;
voice.'"

" quie edocta sunt in ipso

afflatu diabolico."

Some ancient

writers

ascribed them to some natural causes operating in the place whence

were given

tliev

Plutarch wrote a treatise Uf^>

forth.

tm mMKti-

"concerning the oracles that have ceased."
[Not
the ceasing of oracles, as too many have rendered it.
For unless
there be some other evidence, this certainly will not prove that
vorost

oracles ceased at

oracles, in part, to a natural cause.

pour by which the Pythia became inebriated and

He seems

its strength.

" Sibvlla suscipiebat

Strabo Geojr,

who
p

ores."

who

Jamblicus

also,

deum per

ore,

lib. ix.

uses the epithet

dentius also,

to have thought, that

So

inspired the oracles.

erumpebat ex antri

He

introduction of Christianity .3

tiie

some

the ceasing of

&c."

the Platonic idea, "that

p.

66.

spiritum tenuem igneumque qui

same opinion: and

De Sublim.

«^»of."

ii.

p. 93,

and

also Longinus,

sect. 13.*

Pru-

Dodona

va-

In perfect consistency with

contra Jud.

tit.

lost

"the divine vapour"

has said, " Perdidit insanos mentiax

In Apoth.

va-

had

De Myst. Egypt,

Plin. Nat. Hist. lib.

are of the
'^at/tttf

frantic,

ascribes

The

demons were pure

subtle air." Plat. Oper.

E"iriom. p. 1011.) Aristotle reconciles the two. The Sibylls had
no other inspiration, no other demon than " those divine vapours,"

bv which they were agitated. Aristot. Probl. sect. 30. And this
magna
operated on them like fiery spirits. " Ardebant torrente
' i

flrimmarum." Amon. Marcel,

lib. "il.

and Spencer on Vulg. proph.

In farther proof of this, some of the ancients state,
Abdera there were pasture fields, in which the horses were
turned into a state offury and madness. Plin. lib. £5. c. 8. AndTulIy
De Natura Deor. observes, that this vapour or atmospliere affected

and 107.

p. 1(!6

that at

also the people of the place, " obnoxios esse stupori."

Teinpleri Idea Theol. Leviatli.
B.)
tarn

Cicero seems to favour

divinum quam

*

EvSa g»y|ua tsi

efficiat

;

ut

Consult

(Queen's Coll. Library, N.

this doctrine,

afflatus ex terra

vidam rerum futurarum

sect. Vo.

p.

329.

where he says:

*•

Quid

mentem ita movens ut earn proea non modo cernat multo ante ;

ytii 0 a!«rtvt;» (fo-irii a.tft.vi

«v^£ov."

Longin.

De

sub.
'A

Apjiendi.v I.

5

sed etiam numero versuque pronuncietr"
in

another place

lib. 2.

as an argument, to prove that there
least, in these oracles.

De

Divin.

But

lib. 2.

cap. 54, he produces this very circumstance

For

was "

and contrivance" at

art

physically impossible, that responses

it is

could be made and uttered in high wrought poetry and verse, by a
human being labouring under a fit of epilepsy.
Some of our divines are of opinion, that even in the case of some
among the pagans, the Holy Ghost might overrule their minds and
bend them to his own purpose, and give forth a truth by them.
;

Hieron.

Comment

who were not

in Job. " Illis, (he is

of the true religion,) dedit

nunciarent mysteria futura hominibus."
vol.

i.

book

ii.

ch. 2. sect 18.)

is

speaking of the prophets

Deus verbum suum,

Owen

Dr.

ut pro-

(on the spirit,

And the cases

also of this opinion.

of Balaam and the Magi at our Saviour's birth, and the Pythia

(Acts

bear him sufficiently out in this point. For these pagans

xvi.)

uttered divine truths from neither their
tion, but

own powers nor

not so fortunate in the next case which he refers

"and

this

to,

those books,

It

now bearing

fairly settled

is

;

and

the

it is

The ques-

and the forgery of

name of

the " Sibylline Oracles,"

is

to be hoped, will never again be stirred.

certain, that the characters

gree.

is

must also be acknowledged by those who believe that

tion respecting the characters of these Sibylls,

were,

He

where he says,

the famous Sibylls recorded predictions of our Lord."

now

inclina-

by a superior and divine power prompting them.

and the doctrines of these

Sibylls,

we believe their own writings, infamous in the greatestdeThey could not have been from God. (See Prideaux Connect,
if

vol. iv.

book

tail in their

diction.

ix.

And

part 2.)

predictions, which

Even credulity

there
is

is in

them a minuteness of de-

the reverse of every divine pre-

itself must admit, that

even Satan had not

sagacity enough to divine as this expost. facto prophesyer does.

"The

virgin

Mary

shall conceive

and bear a son," says

pretending to deliver a prediction as old as Isaiah,
shall be called Jesus."

The Jewish

Sibyll.

lib. ii.

his

name

Spencer on Vulg. prop.

p. 90.

writers and the christian fathers have demonstrated

this truth, that the oracles

were given out by

Evang. prop. Le Clerc's Life of Euseb.

p.

evil

158.

Epiphanius having made a distinction between
ixynT-zj (p^tmi,

came
48.

this forger,

"And

refers the last to

demons.

Lond.

iKyac-<f iIttvou,

frantic prophets,

Euseb.

edit, of 1696.

and the

whose minds be-

useless, and their speech incoherent. Lib. i. Contra Haeres.
These heathen prophets became " t^ymti Sa.ift.itit^'' " the organ

6

When

of the demon."

slow lo move, they used certain stimulat-

"The

ing processes to invite this influence.

among

idolatrous prophets

"used not to prophecy until
solemnities, and had become frantic and

the Jews," says Maimonides,

they had used extatical

Maim.

epileptical."

was common

De

And

there

1.

Spencer

This

p. 36.

one instance of a

at least,

is,

under the violent convulsions of one of these

Pytliia expiring

Plutarch.

Idol. cap. 6. sect.

at Delphi.

Defec. Orac. and Lucan

Diet. Article, Oracle.

lib. v.

Origen. -Contra Cels.

fits.

ver. 17. Broughton's

lib. iii.

says, " there are

evident demonstrations of demons being present in their temples
their rendering oracles,

and statues, by

book

i.

And

ch. 7.

even Fontenelle's zeal against the supernatural

origin of oracles, has not prevented

striking specimens of this in

cunque

whom

him from admitting that this
There are

Hist, of Orac. p. 43.

might occasionally be the case.
of those "on

by healing, by tormenting

See also Dr. Henry More's Myst. of Iniquity,

the superstitious."

prophets of Baal

tiie

and

in the cases

Ubi-

Domini malus dicitur," says father Augustine, " indiabolus esse; qui Domini dicitur esse propter ministe-

spiritus

telligitur

rium, mains propter vitium dictus videtur."

Owen,

;

there was an evi! spirit from the Lord."

Spir. vol.

i.

book

ii.

ch.

"The

1.

De Mirab.

events, in the oracles," s^ays the English Calvin, Perkins.
this he supposes

him to have been guided by

the sacred scriptures.
is a clear

In Daniel ch.

xi.

3,

his

for

own

shrines to Alexander,

when

And

in

insight into

instance, there

And

prediction respecting Alexander the Great.

certain, that the following oracle

Script.

devil did predict future

it is

was given out from one of the

setting forward in his

war against

Jllexander shall be a conquer or. ''^

Darius, the king of Persia.

See Perkin's curious and sober " Treatise on ff'itchcrafte,^^ works
iii. part 2. p. 617. folio, A. D. 1609.
Peucer in his book "De

vol.

Prsecipuis Divin. generibus," refers oracles to the same origin.

reduces them

to

two

He

classes. " First: those given forth from places

inhabited by devils, sonitu, tinnitu, gestu, vel nutu statuarum.^'
forth by men moved by a diabolical spirit,
accompanied by violent gestures and convulsions." See J. Tem-

"Second: those given

pleri Idea Theol. Leviath. p. 329.

whom
tlie

I

have quoted so often.

fancies of these prophets, as

foretell

many

The

following are from Spencer,

" Satan first excites such images in

may probably determine them

things which he conceives most likely to

the sphere of his activity; and then he accomplishes as

fall

to

within

many

as he

Jlppendlx

1.

7

" When Satan finds a raiiul fitted by this distemper for him
work upon, to make an imposture more fine and subtle, he may
act it to some expressions, beyond the bare capacity of this jugcan."
to

gling humour, as to speak languages; to

as

certain

tiie

coming of a friend

tell

things at a distance,

or an epileptic

;

prophetess Chri^tina often did this last."

fit

German
And Cud-

the

:

p. 91 and 108.

worth mentions out of the Asclepian dialogue a prediction of Asclepius respecting the fall of the Egyptian paganism and another
:

And Augustin

of Antoninus the philosopher, on the same subject.

remarks on the prediction, that

it

was "made instinctu

falacis

by the suggestion of an evil spirit, who was lamenting
Cudw. vol.
the approaching downfall of the empire of darkness.
See learned notes of Grotius on " Somnia" and
i. book i. ch. 4.
"Spectra," in his book De veritate, (pp. 78, 79.) lib. i. sect. 17.
A dissertation on this subject and the various phenomena conspiritus,"

nected with
can

it,

by a mind tutored by philosophy and theology, that

above the credulity and fanaticism of olden times,

rise equally

and the indolent and brainless scepticism of our times,

ratum

is

a deside-

in the literary world.

never advocate the vulgar folly that

I shall

floats in society,

and

with phantoms, ghosts, witches, and what

peoples the world

is

worse than these, supports and countenances miserable impostors,
title of" iviich doctors.''''
Yet every scholar would wish to see the subject taken up

under the

scriptural view

;

and discussed rigidly according

of the Baconian philosophy.

and
It is

in a

to the principles

good
communicate with each other.
certain from scripture that they can operate on mind and on

matter.
in the

It is

certain that there are spirits

It is certain that they

evil.

It is certain

way

from the gospel that malevolent

of tormenting minds and bodies.

And

classics contain instances of oracular predictions

uttered by

human

malevolent

spirits

lips.

(Cudvvorth, vol.

book

ii.

communicate with mind.

spirits operate

the pages of the

by

i.

evil

demons,

ch. 5.)

Hence

Heidan

states that in

Germany, during the confusions of
Munster, when they had

all

the time of the Anabaptists of
property in common, " puellas duas

members secreted
Bodin. Mag.
Demon, lib. iii. ad Templeri Idea Theol. Lev. p. 328. M'Knight
in his Harmony, Dissert, on Demons, adduces instances of similarly
omnia" when any of
any of their property, or did not give it
esSe qua; revelabant

predictions. Tacitus Annal.

lib. ii.

tlieir

fully up.

cap 54, states that the oracle of

Appendix
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1.

Celaros predicted the untimely death of Germanicus. And, what
is a still more remarkable phenomenon connected with this, we

have decisive evidence that persons,

illiterate

and diseased, have

uttered languan:es of which they had no previous knowledge.
lius De Oper. Daem. states what he witnessed in a maniacal

who knew nothing but

her

When

own language.

Psel-

woman

an Armenian

room she spoke the Armenian language readily and
conversed with the stranger. Cudworth, vol.ii. ch. 5.* The learned
physician Fernelius " de abditis rerum causis," states that his patient, a young nobleman, after being three months under his medical care, and labouring under a disease that baffled medicine,
made exclamations in Greek and Latin, and uttered distinct sentences.
He knew nothing of Greek previous to tins. Cudw. do.
M'Knight in his Harmony quotes some more instances to the same

came

into the

Melancthom writes

purpose.

that he had himself seen a person

who yet spoke Greek
the Quaker writer
Barclay makes us familiar with the case of an illiterate member
who by the Spirit discerned wrong translations from the Hebrew
"nescientem legere" not even able

and Greek.

Apol. Prop.

By

« * * *

to read,

And

See Templeri Idea, ut supra.

and Latin.

iii.

sect. 4

and

19.

thus excluding theory and adducing facts for every

thought advanced, we might attain to a rational view of the subject. * *

*

*

Note D.—Part
John Toldervy was
if the

imvard

light

led,

was

II.

Chap. IX.

by a very natural process, to suppose that"
must have the supervision

his on/?/ guide, it

of his appetites, as well as of his moral conduct.

up

If he

was

his reason to its controul, then surely also his appetite,

He

regard of the matter of eating and drinking.
less the

inward guide moved him.

calling for food,
will of

man.

was considere d

And

to give

even in

refused to eat un-

the voice of the appetite

as the voice of the flesh or the evil

In adhering to this principle he was subjected to se-

vere fastings, and abstinence from sleep.

nearly two days.

The

this unreasonable treatment.

signal of permission.

He

fasted,

spirit of his appetite rose in

What

But

still

the

on a time,

arms against

inward guide gave no
He could hold out no

could John do?.

Tliere is a case of a female in delirium uttering' words of Greek and Latin.
it is ascertained that, when a child, she had been familiar with such cxprcssio}is and words.

But

Appendix
longer.

He

But as the

"a fine
the

flew to the larder.

evil

one would have

roast of beef.''^

Jewish

He
it,

9

I.

found none of his usual viands.

there presented itself to his view

Here commenced a fierce combat between
The one
and the otlier spirit.

spirits within him''''

charged him not to touch

beef, the other to eat tlie beef.

tlie

John,

was the war crj on the one side exercise your grinders,
good John, was the cry on the other. At length the appetite preBut dearly did he pay for thus wanvailed and John did lay to.
tonly "denying his Lord and Muster.'''' (p. 29.) He had a terrible
fit of the " trembling^^ of that age.
And the stern chastising spirit
refrain,

:

:

turned the fine roast beef in him into a smart cathartic
29, of his book "

See

it in vol.

The foot

pp. 19,
out of the snare.^' Lond. edit, of 1656.

No. 927, quarto Miscellanies

1=:XD

OF TIIK X0TE3.

!

!

in the Phil. Library.

APPENDIX

11.

CONTAINING A BRIEF REVIEW OF THE MOST DISTINGUISHED QUAKER

WRITERS AND PREACHERS.

" Caput

ferreuiTi, nates pluinbeac,

crumenjc que aurese."

European College Proverh.

1.

George Fox,

Though

wood, was published
his doctrinal pieces,

lished in 1706.

senr.

His cliaracter

he dictated much.

illiterate

in the year

delineated in vol.

is

ii.

His Journal, written by Ell-

1694: his epistles four years after:

one hundred and

fifty in

number, were pub-

All except his Journal have sunk to their proper

He wrote books which Friends of the present day
would not believe though they were told, such as "Saul's Errand
to Damascus," "News coming up out of the North," ancient editions.
His wife Margaret Fell Fox, was an eminent speaker in the society.
There is a copious memoir of her extant.
2. William Fenn, tlieir most voluminous writer and gigantic defender.
His tracts were collected and published in 1727, in two
vols, folio, of about 800 pp. each.
Enough has been said of him
already. His "No cross no crown," is a decent moral thing; and
has been justly the most popular of his works. I have already noticed the singular circumstance, that this volume was written in
the Tower while lying under a legal charge of blasphemy. They
•who will read his " Sandy foundation shaken" will be able to judge
place, oblivion.

of the relevancy of the charge. His

son

:

it is

life

has been written by Clark-

a dull and heartless piece, yet

it is

the best

life

we have

of this great man.
3.

Robert Barclay gave the Quakers the standard books, the

Apology, their conleSsions of

faith, their

ter of the first has been detailed in Part

catechism.
I.

The

charac-

Tiie latter, expressed

simply in the language of the Bible after the form of those of the

Remonstrants, show what miscliiovous tenets may be advanced by
misapplications of divine truths. Satan,
against our Lord

:

we know, brandished

texts

but he was not right because he uttered texts

of the sacred volume. His works M'ere published in a folio volume,
in

London,

in

1692: and afterwards

in 3 vols, octavo, in 1718,

un-

Appendix
der

modest
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fare and
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title
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11.

" Truth triumphant,

:

thro^ the spiritual

wat'

and loritings of that able andfaithful
was an act of kindness to tell us by

christian labours

ser-

y

this

Barclay

It

we had not otherwise known it, like the awkward painwho painted his bear so wide of the mark, and kindly added in

title, for

ter

great

and

man

and

;

it is

Barclay was unquestionably a

bear^

letters below, " this is the

not our interest to diminish from his talents
I hold hin\

real acquisitions.

up

all his

in

superiority as the

great Quaker champion: and in doing so, I only raise higher the
fame of that honest John Brown of Wamphry, whose rough and

unseemly broad axe, Quakers, and that uninformed writer

in

Brew-

ster's Encyclop. (article Barclay,) love to traduce. I appeal to the
towns and cities, and country parishes of Scotland, where the two

heroes entered the fierce combat, and fought.
ing facts. Brown,

I

appeal to exist-

and some few more of us, drove him out of Scot-

land.

A

short account of R. Barclay

was published

in Philadelphia, in

Coming from head quarters it is a little too
John Brown is treated somewhat uncivilly but

partial,

1805.

;

pass.

It

comes,

great merit;

man in

it

I say,

sets the character of that

and our

we can

let

memoir really of
amiable and distinguished

from head quarters.

a very fair light.

that

It is a

No man who knew

the private cliaractei"

of Barclay would permit a whisper against it. Laird Thomas, and
even John Brown, never would permit a surmise against his pri-

vate character and rnorals.

Their philippics were poured forth

against " the monstrous system" only.
4. Isaac

Pennington was a gentleman of "

fine estate ;" of

an

amiable mind, and polished manners. He was nearly related to
His works were published in two vols, quarto,
the Penn family.

under

this lugubrious title

:

"the works of the long mournful and
The second edition, London,

sore distressed Isaac Pennington."

in 1761, (No. 166 quarto, Piiil. Library,) in all containing

1393

quarto pp. There are copies also of them in folio, and in octavo.
He has few controversial pieces and those few are conducted with
:

moderation and charity. His talent does not
is

plain, simple, shallow,

lie in

and often descends to

He
He is

argument.

puerilities.

verbose, and attacks us with that unmerciful length of sentences

which causes a retreat sooner than any argument advanced.

works are

in greater request, or at least,

than the folios of Penn, by the society.

I

His

think they are more read
In his doctrines, with the

Jlppmdix
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II.

exceptions of diverse sentences, which squint towards orthodoxy,
is completely at one with Penn.
On the Trinity he is a Uni-

he

tarian, vol.

60r.

On

i.

p. 264.

On justification he

the scriptures his theory

is

a deep mystic, vol.

See his tract

is deistical.

i.

p.

"Some

things relating to religion."

Edicard Burroughs was an immediate convert of Fox. In
manner of preaching and writing he was violent, sometimes fuHis attack on good John Bunyan is a specirious and indecent.
5.

his

men

of his unjustifiable virulence and falsehood.

See

p.

136 of his

He

professed to write by immediate inspirations, and he
sent them forth with " blood and thunder." " The word of tlie Lord

works.

came unto me saying,"
rible

name,

is

rirfeZice/.—"

a

sample

in liis terrible

A trumpet

book with a ter-

of the Lord, or fearful voices

of terrible thunders, dictated and written by a son of thunder."

His works were collected and published
It

pp.

in

A. D. 1672, in

folio,

896

does contain a marvellous display of mysticism, and badin-

age, and solemnity, and curses, and prophecy

[See No. 251, Phil.
Those modest Friends who set forth his works
give us this character of him. " //i E. Burroughs the fidness of
He died in A. D. 1663.
grace and virtue dwelt.'^
He was one of their most popular preachers
6. G. Tfliitehead.
and boldest champions. He possessed a vigorous mind, but he was
extremely illiterate. As a polemic he was stubborn and disingenuHe was resolute to throw down the gauntlet, and no less so
ous.
Determined to have the victory, he often lost sight
to take it up.
of the great aim of every true polemic, and stooped to trick, and
I

Librar'-', folio.]

craft,

and misrepresentation.

Scandret; and
*'

See

liis

narrative of his dispute with

this author's epistle to the

Antidote against

He

Quakerism^

is

reader prefixed to his

a bulky writer. But I do

not find that his works have been collected.
Christ,''''

perhaps the best known.

is

His

Divinity of

In this baok on our Lord's

" Divinity,"'^ he puts forth his virulence against his divinity, and
personality, and atonement.

See pp. 62, 63, &c.
" The doctrinal works of the Quakers.''^ London, folio. No. 250.
This is a heavy mass compiled from their writers
Phil. Library.
7.

and speakers.
second periods.

and yet
the

first

share of

it is

presents the Quaker system under the first and

The Unitarian

tenets are merged in

its

mysticism,

purged of some of the most nauseating compositions of

period.
tlie

It

" Said^s errand

to

Damascus^''

is left

volume, as Leslie actually foretold that

it

out of Fox's

would

be.

This

13
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peradventure, the most unmerciful volume that ever was
hurled from the leaden throne of dulness. I can speak feelingly
on this matter. Its soporific influence is absolutely irresistible

volume

is,

I

Francis Howgill was one of the writersof the first period, and
one of those worthies who travelled from " sUeplc house to steeple
house" to interrupt, on the spot, the propagation of priestly error,
8.

and external worship. He copied closely after Fox. His works
were reprinted in a folio of 740 pp. in 16/6, under this title," Dawn-

He

ings of the gospel day."

has throughout, with his compatriots,

way, into which men naturally sink
extemporaneous declamations infinitely more than

that loose, rambling, heartless

who pour

forth in

The

they ever thought upon or digested.

piece

wiiicli chiefly, for

a while, attracted the public notice, was his able discussion on
*'

Tithes."

It

was admired

unfortunately, he

fell

as a learned thing from a

a plagiarism from Selden.

Quaker. But,

hands of Leslie, who proved

into the

Being of the

period, he

first

is

it

to be

more of

a mystic than a Unitarian. As a proof, this fanatic actually advocates the " unity and equality of the human soul with God.'" See
p.

232 of
9.

his

works.

Thomas Ellwood was an

He

industrious and on the whole a pretty

Sacred History, &c.
and quaint, and turgid. His character of Fox
See Mosh. vol. v. chap. 4. cent. 17. sect. 2, part ii.
is a specimen.
and in Fox's Jour. vol. i. p. 79. But the most striking thing about
it, is that eternal verbiage and length of periods that exhaust our

respectable writer.

His style

is

wrote Fox's Journal

And

patience, and lacerate the nerves.

as if this had not been

enough, he has persecuted the world with his
vol. of

505 pp.

About

and

still

life, in

an octavo

his refusing

covering his head before his father
resolution in

own

sixty pages of which detail his conversioa

to the Friends' doctrines,

:

his

filial reverence in un"whirrets on the ear:" his

covering his head: his again coming before his

ther with "/u's mountier cap" on,

him:

;

affected,

his successful

elopement

:

when

his hats

fa-

had been taken from

the pursuit of him by his aged father:

his reception with the Friends.

Tiien through 63 octavo pages he

details his adventures, befitting such a runaway, in Bridewell

and
companions the severest
that of one of them put under the strappado for " cobbling shoes on the Sabbath day." See his life passim. And farther

Newgate: his
of wiiich was

sufierings

and those of

his

;

particulars of this unnatural son toward his fatlier in Bugg. Pict. of

Quak.

p.

240.

Jlppendix

He

10. Wyeth.

II.

had been a labouring man, but his talents were

respectable for one in his humble station.

He

pressing himself in a plain way.

He

wrote

had a

facility of ex-

unguis fiagellutus, or

u switch for the Snake" (of Leslie.) He was not a David to encounter this Goliah. He and Whitehead (and it is marvellous,) were
reduced to silence by Leslie.

See the conference between the
Vind. of the bishop of Litchfield, and the author of the second letter to the bishop (who apologized for their silence.)
The society,
however, took ample vengeance by a gratuitous distribution of ten
thousand copies of Wyeth, and a declaration in their meetings " that
the

Snake was fully

their

ansiverecl."

The good natured people

believed

For as Leslie was not in the Index none of

this statement.

on

it

members were permitted

to

Because

judge for themselves.

the young, or even senior Friends, are not permitted to read or ex-

H

they are, let us see the fact.
amine our books for themselves.
11. Samuel Fisher was a priest of the church of England, and
had, of course, received a liberal education.

He

yielded to his

scruples respecting infant baptism; resigned his living worth /200
sterl.

per annnum, and united himself to the Baptist church.

But

he had yielded also to the imposing dreams of mysticism, hence
the necessary effects of the declamations of the early Friends over
his mind. William Penn tells us that he had often been " refreshed

by

his tracts;

and

If this eminent

that he

man had

admired

not told us

covered his claims to these virtues.
lity it

may

be, but

it is

his self-denial

and humility."

we never could have disThat he was a man of humi-

this,

certain that he claimed for his sect the ex-

clusive honours of being the only children of wisdom, the only

people of

whom

tvisdom

is

justified as of her children. See his "

Christi," sect. 2. Phil. edit, of A. D. 1/44.*
*'

Lux

And

Lux

in writing this

it was enough for him that he had pleased God, &c.
That he was an humble and self-denied man may be.

Christi,"

sect. 35.

But in his " Rusticus ad Academicos,'' which he wrote against Dr.
Owen, in the defence of the doctrine and practice of " Quaking,''^
he tells the doctor that he " was a blind guide and a brute beast, for
speaking against

it."

See exercit.

2. p. 18.

Besides these works, which contain a rambling defence of mystic tenets, of which Dr. Owen and Mr. Baxter took no notice, he

wrote Episcopus uposcopos against bishop Gauden, which
full

is

equally

of those rustic indecencies, which his disappointed and irritaIn the Athen. Lib. Phil. vol. 16,

Pamph. No.

10.

Apjiendix II.
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ted mind poured out, instead of logical arguments. His '< Lux
ChristV^ is the best known. An edition was published by Mr.

James
Latin

A. D. 1787.

in Philadelphia, in
:

but

it is

texts on light, and applies them
4, 5.

He makes

It is in tolerable

the inward light.

select

Sect. 2, 3,

inward Christ, and the image of Christ, and
one, and all the three are the law. " Legis,

their

the Christ in glory,

all to

modern

He collects some

blustering and incoherent.

all

lucis Dei in conscientia." Sect. 8, 9, 10, 16, 26.
He wrote
32.
He
closes
revelation.
Sect.
by
a
terrible
immediate
anathema
by
a.

e.

against those

who

shall disbelieve him.

He

12. Hubberthorn.

Defence

is

the best

Sect. 35.

wrote some fugitive pieces.

He was

known.

In his mode of conducting and closing a dispute,
the

coii/i

-de-main of the Friends in primitive times.

no miracles
forth

many

to support their spiritual pretensions.

words, and closed with,

His Truth's

a bold and persevering man.

"you

are

we see
They

in

him

offered

But they gave

now answered from

the mouth of the Lord." See his works, p. 89, and Bugg's Pict. p.
129.
13. Edward Billing, a man of warm and enthusiastic feelings,
and much given to rant. He wrote " reproof to his fellow-solHis sentiments exhibit the orthodoxy of the first period.
diers."
" Their (the Quakers') sufferings and wounds, were the wounds
which the Lord of life received." See his book published in A. D.
1659, also Bugg. p. 361.
14. Ji. Farnworth had been a domestic in the family of Mr.
Lord. He possessed some energy, but was illiterate. He was first

seduced by the writings of Saltmarsh, and imbibed the tenets of
He entertained a great contempt for all external insti-

familism.

tutions and worship.

He

coniincnced his career of preaching over

the kingdom about the time of Fox's

first

appearing.

They met

He

wrote several books. " They are," says a cotemporary,* " much admired by the Quakers." And it requires

and coalesced.

but a momentary glance at them to see the truth of Stalham's
other remark, " that they exhibit malice more than human against
Christ's institutions and ambassadors." See his book astainst Stal-

ham, and Stalham's " Reviler Rebuked."
15. Dennis Hollister. He v/rote " The skirts of the wliore discovered." He was a plain, blundering man, who hastened to teacli
others before he had himself been illumined.
*

SUilhain.
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Lawson. He was a man of education and had bceri.
He had been a priest of the church of England.
But had studied the Behmens and the Averas, and the Cressys,
more than the homilies and canons of his church. He became a
convert under Fox. He was a voluminous writer in the first peTliOinas

16.

in holy orders.

He

riod.^

"The

wrote

riod, he

;

composer, he seems

to

make

wisdom

it

down

in well se-

his ideas follow his words, or

His works are now

little

James Naylor. He had been a captain

Love

of

quaint and

rest of the writers of the first pe-

conversion became a zealous preacher.
*^

is

but in the indecisive and rambling manner of a youth

themselves to them.
17.

lip

His manner

arts."

never masters his subject; never lays

lected terms
ful

"The

untaught teacher;"

opened;" "On the seven liberal
Like the
tedious, and verbose.

We

to the /os/."

ready, (see part

Neal

states

in the

army

:'but in his
is

unhappy man althat he was supposed to

have the features usually given by painters
this, it is probable,

adapt

known.

His best known piece

have said enough of

sect. 17.)

i.

•

this

to

Jesus Christ.

helped on the work of depravity

And

in this fanatic's

accepting divine homage, and in the deluded females of Bristol
oft'ering it to

him.

I

have seen an engraving of him, executed

England, about the time of

He

his

in

crime and his cruel punishment.

certainly had nothing of a Jew's feature, if that likeness be

correct.

length

;

His face was long and withered
his eyes small

and hollow, and

;

his

his chin of

unusual

head covered with a

beaver, having a brim of unusual breadth.

John Toldervy. This singular fanatic has been noticed ali. sect. 17, &c.)
He lived and died in the society. It

18.

ready, (part
is

probable that he atoned for his extravagance, though

it

does not

appear that the society had been very severe on him. All, however,
admitted that he " had run out from the seed in him;^^ but still, he

had
See

the seed in

him.''''

He

wrote

The foot out of the snare."
No. 927, quarto.

^'

this singular piece in Phil. Libr. vol. of Miscel.

James Naylor wrote, and none more
still

in the snare."

fit

than he to write,

acknowledgments: he neverdeiiied any of the

And

so John

"Foot

John replied, made confessions, and some

was never cast

out, he

facts stated in his book.

was not even suspended,

so far

as I can discover, until he gave proofs of penitence.
19.
it

T. Gilpin of Kendal.

seems, his

full share,

When

converted to the society he had,

and he thought, rather more than his share,

of the tremblings of body so

common

in that day.

His quiverings.

17
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and shudderings, and tremblings, and convulsions, issuing in deep
and oppressive groans, attracted the public attention in no common
He wrote " The
degree. They made a bruit over the kingdom.
Quakers Shaken." A second edition appeared in A. D. 1G55, giving a minute account of his bodily dealings; and of the possession
and actings of I. Milner. The book was attested by the mayor of
tlie

city of K.endal.

I

have not been able to procure a copy of this

have seen only a brief analysis of it by a writer of 1678.
It exhibits a modern case of demoniacal possession.
He was not a relative of the founder.
20. George Fox, Junior.

book.

I

In his sentiments and style he was his correct imitator.

thorough mystic.

He was taken away

He was a

at an early stage of the first

His works were re-printed in 1665. His " fiords of the
and true lighf^ is the most remarkable collection. He bestows every attribute of the divine nature on " The light within.''^
period.
eternal

1

See also Bugg's Pict.
21. Josiah Coal.

vernable passions.

p. 58,

He was

Part
a

I.

man

of keen sensibility and ungo-

In his preaching and writings he gave

sway

full

and mistook the ebullitions of passion for divine inspirations. His besetting sin was his propensity to ban.
Witlioutstopping to reason the point lie would send his antagonist to Tar arus.
to them,

His works form a pretty large volume. The most noted seems to
"The whore unveiled." An antagonist of G. Fox had treated

be

The following is a specimen of
" In the name of that God that spans the heavens,
I bind thee on earth ; and thou art bound in heaven and in chains
under darkness to the judgment of the great day thou shalt be re-

his revelations rather cavalierly.

Josiah's ban.
'

:

See his works p. 243, 244. See also Bugg's Pict. p. 65.
had entered the arena with the notorious Muggleton. [^This sin-

served."
I

He

I

gular

man

erred with the seceding Quakers, simply in carrying out

into their utmost stretch the leading tenet of the sect, in a

perfectly natural.!

Muggleton having

resorted to the club logic of banning.
I

manner

like Josiah, lost his temper,

He

thundered forth his

bull,

and sent him to Tartarus. And as a proof that his sentence would
bind him, he assured him that he would always be in " Ji terror of
damnation." Like Pope against Pope, Josiah sent forth his fulmination, in the words above.
On his death bed Josiah, for some motive or other, probably from no higher motive than that which
prompts the school boy, in the hour of darkness, and in the solitary
way, "to whistle aloud, to bear

his

3

courage up ;" having called to

IS

^ij^pendix II.

mind Muggleton and

his ban, raised

with his remaining strength
ness

a

;

hi.tn

iiimself up, and thus spoke
" Thou, Muggleton, art a son of dark-

co-worker with the prince of the bottomless

shall be thy inheritance

on

:

And

forever."

again the chains of darkness

!

pit, in

which

then closed with binding

See Tompkin's

Piety pro-

moted,''^ p. 44.

22. Stephen Crisp was an able and fluent speaker in the society.
His volume of sermons, to each of which is attached the prayer
which he made at the close of each, do really great credit to his

head, and to his heart.
is

Mixed,

must have had great

it

He had

mucli precious metal.

eftVct.

is

much

true, with

Honest Stephen,

pered that his failings leaned toward the

therefore,

fair sisters.

all

was whisBut it is cerIt

And his enemies
He ought to be,

was eslablished against him.

did not want the inclination to go

did not

it is said,

6<and very high in the good opinion of the society.
tain that nothing

alloy, there

a wild native eloquence which

lengths.

deemed an innocent man. See Bugg's

Pict. p. 115.

His

gernions were re-printed in a neat octavo of 386 pp. by Mr. James
of Phil. A. D. 1787.
23. JV. Smith wrote the
this he brought forth

"Quakers' primer and catechism."

In

the mystic doctrines with great virulence:

and he shows an almost superhuman malice against the doctrines,
and institutions, and servants of Jesus Christ.
24. W. Simpson stood in the front lines of their champions.
"The relation of his life and death" is what remains of him. It
was revived by the society, and lecommended in their catalogue
of 1708. In p. 10, they have thus embalmed his memory. " God
has sent his servants endued with a divine spirit and power whose
;

integrity and innocency, have appeared in the likeness and image

of Almighty

God."

See also Bugg.

p. 154.

He whom

they thus

have canonized, was the man who acted the Lupercus, and continued, during three years, to make his naked processions through
the streets. [See part
25.

plain

:

i.

sect. 21.3

A

W.

Erhitry wrote "

his

whole manner artless and

call

to the churches."
illiterate.

He

His style

is

thinks he was

a forerunner to the Friends, as John was to Christ. See his book,
and also his Reviewer, Stalham, Epist. to the reader. Moreover,

he thinks, that Christ taught only that small part of the gospel
which was peculiar to the Jews: that the gospel which the apostles preached,

was not that which they wrote.

Then

he proses

!
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about the light within: that God dwells as much in them, and In

manner

the same

as in Christ: tliat in regard to the divine ordi-

nances we have not so much as scripture

for any of tliem that the
coming of Christ mentioned by tiie angels, at Christ's ascension,
(Acts ii. 11.) is his coming in the spirit and power in the saints in
their Jlesh, when confused and dark.
See his Call, pp. 4, 6. 9,

He

19, 37, &c. and Stalham, ut supra.

mystic of the

was, therefore, a thorough

period.

first

John Audlund was a speaker of some boldness. His mind
and illiterate to a shocking degree. His letter to Fox

26

was

:

rustic

made

In this letter, he permitted his

a great noise iu the v^orld.

sect. 8.)

impassioned language of prayer
This letter was procured and

mode

which

admiration to run out into

filial

and adoration. (See part

i.

published by Leslie, in the
thenticity

was established by

And

and died.

in

1

was spelled. Its autown where he lived

it

his friends in the

deserves notice, that

it

cond edition of "

tiie

he Snake," sect.

8,

it is

published in the se-

which was reviewed by G,

Whitehead, and he has not produced a single false quotation. See
answer to the Snake given forth about A. D. 1697.
27. Nicholas Lucas. His furious zeal for the " light" has carried

his

him

into deism.

28. Nicholas Lilburn.

He

writes on the " Resurrection ;" which,

on inspection, turns out to be on his own conversion. This is a fair
specimen. " Happening to meet some of the precious people call-

ed Quakers, and getting into
170(i pp.

I have

my

—been knocked

—and

or standing

hands two of

down

off.,

or

their

volumes of about

from my former

legs,

sent to the true teacher, the light within.

A

deemed over marvellous or by anymeans incredithe reviewing of a single government fast day sermon

thing not to be

;

For if
produced such a deep sleep over the intellectual powers, and the
natural senses of even an Edinburgh Reviewer, is it a matter of
ble.

surprise, that 1700 folio pages should " knock

from

down any man

off,or

his legs, or standing

Hoc

iicc

caput fcrreum, ncc nates plumbes feiTe possint

29. Patrick Livingston wrote ''Downright dealing," a reraark-ibie

production, in which he puts forth

all

his strength in

defence

Trembling and quaking" of the first and second periods,
Hec a specimen in p. 10, and in " Snake, &c." sect. 21.
of the

SO. .hnnrs Parnel, though a youth,

was

a powerful minister of

I

20
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i. p. 130.
He possessed some talents and
was not without some literature, though his works do not show it.
He wrote " The tritmpel of the Lord sounded, or a blast against

the gospcV^ Sewel, vol.

pride.'''

Considering the audiences he addressed, and those to

whom

he wrote, this would seem to be as ill-timed as the sermon of the

clergyman

in

Galloway (Scotland,) which was a philippic against

the pride and luxury of the age, delivered to a rustic audience, of

whom

the greater half had neither shoes nor stockings

reforming Quaker carried matters too
claim, until they are as hoarse as a

not send us

to the pit for

far.

Roman

We

I

But

this

allow them to de-

crier: but they should

our coats, and buttons, and speech.

"Wo

Mr. and Ma<lam, and Mistress. To hell
you must go, and lie there for ever and ever: given forth by the
spirit of the Lord through his servant James Parnel." p. 28, and
Bugg. p. 61. Judge Hill committed this young man to prison unyou that are called

to

Sir,

He

der a charge of blasphemy.

" thou hast persecuted

gravely observed to the judge,

and hast set at liberty BarabbasP Bugg.
The persecution and cruelty sustained by this youth, have
p. 115.
left a stamp of infamy on the priesthood and magistracy of that age,
that excite our deepest abhorrence and detestation
If a man is
deemed erroneous, outreason him if he be extravagant in his salBut to persecute, and harass,
lies, apply the caustic of satire.
and murder by imprisonment in such a dungeon as that in which
poor young Parnel languished out his life, Oh it was most unand most inhuman
christian
SI. Charles Atkinson wrote "The sword of the Lord drawn."
The design was to cut down the ministry, the churches, and the
He was an empty headed and conceited man. He was
nations.
justly expelled from the society for immorality. See "Snake," &c.
Christ,

!

;

!

—

I

sect. 6.

32.

He

W. Shawen was

wrote "

specimen

:

A
he

an eminent preacher of the second period.
on thoughts and imaginations." This is a
drawing the character of the Friends : " they are

treatise
is

meeker than ?iIoses stronger than Sampson wiser than Solomon;
more patient than Job, &c." p. 25. edit, of A. D. 1685.
33. " Some principles of the Quakers,^'' A. D. 1693. This volume
reminds me of the famous Monday, after the sacrament sermons
;

;

in Scotland,

marches^

the

professed

object of which

It is not to edify, but to

sect on the field.

The

is

run down, as

to

^'

fair

redd up the

game, every

polite author of Barclay's life (Phil. edit, of

1
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IT.

A. D. 1805.) has, in p. 121, given us rather an unfiivourable specimen of our good old John Brown of Wamphry. His epistle dedicatory or prefatory, as well as the epistle ad calcem, are, I admit,

somewhat

JJut

ferocious.

I

am tempted

tesy, a specimen from this volume, which

Brown's. The Friends

call their

to give,
is

by way of cour-

of a later date than

antagonists "conjurers," thieves,"*

"robbers," "antichrists," "witches," "devils," "scarlet-coloured
beasts," " blood-hounds gaping like the mouth of hell," " lizards,"

" moles," "tinkers," "green headed trumpeters," "wheel-barrows,"
gim-cracks," whirlpools," "whirligigs," "moon calfs," "tatterdemalions," " serpents," " vipers," " ministers of the devil," " bears,"
" devils incarnate." See in " Snake," sect. 17.
And if they touch
*'

a hair of old Wamphry's beard, they
the pages of William

Penn

may have

more, even from

himself.

Henry Pickworth. He had been an eminent speaker and a
His works were revived and recommended in
Whiting's catalogue, p. 132. edit, of A. D. 1708. There is an important item in his brief history. When Bugg was in the triumphant
career of Quaker refutation, Pickworth challenged him to a public
debate.
He retired apparently overwhelmed and confused. The
magistrates and people, in whose presence the debate was conducted, rose, en masse, and carrying to the market place all the Quaker
books which could be discovered, they consumed them as pesti34.

popular writer.

lential

and heretical.

tive of this,

The aged veteran having

Pickworth applied himself

published a narra-

to the refutation.

He made

an extensive collection of Quaker books, in order that he might
have every
constrained

facility in detecting

him

to

he ever had done.

examine

;

This

books more minutely than

His eyes were opened to the nakedness and

deformity of the system.
error and heresy

Bugg's misquoted passages.
their

He was

fully convinced of their

publicly renounced them

;

deep

took his stand by the

venerable Bugg, and wrote a pathetic appeal to the parliament on
the erroneous system of Quakerism.

See his paper of nineteen

charges presented to Pari. A. D. 1714, also Bugg, part
Story's Journal (No. Ill,

35.

folio,)

and

his

vii.

256.

"Discourses,"

No. 412, octavo, Phil. Library. They display a plain and benevomind but a mind without talent, and without the cultivation
of letters.
They are dull and heartless productions.
35. John Perrot was one of the leading seceding Quakers, who

lent

;

claimed the honours of being the true church.

He

had suflcred

Jlj}pendix It.
imprisonment in the city of Rome, whither his zeal had carried hirft,
and by some means or other escaped, to create trouble in the society.

He

wrote the history of his sufferings, under this

us at once the

man and

mind

the

"

;

The wren

When

waving her wings of contraction."

title, wiiich

shows

burning bush

in the

he delivered epistles to

the males, he subscribed himself "John,"

when to tha females,
"your tender sister John." Yet sixty-seven against sixty-six \i
the grand Quaker schism, stood up for this man.
William Penn
thus gravely writes of him, " That if he had been as faithful as his
companions, he might have been hanged at Rome (as we are in-

formed) to his own comfort, the tnilh-s honour, and the churches
peacey Vol. ii. p. 203.
37. /. Muckalow was another of the seceding Friends. He wrote
" The spirit of the hal.^^ This book is a severe one. It details
more of the scenes behind the curtain than any other of that period.

"The

It details

down and

our power reached."

See

vol.

ii.

38, 39,40.

'

p. 29,

pulling

We

"

went to the utmost as far as
&c. Penn makes rather a silly defence.

p. 193.

John Field, B.

Keith, but with
41.

"The

violence offered in the assemblies,"

the bailings forth."

Coole,

I.

Whiting. They wrote against

little effect.

Tompkins wrote

" Piety promoted," a collection of the

dying sayings of Quakers. Dubl. A. D. 1723, No. 438, duod. Phil.
Library.

I

was much pleased with a perusal of

this book.

The

reader will be sensibly touched by the affecting cases of pious youth.

He

will also be struck with this fact, that there is not

of a leading

member

an instance

or preacher confessing a single sin, or be-

wailing a single delinquency, or professing any contrition under
tlie

And

hand of a holy and pure God.

struck when he discovers that

it

acting up to principle. [See part

he will be more sensibly

is

not an oversight, but a strict

ii.

ch.

ii.

sect. 2.3

42. Joseph Pike of the city of Cork, Ireland, was an eminent and
sensible

Quaker

writer.

His best known piece

is

"

A

baptism and the Lord's supper." Lond. A. B. 1703.
ler's, it is

on

Like Ful-

a distant echo of Barclay on those subjects. Yet he brings

forward, in a very pleasing style,
divine ordinances.

He

also

all

that they can say against these

makes a respectable attempt

to the objections brought against their theory,

others.

treatise

He

is

plain and unaffected.

He

to

reply

by Beniiet and some

has avoided that disgust-

ing cant, and the style of cursing and banning so characteristic of
the

first

and secontl periods.

2a

Jlpppndix 11.
Hookas

43.

^'

Spirit of

the Quakers, and

it

tlie

many

It details in a plain style,

delineates

martyrs revived." A. D. 1719.

painful facts of the sutterings of

much

of

tlie

manners of

tliat

iron

See No. 737, octavo, Pliil. Libr.
44. Chand/er^s " Apology for the Quakers." A. D. 1727. Of the
last period in its tenets. A dull and heartless performance.
age.

45. Beven's " Defence of Robert Barclay." Dubl. A. D. 1727.

The cause of Quakerism must have been triumphant in Ireland in
that day, when such a sixpenny champion could hold up Barclay's
wounded head. A Mr. Bevau had his " Vindication''^ published ia
A.

I).

46.

1800.
spirit nearly as fierce

Samuel Fuller wrote with a

wealth, and the times of Charles 11. and James

II.

and un-

common-

charitable, as that which stalked over the land during the

His book

is

Answerto twelve sections of abusive queries." Dubl. 1728.
has nothing new nor forcible. He is a distant echo of Barclay.

called "

He
He

puts forth but comparatively few of the tenets of mysticism

He

and of Unitarianism.

No.

9f '9,

is

a thorough Pelagian and

Armenian.

octavo, Phil. Libr.

known

historian of Quakerism
was not a man of letters.
And he has much of the besetting sin of the Quaker writers, in
His manner is chiefly after that of
point of stvie and manner.
Penn and Ell wood. If we can only bear with his tediousness, and
the partiality which each has for his own; and the quaintness of
manner and that vexatious long windedness of sentence we shall

47. Seivel

perhaps, the best

is,

next to Penn.

It is

well

known

that he

;

;

find

some amusement, and

good edition of

his history

a considerable share of information.

was published at

Phil.

A

A. D. 1811, in 2

vols, octavo.

"A

48. Besse.

collection of the sufferings of the people called

Quakers," from A. D.
See No. 270,

1

folio, Phil.

650

two volumes folio, pp. 1405.
These volumes contain some

to 1689,

Library.

valuable memorials and authentic statements.
lection from those
ing,

under which

immense volumes belonging

their shelves groan

;

and

in

They

contain a col-

to the yearly

meet

which are recorded,

or rather piled up, those papers which are delivered by the monthly
in Britain and Ireland
which have been
making out regular returns of the sufferings of the
Friends in their respective departments. But they are jumbled
together without any proper selection. Had the trifling incidents,

and quarterly meetings
in the habit of

;
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11.

and the minute details of the most insipid stufFbeen rejected, these
folios had dwindled down to a tolerable quarto.
The chief thing
to recommend them is fine black ink, good paper and print.

John Eutty writes " The

49.

rise

and progress of

Quakers

tlie

in

Ireland," a quarto vol. pp. 484. This history details the events
of the society from the year 1653 to 1751.
The only tiling passable in the book is the Introduction. The body of the book forms a
bundle of dry anecdotes, with not so much a history, as a fulsome
encomium on each of the Friends who planted and watered Quakerism in Ireland, as if they could have sustained the glory of being
set up beside the prophets

and apostles! See No. 196, quarto, Phil.

Library.

Gough wrote "The

50.

history of the people called Quakers,

The author is a plain and
and without taste. He has gleaned
materials from Sewel, Besse, and a MS. of S. Smith. In his

&c." Dubl. A. D. 1790, 4
amiable
his

man but without
:

vols, octavo.

letters

preface he betrays the impossibility of his being impartial.

He

blames writers who consult those who wrote on the other side of
the question.

Nothing

John Gough, but the

will satisfy honest

copying of their own statements, and the giving of no credit to any

He can discover no difference between writing of
and writing against them. He very gravely tells us,
that he has discovered no change in the body of the Friends in
point of sentiment or manners, or principles or mode of preaching.
but themselves.
their society,

The two points of which he gives the most lame
iii. p. 325.
and defective account are the Keithian controversy. He does not
namely, whether
bring into view the true subject of the dispute
Vol.

;

Christ
is

is

really in heaven wilhouf,in glorified

the garbled account which

The

other point

Quakers.

He

is

I

human

have read. See

the capture of the sloop, vi

nature. This

vol.
et

iii.

328, &c.

armis, of the

wriggles and twists in no ordinary degree. But the

motions are natural, for he feels sore. Vol.
are written in a plain and clear style

;

iii.

341.

His volumes

yet has that luscious full-

ness and that tedious minuteness on mere

trifles,

which

is

the be-

Quaker authors and preachers. He brings down
history of the society to A. D. 1764. Each volume has a small
dex, and they neatly printed. No. 1922 octavo, Phil. Library.
setting sin of

51. S. Fothergill. "Life and travels in the ministry."

greatly respected by all

who knew

his private worth.

the
in-

He was
His pro-

ductions were shallow and often puerile. No. 479 duod. Phil. Lib.

He

died in A. D. 1773.
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52. Ji. Bennezet. "A short account of the Quakers, and their settlement in America." Phil. pp. 44. edit. 2. The most remarkable
It has
thing about this book is, that it has seen a second edition.
no claims to the title it has assumed. It contains the meagre glean-

ings of a man, amiable

libert)',

it is

true, but superficial!)' acquainted with

The most

striking of his fanfarades are those about

and about war.

Like other Quaker authors, he very un-

his subject.

fortunately does not touch the question. See

p. 9, 10,

fiipc.

Antony Purver was a man born of humble parents, but of
singular powers of mind. Though compelled to labour in an humble sphere, he found time to pursue his studies.
And such was
53.

the application of this wonderful

untoward circumstances

man

in his lot,

;

that,

notwithstanding

he mastered the

all

the

Hebrew and

In 1764, he completed his new translation of
Testaments from the original languages. It was
published in 2 vols, folio. It is said to possess great simplicity and
is remarkably literal.
He was greatly respected: and justly stood

Greek languages.

New

the Old and

very high as a preacher in the society.

He

died,

much lamented,

in 1777.

Mrs. Sophia Hume. " Exhortation to the inhabitants of CaroA. D. 1747. She was an amiable and highly accomplished
lady.
But she committed an egregious error in taking up polemical theology and in becoming a teacher of men.
55. John Woolman^s " Works."
The repose of this book will
54.

lina."

;

not be disturbed.
56. Catharine Philips^ s "Journal."

Sarah Grubfs " Journal."
58. Margaret Lucases " 3ourna.\.'^
59. John Gratton^s "Journal."
60. Job Scott^s "Journal."
This

57.

respectable talents.

is

the journal of a person of

Job seems to have revived

in

a considerable

degree, the mysticism and Unitarianism of the 1st and 2d periods.
61. Mrs. Harrison of Philadelphia,

seems

to have set

down,

was a very worthy

lady.

She

as her model, the venerable mothers of

Dame Margaret Fell, Dame C. Barclay, Hannah
Mary Fisher, E. Bathurst, Anne Wright. Like these she

her sect, such as

Bernard,

laboured and travelled from shore to shore

;

and with

a zeal

becom-

ing a nobler and better cause.
62.

Mr. Waring, a man of quiet and retired habits, but a proHe died A. D. 1793. Miller's Refrosp. vol. i,43,

found philosopher.

4
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John

Griffith's

simple and mild

II.

"Journal."

He was

manners:

illiterate

in his

against undue liberties."

man:

and much infected with

was " often

In his peregrinations, he

cntliusiasm.

a plain and honest

He needed no

iiioved to testify

information.

He knew

worth knowing about his audience, though a stranger to them.
"Right spirited ministers have an infallible guide within,^' said
all

John,

"and have no need

their services."

of any outward guide or information in

Jour. p. 189. See Rathbone, p. 70.

as fair a specimen of their Journals as
64. Rathbone, formerly,

He shows
mind.

himself to be a

There

is

an air of

I

This

is

about

can find.

was an eminent member of the society.
man of genteel manners and cultivated
uncommon frankness and candour in all

A narrative of events in Ireland from
Himself and his book are visible and striking proofs of the tendency of the first grand tenet of the society,
immediate revelations, as advocated bv Barclay. By undervaluing
the sacred word of God, it leads to deism. Yet such is the state

that, he says.

He

A. D. 1791

1803."

to

wrote "

of Quakerism in Ireland, that there exists no evidence that Rath-

bone would have been ejected from the society for his tenets, had he
this book containing such plain, blunt tales of their

not written

management behind the curtain.
65. Bristed. " The society of Friends,
This

Lond. 1805.
already. Part

i.

trifling

or Quakers, examined."
and lumpish book has been noticed

sect. 31.

66. Clarkson''s " Portrait of

Quakerism." Lond. and Phil. 3 vols.
and very unfinished production both as to matter and
manner. He has paid no respect to the true opinions of the sect,
as laid down in the volumes of their ancients; and which always
It is a hurried

the test of orthodoxy, as long as they venerate their claims
He gives us the uncertain
they do) to divine inspiration.
He is a dull and
"leanino-s of his conversations with the Friends.

must be
(as

heartless writer: and yet with
•willing that it

all

giving the best portrait of their civil

But

its

its defects,

the Friends

seem

would recommend it as
polity, and of their manners.

should become popular.

I

delineations of their theological opinions, or of the religious

character of the society are extremely meagre and unfair.
67. Tvke wrote " The principles of the Quakers." See Christ.

Observer, July 1814, &c. &:c.
68. Richard Mott, a distinguished and popular preacher.
69. FAias

fl'icAs,

a preacher equally popular, if not superior.

The
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following extract from the Chester Plough
Post of Jan.

men

1,

Boy and

Even.

Sat.

182S, of a sonnon of Mr. Hicks's, will afford a speci-

"Children have
grow up together, without having
any of the doctrines of men instilled into them, there would be but
one religion in the world."* " The kingdom of heaven is within
you and if you find it not there, before death, you will hereafter
look for it in vain.
Heaven is the sure and natural result of acting up to the dictates of that God in man.
Hell is the torment
of the sentinieiit'i of their present ministry.

one religion, and

all

if

suffered to

;

experienced

it

in (»ur souls

He

dictates."

consequent on the transgression of these

" preaciies no mysteries."

"What

advantage can

be to any one, to believe in what he cannot understand."

&c."
sentiment, equally repugnant to holy

"

The

christian religion involves no mysteries,

This

last

principles of reason

first

ai;id

philosophy,

is

rately feeble hit at the doctrine of the most

Penn and

his equally misguiiled followers

being of the Deify.

and

to the

Holy Trinity, which

have wantonly dared to

If it be of no advantage to believe

exclude from their system.

we cannot understand, then

writ,

an awkward but de^ipe-

is it

what

of no advantage to believe in the

his existence
For He, as well as the manner
removed beyond our finite understanding.
no philosopher, no chemist, no theologian ;and

in Trinity, is infinitely

But honest

men
ters

Elias

is

of his venerable years are, every where, privileged charac!

"

'O Xoyoj <faj^«itov X.tTHt

"Spcuking'

He

is

xitt i

7r<>>.uX0'/ia

the solace of gi ief— and gaiTulity

yn^sTOt."

tliat

of old ag'e."

has been severely and jiJstly blamed of late for the stern

heterodoxy of his sentiments.

Some

of his friends have quoted an

obscure author, a cotempcn ary of George Fox, TVilliam Bailey by

name, to prove that Elias has been no innovator in first principles.
His friends have been guilty of a double fault in doing this. They
have disturbed the peaceful sleep of the dead. Bailey had been

entombed in oblivion. Why did they stir the dust which covered
him i In quoting this man, moreover, they have hurt their cause.
The very quotation makes the Light, and the Spirit, and Jesus one
and the same. And thus, by confounding, or denying the distinct

We

•
shall hear of some philosnplu r proposing' to shut
selves to ascertain the true primitive lang-uage.
But he
goals to have acceis to them to i>uckie them.

up children by themmust not permit an/
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most holy and adorable Trinity, they make tkem-

selves witnesses that JSlias Hicks

like his predecessors, Sabel-

is,

lian or Unitarian !*

who has lately come on
and has attracted much public attention. In the yearly

70. Priscilla Hunt, a female preacher,

the boards

meeting

;

at Philadelphia, of

A. D. 1823, she advocated in

extent, the sentiments of Elias Hicks.

The

all their

applause, and the rich

donations which she received, fully prove the popularity of these
doctrines in the society of Friends.
I shall

conclude with a brief review of the two latest writers, and

of the present state of the controversy.
1. " Letters of Paul and Amicus," octavo, pp. 512, Wilmington.
This volume contains letters first published in the Christian Re-

" Paul," a zealous and able advocate of the doctrines of

pository.

the Reformed churches,
design, according to his

came out against the Quakers. His chief
own statement, was not to give a systematic

defence of the doctrines of the Reformed churclies, but to draw
the veil from the real doctrines

them

to expose
lie

to the

lieid

oft"

by the society of Friends, and

view of the Christian public.

In this aim,

has succeeded completely.
" Amicus," a Friend of the Foxonian period, and well skilled in

the peculiar doctrines of tliat time, came forward to explain and
Like " Paul" he came en masque. And the dispute was
to refute.
carried on vigorously for twenty-one months!

must be

It

adi'nitted, that serious

inconveniences will result from

One very obvious one is this
when heated they will become personal, rude and scurrilous. Having only anonymous characters to lose, they will not permit public
the disputes of polemics en masque.

opinion to have

due influence

its

:'

in

checking their uncourteous

sallies.

But I mean something more than even this, when I sav that
"Amicus" comes out en masque. He does not, and he will not
bring out the real doctrines of the society, until he

pushed, and heated.

At

length, he does

is

dared, and

come out; and without

mask.

Paul"

is

somewhat

feeble on baptism.

he defends and refutes very successfully.

cus"
*

till

he has confessed

See Bailey's book
Old edition.

Jesus.-'

all the

entitled,

"

But on every other point
he goads on " Ami-

And

system of the Friends.

J common

objection

answered about

the

name of
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which we have in the modern times of

length portrait of the genuine Quakerism

the society; it is a
of the old school ; it exhibits the correctness of every charge which
And if the society
I have brought against them out of their books.
full

adhere to Fox, and Penn and Barclay ; if, in fact, the modern
Friends hold to the testimony of their ancient elders, they must

acknowledge the doctrines of " Amicus" as their orthodox doctrines.
To blame these, would be to blame the inspirations of Fox and
Penn to condemn tkese, would be to condemn all the Friends of
None, therefore, in their last annual
convincement.^^
the first
;

Amicus," but those (better informed men I
who are receding from genuine Quakerism, and are approaching the Reformed churches.
On the subject of the Holy Sacraments, "Amicus" exhibits little
solidity of argument: while the decencies and courtesy of modern
polemics, I am constrained to say, seem to have been thrown oft"
"

meeting, blamed

readily admit

them

to be,)

at the very entrance of the arena.

Lord ordained

either

different from the

baptism by

passover

After denying that he

He

tvater,

actually denies that our

or any supper whatever,

J
is

opposed

to missions,

the progress of the discussions, that decided
to our missions

and Bible

societies,

he manifests, in

and deadly

hostility

which reigns in the society as

: and which every one who has studied their tenets, knows
combined with the very elements of their system. See
" Amicus's" first letters, and his letters on the Internal Light, and

a body
to be

Paul's" statements, p. 23, &c.
In his letters on " Internal Light,''^ " Amicus" rejects from his

system the doctrine of the exclusive superiority and necessity of
a written revelation. The scriptures, as usual, he makes a secondary rule, and inferior to the light in the human mind. And when
pressed hard by his able antagonist, he brings out unsparingly their
well

known ancient

doctrine in these words: ""Deists and pagans

are partakers of saving

grace,'''' all

as christians. See p. 283.
religion of

He

Christendom," says

religion." p. 298.

ened christian, so

And

having the Christ within, as well

actually rails at Christendom.

"The

he, " is falsely called the christian

according to this charitable and enlight-

far are the

the christians that (I use his

morals of pagans superior to those of

own words,) "those

called heathens,

savages, idolaters, have far outstripped professing christians in
divine works of mercy, justice and truth !" p. 268, 269, 272.

!
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The doctrine of the most Holy Trinity " Amicus" denies in language the most revolting to a christian's feelings, and outrageous
to tlie

common

alas

he seems to put

!

decencies and courtesy of society.

The following is a
adore the unknown God."

To adore t!ie triune God is to
The three persons are three gods, or three nothings."
The doctrine of the Trinity is irrational^ absurd and mon-

specimen. "
"

p. 394.
p.

For charity,

out of the question.

it

338.

This doctrine ''makes Jehovah a finite mortal,
an unsubstantial Being, find the Saviour the third part of
a monstrous divinity
p. 423. See also his letters 37 and 38, and
strous, p. 403, 423.

the Deity

the preface

On
made
the

p. viii.

the doctrine of the atonement he

the terms " Father, Son, and

same thing: having denied the

takes

away

is

equally violent; having

Holy Ghost"

to

mean one and

relation of Father

and Son, he

possibility of an atonement.

Accordingly he denies,
in bitter terms, an atonement by the sulferings and death of a divine
person.
But he advocates an atonement precisely of the nature
all

described by

me

in Part II. preceding.

That this tends to deism is obvious from the following words of
" Amicus."
" The salvation of the soul is effected, not by that
which Christ did for us in his outward and temporary manifestation, nor by any imputation of his righteousness or merits." p. 478.
He shows afterwards, that their sanctification or inward righteousness,

is

the cause of their justification and salvation, p. 499.

Thus from documents

of the most satisfactory kind, the christian

public can judge of the charges brought against the society by
" Paul," and by myself,* that they have rejected from their system
(he peculiar

and

essential doctrines of the gospel of Christ.

Unitarians be entitled to the

name

If the

of christians, then have the

Friends also a right to it
There are in " Paul's" letters some instances of harshness and
asperity.

It is to

be regretted

tiiat

one who could command such

an overwhelming force of argument, should yield to the provocations and hulhjings of his adversary.

(and wliich of us

cause of truth.
is

matured
On

is

He

in years

free of
is

my

})

he

But with
is

all his

evidently a youthful writer.

publisher, before

I

I

beg leave

saw the

blemishes,

an able champion in the

and experience, the church

this union of sentiment

hands of

them

to state, that niy

letters of Paul

And when

he

will certainly call

MS. was

and Amicus.

in Uic
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upon him to resume his able pen in the great conflict with this class
of Unitarians.

The whole manner

mind and
But he has not digested well what he has

of " Amicus," indicates a vigorous

considerable reading.

read

:

He knows

side.

He

nor has he read enougli.

was, in

fact,

not ready for this

His reading has been too much on the one

conflict with " Paul."

not the true sentiments of the Trinitarians

to say the least, he has not

ought to have done.

He

is

employed

warm from

:

or,

knowledge of them as he

his

the

moment he

leaves the

In each succeeding letter he waxes hotter and

starting post.
hotter, until he

becomes really oftensive and often disgusting. And

musionary exertions,'''' " and
not unfrequeutly, when the ideas of
Bible societies,'^ and a " mercenary hireling ministry'''' come athwart
his heated imagination, he actually raves

!

p. 288, 289, 404, 415, 8tc.

The style of "Amicus" partakes much of the ''tedious, luscious
way of Penn." He often exhausts the patience of his antagonist
and

And what

his reader.

force of his

is

worse

own arguments by an

for his cause, he

eternal verbosity

:

weakens the

while

lie

leaves

himself neither room, nor time, to reply to the main arguments of

His tedious, dry way

his opponent.

He

conviction into the heart.

is little

calculated to carry

proses his reader almost to death,

at one time, and at another, he dissipates the ennui by feelings

excited by his barefaced misrepresentations, or his sallies of ven-

geance.

He

disgusts the

man

of letters by his

want of

taste:

and

he lacerates the feelings of the pious christian by language uttered
with lightness, and certainly very uncharitable
least,

and

bordering on the boldest blasphemy

p. 423.

And indeed

!

;

and, to say the

See his preface

p. viii.

the whole of the letter on the Trinity

and

the atonement.
2.

Vindex in his "Truth vindicated in six letters to the PresHe has gone over much of the same ground, (see let-

byterians."
ters 2d

And

and

3d.)

He

he exhibits two

has advanced the same tenets in substance.

much

Like the other two, he
else not daring to

show

of the style and spirit of " Amicus.''

fights en

masque; being

his face in defence of

THE END.

either unwilling, or

what he says.

.
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national.

Ayresmore

Ayrsmoss.

child

chielde.

frock

pock.

89

8, 9.

24

Celaus

15

corporal
questions

Celsus.
corporeal
quotations.

weak
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descent
forms

fame.
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15
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35
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9
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7
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free.
vol.

sec.

Jewel
joining'
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Farnsworth
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affected
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effected.

A. D. 1611

A. D. 1681.
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Poet
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acts
Iberians

arts
'1
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after

pled"
" too"

" saving."
"plod."
« the."

Juke

Tuke.

now

was.

Tu.

Jur.
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4

1
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